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ThIs book outlines the p! Ineipal questions o.f the
tactics of combined-arms cc,'bat In inject le and nuclear
war. The suljeet. of laetl,Gs and the role and place of
taotics In

mililary art are developed ,4end the material

bane of mohern combined-arms comtipt, its character,
and the maln principles for conductint, it are poiuted
out. The main attention is alloted to exposltion of
the contcnt of offensive and defensive biattle and the
Together witih thi.; [the book
meeting, enxagement.
contains.. an outtlIne of questions of control of forces
in battle on the march, and during disposition during
halts, an.I also support of combat actions.
collective
The work was developed by an autlhor'
of the Frunzc" Mi)itnr, Academy, composed of the
Candidate
following: Najor" • neral V. G..Reznichenko,
of Milltary Sciences, Docent (leader of the collective);
Col. I. N. Vorob'yev, Candidate of Military Sciencesi,
Docent; Col. U. III. Nilyutenkov, Candidate of Mlitazry
Sciences, Senior Scientific Worker; Col. N. F.
Mirosbniclehnko, Candidate of Military Sciences, Senol
Scientific Worwer; Col. Yu. S. Nadirov, Candidate of
Military Sciences, Senior Selentific Worker; and Col.
Sciences, Senior
A. A. Sidoreiiko, Candidate of tIitary
Scientific Worker.
The book was prepared for pre5. by Col. A. A.
Zidorenko.
ThiJs work :.s intended for officers of the Soviet
Army,

students

et

kilitary

educational

institutions,

and officers of the reserve.

Major Seneral V. G, Reznichenko, Candidate of
Military Sciences, Docent
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~PECULIARITIES OF NOMENrTATUJRE1
._-•.General

a, Soviet now.ý:nclalxrr-a s applie-d to tactical units has
instead,
pecul~iarities.
i~oete is no single word for "unilt."
Snumerou,•
Sov'-ets -use four d'-ffeient terms (Iliste~d below), the choice of
L•the
which depends ",ipon• the size and/or relptive2 independence of the unit.
,•
Ilou.,u of the~se term-- has an ;ý'x-nci, 7-1'- isn" equivalient
(1Ob~ved.-nenip.w
refer

S..

~

W
--

S~serv'ices.
•,.translation
' ...
S .

.

ar

-•~~
Sof
•'
:]•uni~t
:•
_

.... •edineni

such as front or E.,n arnr•.

SoedLinenilyc is ued by the. Soviets to
12)" 3.Scved:!-any.
ThL comporefer to a corps., a divisiori, or a brigade.
nents
may be from a single arm or from variouls arias and
The term a!so is v;sed loosely for an stay.
Literally,
It is silmilar to the BiTosn!em: ".formation."
In this
r "compound."
soyzdirinnie,.esu..n,
the terra foi'mation. has been used for
so~dineni•_ye
Chast'

is

used by the Soviets to designate any

u-n-iT-if regiments.; or smaller size tha-t is administraExamples
tively
self-contained and se~parately numbered.

~of these are a ri~le

an e-:•4=rneer battalion of
Ueiet
riJ"le division, and a corpýs signal battalion°. Vtterally,
In this tra•-sis.!ýtion the tern, uni-C
chtst' meani, prt
has been used ft.Dr ehast'.
Podlrazdeleniye is the Russian term for
(4 Podrazdeleniyfe.
i
sdt
refePr to a subordinate unit
~~ýct)
Mr-15--'nb•
~
a chasi-'- it is any unit wlAich cannot be fully
~~~~ident•-f-e-d numerically except by•rfrnetotelre
3of w-,hich it -,:!: -n lntegr:ý,! payU;• -- e.g., battalions;.
an.,", platoons of a rifle regirent; the
copnis
battaliois and batteries of an artillery regiment; the
comnanies of an engineer or signal battalion. In this
translation the teria SibUnit, has been used for
oodra,ýdcelenive.
3-3ee '.)A Pam- hlet 30-50-1,

a

e is used by the Soviets to

ejtfedfre

means "nl .... • 6r "eonsclidaLitej,'al-L-,v
ob•.edieny
the terms front or urm have
Inr•
~,,inn
.
ic -. " In this
been used.

S('•)Chast'.
• "•'•
•_L-.a
:_•'-•
•,•
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INTRODUCTION
The Communist Party and the government of the Soviet Union consistently and
The Soviet Union persistently seeks
firmly conduct a peaceloving f•oraeign policy.
dicarmament
the reaiization or propooals preserted by it for general and total
However, the imperialistic states stubbornly
interrnatloi,&l control.
under strict
refuse to accept thetms propos~la and they intansively expand their armed forces.
They do not want to be rteociLltd to the exiatence of the world system of socialism
and talk openly about theIr s.8nseleus plans to liquidate the Soviet Union and other
states

socialist

by meins of war.

Proceeding from thie Marxist-Leninist position that while imperialism remmins

the danger of aggressive wars will alto remain, our party and government take all
measures to strengthen the defense of the country, and to maintain the combat
readiness of the Armed Forces on a Level ensuring decisive and total destruction of

any aggresso::.

During the last few yearu, thanks to outstanding achievements in the development
we have seen a real revolution in
sciencet, and technology,
economics,Radical
Soviet affairs.
of
qtalitative chwagea have occured in all basic areas Of
militsry
weapons, ca-ganization, methods of combat actions, and methods of
military affairsThe fundamental reason for these changes may
instructing and training of 1.rsonnel.

I

be attributed to the wide intrc4uctlon of the nuclear-armed rocket and its support
equipment.

The changed means, methods, and conditions of conducting armed struggle have
pregented now and increased reoui-rements for Soviet command cadres.
In the program of the CB!SU it is written that "the Party will tirelessly concern
with the titintng of coma•d, political, and technical cadres of the army and
It'elf
Vie flest, cadres which are c.elflessly dedicated to the Cosmnist cause, and are
recruited from the best representatives of Soviet people.

It

considers it

mandatory

that comrand personnel firmly master Marxist-Leninist theory, receive high military
and techlnIcal training, meet all rewlirements of contemporary military theor. and
practice, and strenrgthen milcA•ry disciplinu."

Meeting c11 requirements' of contemporary military theory and practice requires
that one posbevs a deep knowledge ol military theory and know how to apply it
creatively in practicet that one Kncow modern weapons, combat material, and the methods
and forms of a&sied struggle; and that one Skillruiiy, resolve problems of the training
and instructioj% of troops wni(er new itoxditions.

One of the most pressinr, prýlenis of military and theoretical training of
officers is t-he study of tactlt,.s as ihe most massive drea of the military art, in
whose sphere the biggest p,rs, of the personnel of the army is occupied.
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The character of modern combat requires from officers a broad g-asp of
In conditions high tempo of combat operations,
knowledge.
operational and tactical
with the great depth of cn.bat problems and the rapid end sharp cbanges in the
situation during i.ndependent actions of subunits and units, :very commander must be
a truui innovator, a man of bold and creative thought and 'titlligent initiative,
who can grasp corr-!ctly the complex situation on the filId of battlz. and apply those
muthods end rombat means which will best ensure victc'ry.
expocure to the contemporary theo:y of tactics is through regulationa.
The first
Without deep knowledge of the regulations and :olid mastery of their requirements
At
and rer;:orendations, it is impossible to beoume a reel uvster of one's business.
the same time the specific character of the regulations does not permit the
NevertheleSs,
contingencies encountered in combat operation,
enumoration of all
kuowledge of regulation is an important condition for a thorough understanding of the
This book is written to provide officers that
contemporary theory of tactice.
of tactics.
knIowledge requirud to master the art
Since underotanding of the character of contemporary combined-arms combat and
of the methods and forms of conducting it is significantly facilitated by knowledge
of the basic stag.vs of their historical development ard also of f&.ccors conditioning
proper attention to these questions.
this development, this book allots
in its development in comparison with past
Study of the theory of tactiis
tactical views and methods of conducting combat permits tracing definite regularities
and trends and enables one to comprehend and clarify more thoroughly the revo]utionary
changes in methods of combat operations of troops under conditions of the application
of nuclear weapons and other contemporary means of combat.
The main attention in this work is allotted to the tactics of uni t- up to the
Combat operations in epecial terrain conditions are not considered,
ruirak;.!tl level.
ano thereforJ it does not pretend to be a comprehensive treatise on tactics.
]ie authors have attempted to develop the basic questions of the tactics of
combined-arms combat and thereby to promote the development cf tactical thinking, to
successful
increase -the level of training of our officer cadres, and to promote tlieirMotherland.
fulfillment of missions in strengthening the defensive capability of our
The authors express deep gratitude to the generals and officers who read this
work in manuscript and who made a number of valuable suggestions toward the
content.
Improvement of its
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CHAFTER

I

THE SUBJECT OF TACTICS
Tactics

-

A Component Part of hilitarv Art

Soviet military practice as a scientific theory is

divided into three componerts:

strategy, operational practice, and tactics.
Such a division is based on the presence
of specific peculiarities of conducting armed struggle on different scales.
It peltxits
every part of the military craft to investigate specifially and purposefully the
field of phenomena pertaining to its

subject.

Stratetiz includes the study of questions of the preparation and conduct of

striateg-•-&poratlors for a war as a whole.
It investigates the conditions and
character of future war, method.n of prepering for and conducting it, the types of
armed forces and the basis of their strategic use, questions of strategic support of
combat operations, and leader3hip.
Strategy is the mission of the highest military
and political leadership, of the supreme command and highest headquarters, and
pertains to preparation of the country for war and the conducting of armed strugAle
under specific historical conditions.
Ope-rational art relates to the development of the theory and practice of the
prepa9&fiE-,t-n-d• "oRuct
of contemporary operations carried out by strategic unitI
of various services, both independently and Jointly.
Operational art is the binding link between strategy and tactics.
Guided by
the requirements of strategy, operational art investigates the character of
contemporary operations, the re.ral rities, principles, and methods of their
prcpraticn and realization; tb, oigsnnt!5ion. nnnnhi lltlpp. and the nrinrilnlp nf
application of strategic units; questions of operational support of all types and
of the principles of control or troops in operations and their rear support.
war.

Tactics studies all aspects of battle as one of the m:,st important phenomena of

A battle constitutes an organized armed struggle
among un4ts of various size*
and formations of different types of troops and branches of armed forces.
It can be
conducted on the ground, in the air, and on the sea. The goal of a ground battle
consists of the destruction of the tactlcal formation of the enemy and the capture
(retention) of important terrain.
It is conducted by the coordinated efforts of
l! typen
of gronnd tronps with the bupport of aviation and. in t number of cases.
of forces of the naval fleet. Therefore Ruch a battle is a combtned-arms combat.
The most compli2te expression of contemporary combined-arms combat lien in the
scale of the combined-arme formations and units, whose composition includes subu,-ilts
of various branches and special troops.
However, this character of combat Is not
limited at present by the framework of combined-arme formatlons and units.
The
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U
incre,,,sing a.bility of motoritcd infatrc,
(tank) bat%_Olions independently to carry
out combat missions, their contemporary orffaniration, and their reinforcement byI
subu.•to of other kinds of troops, obtained as A rule in the period of battle, mean
that a battle on the battalion scale obtains the character of a combined-onre combat,
Contemporary combined-arms combat is urually a part of an operation, of a battle.
Simetimes for the achievement of parti ular goals It can a.lso be condurCted )utside
this framework; however, the importancu of such combats in contemporary conditions is
insignificant. The decisive goals of military actions on land can be saccessa'ully
attained only by carrying out major operations on the basis of a single plan. Every
combat in such an operation le" a means of solution of operational lcoblems.
In a combined-,arms combat the aetion of subunits and units of evsry kind of
troops and type of armed forces is coordinated in terms of goal, place, and time,
i.e., in close interaction they direct their efforts to the achievement of the basic
mission -- the fastest fuossible] destrui.tion of' the enemy.
In battle they (ach apply
in their own particular methods and means of struggle, ensuing from thc peculiarities
of their organization, combat qualities, and capabilities. The development of specific
concepts connected with the actiont of regiment-sized and smaller units of any service
or branch of the armed forces, in combined-arms combat or Independently, is the
[object of the] study of tactics, the development of concepts for their joint use in
combined-arms combat is the subject of tgeneral tactics.
General tactics proceeds from the tactical and technical qualities an:'
capabilities of subunits and units of types o0'troops and branches of the Lrmed
forces to determine their assignment in combined-arms combat and the o'dey and methods
of [their] joint use in different combat situations, and thereby affects their
improvement.
In turn, the development of general tactics is influenced by the combat
capabilities of the subunits and units of types of troops and branches of the armed
forces and also by their methods and means of struggles.
Therefore the development
of general tactics in many respects depends on the development of the tactics of the
various types of troops and branches of the armed forces.
Tactics, like other branches of the military art, has two aspects - the general
theoretical and the applied.
In the general theoretical aspect, tacttcs investigates the chpracter of
contemporary battle and 'the mist general problems of its organization an.d conduct;
it reveals regularities of armed combat by tactical forces and means and the
principles
and methods of conducting iombat actions.

3

The theoretical positions of tactics find reflection in regulations, manuals,
textbooks, te'aining aids, and other theoretical military works dedicated to the study
of battle.
Inthe applied sense, tactics deals with the development of questions connected
with the organization and conduct of different forms of combat in a specific
situation, with their overall support and control, and with other tactLcal measures.
All the component parts of the milLtary art are mutually connected and
interrelated.
Each of them, studying the field of phenomena relating to its
objective, supplements the others and promotes successt'ul solution of the total
problem facing the military art as a whole.
With the development of military icienec, the connection and interdependence
between parts of the mIlitary art have been continuously changed and improved.
The
place and role of tactics in mj.lltqry art differed at various stages of its
development.
They were determined by the place and role- of battle is. the system of
armed conflict.
Ptior

to

the second half

of the 19th Century,

combat was the only means of

dtstroying the enemy and was essentially identified with battle, which unfolded on
a 'imited section of open terrain with the participation of comparatively small
armies of the warring states.
It is possible to say that battle constituted nothing
other than a single large combat. Therefore battle, like combat, was the object of
the

t4

study of

tactics.

The

strategic

goals of war,

destructio'.

of the enemy, were

attained exlAus.vely by com~bat,

by battle.

Take battle
"War" - wrute Clausewitz -- "ro088eG30 only one means -- battle."'
This same conceot was
away ftoom war, he Indicate,, and war will lose anV meaning.
emphas:Ized by another outstanding military theoretician of that time, Jomini
"Strategy beings the arm'ay to decisive points of the operational zone, prepares for
But to achieve viý;tory requires
su'ccess of' battle, and predetermines Its results.
tactici in conjunction with bravery, geoiusB, and good iortune,"'
Since the second half of the 19th Centory and the beginning of the 20th Century
the rap:d growth of productive forces considerably complic&ted the conditions of
The intrOduction of a universal military obligation made
conducting armed conflict.
possible the creation of massive armies whose maintenance was ensured by the condlItion
of the economiý.s of warring states. The development of railroadr- made possible rapid
concentration of large masses of troope i? certain regiont and simultaneously ennured
their ou'pport, while the application cf the electrical telegraph made possible
control of large formations deployed over e considerable rera and freauently separated
from one another . These developments meant that military actions obtained
They began to unfo•ld on fronts hundreds
coneiderablý wider scope in time a&u spa,7e.
of kilometers in extent, In several directions, and to a consideible depth.
In these conditions, the problem of the destru,ý.ýo;, of the entire active army
of an enemy no longer could be solved in one so-called general battle. Total
destruction required a whole series of combats and battles, connected by a single
plan and developed both simultaneously and sequentially over a relatively large area.
in military art there appeared and was developed a new phenomenon - operations
conducted by strategic units wiLh the participation of tens and hundreds of di!ferent
Now th'e operation - not combat and battle - became the urain
formations and units.
Naturally, tactics could not emorace
means of achieving strategic goals.
simultaneously all questions of the preparation and conducting of combat and
Objective reality advanced the requirewent for the creation of a new
operations.
branch of the military art which would encompass questions of the theory and practice
of operations, i.e., operational art [minor strategy].
T7hus the operational art was a logical consequence of the change in the character
of armed strugglo, reflecting the appearance of its new phenomenon - Operations.
However, one r' ould note that up to the Second World War combat, as before,
remained the only ,. -es for destruction of the enemy and achievement of victory,
because operationax t3 well as strategic leadership did not have at its disposal
and directly subordinated to it, besides tactical forces, means of mass dEstruction,
In the end only battle, or more exactly the totality of many battles, determined theV
outcome of operations, campaigns, and the war as a whole,
The Second World War marked the appearance of long-range (strategic) avittion
and certain pilotless combat equipment, which were used directly by the high command
In
for strikes on the deep rear of the cnemy on his economic and political centers,
view of the absence of powcrful mcans of destruction they d1-'i not renter a seriou_
The fate of the war, as before,
influence on the achievement of the goals of the war.
was decided by the systemetlc destniction of the armed forces of the eanemy directly
on the fields of battle.
The basic form of armed struggle, as in the First World War, was t ie operation.
But in distinction from the first World War, when operations were conducted by
strategic units composed basically of infantry and cavalry fnrmations and a certaill,

quantity of reinforcing artillery units, in the Second World War operation.s were
carried out by strategic units of much more complicated and heterogeneous organization.
Besides a qualitatively different composition of formations of land troops, the
1
K. Clausewitz.
1937, p. 1.47.

0 'Yoyne (On war).

2
A. Jominl. Ocherki voenmog
T959,P. WT
Moscow, Voyenizdat,

4th Edition, Vol,

I, Moscow,

Qosvoyenizdat,

tskusstva (Notes on the military art), Chapter If.
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command ned at its

Foptrational

dinposal powerful aviation for'ces and formations of

airborne troops,
They could be used not only in direct inter&ction with troops on
the field of battle but also for solution of certain Independent problems in
However,
operational depth, ike., outside the boundaries of combined-armb combat.
such airborne operations did not as a rule render a declslve influence on the success
of operations.
Regarding airborne troops, their application in operations was limited
and the single form of acoomplisl'went of their rissBions .was eomtncd-rms combat.
Thus during the Second World! Wr battle continued to be the mst important
means of destruction of the., .nemy cr.3 achievement of operational slid, in the end,
also strategic goals, sJnce the means of combat dirvectlXy subordinated to the atrategic
and operational leadership oould not render a decisive influence on the course and
outcome of opr-rations and the war. Without battle even a single opcration, the war
itself, and vtt t.or-r ir it were inconceivable,
With '.•
,
nee of the nuclear-armed rocket Weapon the position was radically
chan~ed.
ro sic leadership for the first time in wilitary hi'tory obtained
its own mea:- -f
, .truction, by massive applicatton of which it is possible dliectly
to accompli-b
ame.r strategic misslons, creating favorable conditions for carryilg
out operations and battles on the lind and naval theaters and chan,%ing their
character.
Additionally, an olerational commind having nuclear weapons and longrange means of their delivery to targets can now strike the enemky over the entire
depth of his disposition and thereby not only affdect tactics but also ouccessfully
carry out missions which earlier could be accomplished only by combat of combinedarmwx formations and units. Moreover, the nuclear weapon in direct subordinationlto
the operational command is now the ,main means of destruction of the enemy in
operations.
t

Thus in contemporary conditicns battle has ceased to be the single means of
destruction -.f the enemy; Its place and role in armed conflict have changed.
Between
strategy, operational art, and tactics there was established another interconnection
and interdependence.
Now, unlike the past, the highest category of the militar~r
art, in whose sphere there are used combat means inherent to it,
renders a directI
and irmnediate influence on the lowest category of the military art. This
Interdependence creates new and htgher requirements for commanders of tactical units.
They
must possness
wider operational
horizonof then
before
must have
a
sufficiently
clear a concept
of the character
modern
war, and
of also
the means
and methods
for conducting it.
Only a deep under-.tanding of the influence of strategic means
of destruction on the cheracter o:" arm.•d conflict
wiU.1 permi-t achieving a correct
grasp of the value of the initial period of a future war, of the necessity for
maintaining constant crmbat readiness of troops in tine of' peace and also for decisive
actions at the beginning of a war with the goal of the most eff,-ctive use of
,mssed
nuclear blows inflicted by strateEic mieaas.
The change in the interconnection between the cofc.poirýnt parts of the military
art does not mean at all that the role of tactics hr's
insignificant. Battle,
Icoin
at
before, is one of the most important means of achieviog operational goals.
Beyond
a doubt, with the existenc± cf n.
uclear wa-•.on
at the. .rn,•
a'•10......
of the strategic
and operational commands thu capabilities of these vomrhmads have been expanded.
At
the same time one should consider that armed conflict has now obtained a different
character than before.
It has become more cc.•pliceted and embraces not only the line
of direct contact of trccrrs but alto the entire depth of theaters of military actions
and even the entire terrltory of' the warring sildea.
In these conditions, while
nuclear strikes inflicted directly by the strategic and operational commands may
decide the most important part of the tot&l pro.blem of armed conflict, they still.
resolve Just part of it.
For total victory it is still
necessary to consolidate
thn results of nuclear strikes inflicted by the high eommand, to complete
the destruction of the enenly, to mactar his territory, and to deprive him of the
ability to carry on resistance in avy form.
The achlevement of this goal is
--ntennlve combat actions.
..... -" "^ of
inevitably cuLWJLcCuUd with t"
The imperialistic states, in addition to other mean-s of conducting war, hanve
created large land forces with varied and powerful weapons, which catn be deployed
with a depth
of up to
socialist
a zone
along
the boundarie.'
of the clear
1000 km.
Tt Is absolutely
that, countries
In spite ofin the
application
of long.-range
nuclear means major combats and battles with these forces will develop from the very
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Vlctory In these conflicts will determipie the success of the
",eCinning of a war.
ube of the results of nuclear strikes inflicted by the resources of the strategic
nuolear weapons will be applied by the
1eslde• thiu,
and operational commands.
In other areas
supreme command on major ot lectives and in the mout Important areas.
and in the destruction of formations not struck by strategic and operational rnuclear
weapons, battle will play the decisive role.
Thus the main mission of troops of the tectical line in a nucleasr -. r will be
to utilize the results of the application of nuclear weapons by the suprerf.. ecilmani 1
te complete the destruction of surviving enemy formations, to conquer quic-kiy his
territory with the political and economic centers which nourish war and the cevz;ealed
n
means of strategic conflict, and alsD to prevent Invasion by the ground troops oi" a&

K
if

aggressor and his landing on our ter:itory.

The importance of this mission lies in the fact th-t without its fulfillment
This fact determines the rugnifieance of combined-arms
final victory is impossible.
combat in nuclea\r war as a means o'? ach.eving final vletoyy and at the same time
determined the role of tactics in ccntemporary military art.
The tactical theory of the Soviot Arm1y,

critically

processing and absorbing

all that is best from the experience accumulated by the Russian Army, has encountered
Knowledge of this path promotes
great and rich events on the Path of its devel.opment,
a deeper understanding of the problems and content of tactics in conteriporary
condi ti ons.
Short Survey of the Devalopment of the Tactical
v-A•The ,The tactical

theory of the Soviet Army,

like Soviet military science as a whole,

took shape in the course of the violent struggle of the young socialist state against
It
the forces of Imperialistic intervention and internal counterrevolution.
developed together with the development of the Red Army.
The development of the principles of Soviet milltary art is Inseparably cornected
with the name of V. I. Lenin, who left a very rich theoretical heritage in this
llt enriched and developed Marxist theory on war and the army under the new
field.
conditions, formulated the most important positions of Soviet military science,
and defined the decisive factors for achievement of victcry in war. These Leninist
positions have enormous theoretical and practical value for contemporary Soviet
military science.
Expressions on military questions are to be found in many of the works of V. I.
Lenin; this is explained by the character and peculiarities of his work as the lender
of the Communist Party and the working class and the solution of military proble~ms
V. I. LenLn
In connection with problems of the class struggle of the proletariat.
has also left a number of scientific works dedicated to basic military questiona.
These include "The Fall of Port Arthur," "Socialism and Wart,' "War and Revolution,"
and all the
reports,
speeches,
and
also a number
elvil war,military
19b LnterventIon
and extensive
of foreign
militar,
of of
the other
periodworks,
correspondence

1920.

Directing the defense of the socialist state, V. I. Lenin was forced to study
But iife and the practice of battle forced him to
mostly questions of strategy.
solve questions connected with operational art and ttctics.
Of enormouR scientific value are the Statements of Lenin rega:rding the forms
6
and methods of armed conflict, on the dependence of their applicat:ion on the concrele
conditions of the situation, about the necessity of mastering all forms of conflict,
Lenin allotted
for achievement of victory.
their rational combrlatiori
about
Hei
conk~iderable attention
to the question of the technical
means of aimed conflict.
refined and developed tre position or eneis on tne dependence of tactics on the
level of military techinology and repeatedly emphasized the hopelessness of conducting
armed conflict "in the absence of people able to make knowledge&ble uSe of the late6t
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iTaprovementa of military technology."'
Speaking of thu need to apply. different forms of tillitary actions, V. I. Lenin
assigned the decis.-ve role to the offensive.
He morre than once indicated that only
by decisive offensive actions ts it possiblc to achieve. victory and to win a war.
The main goal of the offensive was considere.d by Lenin to te not the repulse of the
eneky, not the occupation of territory, but the complete destruction of hostile
larces,
According to Lenin the most imp•ortant condition ior a successful offensive ivs
the maximyum possible develoymc-ist of anY success, carrying it through to total
victory.
During the years of the Civil 'War he required that "our offensiIe l(y
lw
transformed from small and j&actial Into a massive, huge assault, carrylng through
2
to victory."
Whlle recognizing the offendeive as o biasic and decisive form of armed conflict.
Lenin allutted considerable attentlon sLho to the defensive; but he considered it
not as An end in itself but as a 1-mtorary action, forced by the situtlion and
subordinated to the general interests• of destruction of the enemy,
In defense, V.
1. Lanin required the mallifestation of maxlmumn
resistanee, persistence, and
selflessness.
In those caerr when the situation is esuecially unfavorable for
defense, Lenin allowed the po:;sslblity of" retroat,
But he required that the retrea,
be organized.
The theoretical military heritage of V. I. Lenin. ineludes numerous; exrvsslonS
about the conditions dctermining the. suecersnil conduct of ý;rmed conflict.
Lenin
assignled great significance to material and moral factors, to thorough study of the
enemy, to correct selection of the direction of the Msic. bloW, to the cr'eatlion of
superiority of forces and mcan5 In a decisive area and at the decisi-e monment, to
the achievement of surprise, to lhorau•'jh dcvelopment of militaiy plans and manifold
preparation of battles,
Basic idea7 which run through all the escpressione of V. I.
Lenin on questions of the military art am,ý activity, resoiluteness, boldness, ond
the necessity of offensive actions In armed conflict. These ideas are now the be.stIs
of our tactical theory, and of all Soviet milltary art.
The greatest contribution .O tir2 d( vlopment of the theoretical principles of
Soviet tactics, and also of Soviet nilitary science as a whole, was Introduced by
M. V. Frunze.
lie examined questions of lacliO3 in close connection with the
character of future war and means of conducting it.

S•in

Frunze indicated that tactlcs and strategy a ,e phenomena of the same order,
component parts of the mi2.itpry art. Ti,' dcxvelopment of tactical theory depends
on the changes in its material base, In the means of conducting battle.
"Any
tactical theor-y," he states, "comrcspond• to a definite historical epoch; if the
type ot, weapon is changed, if new technical improvements are introduced, then
together with this tharo will be a3 chanrue in the form of military organization and
the methods of leading troopr."
Considering that "war of the future will be, in considerable measure if not
uhol]y, a war of machines,"' frun:eso allotted considerable attention to the teehnic1l
equipment of the Red Army and expressed advanced views on the role of various types
of forces, in particular aviation, ta:nks, and #Artillery, in combined-arms battle.

1V. I, Lenin.
Polnoye sobrantiei
soehlneniy (Coraple:te collected works), Vol. 9,
p. 153 [Russian EditTSFn.
2
V. I.
aý-nin.
Polnoye sotrantyc noch insniy (Complete collected works), Vol. 39,
p. 245 [Russian Editionj.
3M. V. Frunze.
Izbrarnye proizvedeniya (Selected works).
Moscow, Voyenizdat,
1950, p. 185.
tN. V. Prunze. Izbrsnnye proizvedeniya (Selected works). Moscow, Voyerizdat,
1957, Vol. Ii, p. 343.
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Frunze considered the Influence of tecchnology on the charactur of battle,
taking into Account not only Its direct combat effect but also the moral influence,
emphasizing that "frequently this latter goes far beyond the limits of cauulng Sirect
material damage."
lie considered that armed conflict, in spite of the external appearance of chaos,
!ns-eesues properties of objective regnlarity, the discovery of which consti Cutes
the most important problem of mlii.acs science.
in his works he determined the
relationship and itnterconnectlon of offense and defense, of manever and position
forms of battle, of the role of fire, maneuver, and attack in battle; he exasud.'ec'
the principles of applicstion of different forms of combat actions, depdnding Upcn
the situation.
Frunze considered the ba.ic form of battle of the Red Amny to be offensive,
e.iphasiZing that. only he who flnds ithe couraj.e to advance will conoqer; the strIct
defensive Is inevitably doomed to defeat.
"The tactical theory of 'the Red Ar, Y 5
he stated, "has been and will be impreC.jnated by activism in the spirit of bold
and energeticall.y. conducted offenslve operations.
This ensues fl'om the class nature
o0 the 'workers and peasants' army and at the same time coincides with the requirem•atA
of the military art. " Speaking of requirements of the millitary art, Frunze held
the view that the offensive gives a number of purely military advantag.es with respect
to
the 'nitiativc, achievement of surprise, suppression of the will of the
theizin
enefay, etc.
At the samew taine Frunze recognised the possib! lityi, under certain
conditions, of defense and sometimes oven retreat, considering it as one of the
points of a future offensive.
In the works of Frunze the idea of achievement of victory in battle by the
united efforts, of all types of forces is decisivelz presented. He opposed evmn
distribution of forces in bIattle and indicated the advantages of actions by 6hock
formations.

Proceeding from the maneuver character of future war and the role of maneuver
in the achievement of success in battle, M, V. Frunze repeatedly emphasized that
"imneuverabiiJty should enter into the flesh and blood of our Red Arny."
But he
did not negate

the possibility

of using position

methods of conflict.

maneuiver can be managed without elements of p'asition," 2

"No

war of

he Indicated.

M. V. Frunze assigned exclusively great significance to the training of
command personnel, since these are, in his expression, the backbone of the army, the
basis of its military power,
A commander in the Red Army not only must know narrow military affairs but also
must perfectly master Marxist-Leninist theory, stated Frunze.
He considered mastery
of the methodology of Marxism-hIeninism to be a necessary condition 2or deep
understanding of military affairs and fervently supported the idea that the Marxist
method should become the method of leadership in all fields of scientific-military
knowledgo!.
While assirnilng paramount value to Marxist-Leninist education, Frunte at the
safe tiwe stated

that

witho'ut proper t actica

traln

..... no Soviet

commnder

coult

He
consider himself prepered to L.ulf ll his honorable and responsible assignment.
required that command personnel vork systematically and constantly on self-education,
always keeping up with developments in the Soviet Union and abroad, constantly
developing and enriching their military knowledge.
"He who fails In this will quickly
find himself outflanked and iii thin ease he will have only himself to blabs..na
1M. V. Fru-nze.
1950, p.

1 9 57

lzbrannx.proizvedeniya

(Selected works).

Moscow, Voyenizdat,

206.

'Frunze, op. cit., p. lo9.
3
M. V. Frunze.
Izbrannye proizvedeniya (Selected Works).
, Vol. II, p. 1ist
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Great contrlbutioljs in the development of the theory of Soviet tactics were
N TukhachevcirAi.
In hie woras, 1 alone with considcration of iklestiohS
oi strategy and operational technlque, much attenu.ion is allotted t.o tectcs,
made by X.

"Tactics," wrote Tukhashevl;kly, "studies the natkire of battle and ':h
participation In It of for-es aoi a whole." 2
His baslc attention wao el.Joited to
uncoverins the effect of new means of battle - especially tan)ks, aviatien, longrange artillery - or the change in the character or combIned-arins combat and tie
prlnciples of eon.ueting it,
Ile originated the concept of lattle it depth mid
developed the principles for conducting it.
Thkhachevskiy ndvanced the Iurniing
question of the time, the prob'lem of techni,:al equipment Vre troops and its combat
*pplication.
'Phe majority of the theoretical workv by Tukhachevs-kiy on tactjics are dedicuted
to thle offensive.
In them lie outliner the principles of toe of cnsive, the forms of
maneuver, the dependence of the width of the offensive •o-,. On tlhe possiltb11itles of
destroying the enemy by artillery fire, questions of eolti ol and Coordination of
various types of troops, the structure of the battle foui.ttion, the conduct of battlv,
and other topics,
Of special interest Is Tukachevskiy's foundatlon fo- the neeessity of tiansitioji
from reserves to second echelons and their fundamental C.stl .',ction. "The question
of second echelons," he wrote, "Is a questign of greatest, eigift'aaice; aithout It
there cannot be a viable battle formlation."'l
TukhachevSnh.y Indicated that reserves
were the basis for Napoleonic tactics, which Involved t-, followlng steps: troops
of the first echelon uncovered the most advantageous diract.lon by meatis of battle
and the reserve was shiftod there by a flick of the cenor commovnler's batoe.
Given
the insignificant range o,' fire at that time, the movem.-nt of the rreserve Ware
unhindered and could be executed in good time.
The Firs!t World War and the I.Russlarx'
Civil War showed that reserves subjected to the effect ::,f long-r&nge weapons of the
enemy constantly lagged behind schedule.
This was the ,ecason for the transition to
second echelons.
1'Okhachevskiy shw theL main distinction of a seconI echelon from a reserve in
the mis'.Aion and the character of r.etlons prior to entry, into battle.
"'tlhe second
echelon should reciv. tt.e tactical mlssion simultaneoosly with} thle fir'' echelon
and t.ic commander
of 1he second echelon, upon: obtainirp. this mission, acts abso-u,
n~dependenltly." 4
ie mover, his troops independently ii the direction indicated to
him in order to secure tirieoy development of the suceves of the first echelon,
conducts necessary measures ahead of time,
personally watches the course of t.>e
battle, and carries the responsibility for the timely .Lntroductioxi of the Geeo,•
echelon into the battle.

ll,

T'Nkthachevskly allotted considerable attention to the development and study of
the dynamics of battle. Ho indicated that in the old Russian Army battle was studied
only up to the moment of bayonet 6ttacn
, and
•
fter
+i 'it s 'lke
nn affalr In.
'another world'." In this lay one of the causes of the defeat or the Russia,, Ariij,
5
which "did not know the process of offei6ive In depth,"
M. N. TxWhachevskiy was a military theoretlcan on the broad scale.
In his
works we :'Ind further development of cjuestions not only of the offensive but also

2.

11M. N. Tukhaehevskiy.
lzbrannye Pproizvedenyis
Moscow, Voyenizdat, 1901.

"4M. V. TuKhacnevskiy. i-branr--jctzve....a
Voyenizdat, 1964, Vol. I, p.-2-5.
3

Tukeehevokiy,

op.

(Selected Works).

Vols.

(Selected Works).

Moscow,

cit.., p. 68.

4

M. N. Tukhachevskiy.
Izbrannye proizvedeniya. (St~leete0 Works).
Voyenizdat, 1964, Vol. I, p768.
5

Tam the.

str. (Ibid.),

p. 194.
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defenrce, meeting engage•c..t,
retreat,
raltning,
HIe
prot:edurcn of tacticel

lt•I

march, control
of troops,
outlined a convincing basis

•

Ip1•

recon•aissance,
and
for
the need for

combat Independence of the battalion and indicated the way to Increase it.
In his
works & large place Is allotted to the forms and metholt of developing the tactical
thinking of the commander and independence, initiative, and boldness in rechiIng
decisions.
"A commander should know," wrote Tukhachevskiy, "that after a failure
encountered by his unit as thce result of bold actions on his part - and failure
cannot be excluded in war, - he will encounter not reproaches and inquiry, but general
sympathy and moral support.''
Major contributions to the develoinient of the theoor- ot tactics of the Bcd Army
were made by such outattandine SovjeL cc.ivo.nders end
tilitaiy workers as S. S. Kamenevw
;t. 1. Ycgorov, I. E. Ytkir, V. K. bblyukhr, I. P, Ubrevvlch, V, K. Triandafillov,
A., . SedyelUin, R. P, EZwdem&,i,
nd othe.
Their theoretical views found reflection in transactions [books], numer'ousR
reports and articles, and also in regulations, manuals, instructions, and dlreotives
which werr developed with their direct patrticipation,
. In the 1920's there appeared many works dedicated to various questions of
tactics.
In them the experience of the Civil War and the First World War, was
generala red, a basis was developed for the most important positions of the military
art, methods and forms for conductJng battle were revealed, and the path of further
dcvclopment of military affairs was laid out.
Of' the works on ateneral tactics, those of A. I. Verkhovekiy, N. Ye. lakurin,
f. G. Lignau, N. V. Morozov, N. P. Sapozhnikov, K, D. Syromyatnikov, and others are
oftparticular value.
The main attention of Soviet military theoreticians was
allotted to the investigation of combat acttons in a war of maneuver, espEnially the
meeting engagement.. "In tactics," indicated Verkhovskiy, "the meeting engagement
has become the most characteri stlc phenomenon.. -Ie
who wants to win in contemporary
war must first of all ~master the techI-.que of the meeting engagesient."2
Along with works on general tactics, this period saw the puiblieatlin of mtn.y
works considering the tactics of particular types of troops.

"The development of artillery tactics was the subject of the works of Ye. K.
Smyslovskly and V. K. Tokarevokiy; the tactics of armored forces, of the works of
P. D. Gladkov and K. B. Kalinovskiy 3 and the tactics of aviation, of the works of
N. A. Yatsuk, M. P. Stroyev, avI A. N. Lapehinskly.
In the 1930's the developmsn-t of the theory of tactics of the Red Army was
ch-aracterized first of all by the development of problems of c-,bined-arms combat In
depth on the new material and technical basis, Of great merit In this area are the
works of M. N. Tukhachevskty, V. K. Tria'nlal-ilo', and K. B. Kalincvskiy.
Tukhaulevskiy, proceeding from analysis of the experience of the First World
War and from thi equipping of the army with new armaments (mainly tanks and aviation),
first advanced tne idea or lattlc in depth as early ar, 192b.
-le Indlcated that Itle
new material and technical base of the army (long-range atrtillery, tanks, aviation,
airborne forces) would make it possible to reject the former exhausting forms of
battle for every enemyr positioon separately and would allow cro.sing over to new,
more effective forms and mothods of conducting battle.
Re' proposed simultaneous
destruction of the enem over the entire depth of LIs dirposition.
The idea of the possibility of simultaneous db'stmruction of the entire tactical
1

Tukhachevukiy;

2
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A. Verkbovskiy.
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d~pth of the ener/'o C.r't.•-.

means
of echo.lppd apolication tof tanks in

three

groups - 1•M) (EM111, (DHP%and tDD) (J]., -- breaking through to different
depths, in Inte:action wit), ]ung-range artille-ry and aviation, was outlined in
K. B. Kalinovskiy thoroughly developed the
apevifir form by V. K. TciandaflUlov.
tactics of actions of thtcue tanm. groups and thus placed a practical foundati',n under
the entire concept of battle in depth.

E

The essence of the theory of battle In depth consisted in simultanf-ous action
over the entire tactical dep-,h of the dv2-:ense of the enemy and rapid development of
taetteal success by specially deo&siated eobile troops. timultaneous suppressioni
of the hostile defense would be attained by aerial strlkzcz and artillery fire, by
swift breakthrough of long-range tark groups, Into the position of enemy artillery
and tactical reserves by deuisive advance of tao•ib providtng long-rangc fire support
for the infantry, and by nonstop advvnce of Infantry vIth the direct support tanks.
The developmeu-t of a tactical success Into an operational victory would be carried
out by a Special echelon foir development of ,.ucceneep [bre.•kthvoughs], consistint of
mechanized and eavblry formations.
All this would permit containing, suppressing,
and paraiyzing all. defense, depriving the enemy of the possibility of enf•asing in
ccunteraction and restoring thv frent by bringing up rec.erves.
Subsequently the theory of battle and operations ini depth was at the center of
atýesotion of the scientific militrry thooght of the Red Army. Its roost Imnortant
positicns were presented in works of G. S. Isserson end N, Ye. Varfolomeyev, and also
in the collective work Combat Actions of the Rifle Corps. Wj~th the publication of
an Te-i3eF4-ha'ie of the Temnrorprr Fielo
the ]LIstruetions on Battle in eI
utos_- .-_e
new prIncipl!s cf tactics iw~e 0
,uT,-- the
"rooY"o's" "' AMe tha••gsi
of their combat training,
In subsequent years the development of totcis
pr-,ceeded mainly in the direction
of manifold foundation of the positions of' the theory of battle in dtpth, taking
into acev;utt the further development of the technical means of conflict.
A major contribution to the development of the tleory o' tactics in the prewar
years was the issuance in i940-1941 of fundamental collect've works: General Tactics,
in three volumes, Artillery in the Basic Forms of Combat, and Service ETT•e-•-65TneTArms Headquarters T
e-htT
.
Given uiss printing, these works played an importart role In

thA training of

command peisonnel of the Red Army on the eve of the Great Patrilotic Wai.
However, it is necessary to note that before tr.c Great Patriotic War huge
losses were inflicted on Soviet military sciencŽ; by the repressions carrled out
against the leading military cadre in the 6stuation of the Stalin cult of personality.
Many military scientists were unln,;efaily repressed and their views mazle questionable,
-while
their sclentific pubotcations were said to be harmful and were suppressed.
War was the mist important stage in the devc Iopment of

The Great Ptiotic
Soviet 'ilitary

science.

It

served af

a severe test

of Soviet milit-ry theory and

uncovesed all its positive and negative sideo.

I

*
,
*

•

In the course of the war the theory of tactivs vas developed on the basis of a
The most important of its theoretical positions
v st sto-e of combat experience.
and conLc.isions, new principles of conductý..,, battle, found reflection in orders and
directives,
operations.

regulations, manuals and tnstructions, and descriptions of battles and
In this war there were developed effective magbrxis for achieving

breakthrough of an enemy Cefense, expansion of a tactical
c_ýceess into an operational
one. surmounting from the rmrch of Intermediate defensive lines in operaitional depth,

= long-range fire support
'[NPP] (11) - direct supporv, of infantry; [DPP] (TUhfl)
Expansion is drawn f ion TM 30-546 Glossary of
long-range.
of infantry; [lD) (JU
Soviet Military and Related Abbreviations (Feb. 1957) [Trans. Ed. note).
_KBKIA (PIW(A)

=

Workers'

and Peasants'

Red Army (Trans.

Ed.

note].
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I.,rsuit, forcing of rivers, encirclement and destruction of the surrounlded enemy,
cond'.ctig of active, Innuperable defense, and others.).
In the following period, especially durinS its first decade: the basic attention
in the development of tautics was turned to the invoetigatton and generalization of
,the cxpcrlenm?ý oof the past war and to Improvment of the r'ethods applied in the
'courre of the war for conducting combat actions, taking into account the changed
organization and equipmicut of the armed forces.
The modern stage in the davelo;;,aent of tne theory of tactics and of Soviet
military science as a whole is connected with the arrival of nuclear weapons in the
The eqaipping of all branches of the Armed Forces
arsenal of the Soviet Forces,
with these weapons advanccd new problems for Soviet military science and demanded
radical reconsideration of views on the character of a possible war, on the forms
and methods of armed confýIcta of all scales.
P.:r-blem of Tactics at the Conteorar

Sta

in contemporary enditions, the tactical theory of the Soviet Army solves :te
problems by proceeding from, the existence of new means of strigGle: (first of all
nuclear weapons); frow the changed character of armed conflie6 and the reqursrements
ot Soviet militaiy doctrine, frrom the possibility of a surprise attack by an aggressor
on our W.,ýtherland, and from the enormousiy increased role of the initttsl period of
a war.
The Second World War gave many examples when an aggressor stc-uck sudden, swift
blows in the beginning of the war, mainly by thrusts or nobile troops supported by
aviation and driving across the boundaries of neighb}orang countriers to penetrate to
the greatest possible depth, to break up defending forces, and to surround and to
destroy then while eimultanscualy eietsng -I=.portant regions in depth. T ? suddenness
of attack, as is Lnows, gave gret..t advantages to the aggressor,
At present the existence of nuclear wtapons and other powerfuil means of
destruction and ilso the great mobility of troops have considerably increased the
possibility of surprise attack by an aggressor, and Its cnnsequences can be
catastrophic.
Therefore the mo'ýt important problem of tacti.cs is the development
and realization of measures ensurling constant combat readiness of units and subunits
to conduct combat. actions Jn a complicated air and ground situation.
The emergence of nuclear weapons and other modern means of armed conflict
radically chrmng:ed the eA-racter of battle and the conditions for conducting it.
Tacticaol theory is -alled upon tc br.ing these changes to light, to investigate the
nature of contemporury b-ttle - its cha'i-cteristie features and regularitleu - and
principles of training for and conducting it.
Disclosure of the nacure of contemporary battle is connected first of all with
InvestigAtion of the mearis of conductiag It- that is. with study of the changes
occurring in the weapons and technical equipment of troops and with mantifestation of
the influence of new mean's
't strnggý.e on methods of conducting battle.
In contemporary battle the moit powerful meang.for desturetion of the enemy
is the nuclear weapon.
its skillful application permits inflicting huge losses on
the enefmy in terms of personnel and equipment in a short period, neutralizing stronz
points, destroying engineering structures and other objects, creat--,Ig zones of
radioactive area contamination, and also rendering a eýtong moral effect on tioopz.
4

A nuclear strike .Jnflicts total destruction on the enemy in a defined. rs,.!us
and in this iadiv' rhe need for application of conventional fire and attac,;sýy, troopp
Is eliminated- I, a naclear explosion fire and blast merge toaether. With the help
o& nuclear weapons it is possible to solve independently problems of the destructi-n

'See Rdzvitiye t~ktiki Scvetskey
(Dove lopmenU-5r..ZatTcu or the

rmi

War (191-1i945)).
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of one or another enemy formation more effectIvely and in shorter periods than is
possible by the use of conventional means of destruction.
Consequently, nuclear weapons have char;,ed the very content of combined-arms
combat. Its fox.ner elements - fire, maneuvcr, and attack by troops - no longer
Completely encompass the essence of contemporary ba'htte.
There has appeared a new
and also most important element - the nuclear strike.
Therefore determination of
the methods of the combat epplication of nuclear weapons and defense against the
nuclear eaapona of the enemy, methods of t.ke most effective use by the troops of the
results of nuclear strikes, and protection of troops from weaponc of mass destruction
mare
jor problems of tastics.
However, no matter how great the power of nuclear weapons, they alone cannot
solve all problems on the field of battle. It is necessary to keep in mind that
nuclear ammunition destroys the enemy only in a defined radluo2 beyond the borders
of which his subunits and units can preserve their combat capability, and the
ethapletlon of his destruction will. demand the use of other forces and means.
Beslder
this, ic is clear that nuclear weapons will be widely applied in main directions for
the destruction of the most important objects.
Other targets and objects, including
certain tactical nuclear weapons, tanks and artillery in combat formations, deta.ohod
fire means, etc., will be hit by conventional means.
Front this it follows that in
contemporary battle along with nuclear weapons wi6e use will be made of conventional
meanns of destructlon - artillery, tanks, aviation, swall armsý, etc.
The development
of effective methods of using conventional weapons in battle constitutes one of the
most important problems of tactics.
Completion of the destruction of an enemy in battle during the application of'
nuclear weapons is attaited, as earlier, by a close combination of fire, strike,
and maneuver, although their role, content, and conditions of application are
essentially changed.
Fire, whose power has sharply increased , prepares for and accompanies the attack
by the troops and is an !na)ienable part of the
attack itself. At the same time it
creates tue necessary condItions for realization of maneuver and frequently ensures
its realization.
The strike constitutes a combination of fire and movement of tanks and motorized
Infantry subunits and small units for the purpose of completing the destruction of
the enemy directly in battle, at close range.
It is expressed in decisive and
unceasing attack (couriterattasx) and the swift advance of troops on the field
of
battle. The basic means of inflicting a strike on troops is cannon, machine-gun,
and
automatic
of high
density,
conducted
from tanks
armored
carrierstro'ops
motion
in
and fromfire
short
.halts.
There.fore,
the force
of the and
blow
of attecking
is now determined prim'vrily by the firepower of their weapons.
Maneuver 'e.B
the organized and rapid shit-ing of suhunits end units both
the preparation for battle and also in the course of battle for the purpose ofduring
creating the most profitable conditions for application of forces and means,
achievement ofxtImely and most complete use of the results 8f nuclear strikes, and
successful fulfillment of-the assigned combat miission.
Consequently, the successful study of the essence, role, and place of fire,
assault, and maneuver and the develcpment of methods of their application in
combined-arms combat also enter into the problevs of tactics.
On the basis of investigation of the combat properties of different means of
combat and the capabilities of subunits, units, end formations, knowledge of the
nature of battle and its chauacter, and the regalarities operstlve in battle.
tactical theory develops the most expedient methods for organizing and conducting
battle in one or aroher situation. The solution of this problem constitutes the
final result of all theoretical research in tactics. The correctness and
completeness of its solution are the evaluation of theoretical work carried out ½L
tactics.
The development of the most expedient methods of troop actions is carried out

by the tactician

in

reference

to a

definite

type of battle,

since every form of
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battle has its
own peculiar methods, procedures, and principles for the use of forcee
and means.
In view of the extraordinary variosy of conditions of the combat
situation, the tactician develops these methiods first
Cf all
for the most typtcsl
conditions.
At the same time, manifold investigation is made of all
the'essenttlal
peculiarities of troop actions which are caused by the character of th•.terrain,
tb's
season, and the time Qf day (combat actions in mountains, in forest, in csertS
aid
steppesý in inhabited localities, in winter, at night, etc.).
Tactical theory, investigating manifold conditions of conductting battle, -ioeS
not give ready recipes and categorical instructions suitable for all
cases found In
real life.
It contains only the major and most important posit.ons and rules;
following them, the commander makes Independent decinion3 cor'responding to the
specific conditions of the combat situation.
The art
of preperation for and the
conduct of contemporary battle is connected with broad i.nnifestation of initiative
and creative work by commanders at all
levels.
Rigidity and adherence to pattern
in tactics frequently lead to defeat.
Battle constitutes a conflict between two sIdes, each of which, struggling for
achievement of its
goals, persistently seeks vtctory.
Therefore, tactical theory
does not develop methods for operations of friendly troops in a vacoum, but takes
into account the tactics of the probable enemy, his organization, the capabilities
of his weapons and equipment - their strong and weak sides.
Only under these
conditions In it possible to develop proc,.-dures and methods for operations by our
own troopa which will give the greatest effect with the least expediture of effort.
Therefore the tactician studies the forces and means of the enemy, his views on
their application in battle, and also hi( methods of conducting different forms of
battle.
The changes otcurring in the character of cocntemporary combined-arms combat
have rendered an essential influence on the methods of controlling troops,
At
present It Is mandatory to conduct all
measures in extremely limited periods and
frequently while in motion, under conditions of a rapidly and sharply changing
situation.
Tactical theory ib called upon to investigate in depth questions of
control and to develop the most expedient recommendations on their resolution in the
complex conditions of modern battle.
Other important problems of tactics are to uncover the factors and methods of
realization of measures undertaken for manifold support of combat actions and to
investigate questions of the disposition of troops in place and during movement,
especJally the carrying out of marches, which have now become an integral end
inalienable part of combat actions.
Of very significant value In" tactics are the organizational forms of units and
subunits.
The most highly perfected organization, in which the correct combination
of economic capabilities with contemporary methods of armed conflict is to be found
promotes successful conduct of combat actions.
Incorrect E-lution of organizational
and organic quest.ions hampers the conduct of battle and serves as & brake on the
development of
.t!tc.
Therefore, another of the problems of tactics is the scientific
foundation of requirements for the forms of organization of forces.
In developing theoretical positions on the conduct of combined-artn
theory of tactics considers the moral spirit
of the troops.
At the sarme
determined the requirements for combat morale ensuing from the character
contemporary combined-arms combat.
The moral strength of personnel of fnrces in future battles will be

to vast pressure and unprecedented tests,

combat,
time it
of

the

subjected

Nuclear weapons and other means of

destruction will render not only a strong physical effect,
and psychological Influence on personnel.

but also a huge moral

The entire pe.rsonnel of our army, and especially the conimanders, must be educated
in a spirit
of infinite devotion to their Moth.arland; they must possess great force
of will, which will help them to, suppress in themselves wavering, indecision, and
the sense of fear connected with danger, and tuill enable them in the most complicated
situation to presýrve cheerfulness of spirit,
clarity of thinking, and a high sense
of responsibilityto manifest courage, reooluteness, and initiative.
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Courage is a feature of oehavior expressing the moral strength and stability
of
the
soldier,andhisresoli•tely
bravery, ti•e
presence
of mind incond'5tjens
d-sager, his
to conduct
'battle boldly
In the
mos•t difficult
of readineSa
the iltuat'oon.
Courage restrains him from hasty, unthinking, incorrect decisions and actions
and at the same time creates coulfIdence that E.uccess will be achieved.
The
manifestation of courage requires thorough knowledge of military affaIrs, selfconfidence, and confidence in the might of his weapons and combat equipmtnt.
Resoluteness is manifest first of all in boldness in mYAing a decision and
persistence in carrying it out.
It renders a great influence on the course of battle.
Swiftness in making a decision and firmness a~nd persistence in carrying it out these are the guarantee of successful combat actions of troops.
If, however, the
situation changes and the accepted decision ceases to apply to it, the commnnder
must find in himself sufficient force of will to drop it in good time and inmediately
to make another, more useful decision.
Indecision and wavering can ruin things even
In the most favorable conditions.
Initiative is highly developed independence, the ability to act creatively
and not according to a pattern in achieving the goal of battle. Eessoned initiative
is based on understanding of the plean "Mf battle, o0' one's own problems, and theI
problems of adjacent forces, and consists In an effort to find the most effective
ways, means, and methods of fulfilling the mission at hand In a given situation.
High moral combat qualitie.s of personnel, including command personnel, do not
develop by themselves.
They are the result of constant, tedious, and purposeful
work. Therefore one of the problems of tactical theory is the determination c.V the
content of tactical exercisec in the system of combat training which take into account
the development of sýecified moral combat qualities of personnel.
Together with thi.,
tactics participates in the development cf forms and methods of' political work in
battle, ensuring the maintenance of a high political and moval state of the troops
and their successful fulfillment of combat missions.
Methods of Studyiiig Tactics
The study of tactics by officers is carried out in peacetime (in educational
institutions, in the system of combat trainh'ig, at seminars, in courses,
independently) and continues in the course of war.
In former wars, some officers
could learn tactics exclusively means of personal conbat experience.
However, even
then such a method was extraordinarily unprofitable, since errors and discoveries of
the ABC's of tactics, long knovo. by others, were paid for in blood.
In contemporary
conditions such a method is essentially excluded: the technique of battle and the
character of armed struggle conflict are too complex. The requirements for a
commander have increased sharply and the time factor has obtained vast significance.
At present the only proper Method is that of persistent, and vigorous study of

ii

tactical theory in peacetime.
This corresponds to the interests of the security of
the Motherland, to the requirements of the Program of the CPSU that car forces be
ready at any moment to give a crushing rebuff to imperialistic aggressors.
The peacetime study of tactical theory by officers is composed of thorough
mastery
of the
theoretical
principles
of in
combined-arms
of de~iinte
battle
oractical
the indevelopment
methods
and skills
the leadership
of and
troops
battle.
These are the two sides of the single process of mastery of tactics, in which the
study of theory and the skill to apply it in practice are of identical importance.
Knowledge of the theory of tactics is a necessary condition for and a basis of
creative solution of all questions of combined-arms battle.
Only with this knowledge
is it possible to develop a creative approach to the fulfillment of practical
problems, and to solve them rapidly and correctly. Therefore mastery of theory is
necessary for every commander and military leader. Without it successful military
activity is impossible.
"Today," - states the Minister of Defense, "it is
inconceliable that anyone can lead troops, or instruct and educate them without
scientific knowledge or without regard for science.
And the further military affairs
develop, the greater will be the role of scientific theory, generalizing experience
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.k1luminatlng the path to practic.".

Together with this, tactics falls among those fields of knowledge which carry
in tie hIghest vraree an applied character, waere it is important not oAXy to Iknow,
hut also to know liow - to know how to evaluate a situation rapidly, to prodchee
necessay&operational and tactical calculationn, to make a correct decision, to
assign 'sisnions to the troops, to orgenizo, their fiulfillment by coordinated efrcif5
of veoius types of troops, to know how to quicl-ly prepare concise and clear combat
docurents, to work with maps and 'ith mca.na of c%¶munication, etc. However, in
spite or the great importance. of' the applied part, it should not displace the
theoreticel, since in this cere the danger of Injoction of patterns, of blind,
nechanical rapeti tUon of known procedures and methods, inevitably increase;.
Consequetly a harmonious conbin(ution of the study of tactical theory with its
creaVivt application- in practice is necessary.
The development and improvement of the practical methods and skills necessary
for leaderehip of troops are attained mainly by carrying out group exercises, through
tac-tical leaflets and staff trat•ning, in mwilitary games, and by command-staff and
ml• itary exercises.
Study of the theory of tactics is carried out at lec.1uren and seminars, in
conversat:-ons, during various practical occupations and exercises, r.nd primarily
by means of indeptndent work.
Independent woi k Is the basic method for studying the theory of tact:Lcs.
Only
with deep independent study of the military literature Is diverse self-prL~paratlon
for practical work possible.
"Without outstanding independent Iabor," wr)te V. I.
Lenin, "truth cannot be found in any serious problemr-e-T-w"-h.labo:r loses the
possibility of finding truth,'"
Of basic importance in the independent study of tactics are kie regu.Lations
which gomrn the troops.
They contain the Seneralizations of vLst experionce and
the final results of theoretical research, which are expounded in the frn
of
defined positions, principles, sad correct norms, derived on the basis of profound
analysis of experimental data and manifold theoietxz'•l development.
The regulations
give guidance on the organization and conducting of battle and en',li\-, unitiy and
community of views of the command cadres.
Solid knowledge of the .•p.•ati.ons and
their positions is obligatory for every officer.
However, regiulations alone do not embrace the entire theory of tactics.
The
positions presented in the r:egulations do not explain phenomena occurring on the
field of battle. The regulations cannot give the broad picture of the development
of the basic principles of tactics, nor can they define trends in the development of
tactics.
They contain only prepared conclusions and generalisatlonu and do not
indicate the prerequisites for them.
Meanwhile, in order to know well and to
understand deeply the regulation positions, and chiefly to know how to apply them
creatively and in conformity with the situation, it is necessary to know Just why
the regulations are wr7itteit as they are.
?urthermore, the rule3 and norms presonted in the regulations are not
unconditionally comprehensive; they do not cover all practical cases, but only the
most typical conditions in their general form. In war no situation iv ever repeated.
Continuous changes occur in the forces of the enemy, the quantitative and qualitative
composition of our own troops, conditions of terrain, and other elements of the
situation. Therefore the commander should know not only the regulation norms, but
also the methods of their derivation, so that by using the latter he himself can
draw the necessary conclusions on the scene by correctly estimating the factors
forming the situation.

1R. Ya. Malinovskiy.
Bditel'no stoyat' nu strazhe mira (Vigilantly guard the
peace.
Moscow, Voyenizdat, f9S, p. 51.
2

V, I.

Lenin.

Polnoye sobraniye sochinenly (Complete collected works),

p. 68.
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Consequently, In order to direct troops successfully in battle it Is necesr.ary
-not only to know firmly the regulations but also to have wide theoretical
preparation, and a profound understanding of the essence of the phenomena occurring
to light and
From this follows the necessity of bring,gn
on tI'e field of battle.
loying down the foundation of the most important positions oC tactics in lectures
ane. at seminars and other meetings, and also rthe need for] deep independent study
textbooks, training aids, periodical military
of theoretical works on tactics:
literature, and w-rks on the history of the military art.
nhile studying theoretical works and enriching his military knowledge, every
officer must himself take an active part in the development of military theory,
officerst without exception, and
remembering that this is a problem for all
BP, generalizing the experience
not for sote small group of milltary theoreticianc.
of troops and combat training and analyrting It,
every officer can draw definite
Such development of theory, based on practice and exnet
theoretical conclusaions.
caleulatio!%, will be the most active and correct, and will meet the needs oC combat
practice.
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PRINCIPLES OF COMBINED-ARMS COMBAT
Factors Determining the Development of Combined-Arms Combat
Combat, as the centuries-old history of armed struggle shows, Fas developed
along the path of continuous complication of its organization and coiduct, an
increase in the size of the forces participating in it and the meanrr used, an
increase in the power of means of destruction, expansion of the frent and depth of
combat actions, and a ;ruwen oi losses in men and equipment.

-

From a one-act, short encounter on a limited and unorganiz•d section of terrain
by a comparatively small number of infantry armed with silent weapons, combat has
turned into a continuous, tense, and prolonged struggle of numew:ous forcer with
-varied and powerful armaments, conducted on terrain which has been prepared in an
enZineerlng sense and waged on a wide front and to great depth,
The basic factors determining Lhe continuous development of combat are changes
it.the weapons and personnel of armies. Furthermore, the development of combat
is influenced by the character of operation3 and of war as a waole, the requirements
of operational art and strategr as related to tactics, the eneay (the quality of
his troops, his organization, and methods of action), the level of dcvolopmrnt of
military theory, the degree of combat training and political preparation of troops,
the combat traditions and national pecularities of the arnm, and] also the organization
of forcee, dependent in its turn upon 'he development of milittary art.
Means of armed conflict render the most revolutionary influence or, the
character o- combat a
me-thods of actions of troops.
"The achievements of
technology," wrote F. Engels, "scarcely having become applicable and actually
applied in combat, immediately - almost viclently, frequently against the will of
the military cowmand - brtng about changei and even revolutions in the means of
.onductimn
b-',te. "- V. i. Loenin comment•ng on this law or tne development. or
tactics said: "Military tactics depends on level of military technology, - this
truth wras chewed and put in the mouths of Marxists by Engela."R
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The appearance of nuclear weapons, the most powerful means of conflict ever
applied t.n warfare, and the absence of experience in their application on the field
of battle demand deep scientific investigation of the influence of the new weapont
on
change.:weapons
in the anld
forms
and methods
conducting
battle and
also in
the roleasin
the principles
of their
application
of the
existing
cowbat
equipmentof and
combined-arms combat.
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To approach Lhe solution ý.f this question more correctly, let us consider in
the most genera; outline the in'luence on the character of combat which as been
rendered by the appearance of naw weapons in Lhe past.
Development of the means of armed struggle occurs, continuously, both through
improvement of available armament and by creation of new forms.
Every step of such
development by necessity causes corresponding changes i.n the methods of armed
struggle.
Here eradual improvement. of earlier known forms of weapons leads, as a
rule.e.. to immaterial evolutionary changes in methods of combat actions.
Radical
changes in this realm occur only if •qeapons them-elves change, if qualitatively
n
new
means of struggle appear in the arsenals of armies.
It is these qualitative

changes in armament which lead to radicAl changes in the forms and methods of
combat actions of troops and in the milltary art.
When armed struggle was conducited wlth silent weapoin, (blws, lances;, sworar,
and others), which for thiousands of years were merely Imrnprovcd but were not Ch-OWrid
esknttally,
the character of combat was not subject to major changes.
The application of silent weapons was based on man's muscular force.
The'
manln role in combat was thut of tile physical blow.
Therefore combat was conducted
by excessively dense formations of troops on areas of terrain limited in size and
for the most part not engineered.
Enemies usually initiated a battle with thrown
weapons (arrows, lances, stones) and then drew close together and achieved victories
through the physical blows of tightly packed masses of infantry and cavalry.
The appearance of gunpowder and the invention of firearms signalled a total
revolution in warfare.
Fire became the most important element of battle.
As!
result it became possible to -trike an enemy at a great distance aid with great
force; this development led to radical changes In the methods of conducting battle.
Battles were inltiated with inflicting of damage on the enery by fire, after which

the decisive blow was struck with silent weapons.
Inasmuch as the greatest effectiveness

of fire was attained only through mass

use of firearms, the tr'oops were aligned for battle in lines of several ranks,
allowing a large number of soldiers to fire simultaneously.
Such fcrmatlon made it
Spossible to conduct continuous firing during the approach to the enemy and to atta-k
with hand weapons without nseeding to reform.
Furthermore, it promoted the
maintenance of discipline and facilitated the conducting of battle by means of
unreliable mercenaries who possessed no sense of patriotiým and were not inclined
to self-sacrifice and tho manifestation of initiative.
The so-called linear tactics
appeared.
However, linear tactics also had great deficiences,
Battle could be waged only
on level terrain devoid of obstacles.
The troops were distributed evenly along the
front aud moved extremely slowly, and maneuvers in Uite coui-se of battl- and pursuit
were almost impossible. Therefore in armies manned by personnel wit., higher morale
there was a persistent search for new combat formations which would allow not only
complete use of the fire of the insufficiently effective smooth-bore weapons but
also the application of manevtters fer the purpose of inflicting decisive defeat on the
enemy by attack with silent weapons.
Such a combat formation was the column, used
for the first time by the outstanding Russian commanders Runyantsev and Suvorov.
Columns ,ef various scales,

combined with a loose formation,

wide application in the wars of the French Bourgeois Revolution.

found especially
Against the hired

professional troops of the coalitioa,the French could Pit numer:ouz but in the main
very poorly trained troops.
The combat formation used by theue troops ensured the
possibility of more effective zse of trained riflemein and large masses of poorly

trained but revolution minded and brave infantry.

The advantages of columns over the line of ranks included considerably greater
"striking force, greater ease of control, faster moaments and ability to operate
on any terrain. The application of columns permitted subaividing, troops into
separate combat units, each of which had certain independence in action. Therefore
his main forces on a
the one who conducted battle in columns could c:oncextrato•
decisive sector, break through any enemy linear formation (which of course had
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Identical force at al2 points),
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further
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and defeat troops fighting in linear forirtion.

of firearms

led to

radlcal

changis In

their

quality.

In the place of smooth-bore guns and canrono there appeared rifled weapons.
III
connection with this there was a sharp Increase in the range, rate of fire, and
accurncy of tri weapons; the zone of fire effect oil tue enemy w6s increased; and it
became possible to inflict heavy losses In a short period on an enemy, operating in
dense formations,
in the wars of the 1.8oth Century."roo> losses to firearms were
about 2P0%; in the wars of the first quarter of the 19 Century these 1%oSseO wore
about 40%; and in the France-Prussian War, 1870-1871. in connection ;;Itl the adoption
of rifled wepoens as the basic armament of the arm.ies these losses were about. 90%
of total

o1s3s5.1

Underj-ese
conditions the former methods of conducting battle in columnH
tu..ned out to be absolutely a-u.siiltable.
When the Prussians at Saint PrIvat, 18
August 1870, tried to use the company column, the five regiments taking th1e greatest
"Since
part in this battIr lost one third of their personnel in some two hours.
then;' writes F. Engels, "the company column has been condemned, as have battalion
columns and the linear formation. Any attempt to advance In close-order detach7ments
under enemy rifle fire was abaadone4.
Later the Germans conducted battle C:n1,y by
those denae skiri;•ish lines into which the column was ordinarily broken before it was
actually destryeyd under the hall of enemy bullets; this in spite of the fact that
high command personnel fought this practice ai a violation of order."'
Thus, radical chances ix, the weaponry of ermles compelled them to change- also
th. methods of troop operations and demanded the application on the field of battle
of a new formation, in the form of the skiriiish line.
The skirmish line initielly was quite dense but still
suffered fewer losses
fren fire tnan the coluimn, since t!.e soldiers in the linn could appro&ch the enemy
at a run or craw]., adapting to the terrain and using entrenchment ror protectiOn
from hostile fire. At the same time the formation of troops in a line created
favorable conditions for conducting fire from the maximum number of small arms from
beginning to nd of the battle.
The system of vollt.y fire applied in the line,
besides ita purely combat effect, had great discJplinary value, while independent
tire developed the Initiative and shrewdness of troops. Forma'zions of troops in a
skirmish line also ensured the posribility of maneuvering fire and personnel on the
battlefield and grouping subunits for infli,'ting blows in hand-to-hand combat.
Thus, the skirmish line turned out to be the combat formation which Ji the

vary best manner ensured combination of fire,

strike,

and maneuvering from beginning

to end of battle under conditions of strongly increasing effectiveness of fire.

At the same time the application of the line combat formation permitted rapid

dispersion and concentration of subunits and units, rapid change when required from
march order to combat order and back, due to a switch from the offensive to the
defensive and vice versa, i.e., it permitted combinations of different forms. of
combat.
With application of rifled weapons battle came to be constructed around close
coordination of rifle and artillery fire. In order to inflict shock in hand-to-hand
combat it was necessary to bring troops up to the assault position under en.my fire,
to mass them on this positioii, and to prepare the attack with preliminary artillery

and rifle

fire.

To support the troops in

the course of the battle it

becauc

necessary to .ransfer artillery to new firing sites and also to attach part of the
artillery to the Infantry. Thus arose the problem of the transformation of a
homogeneous
artillery. combat formation of infantry into a mixed formation of infantry aid
Under these conditions both the value of coordination of forces and the
complexity of its orgpan••stion and cupport durirg battle incr-esed.
Wow it became
necessary to coordinate the operations not only of subunits and unit., but also of
Kamnskiy,
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different kindsi of t;oops.
Disturbance of coordination in sore seetur would now
have an essenitial effeqt on the Success of tile entire battle.
The conditions of
control or truoos
in combat had changed.
The need arose for high-speed means of
control nd also, for special communiceatitnn troops.
The application oi entrenchment by tht- tr-zops gove riso to newl missions for
the artillery,
It had to atrike not only exposed forces but als.,> -onjce.itlcd troop.s;
this demanded the development of new artillery
systems3 canab le oi hligh-angsle fire.
Also needed were snells capable of destroying shelters.
Appropriate methods of
conductirg artillery
fire for these missions had to be duvelojed.
The new conditions of combat led to sharp growth iII the operationial l ont.
While v. regimcnt in el.a
colamuls advanced on a front ,f approximately 500 paces,
battalion-s advancing ilk Llne occupied 1000 and more paces,
As a result it became
imposiible to merely indicate to the regiment, and all
the more so to the division,
only the direction, of momement, ar had been done with vuassed forrmations of troops.
It became necessary t.o Jay out sours, taking intu fAc-coult thei mission, tite d%!isity
of forces, their fire, and maneuvering capabilities, and ptaaibllitf-s
of making ani
assault.
The invention and Introauction into armn.cs of mt-chine gull;:; anid the adojiJatiell
of art.Ilery
weapons for firing from closed fconcealedl firinig sites e~osiderably
incretsed the firepower of forces and rendered an essential influehnce on the
characetr of combat.
The considerable increase in firepower led to the deroymei~t
of ficid fortifieations iii the form of 3yn3tcms of trenches and dugout.-s and to the
appearance of field position defen-se.
It was found the' troops were unable t.,
surmount the machine-gun filre of the enemy by former methods.
The need arose to
break up position
defense, for
which considerable sttrengths of infantry,
artillcry,
and other etriking forcez, were concentrated on the breakthrough sector.
04w and. profound Changes In thle development of methods of combat opei'&tltonS
tuck place wtb the appearance of tanks end aircraft on the batLlefleld.
The use of tanks first
of all
increaLoed the offuesIve capabillitie
of treops,
Increasing theIr capacity with rcspect to breakthrough of position defense•c and the
striking of swilt blows to a great depth.
This innovation demanded new oftfensive
methods, based entirely on the organizati•n of close and continuous coordinated
action of all
types of troops,
Saturition of the battlofield by tanKs also rendered a hugh influence on the
character of defense.
Now the defense was constructed primarily afs all aiitlttallj
defense.
Infantry came to be grouped around antitank cannons and to act iln
coordination with them, in view of which battalion
and company areas of defense
gradually evolveid into
unique antitank
centcrs
and antitank strong point:-.
Echeloning of antitank means becamoe one of the indiepon.nsabl½ conditions for strength

of a def n.se.
In tile depth of the defense special antitank aras' appeared, and such
elements as antitank reserves and mobile obstae'.e detachmentsý beBgan to be developed
a.......................!---stlnof
thie combat struc.ture, of forces.
Application of aircraft expande-d the boundaries of combat operation of ground
forces and nemanded from then simultaneous struggle not only on the grounid but with
a-n aerial enemy, w"hich naturally could not fail to affect thie methods of organi .ing
and conductlng combined-arms combat.
H'Aving become a dlrecc- iartileupkt In the
combined-arms combat, aviation promotrd an increase in the si[te of its development,
an increase in thle force and depth of strikes, end in f-uster wnd more decisive
destruction of the enemy.
Possessing powerful armament, greýt range, and high

maneuverability, aircraft rendered active support to troops oi the battlefield,
suppressing and destroying the personnel and combat equipment ef the enemy,
protecting friendly troops from air strlke.; aWid conducting1 combat s'%conaisance in
thcr.- .nte-es-•
At the saino time application of aircraft denmaded organization of
antiaircraft defense, greater dispersal in the combat formation of troops at the
front aind in depth, and the accomplishment of various engineering measures directed
at

decreasing

losses

during air

strikes.

Thu.: in every case the application of new weapons which considerably exceeded
in combat capabilities the earlier-applied means of armed struggle led to essential
changes in the character and methods of combat operations of troops.
Naturally
nuclear weapons will also evoke such significant changes in the character of combat
that in no case will it be possible to simply adapt old methods of troop operations
to the new weapons.
22
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I,owever, one should consider trat
1;hilu, appeartance )f now weaponsF also rendes.is
r'tl'go influence on methods ,f combat oocratii 1 ,, of trooes. historical experienceIII -ws that essential change,
in tlhee operatloIrt.s occur clly under one 1ndial-nsibAe
,e idition: the use of' new weaponr: in a E•IkssiVc quautity, Separate, inAividual
a

si'ecimens of new weapons, however Cefective they may be, cannot by thoVmcives
r',dically influence the forms -niL methods of combit.
Sxperieno!e ziow- that if
individual samples of a new weapor. appear on the battlefield, tho firet attempt-a
will be to adapt them to e'xistir• taetics,
knd only with an increo'- Irn tVh
quantity of this weapon and accusula t
ot!ion
experience in its appliettion,, whon its
combat properties have been reveo •ed in f'u'ol mea\sur-3, eill greater changes iI the
forms and mcthuda of combat -. cur.

Thus the revolution in military affaxrs connecel1 with tbhe. use of genpouder
did not happen immediately, but took at least three centurias beie, u*e of the inability
of artisan pcnduetion to ensure masb manufacture of firc.:irmsa
Only with the
appearance of manufacturing, when it became ponssble to produce (e.nd this Inmens also
to apply) firearms in mLrsive quantities, did radical ehar6e8 in me.thods of c')fbat
action of troops occur.
The appearance of a fu', Inci'vidual n-achine guns. in the R'Iso•e-Japanese War
(the Russian troops had eight machine guns at the bog;nnui.; of the war and at Its
end, flfty-six) did not lead to serious changes In the char-acter of combat.
The
true significance or machine guns was revealed ore!y in World War 1, whon tens ann6
hundreds of thousands of them appeared on the battlefield. They had tn essential
influence on methods of combat.
The situation wan analogous with respect to the uws of Indiyidual tankr. When
in September 1916 the English for the first time used 14 exe.rime;.ta. tana.s in
battles on the Somme, this not only had no influence on the success of tqe battle
but even nearly brought the new combat means to compromise.
MKaksed applicatiton of
tanks -In subsequent operations (Cambrat in i917, 379 machinesn the Amiens operat!on
of 1918, over 600), along with improvement of their taetical-taehmionl capbi!Ities,
led to essential changes in methods of combat operations.
However, t"ýI; were not
able to render a decisive influence on the character of combat until Woxxd War 1,.
".
when they were considerably improved and were used in great numbers.
Consequently, when determining the influence of nuclear weapons on methods
of organizing and conducting combat operations one should originate not from the
possibility of delivering neparate nuclear strikes, but from conditions of their
mass application by both sides.
The objective conditions for such application
have already matured.
When considering the irfluence of new forms of weapons and combat material.
on the character of combat, we must also point out that old" weapons nowhere and
noeve have disappeared without a trace upon the appearance of new meats of combat.
In every wa.ý in which a new weapon was applied for the first time in mass quantity,
older means of combat were also widely applied.
Thus, the appearance of firearms did not displace hand weapons imediately.
They existed for a prolonged pericd along with firearms and in fact, exist even noW.
However, the role aria significamet: of lirad weapons 1n. combat hrave un1dergonA asnanttial
changes: from the decisive means of combat they evolv@d into auxiliary nans ad
&A
then into a means of self-defense.
A niuber of the qualities of hand weapons
reappeared in the firearm. The rifle with a bayonet replaced the bow, le-ae, and
spear, while the automatic weapon, thanks to its high rate of filre, essentially
replaced the bayonet as a solution to problems of close combat.
The appearance of machine guns, in spite of their exceptionally high fire
power, did not cause other forms of fireamas to fade away. However, the problems
solved by rifle fire and its role tin combat were changed essentially. The mission
of artillery was changed also. Now in addition to striking the personnel •a•
artillery of the enemy, it also had to suppress his machine-gun fire.
In exactly the same way the use of tianks, aircraft, and poisonous
substances did not displace previously exit tirn means of combat.
Conversely, it
demanded
their further improvement and afeScted the methods of theWr eotboat
ýv.Vpicat Ion.

:

Combat appli,_t;lon of tanks required their coordination with artilleky, tnfaxtry,
oxd combat engineers, and led to the creation of self-propelled artillery for
support of t 1 tas on the battlefield, as well as the appearance of special antitan•k
2ý
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art illery
as means of combatting tanks.
means of battle were changed.

Thus,

the

rc.le and .,ignl Icanec of "old"

The use of aircraft for n•eutralizaton of the enemy in turn affected the use
of artillery,
tanks, and other forms of veaponu in combineed-arms, combat.
Artillery
became

_

capable

of malking complete

use of its

long-range

potential

for

striktng

targets not visible from its
ground oboervation posts.
It became necesb.'.ry to adapt
machine guns for combatting aircraft and to create specil
antiaircraft artillery
and other means of combatting an aerial enemy.
Teanks beamse capable of strikilg
deep blows with tne support of aircraft.
Thus, experience show. that with appearance of a new weapon, prev-.Cqasly used
means of combat do not die out immediately and simultaneously.
They exist foý" a more
or less prolonged period alert
ide the new weapon, and even arc impreved.
This means that under conditions cf application of nuclear wcapzns the older
weapons, o)r, as they ai'r. custoearily called, conventional means of ccmbat, will
find wide application.
Therefore it is necessary toD study them wvel and ta, further
improve and develop methods of their combat application in close coordination with
tile new weapons.

combat

The influence of means of armed struggle on development of cembined-arm;'
is manIfest, as is known, not of itself
but through people who apply wxapin,'n

and combat materiel

on fields

of battle.

The human masses participating, in armed conflict - ordinary soldiern :,ud
conniand personnel - are the direct creators and carriers of military art.
With
weapons in hand they conduct armed struggle, and in many respects the method- ;-vrd
form of struggle depend on their combat characterlstics, and political conscloune:s.,
determined by social and state order.
This is convincingly ?sroved by the exc)rience
of all past wars.
We have already noted above the influence of the qualities of the
per.,;onnel of armies on the application of lInear tactics and of columns combined
with the iLose formation.
Especlally graphic examples of the influence of the
inmividual o.- the development of military art are given by combat practice of re•.-,nt
tines.
Thus, dui ing the years of the foreign military intervention and the. civil
was in our couni ry the troops of the Red Army, inspired by che great Ideas ot
Socialism, maniicsted not only mass heroism but also tile greatest creative work
in the field of mslitary art.
The tactics of the lied Army were distinguishejd by
resoluteness, activity, and maneuverability.
The Red Army repeatedly harf.ered a
r.umex-rially superior and better armed enemy ifl offensive and meeting eiigjgemo~nts,
swiftly inflicting blows on the flanks and rear of hostile f(-cses.
It gave unoxcelied
examples of deep raids on the enemy rear, of bold bypass and envelopment of one or
both flanks without fear of loss of close lateral contact between units .nd tormations.
In the Great Patriotic War lin.Soviet mani -- soldier and comaande.r -- play-d
with special "itor a decisive role, in the developmcnt of nee, methods o1 combat
operations of troops.
Only Soviet troops, directed by the Communist party, were
able, in spite of extremely %unfavorable conditions at the beginning of thin war, to
develop and to utilize
against the perfidious aggressor effective methods; of
counter.etion.
Subsequently, when the enemy was forced to switch to the defensive,
the So3, Let Aru-y was able to develop and to apply methods for his destruction which
finally a~llowed the Soviet people to achieve full victor• over the enenmy in the
Great Patriotic War.
An especially imnportant role in tbe development of methods of combat opcrations
The commander is the m~ain organizer of the battle,
1i1 considers and uses under the actual cenditions of the s!tuation all factor:;
iofluencing the organization and conduct of battle.
Therefore the intellect,
knowledge, will, ability, and military talent of the conarnande.r, together with skill
in generalizing the experience of the troops, are important factors determining the
development of military art.

troops falls to the command cadres.
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In bWor.-o War T offensive operations wev~e developed, as a rule, to an
insignificant depth.
The mobility necessary for develo•pment of a tactical Ducceos
in an operation did not exist.
This character of operntions aSo haind an influenice

on the development of the combined-arms combat.
With the estatýtbishment of a vilid
front •]i tactics essentially were reduced to position defnse and actlonA Curing
breakthrough of defensive positions in a tactical zone,
Thus en the firot
ayV of aln

offensive infantry divisions usually were given the mission cf penetrativo, onlV one
position; jubsequently breakthrough of the follawing position was prcpared; and so on.
In World War II the character ,;f offesie-ve opere,?
operations of the Soviet Army the tactica) "one of ;,-:fs,,i
broken by .ifle
troops and the development of a tkjizici

. wr qu ebiuchned sharply.
Inof eneý:may was usually
txcco-s; !nto an operattona]

one was carried out by tank and mechanized foin-astion,, ahd aV. 'ýs.
In accordance
with requirements• of operational art, the order of the day .. posd onk rifle formations
of the first
echelon was breakthroug~h of the .:ittr, ta
xi..l zoQTne uf defense of the
enemy, in order to ensure favorable conditions for the introiueLlon Into the battle
of subsequent swift actions of tank rnad s•.chah zed foroatlons..

Carrying out operations to a groo•x dep%h',iided
Cone~uctiln, continuous combats
In connection with this,
further development was given not onýy
ý5-":_thods of b.reakkthrough but to methods of
of growing Intensity at high tempo ,eri- for umeany Oauys.
conducting battle at operational deptf;

rtarid]; sun;iounting hastily occupied

defensive boundaries and water barriers, par-tilt, meeting, engagement, encirclement,
city warfare, hasty transition to defense in the course of the offensive, and others.
The change in the character of contempor ary operations is an Important factor
determining the character and methods of conducting combined-arms combat; therefore
development of the theory of tac;tics Ic ,,)sslble only by taking into accolunt the
character of operations and uf war an ii whole.

Inasmuch as battle constitukues a bilateral process of armed conflict, the

organizatton and quality of enemy troops and his methods of conducting combat
actions also affect the dellelopment of the combined-arms combat.
In the first

period of ti•e Great Patriotic liar, when the enemy defense was shallow, Soviet troops
broke through it in a single-echelon formation of units and foriiations. When the
enemy shifted to position defense in depth our troops began to use deepl,ý te•heloned
combat formations, while the methods of artiller-y preparation and support of the
attac-king infantry and tanks were changed.
A great Influence on development

of the combined-arms fight is

rendered by the

level of development of military theory.
This is why the degree of correctness of
the development of military theory, the extent to which it co---iesponds to combat
practice, and how well the troops have mastered its ba3ic aspects in the course of
combat training axe to a great degrea critical factors for success ia combat action.
The more deeply and fully all factors iofluencinig th, character of armeO conflict
are understood and considered and the bettet the method,' cf combat action are
developed: the fewer will be
e
rru
.. war
.ii and
.
tao groater will bc the victr•lcz
achieved by high military sxill.
Experience shows that theoretical military thought has not always played a
preeminent role in all
countries.
Advances or lags in military theory have always
been due to character of the social and state order: to the method used by military
theoreticians of one or another state, the existence of coirbat experience and the
skill
to evaluate it,
and the score of military-scientific work (degree of

participation of generals and officers in theoretical development of new problems,
the scale of experimentetion,

latitude for creative di5cusslons,

etc.).

Lags in military theory, its
inability to make timely discovery of new
phenomeena in ,illitary art,
have led in the past to great sacrfrices in the enurbe
of war.
One of the serious deficienca'c
of prewar theories, as witnessed by the
experience of past wars, was underestination of fire capabilities and the degree
of the influence of fire on coneucting combat actions, which involved an incorrect
approach to the solution of a numbei of fujdarnenta± questions of practice.
-.
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Thus before World War I, in spite of sharply increased firepower, the main
means of offensive was considered to ba, the infantry; its
penetre.tl ,.n ability was
evaluated by the force of the bayonet attack.
Artillery prepararion for attack
was not provided by regulations and was3 not carried out at the beginning of the
war.
Offensive action was conducted in excessively dense formations.
The combat
formation of the intantry contained no artillery
accompanisient,
All of this led to
fruitlesi
and unsuccessful attacks and hugh losses.
Toward the end of 19i14 the trained contingents of infarntry of all the warring
armlies had been almost completely knocked out of action.
Deficiencies in military theory ensuing from underestimation of firepower on
the battlefield were characteristic of certain armies before World War II also, a
weakness which did them considerable damage In the course of the war.
A berious cause of lags in military theory in the Vast was incorrect regard
-for the combat experience of past war, particularly of the most recent great war,
and the tendency to rely on this fexperience .'.n spite of changes in military affair,;
occurring after war.
Especially dangerous is devotion to past combat experience
wnen in fact profound qualitative and quantititive changes have taken place in thW
means of armed combat and itn tlie technical equipment ..
C armies since the previous
4alr.
Means of Combat isd-Z--m
the Contemporary
SComb Applied in -o.i'

Cb nihd-KrmsTCombat

The contemporary period is characterized by the appearance and rapid
development of a number of qualitatively new means of combat, by significant
improvements of earlier forms of weapono, and materiel, and by full motorizotion of
army and its
Intensive mechrflzation.
Let us consider the basic forms of weapons
of foreign armies.
The main place among new means of combat is
rockets, and electronics.

occupied by nucl ,.r weapons,

Nuclear weapons. Of all
the mear.0 of destruction nuclear weapons possess the
greatest force of physical and moral effect and therefore render a decisive influene.on the character of combat actions.
In a comparatively short period nuclear weapons have passed through a rapid
nuclear explosives had power of about 20 kt and
course of development.
The first
their only means of delivery was by strategic bomber; at present nuclear explosives
ktat
Uen.AL
Arfuc
t.Ith a force of from several tons to Ceveral tený; of millions
of tons.
Nuclear weapons, according to the foreign press, can be aelivered by
almost all
forms of combat aircraft, by rockets of va.rious types, by artille.ry
systems(even down to the Davy Crockett recoilles rifle), and also in the form of
torpedoes, mines, land mines, and other means.
They have entered the arsenals of all
types of armed forces and have been introduced on the operational and tactical scale.
The swift quantitative and qualitative development of nuclear weapons and
their wide introduction into the armed forces arise from the greab destructive
properties of these weapons, their ability to eliinate
personnel, armament, and
materiel and to destroy various structures over a great area almost simultaneously
and instantaneously.
The basic destructive factor of the nuclear explosion in most cases is the
shock wave.
Approximately half the encrgy of the nuclear explosion is expended
on its
formation,
it can cause casualties, destroy structures, and damage materiel
anm .roperty at a considerable distance from the center (epicenter) of the explosion.
Damage can be inflicted both as result of direct and indirect effects of the shock
wave (flying fragments, pieces of destroyed structures and buildings, trees, stones,
lumps of earth, etc.) .
In Hiroshima and Nagasaki, for instance, cases of mortal
wounds from the direct effect of the shock wave were observed at distances up to
800 m from the epicenter of the explosion, while wounds from th,' indirect effects
were observed at up ti 3200-3600 m.

20

A very important destructive factor of the nuclear explosion is light [thermal]
radistion,1 on which about 3,%of the energy of the explosion is expended.
Personnel
subject to thM thermal radtation receive various degrees of burns, which ere caused
both by the direct action of thermal radiation on the skin and also due to fires
and the Ignition of clothing, weapons, and combat equipment.
Thermal radiation
causes ignition, charring, and melting of combat equipment and arms.
Aocording to
the American press, from 20 to 30% cf the people killed at Hiroshima ard Nagasaki
died from the direct effect of thermal radiation.
It is considered that burnm
from
thermal r%.diation would probably be fatal to almost all
personnel on ýopen terrain at
distances up to 1800 m and more from the epicenter of the explosion.
Even at
distances of 3600-4200 m from epicenter cases of serious burns were observed, *
Thermal radiation can strike the eyes and lead to temporary blindness.
The blinding
effect of the nuclear explosion is especially strong at night.
An important feature of th rnuclear explosion, distinguishing it from the
explosion of ordinary ammunition, Is the fact that it is accompanied by the emission
of invisible rays, which possess high penetrating ability and are harmful to the
human organism.
Penetrating radiation, which represents about 15% of the total
energy of a nuclear explosion, acts for i0-15 seconds after explosion.
As a result
of its destructive action, humans develop radiation sicknesu.
The degree of radiation sickness is determined basically by the dose of
radioactive irradiation received by tha organism.
Depend"'n,0 upon dose we distingulsht
three degrees of radiation sickness: first,
a dose cC 50-200 roentgens; second, a
dose of 200-300 roentgens; and third, over 300 roentgens.
A slagle dose of up to
50 roentgens and a multiple dose (spread over i0 days) of up to iO0 roentgens have
practically no effect on a healthy adult.
A peculiarity of radiation sickness is the presence of a latent period with a
duration of several hours to two to three weeks.
During this time the victim fee,'s
healthy; then, depending upon the dose of radJation, he will falJ. ill,
In radiation
sickness of the second and third degrees the first
symptoms of disease appear in all
victims during the first
cay.
Finally, a nuclear explosion causes radioactive contamination of ground, air,
and various objects both in the region of the actual explosion and also along the
trace of the radioactive cloud.
Especially intense radioactive area contamination
appears after surface bursts.
Radioactive contamination also represents a great
danger to troops and renders a considerable i.nfluence on their actions.
The character and degree of the destructive effect of a nuclear explosion
depend on the power of the nuclear charge, the type of burst (air, ground, undereround), tlae distance from the center (epicenter) of the explosion, the position
at the moment of the explosion, the degree of protection, meteorological conditions,
and the character of the terrain.
The force of a nuclear charge (and consequently the power of the explosion) is
customarily chare.cterized by a TNT equivalent, i.e.
, by the quantity of TNT whouse
explosive energy is equal to that of the given nuclear charge.
Depending upon their
power, nuclear chiarges aie customarily divided into calibers: low, with a TNT
equivalent of a few thousand tons; medium, tens of thousands of tons; and high,
hundreds of thousands of tons.
Charges with power of less than one thousand tons
are called super-low power or super-low caliber.
The radius of the destructive effect of a nuclear charge of low caliber is
usually determined In hundreds o2 meters while that of medium and high caliber
charges is measured in kilometers.
In all
cases the nuclear weapon is a weapon
of area destruction.

'Russian term tranelate•a literally
translated as "thermal radiation."

as "light radiation"; hereafter it

Duey•.-tviye yadernogo orizhlva
(Effect
English, Mos9cow, Voyý,nizda•,?p'. 5T, 1063.

of nuclear weapons).

Translation from
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The tremendous destructive force of she nuclear weapon permits a sharp
r-duction of density of artillery
and aircraft necessary for destruction and rout
of eneuw defenders.
For instance, in the period of World War II for destruction of
a company area of defense equipped with trenches required up to one hundred cannons
and mortars and several thousand mines and shells, delivered in the course of
15-20 minutes: or several hundred tons of high-explosive bombs, dropped from tens
of aircraft; now it. is possible to match this with a single nuclear weapon of
appropriate power.
This means that the nuclear weapon does not simply increase fiscper
in its
_former understanding but stands out as an independent means of destru•ction of
formations of troops and as a solution to other important tactical problems.
1in
virtue of this the nuclear strike cannot be identified with fire of ordinary means
but is aesigned the role of a support means, of fire support of combat actions of
Troops.
There are radical qualitative distinctions between a nuclear explosion
and the explosion of ordinary amzmunition.
Fire in Its former sense falls far short
of embracing the total content of vhe destructive factors of the nuclear weapon,
The basis of its effect lies not in chemical reaction, as during the explocion of
ordinary ammunition, but in liberation of energy by means of splitting or fusion
or the atomic nucleus.
The destructive factors and the ability of the nuchtar
weapo,- to solve problems whose execut::,on would demand the application of fire,
maneuver, and attack by troops transform the nuclear strike into an independent
element of combined-arms combat.
Further development of the nuclear weapon follows the line of improvement
of its technical characteristics, increase in destructive effect, and creation
of charges of various power and assignment.
In addition to Increasing the power
of nuclear charges, work is underway to create nuclear ammunitlon with strength
of i kt down to several tons.
For instance, the United States Army has adopted
as armament so-called small-size nuclear weapons - nuclear charges with a force of
20-200 tons for the recoilless Davy Crockett gun.
A fundamental feature of nuclear explosions with a force of less tlan i kt Is
the fact that they injure personnel mainly with penetrating radiation.
Thus, in
-the foreign press it is noted that during explosion of a nuclear charge with a power
of I kt the area over which exposed personnel will receive a dose of radiation of
200 roentgens is approximately five times greater than the area in which seconddecree burns can be expected and exceeds by several tens of times the zone of the
destructive effect of the shock wave,
Here injury is due not to gamma radiation
but to the neutron flux, making up 60-70% of the penetrating radiation.
Inasmuch
as a neutron flux possesses greater penetrability than gamma ray,,,, protection of
personnel is complicated and consequently the probability of their destruction is
increa.sed.
As regards radioactive area contaataaiw,, according to the foreign
press it will be insignific•nt
_•nd luvels of radiation will drop qolckly.
Since a nuclear weapon with a force of less than I kt has a comparatively
small radius of destruction, it is preferred for use in direct proximity to friendly
troops for destruction of objectives on which it is impossible to use nuclear
weapons of mediun, and even small calibers.
It As believed that such small objectiveas the platoon and company will be profitable targets for destruction by nuclear
weapons.
The nuclear weapon will become the basic nmeans of destruction of enemy
not only in formations 'jut also in units and subunit,-,
thanks to which the
effectiveness of action by ground forces will be increased considerably.
The possibilities for creation of new types of niyulear weapons are still
far
from exhausted.
In the pages of the western press it is noted that in the United
States work it' being conducted on creation of the so-called neutron bomb.
The
shock wave and thermal effect during the explosion of a such bomb can be held to a
minimum.
It will not create radioactive contamination.
Its basic destructive
factor will be a neutron flux affecting personnel over a radius of 400-B00 m. It
Is considered that a*pllcatior! of such a weapon will extraordinarily hamper the
protection of troops on the battlefield at aI the same time will allow friendly
forces to attack tnie enemy immediately after the burst and seize practically
undamaged objects and areas.
T

Ed.

note).
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tiuivlsions,"

i.e.,

probat.y regimental and battaliorn units [Tr.
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Creation of nuclear ammunition on the bnsia of the use of new fissionable
materials is riot excluded either.
In particular, the Frence press has indicated
the possibility of creating nuclear ammunition from Californium, whose minute
critical
mass (1.5 g) might permit creating nuclear charges for even small arms.
The outstanding achievements in the development of our native nucleur physics
and technology enoure the maintenance of our defensive capability on the highest
level.

Chemical weapons.

Chemical warfare was applied for the first time on a large

scale Ey- -iperi-lst
Germany on the battlefields of World War I.
In spite of the
comparatively low toxicity of thn-fisting poisoning substances (applied, moreover,
only within the limits of the tactical rear), the total
number of men disabled by
chemical weapons during the war was more than one million.
In 1927 the Soviet government, in conformity with i'ts -onstant policy directed
at strengthening the peace and the safety of peoples, subscribed to the Geneva
Protocol prohibiting the use of poisonous substances and bacterial agents in war.
However, certain imperial'Liic states, in spite of repeated proposals of Soviet
goverument to prohibit use of all
steans of mass destruction, have not yet ratified
the Geneva Protocol.
This obliges personnel of Soviet Armed Forces to study the
combat qualities of chemical weapons and to know how to conduct combat actions
during their, use by an enemy.
Abroad chemical weapons are considered to include poisonous substances and
the means of which they are applied.
The basis of the injurious action of chemicaL.
weapons is poisonous substances, which posse.•s the following combat properties:
-

inflict

mass injury "to unprotected personnel over large areas;

-

penetrate tan~ks and other combat machines,

special equipment, injuring people in

shelters,

and structures lacking

them;

- retain their injurious effect in the air,
objects for a definite time after their delivery.

on the ground,

and on various

Depending upon the length of time for which the in,'urious effect is retained,
poisonous substances are divided into unstable and stable types.
The unstable
types include rapidly evaporated substances which retain their destructive effect
on open terrain for several minutes.
Stable substances are those which remain
injurious for saveral hours to several days.
In terms of the character of action on the human organism, in the armies of
the capitalistic states poisonous substances are subdivided into nerve (paralytic),
general toxic, blister,
suffocating, and irritatin.
types.
Toxic substances of the neuroparalytic type attack the central nervous
system after entering the organism through the respiratory or dlsgestive tract
or the
integument.
These include sarin, soman, ani tabun, They possess a high degree

of toxicity. The lethal concentration of vapors of these substances for inhalation
of I minute is up to 0.05 mg/liter.
In small concentrations they cause temporary
weakening of vision as a result of sharp ns'.:-roving of pupils

difficulty of breathing (retrosternal-artnmatic

(siosfl)

and respiratory

enffect).

According to reports in the ioreign press, in tue United States development
is *under way of new toxit subRtances of neuroparalytic action, called V-gases, which
are aupposedly hundreds and thousands of times more toxic than other substancee

of thi. group. Thus

while lethal injury to a human through the skin requires

of tabun,' a total of 2 mg of V-gase.
have the sans: effect.
1Lris,

K.

Sinteticheskiye yady

,

i.e.,

(Synthetic poisons),

1963.
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3.5 g

almost two thousand times less, would
Izd.

in.

lit.,

p. 226,

IWI
if1
The high toxicity of these poisonous substances is responsible for tho
According to
extraordinarily small norms of their expenditure .oer unit area.

calculations of the American Chemical Society, a fighilv-bombcr, using chemical
ammunition, can affect troops over an 2area of 40-60 krn, and a bomber of the B-52
type can cover an area of ur to 250 km .
Besides V-gases toxic substances of the systemic, blister, and suffocation
types and irritante can be used. At present the latter are considered in Capitali.cstic
countries to be training gases and also are used by the police.
new,

The imperialistic states included in aggressive milltar•y blocs are seeking
even more toxic poisonous substances, together with imprsrcd of the means and

methods of their application. Therefore we cqiuot exciu,'e the rappearance o,' toxic
agents displaying effects on the hu•man organism which a&! new in pitneiple. Thus,
for irstance, the foreign press reports that in the United States work is being

conducted on the creation of so-called psychochemical gases.
Acting on the central.
nervous system, they disturb normal psychic activity or normal perception of the
environment, or they cause such physIcal. deficiencies as temporary blidness,
deafness, limitation of motor functions or of the functions of individual organs..
Bacteriolo ical
weapons, The use of bacteriological Wea}'uns, like t,,at of
chemicai typesi
s --n4-mneWty the Soviet government, which signed the, Geneva

Protocol.
However, certain imperlalistic states have bacteriologlcail weapons and
have used teem in war.
Thus, as the 1949 Khabarvsk trials of Japanevse military
criminals showed, Japanese imperle.lists used bacteriological weapons in the war
against China.
The American imperialists used this weapon in the war against the

Xorean people (i950-1953)

and also on the territory of Chinese Peoples'

Bacteriological weapons are pathogenic, microbes,

Republic.

and the toxins produced

A broader
by them are intended to destroy humans, agricultural animals, and plants.
concept is that of the "biological weapon system" which, besides pathogenic microbes

and their toxins,
microbes.

also carries various insects, ticks,

and otuer carriers of

Bacterial means for human destruction include botulin and plague incitants:
tularemia. brucellosis,

anthrox,

glanders,

cholera,

typhus,

smallpox,

and other

diseases,
Bacserilo.ogical weapons can cause mass contagious diseases and poisoning of
to the fact that pat'ogenic
This property is due, first,
people and animals.
microbes and toxins can affect man or animal by acting on their organisms in
Insignificantly small.. quantities, and secondly, to the ability X certain diseases
to be transmitted from an infected to a healthy being and to spread rapidly among
pcnplccn=d annm."',
causing mass ,pidemics and epizootic In:ectione', especially
during crowded location of troops and uinfavorable medical-hygtsnic conditions In
the region of combat actions.
Another peculiarity of the bacteriological weapon is then difficulty of detection
of pathueiezic
mlcrobe.i and toxins in the environment and tho abil Ity of certain of
them to retain their ability to injure for a prolonged time and weeks to several tonths.

from several days

The d..ft >calty of establishing the fact that an emeiey has used a bacteriologicel
weapon, and thc even greater problem of determining the causative agent,, are

explained by the fact that under natural conditions the bodies of humans and animals,
the air,
wateri and etioeeally the soil are constantly Inhabited by a hug( quanti;y
of harmless microbes shich in dimensions, forms, and many biological propertes C
not differ from the pathogenic types, wh.ich have no sýpecific color or odor. Dotec Lion
in the environment of bacterial agents applied by an enemy requires a certain am(Luit
of time and the use of special equipment.

,An essential feature of the bacteriological weapon is; the presence of a
ducation of several hou;- t6, several days.
latency (incubetion) period with 1a.

infection by plague it

is i-3 days,

for tularemia I-u says,

During this period infected pJlso
brucellosis 2-3 weeks.
and do not lose their combat effectivenuess.

50

tynus 10--P4 days,
display
p
no symptoms

1
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Bacterial agents atomized in the air
in the form of aerosols are ablo to
penetrate together with air, into unsealed structureu and combat vehicles and to
contaminate both personnel and objects in them and aluo the internal vurface,, of
.
a
the vehicles and itructures.

...

According to the views or the military leaders of the impcrialistic states,
bacteriological weapons can be used not only in the operat~onal-stxategic 5cope
but also on a tactical scale.
According to thle /merican Chemical Society,
K!.
k4
of bacteriological prescriptions (in practice one rocket) is sufficient for infection
2
of an area of up to 80,ooo km , on which 25-75% infection of personnel nsy be expeetet,
All this permits us to consider that troops will be forced to conduct combat
actions not only during massive enemy use of nucl-ar weapons but also during wide
use of toxic substances and bacterial agents,
Rockets. At present various types of Guided and unguided rockets of ta,.tical,
operatl-tactical,
and strategic assip.nment are available.
Rocket weapons are
widely used in all
branches of the armed forces and by all
arms of the troops,
Special units armed witi. these weapo;hi h.eir been created,
*

The rapid development and improvement of rockets are du,e to their great combat
capabilities and are inseparably connected with the high level of development of
contemporary productive forces and with the latest achievements in physics, chemistry,
telemechanics, radxoelcctronics, automation, metallurgy, and other sciences.
One of the most important combat characteristics of rockets is the possibility
of guiding thema to the target oith consequent high striking accuracy.
Ordinary
artillery
shells atter leaving the grn barrel or an aerial bomb after release from
the air.:raft cont'nue their motion according to the laws c.f ballistics,
and there
is no possibil:Lty of changing their flight in a weeded di::ection, even if deviation
from the target is discovered.
Possible deviations of a guided rocket can be
detected and clli'inated with the help of various automatic instruments and devices.
Thanks to this the area of thear application is expanded considerably and the
accuracy ant effectiveness of their striking action are increased.
Accordir•n
to statistics,
in the First World War the c.verage percentages of
target hits were: for a.rtIllery of large caliber, 2.7%; for torpedoes, about il%;
and for aerial bombs, about i%.
In the Second World War the percentages of hits for
these weapon,-. were, respectively, up to 3.6%, -bout 151., and about 7%.
The
percentage of hits by guided rockets, according to the foreign press, reaches and
even exceeds 46%.1
A very important combat characteristic of rockets is their practically
unlimited r'ange (within the limits of the earth' s surface).
In the past war the
range of howlitzers did not exceed 20 km and that of c.nnons was 30-35 km.
Rockets
have ranges calculated in hundreds and thousands of hIlometers and therefore can
ob•c-ts
strike not only targets &t tactical and operational dopth but also strategl-in the deep rear.
With the appearance of nuclear weeapons there was a fantastic
increase In the firepower of the armed forces, but only with the appearance of rockets
were the conditions created for the most complete use of this power to inflict
of
heavy losses on an enemy without the need for direct contact with his troops.
The use of rockets permits a sharp increase in the power of the warhead by
loading it with large quantity of ordinary explosive or with special
devices.
Thanks to this advantage rockets are the most effective carriers of n'uclear and
thtermonuclear charges.

*

The Important combat characteristics of rockats include their independence
from season, time of day, and meteorological conditions, and also the difficulty
of their interception and destruction in flight.
The fact that launchers require no heavy gun carriages, barrels, and antireccl
devices, together with simpl!C:ity of construction and use, make this weapon
,Mcroz'.'v, k'. :nrlavlyayemoye raketnoye oruzhiye
Moscow, Voyenizdat• p.
712,
1i.--

(Guided rocket weapons)
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permitting its use under the most varied conditions

c0.5o)aratively 1-ait and mobile,
of combat.

"Rockets

are divided into ballistic and winged types according to their
construction, aerodcynamic quallti•e, and the character of trajectory.

S.technical
*1

Unguided ballistic rockets
Bal]listic rockets may be guided or unxguided,
possess shorter rarwoe than guided ones,,
Tley ca be used with success agairnst
tactical targets, siance iaunching is from mobile launchers without the 0se of colntrol
and guldance

equippment.

Winged rockets constitute pilotless jet aireraft-wlssliles which have airfoils
(Wirwnc)
and which are controlled over the entire trajectory of flight.
The speed
of winged rockets as a rule does not- exceed that of jet fighter airplanes.
Therefore
tney
can be detected
easily by The
radar,
interceetledof and
destroyed
antiairc;raft
rockets comparativcly
and fighter airplanes.
deficiencih
winged
r'oeketrby
Include the fact that their control and guidance systems san be sujected to
interference by the enetrm and that the radio stations for control of the rockets in
t'lis.7ht expose the firing sites,
Depending upon the loctufon of launch and target, all typ)es of rockets may be
divided into four classes:
"'urface-to-surface," "surface-to-air," "alr-to-air,"
and "sar-to-surface" (SSM, SAM, AAM, ASM].
For the Navy the classification is
ooX.ewhat different but is based on the same principle.
The broadest class is that of "SSM".
Accorling to combat assignment they are
divided into tactical, operational-tactical, and strategic types.
Tactical mii.ssiles havy ranges of tip to several tens of kilometers and are
intended for striki4g targets located at taotlcal depth.
They operate directly in
the combat structures of combined-arms formations and units on the battlefield
wiad execute missions in their interests. Fire (launch) positions for these weapons
are usuall- several kilometers from the front.
Rockets of tactical assignment have comparatively small dimensions and low
weight and are launched from light mobile launchers mounted on motor vehicles with
improved rcadaeility, trailers, armored carriers, and tank ch;.ssis.
Subuvnir and units armed with tactical roz.,-ers are able to accomplish long
marches, to skilft position on battlefield rapidly, to open fire in a few minutes,
and to execute different missions. The explosive rower of the nuclear charges of
tactical r.ockets is equivalent to several hundred to several tens of thousands of
tons of TNT.
Op-erational!-talct ial.

.1issles have ran-gec of several ten:

D! kilometcr'

to

1000 km and are intended for striking objectives at operational and tactical depth
in the intere:3ts ol large military formations (armies).
Rockets of operational-tactical assignment are equipped wito srore powerful
nuclear charges, with TNT equivalents of 50-tOC thousand tons and more.
They have
somewhat greater dimensions anid weight than trecal types. Launchers for
operational-tactical rockets are also mobile and a4e able to uperate under aniy
conditions jointly with combined-arms armies and formations.
In the ground troops of the Soviet Armed Forces the basic forces are rocket
formations and units of operational-tactieIl assignment armed with nuclear and
athr

rn,,kptq.

_'Training wit>,_

e,.rnbat firing hae neN.firmcHd 113i;h 'the combat

capabi2ities of these rocket troops: high accuracy of target strike, speeo of
deployment for launch, and ability to move large aistances without loss of combat
eff.cienty.
Al"hou4gh the use of

strategic

rockets

is

outside the

framework

of tactics,

the resu .ts of their actiorŽ will nave an immediate and direct effect on the
character- of combat actions of troops, and it thecefcore hmas to be considered tactics.
Strategi, rockets include all cuided missiles, regardless of their design, with a
range of' over 1000 km.
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Tests of new multistuge ballistic rockets conducted by the Soviet Union
b-illlantly demonstrated the excellent qualities of rockets of this type.
The lhose
cone of a rocket launched on 20 January 1960 was accelerated to speeds of macre tt&an
26,000 kg/b.
It reached the assigned area, about 12,500 km from the launch site,
missing the assigned point of impact by less than 2 km.
Repeated launchings of
powerful ballistic rockets made since then have also cnifinmed their hi4gh qualities.
Thu6, the rocket weapen permits inflicting sudden blows or. any objet,.ves at
various distances.
Important dliections In development of the rocket weapon are decrease of weight
and dimensions, simplification of design, increase In combat readiness,
invulnerability, reliability, and maneuverability.
Front-line (tactica'L) aircraft. These are aircraft intended for joint combat
actions with ground forces.
In spite of the rapid development of rocket techno.ogy,
air'2raft, as before, are a very important means of armed struggle.
The rile
of front-line
(tactical)
aircraft
is determined primarily by such comtat characteristics
ability
to coicentrate
forces rapidly
in necs~ary

in

combat actions of ground forces
as high maneuverability,
areas and to shift
the attack

from one objective to another, a combination of independent search and immediate
destructi3n of detected objectives and determination of results of strike,
Front-line (tactical) aircraft are an effective means of antiaircraft defense,
reconnaissance, and destruction
of mobile and small targets.
important role in landing and transport
of troops and materiel.
Depending upon the character
character of the aircraft
and their

of assigned missions,
armament, front-line

subdivided into fighter, bomber, fighter-bomber,

They also

the flight
(tactical)

reconnaissance,

play an

and tactical
aircraft
are

and support types.

The fighter aircraft is one of basic means for destroying aircraft and winged
missiles (ige--rockets)-in
the air. Besides covering missions for troops and rear
objectives, the 'asen of fighter aircraft include attacks on various exposed ground
objectives (nuz.lear lockets, aircraft, personnel, combat equipment, and electronic
gear) and also conducting reconnaissance.
Contemporary fightero airplanes have supersonic speed and great operating
altitude.
As a rule
they are armed with guided missiles
and automatic guns and
can use aerial
bombs of various types.
Special guidance equipment mounted on guided

misslc.s can automatically correct errors in aiming, compute changes of the position
of an aerial target, and ensure high accuracy of fire. It is possible to alter the
flight trajectory of rocket missiles and to correct deviations of missiles due to
errors in aiming, maneuvering of the target, etc.
Bomber aircraft, ca~pablc of striking
.... of
c.ý...t•.. •..
cons idgerale range, are designed to use aerial bombs and missiles of the ASM class
to destroy various objectives on the battlefield and in the operational rear of the
enemy,

including nuclear

in shelters,
constructions.

reserves,

rockets,

aircraft

at

airports,

troops and equipment

located

contrcol points, and vaxious depots and enginnering

Bomber at.rcraft

can be used for conducting aerial

reconnalsance.

Bomber aircraft may be either subsonic or supersonic and have considerable
altitude capabilities and great load capacity.
New weapons of contemporary bombsrs are rockets of the ASK class. Such rockets
are equipped w5,th motors and can devulop high speeds, regardless of the speed of the
aircraft.

Con.equently the bowber nccd not ontor zon,

of artiaircraft

dsfe.ae

around its objective nor even approach it.
Its mission consists in delivering a
rocket to a certain point.
It is clear that in such a situ&tion the V'4rierabiliyof the carrier

aircraft

is

considerably

reduced.
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Contemporary bomber aircraft are equipped to strike more exactly than before
ground targets invisible to them owing to clouds and during flight in them, in
adverse weather conditions by day and at night.
The fighter-bomber aircraft is a new kind of front-line (tactical) aircraft.
Its
appearance '.sdue mainly to the creation of small, light-weight nuclear bombs,
allowing us to use the fighter airplanes as a bomber.
The positive qualities of
the fighter-bomber are: multipurpose capability, i.e.,
the ability to execute missions
both of a bomber and a fighter (with carrier dropped); absence of the need for a
fighter escort, since they themselves can act as fighters; the complexity of
combatting it in the air,
due to its great speed and altitude of flight and also
its
small dimensions, which hamper its detection by radar.
According to reports of the foreign press the fighter-bomber, which can be
armed with ASM and AAM, ordinary bombs, and nuclear bombs, constitutes a universal
aircraft.
It is designated for direct air support of ground forces, for engaging
aerial targets, for isolation of the battle area, and also for reconnaissance of
ground targets.
Reconnaissance aviation consists mainly of aircraft, of the same types used for
other purposes but equipped with special equipment for conducting aerial reconnaissance
by day and at night by different methods: visually, photographically, and by
electronic means.
Reconnaissance aircraft can conduct reconnaissance of ground
objects from great heights under the most varied conditions of visibility
and weather.
A variation of reconnaissance aviation is spotter-reconnaissance aviation
intended to provide artillery
with reconnaissance data and to correct its
fire to
targets unobservable by ground points.
These consist of spotter aircrift
and
helicopters.
Support aircraft are of transport, medical, and communicaticns types.
Transport
aircraft are used to transport troops, drop paratroops, and to supply troops with
arms, ammunition, fuel and lubricating materials, provisions, and other material
means.
Transport aviation consist of transports, helicopters of different types,
and VTOL's.
Medical aircraft are used for evacuation of injured and sick needing
immediate medical help.
Communications aviation serves to provide control of
troops in different forms of combat activity.
Qualitative changes occurring in the postwar period in all forms of f'ront-line
(tactical)
aviation have considerably increased its
effectiveness in combat and
operations.
The further development of combat aircraft is following the path of
creation of VTOL aircraft, increasing their range and speed, their ability to fly
both at the lowest and greatest heights, and *tauipping them with controlled and
homing bombs and rockets and also with various automatic devices for flight control.
The development of transport aircraft is taking the direction of providing
transportation by air of any armament, including tanks, over great distances.
Artillery. The role of artillery
as a means of combat under contemporary
conditiToniTs
determined, first
of all,
by necessity and possibility of its wide
application for combatting the tactical nuclear means of the enemy, for destroyi•n
weapons, personnel, tanks and other combat machines in di.rect proximity to friendly
troops, and also to attack numerous objectives at depth.
After the Second World War, artillery,
like other means of combat, underwent
qualitative changes.
Its
development proceed both along the line of the creation
of new types of cannons, mortars, and rocket launchers and different forms of
ammunition for them, and in the direction of modernization of systems already forming
part of the armament of armies.
A qualitatively new direction in the development •.:' artillery
was th• creation
of nuclear ammunition for field artillery.
This can be tLraced especially distinctly
in the example of artillery
development by the United StaItes Army, for which
(according to the foreign press) at present time nuclear warheads have been created
for the 280-mm gun, the 203.2-mm howitzer, th. 155-T-L.
Titzor, and t:.e the Davy
Crockett recoilless gun.
Work is being conductea .,n Cre.ting nuclear shells for
105-mm weapons, and tank and antitank cann;2.

over other means of delivery
The basic advantage of barrelled nuclear artillery
of nuclear weapons in the opinion of American military specialists, is hig±i accuracy
nuclear strikes on targets
Thanks to this it is possible to inflict
of firing.
located at comparatively small distances from forward subunits of friendly troops
and also on important small targets.
that wide introduction of nuclear ammunition for use
Furthermore, it is felt
with barrelled field artillery
will hamper the enemy's struggle with nuclear means,
increase the combat independence of combined-arms subunits, units, and formations,
and allow flexible maneuvering with nuclear ammunition by air.
has a comparatively small range (for instance,
Barrelled nuclear artillery
the 203.2-mm howitzer has range of 14.5 km; that of the 155-mm howitzer is about
15 km) and as a rule is intended for support of actions of subunits and units of
ground forces.
It can be used for nuclear strikes with a power of 2 to 20 kt on
troop concentrations, for destruction of tactical
means of nuclear attack, on
Firing
headquarters, and for destroying specially fortified defensive structures.
sites are located at short distance from the front line and thus are within the
range of enemy artillery
fire.
The recoilless Davy Crockett used by the United States Army has a range of
2 km for the light (120-mm) and 4 km for the heavy (155-mm) cannon.
This requires
that they be placed directly in the combat formation of subunits of the first
echelon.
Additionally the low TNT equivalent of the nuclear charge (20-200 tons)
permits the use of Davy Crockett missiles on targets in direct proximity to friendly
troops.
The conventional field artillery
of contemporary armies, as in the last
war,
included howitzers, guns, and mortars.
However, the quantity of gun artillery
in the composition of combined-arms formations and units has been sharply reduced
as compared to that existing in the period of the Second World War. Their armament
now consists chiefly of howitzers.
For instance, divisions of all
types of the
United States Army include only howitzers.
Inferior to guns in range, they are
considerably lighter and have a more powerful shell; consequently they are more
effective for fire
missions in close combat.
At the same time armament of formations
of other armies (for instance, British) consists of guns and gun-howitzers.
A valuable quality of cannons is their long range, which is very important
for striking enemy objectives located at considerable depth (tactical
means of
nuclear attack, artillery
and mortars, control points, and others).
Furthermore,
under all
conditions of the [combat] situation gun artillery
is a powerful and
reliable means of coboatting tanks, as was shown by the experience of the past war.
An important form of artillery
of contemporary armies is the mortar.
In the
course of the Second World War their total
amount was approximately equal to the
number of all
other artillery
cannons.
In the armies of all
nations the development
of mortars is allotted considerable attention at present, since they are considered
the most effective means for support of infantry in close combat.
Mortars of small
caliber (50-60-mm) have been removed from almost all
armies, owing to the low
effectiveness of their fire.
A trend has been observed toward shifting mortars of
bigger caliber into lower units.
For instance, in the armies of the United States,
West Germany [FRG], and France the 81-mm mortar has become the basic wee.pon of
high-angle fire in the infantry company, while 107-120-mm mortars are basic to the
battalion.
As compared to other artillery
cannons mortars have a number of advantages.
They are simple in design, comparatively light in weight, and permit applying
high-explosive shells with a high relative weight of explosive charge (which is
very important for destruction of heavy field structures); they also ensure a large
radius of destruction with the use of fragmentation and fragmentation-high-explosive
charges.
However, they also have certain inherent deficiencies - limited range,
large dispersion, and others - whose elimination is being worked on.
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In recent years much development of rocket field artillery
has been accomplished.
Its advantages are capability of massed fire and great maneuverability.
The
development of rocket field artillery
is proceeding along the line of increasing
the number of launching rails,
the power of the missile and the range of fire,
improvement of accuracy, decreasing the flame from the propelling charge, and
reducing loading time.
As a whole the development .of artillery
is directed towards improvement of
such basic combat properties as power and accuracy of fire, range, rate of fire,
and mobility.
An important quality of contemporary artillery
is its high maneuverability.
This is attained by creation of new means of traction, ensuring towing of cannons
at high speed, and also by transporting cannons on self-propelled carriages.
In the armies of certain capitalistic states, for instance the United States
and France, self-propelled cannons have undergone very great development.
It is
considered that artillery
under mechanical tow is not capable of continuous support
of tanks and infantry operating under conditions of application of nuclear weapons.
Furthermore self-propelled artillery
ensures greater combat readiness than the
towed type.
Time need not be spent on calling tractors from shelters, coupling
and uncoupling;, shift iL
cannons from the traveling position to combat position,
etc.
Also it is easier to protect the crews from weapons of mass destruction and
to reduce their number.
Also the amount of equipment subject to entrenchment is
reduced, camouflage is improved, columns are shortened, and transport requirements
for forcing rivers is reduced.
However, self-propelled cannons have limited cruising
range and carry a small reserve of ammunition; the work of the crew during firing is
hampered; and production of such artillery
is more complicated and more expensive.
With cannon connected to a tractor the breakdown of one unit automatically dlsabLes
the other.
Considering all
this, a number of armies are striving to combLn selfpropelled artillery
with the towed type, depending upon combat purpose.
In connection with the increased role of tanks in combat and the improvement
of their tactical-technical characteristics, antitank artillery
is of great
significance under contemporary conditions.
Its development is taking several
directions'.
The newest and apparently most promising of these are antitank guidccd missiic'
(PTURS).
Their advantages over other antitank artillery
systems inclu.c g'reat rang-er
of effective fire, accuracy of fire, high armor-piercing capability, maneur,,t:bility,
and ease of servicing.
Existing antitank guided missiles can effectively combat tanks at r-nges
up to 3 km and more, with a high hit probability and able to pierce up to 600 mi
armor.
Such missiles can be fired from light ground launchers or without ther•i,
or from launchers mounted on motor vehicles, trailers,
armored carriers, titn',n,
helicopters, and low-speed aircraft.
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Antitank guided missiles also have essential deficiencies.
In particular,
they cannot be used against tanks at close range (to 500 m), especially upon a
sudden appearance of tanks.
Their aiming requires open terrain and the tank must
be visible.
They have low speeds of flight, which facilitates countermeasures.
Their accuracy is in greatly dependent on the mental state of the operator.
All this, however, does not minimize the value of PTURS.
They are continuously
improving and their quantity is rapidly increasing.
Indubitably this ne;w' form of
antitank weapon will find application not only against tanks but also ýor attacking
other important targets on the battlefield.
In a number of countries (the United States, England, France, and others)
armies have recoilless antitank cannons.
Their basic merit is the absence of recoil,
which allows firing from light-weight cannons of simple construction (without
antirecoil devices).
The possibility of using shaped-charge missiles considerably
increases armor-piercing capability (to 400 mm). Thcre cannono can also be used for
the destruction of personnel and enemy fire means.
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The deficiencies of recoilless guxs include the betr--',ing effect of the powder
the l.ow uti•ization rýctor of the charge, insuffie• :,c range (about 1000 m),
and their comparatively great neight, which hampern their ratJuflage and use in tile
combat formation of the Infantry.
Tanks. The role of tariks in cuntemporary combiat has been considerably expanded,
since t ey possess groat ,(0:s.-:'
to
enemy nuclear strikes, can 'tee nuclear
weapons most effectively,

te,rrain, bJ7 day and night,

conduct comsat actions on contaminated
anl
.;ccersfully
anu at.ighl tempo,

Contemporary tanks poazess conc.ilerably greater flIrepower tain the tanks of
the 6c )nd World War.
This is neh. owc by application of large-caliber cannons with
high muzzle velocities'., improved fire-direction mechanisms, and mcchanization of
loading!.
While up to The end of the Fift!.es most American tanmks were armed with

0.--mm rand BR.itish with 83.8-.irn
for basic types of tankzs.

go,'s, to-e iO$-mm guAn is now used in these countries

Te-nks are equipped with firitg-platforn stabiszers in one or two planes,
which sharply increases the probabilit; of hits during rapid firing; with monocular
range rinsers, ensuring determination of target ranges of 500-44C0 m; and with
infrared night sights which permit aimed fire at night at ranges up to 1000 m.

M

The basic arwmaent of tanks continues to be tube artillery.

For use against

armored targets, in certain countries (England and FRG) preference is given to
subcaliber shells, while in others (France) shaped-charge shells are preferred.
As a supplement to the gun armament PTURS have appeared on certain foreign tanks.
Work is being conducted on the design of tarks for which guided bi.'ssile& will be

the main armaxment.

The maximum speed of tanks of basic postwar types varies from
and their cruising range is 400 km and more.

4o to 65 kMrihr

Considerable attention is allotted to hermetic sealing of tsnas, which is
connected both with efforts to expand the ability of tanks to surmount water
barriers by travelin.g on the bottom and also to guarantee protection of crews from

weapons of mqsz destruction. Tanks equipped with an additional attachment can
surmount water barriers with depths oI 4 m and more.
To increase the capabiliti.er
of tanks during action on contaminated terrailn they are equipped with filtered
ventilation systems, which cnsure ere.tion of overpressure and thereby prevent
penetration of radioactive substances into tlhe combat and control compartments.
The armor protection of contemporary tanks is

the Second World War,

reaching 200 r'mand more.

thicker than that of tanks of

However,

even this armor is

increase

of battlefield

pierced by contemporary antitank weapons.
Therefore work to increase the protective
properties of tanks is being conducted along othoe lines: new' materials for armor,
ieduction

of the height

maneuvcer-ability,

and silhouette

of tanks,

ard outhers.

Depending upon weight, armament,
light, medium, and heavy types.

and combat use,

tanks are subdivided Into

Light tanks - combat machines weighing up to 20 t - are designed mainly for
exacution of reconnaissance and other special missions and are usually amphibious.
Medium tanks - combat machines weighing up to 40 t - constitute the basic
tenk type. They are the main shock force of armored troops and are designed for
dest, 7-+'.on of tanks, artil.iery, and personnel.
H,-avy tank6 - cumbut nachlijies heiehing over 40 t - aye desIgned chiefiy for
destruction of tanks and also e.illery
and personnel.
Furthermore, they can be "Ased
to suppress and destroy field defensive constructions of the enemy and to penetrate
strongly fortified

defensive

position..
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Means of organic antiaircraft defense. To combat enemy air, systems organic
antiaircraft defense use fighter aircraft, guided antiaircraft rockets, artillery,
Furthermore, against low-flying air targets,
machine guns, and electronic devices.
especially piston aircraft, helicopters (VTOL's), and autumatic balloons, massed
fire of small arms by subunits is used.
A qualitatively new means of contemporary organic antiaircraft defense is the
guided antiaircraft rocket.
These combine great speed, high ceiling, and ranges of
several tens of kilometers with high strike accuracy, which is ensured by guidance
of the rocket during flight.
In the Second World War antiaircraft artillery
expended on the average 600, and sometimes a thousand, shells for every aircraft
brought down; it is now possible to destroy an aircraft with one rocket.
Flight control of rockets and guidance to the target are carried out from
ground guidance stations.
Also these rockets can have homing guidance systems,
ensuring reliable destruction of air targets.
Guided antiaircraft rockets with nuclear charges are designed for destruction
of fornations and especially important single aerial targets.
They can also be
applied for striking ground targets.
In certain armies guided antiaircraft missiles have been developed for infantry
subunits (for instance, the Redeye missile in army of the United States).
These
missiles are intended for use against low-flying aircraft (up to 4 km), helicopters,
and winged rockets, and also against ground objectives (tanks, artillery,
infantry,
and others).
The light weight (4.5 kg) and small dimensirns of the missile enable
it to be carried and deployed on the battlefield by one peo'son.
Organic antiaircraft artillery
consists of small-caliber (20 to 60 mm), and
medium-caliber (60 to i00 mm) antiaircraft artillery.
In the postwar years the
qualitative composition of antiaircraft artillery
has improved considerably and its
combat capabilities have increased noticeably.
To the armament of troops there
have been added antiaircraft battery complexes (cannons, antiaircraft fire directors
[PUAZOJ, and spotting stations [SON]), which ensure the possibility of striking
aerial targets.under any weather conditions both by day and by night.
Antiaircraft
subunits are equipped with improved radar stations and fire control systems.
All
antiaircraft cannon have automatic attachments for loading and also special
actuators for fast pointing.
In the development of small-caliber antiaircraft
artillery
a tendency is observed to create complex installations (paired, tripled,
and quadrupled), ensuring high rates and density of fire.
Electronic means are used for timely detection of enemy aircraft and for
notification of the antiaircraft defense and troops, to provide for response by
fighter aircraft, antiaircraft artillery,
and rockets, and also for countermeasures
against enemy electronic devices.
Existing radar stations permit detecting
aircraft at great distance and determining their coordinates at any time of day
during various weather conditions.
Small arms.
of motorized rifle

These weapons, as before, remain the mass weapon of personnel
subunits and finds wide application in close combat.

Special features of the small arms of contemporary armies are: fully automatic
a comparatively high degree of uniformity (a single cartridge for different weapons),
high maneuvering capabilities, convenience of use when firing on the move and also
from armored carriers, universalization and reduction of forms of small arms.
An important form of armament for motorized infantry subunits in i number of
armies is the hand-held antitank grenade launchers or the rocket-power> -i antitank
gun.
They have effective range of up to 400 m and can pierce armor up to 300 mm
thick.

One tyie of armament
grenade.

for personnel ot

subunits of all branches is

the hand
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Along with development of the above-r.onsi.c red weapons, ½n recent years great
success has been achiev~ed in development o'2 engini.ering techniques, means of
transporting

troops,

r'econnaissance,

comat'nication

control,

and defense against

weapons of mass destructlon.
Qualitative changes in means of conbat,
and combat equipment,

the appearaneo of new forms of weapous

and sharply increased combat eapiLbit.ties of troops have

brought about radical changes in the character of contemporary combined-arm•

combat.

CharacterS.estis of Contemporary Combined-Arms Combat
13acb battle, even those conducted in the same operation and at the same time,
has its own unique peculiarities, dc(ermined by actual conditions of the *ituatloni.
At the same time combined-arms combatl as a phenomenon of armed struggle, independently
of its form and the conditions under which it ia carried out, has certain Inherent
genera]. characteristic features.
Svtch features of combined-arms combat are customartay
understood to be the most important of its properties and qualitative peculiarlties
which i.n their totality reveal the character of battle in this or that war, and at
a particular stage in the development of military art.
];quipping troops with conter.nporary weapons and latest materiel has created
new conditions of combat actions, arising from great changes in the methods of
conducting them. As a result new characteristics fcatures of combined-arms combat
have appeared,

distinguishing

it

from that

of the past war.

Contemporary combined-armo combat is chaeracterized by broad application of
nuclear weapons and other powerful means of destruction, greater than ever Lefoere,
by dee.-irtveness,

high maneuverabiLity,

dyrnamce

chaact.r,

rapid and sharp changes

in the situation, irregul,%rtty of development on the front Wad in depth,
great spatial scope.

and a

Wide applicatlun of nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction. The
armies FT
numbieTr
'-mperNi T-s-f-h-teshauve n - er
e
eapons and other means of
m•as destruction. Our forces have nuclear weapons and means of their delivery in
sufficient quantities.
Tiue contemporary development of Industry permits production of nuclear warheads
and delivery means in large quantities.
In the press, for instance, it was reported
that by the betinning of 1967 the United States, according to calculat,,ions of
forel.gn sci.-nticts and military specialists, had approximately 40 thousand nuclear
warheads o1'different sizes.'
The anerican physicist R. Lapp, in the book "Kill
and Overkill," published I:. i.262, indicates that at that time the reserves of nucltar
weapons in the U0-ited Sthtos 'exceeded 30,000 megatons.
Secretary of State Rusk
calculated th'Lt uy 1966, .t the present rate of production, reserves of awmunition
will. twice exceed this figure."2 For comparison, in the course of the Second Wcrld
War pnwer of al.!ammullltion expcnd..d was equal to only about 3 million tons of TrM'.:
Along with nuclear charges contemporary armies also have large quantities of
means for thcti deliveiy, including those in tactical units,
Thus in a mechanized
division of the United Statený Arsny, after the creation of the nuclear shell for the)
155-mm howitzer and ito replacement of the 105--mm hcw.trer virtually all artillery
beca.me nuclear,
Now in a single division more than 90 dif~erent weapons using
nucloar ammunition can be counted.
Consequently, under contemporary condittons tie enemy also has all prerequisitýfc
fr': mass application of nuclear weapons, uhich will be the main means of dsatructtor4.
This determines one of the ba,.sic features of' cuntemporary conbined-arms comoat.
''Pravda,"
5

17' January 1963.

Thrp, p.R. 1.34,
Ubiystvo
Voyenizdat,
3-904. i sverkkniystvo

(Kill and Oerktll), Moscow,
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Wide application of nuclear weapons by both sides will radiemlly alter the
Besides destruction of troop concentrations
*ntir,* situation on the battlefield.
and other objectives, nuclear strikes will inevitably load to tremendous destruction,
to the formation of large fires anid floods and to extensive zones of radioactive
contamination.
The possible scales of radloactive contamination mfty be judged from the nuclear

explosion of great rower Get off by the Americans on Bikini atoll on i March 1954.

The dimensions of the contaminated region were 350 km downward (from the center of
area
the ixplosicn), 32 km upwind, and 65 km 2 in the transverse direction. The total
was i6,o00 km . 1 Contamination here was so strong as to
of contaminated territory

present unccnditional danger to the lives of unprotected people.
Dfuring wide application of nuclear weapons

radioactive

coiltamination will

become the must important factor of the operatltonal situation and have a meJor
Depending upon the
influience on the enaracter and method.s, of troop actions.
zones with high levei s of
bypass
to
have
will
subunit:;
situation,
the
of
cond1tions
of crossing these
choice
a
have
will
they
impossible,
is
bypass
when
or,
radlation
machines with the
combat
other
and
cai.'riers,
ar-tored
tanks,
in
speed
atreas at high
necessary 6;-aiures of protect!. ., waiting for a drop in the high levels of radiation,
or conduct±nAv combat actions on the contaminated terrain.
The dfcisive

character of contemporary combined-arm,, combat i_

Deir iveness.
of
determin.erT-oy two main causes: the political content of future war and the use
extracM7tinarlly

means of destruction.

destructive and powerfut

the more
Experience shows that the more decisive the aims pursued in war,
This law is uniquely emphasi.ed by V. I.
violent is the character of the conflict.
the more military it seems; the more
Lenin: "Ine more deeply political a war is,
deeply political it seems, the less- deeply political it is."2
A future nuclear war, If the imperialists succeed in unleashing it against
social essence will be a decisive
of the socialist canp, in its
countries
the
social, systems - the capiuallstic
world
oppositc
two
of'
countri3s
between
collision
socialist.

and the

"If

the imperialistic aggress,;

war," states the Program of CPSU,

is

nevertheless dare to unleash a new world

"oeoples will no longer suffer the e-xistence of

that order which plunged them into devastating wars.
imoerialism. "s

An acute class character of war,

They will sweep away and bury

oAeluding any possibility of compromise,

pclitical aims, which in combination
predetermines an extreme resoluteness of its
inevitably
vi']
with the snecif'c peculiarities of contemporary means of struggle
...fuund..y declsiv- ch:Laot-ter of ,silitary actions.
respons"le for the
"be

scale decisiveness of combat actions is deterv.ined on the one

On a tactical
croaf.e.i by new means of struggle, and on the other by the
hand by the possitilities
oitation of the,
requirements of si,rategy and opeaatione.t art, almL6 at naximum exp.
of these metr.n- for salccee-,-fui solution to problems
results of the appjicat-•,i'
ensuring from the poittical 6oeis of tlU.s armv, coi''f. .ct,
Decisiveness ts e:tpresst

|m
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morale of the personn-el of tbo Soviet Army, the powerful means of stru,;gle
at its disposal, and also the advanced character of our military science ensure
Soviet forces % raal possibility of achieving the most decisive goalf, of combat
actions.
However, fcr these aims to be achieved all personnel of ou.r army rus; be
instilled with an infloriblo wiln to win, superb and skillful use o'' their weapons,
and must manifeC.t a high degroe of activity, boldness, persistence and Initiative,
constantly strlving t3 impose their will on the enegf while holding the Initi•_,tive
in their won hands.
This feature of contemporary combined-arms combat to
jjigh manouverab Ili.
the application of nuclear weapons, the total motorization
rosu.7oaall
Lirs; f
of fPrcs-j and the abBeance of a continkucus front.
The use of nuclear weapons permits inflicting decisive Wlows on an enemy £n
the shortest ocrious and creation of breaches and breaks in hit combat formntion,
At the same time total s'otorization of forces
ensur.ng swift advance of our troops.
has considerably incretesed the speed of their mcvemert on the battlefield, making
possihlie swift explortttion of the results of nuclear and fire strikes, the shifting
of foices from one direction to another, swift reinforcement of troops where they
will a'tain the greatest success, and rapid assault upon the enemy after nuclear
tjtrike
9'he

absence

of a solid

front,

the considerable

dizpersion of troops, thu

presen:e of open flanks, and large intervals all favor maneuvering actlonBs. the
accomplf.lshment of bold envelopmants, deep bypass, swift moveomnte to the flanks
and rear of the enemy, and inflicting sudden and decisive blowi' from various
directiong.

The highly maneuverable character of contemporary combat mean-z that the
pro-racted, mnthodically measured acttons of troops th&t took place in the past
war are things of the past. They not only are not appropriate for the capatilitins
of contemporary weapons and combat equipment but even hamper their effactive use.
The predominant value in combat activity of troops will nov: lie in moverent,
marches action from movement, and highly dynamic and mobile forms of combat. Troops
will fr quently go over from actions in combat formation to swift advance in
columns, making extensive use of maneuvers with different aims and missions.
Of especially great significance under contemporary conditions is maneuver
This is the new content of maneuver.
with nuclear strikeS.

-

-

I

In the past concentration of shifting of fire over great distances usually
entailed c•ansiderable regrouping of %eapons and loss of t e,
liow maneuver with
nuclear strik[es can be carried out in extremely short periods and over prac•icallv_
any distance without moving the rocket launchers. The enemy caL be Cealt such losses
titaL
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Under these conditions the mission of the trncps will be to follow up nuclear strikes
with deep and swift penetration to complete the destruction of the enemy and tc
capture important sections of terrain.
Along Aith maneuver witc nuclear strikes and fire by contontional. meaes,
maneuvering of troops will ,flnd wide application in contemporaiy cembined-&rms
combat.
Here the scale, conditions, and purposes of battle are expanded cunsiderab43,.
In the. past troop maneuvering usually was limited to transferring them to more
profitable poiiltfons with respect to the enemy for inflicting a blow. Now maneourering
of troops wilL. be applied also to permit swift explortation by suhunitd of tha
~.nuce-sr) fonr swift. aduan.'me 6dha" Anto th4 sartq~
rosue ofir
CLc triics
(a-b-ove- -all
rear and withc,rawal of subtunits fro:, under nuclear utrikes of the enemy, and fez'
relief

of eubu•nits

which have suffered heavy los.3en irom an eremy nuclear strike

and have lost their combat effectiveniess.
Timnly and most complete utilization ot-the results o! nuclear strikes fornt the basis of the '.roop maneuvnr•n
in
contemporary combat.
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.Fig.1. Close envelopment and deep envelopment in

-

combat.

Contemporary combat provides great possibilities for close envelopments,
deep envelopments, ann combirnatter.i of them (Fig, i).
Close anvleopment is a maneuver carried out in tactical
anid fire coordination
with troops acting from the front.
Through close envelopment favorable conditions
are created for striking the flaxks and rear of tre enemy to complcti his dastruction,
The deep envelopment is a deeper maneuver which is carried out
in tactical
-coordination with troops acting from the front.
The deep envelopments require
ntronger concentrations of troops than the close envelopmnent; these troops must
be able to fulfill
the mission of destruction
of the enems without fire
support
of troops advancing from the front.
Swift and radical chaes
-the higE-mooilit7oftrF6-p`I
the situation,

in

the situation. The usc of nuclear weapons and
EeM.Tay l
ead to rapid a-nd radical changes In.

The rate cf change of the situatlon is determined by time during which
essential changes occur in the pozition and the character of actions of the troops
of both sides.
It depends first
on the speed of the effect of mewts of deetruction,
i.e.,
a the ability rof weapons to wuppress or dastroy given enemy objectives in P
minimum time, and second on the speed of movement of troops.
In the last war, wh-a

the basic means of firepcvre~r was artillery, when the -troops usuall,

bore predetermined

losses, the tempo of the offensive ijas limIted on tho average to 1.2 kr/hr, and the
defender r:•quired coasidernble time to ait,:
the relative strongth; the battlefleld
o

B

"1itUt±..

ccmptýrs---------------call--

of forces usually did not occur in

.

Espeentlal changes in the disposition

the coiarse of an hour.

The eit of nuclear
htioa
c-nweapons
be completely
differentalmost
in contemporary
cowb&t.
The of
application
makes possib)le
instantaneoup,
a).eration
relativestrei•th
in one or another direction or sector and permits rapid surmounting
of enemy resistance or a quick shift from 'he defensive to the offensive.
Thanks
to Vic great mobilitj of troops it haa become possible to make rapid use of the
results of nuclear strikes, to traverse large distances in a short feriod, to strike
from the march, to condact :ombat actions in tempos exceedin. 14y several tit.es
ho,•e Wttained in the part war, and to break through swiftly to greet depth into
oneq( territory.
Moreover, the absence of a solid front and the presence of breaches,
S.......
in•
•-•t. co..mba••
formation ruf troops create fannorable condintion for
the laflicting
wwift and sudden blows on the flanks and rear and for rapf.d alteration
of the situation.
S
In virtue of this the situation on the contemporary battlefield
changes not hourly but by the minuite and even the second, and not only raridly but

.radical).v

.

The extreme nature of change of the situotion is expressed in quallýxative
-changes in the compoltion of forces and in relative strength due to nuclear anm
powerful fire
strikes, rapid deployment of reserves., and the drop.ping of paratroops;
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thus it encompasses sharp change of the character and methods of actions, transition
from one form of combat action to another, transfer of forces In very shortest
timeb, new missions for troops, and alteration of battle formaaLIons.
This situatior, requires: that troops be in constant readiness to fulfill
aVy
missions arising in connection with a change in the situation; that corml.ndere
react quickly to th~a change; that resolut.nese and indepe.dence be manifested.
It also makes more critical
the sharply inc:reasing role of the time factor in
contemporary combat.
Even an insignificant delay in taking urgent measur•s
in any
control section con cause unjustified looser, in men and materiel and failure in
fulfilling the combat mission,
Uneven deveQopmer.nt of combat actions alo

past,
~it

Z2irilnso
~
~

~

ROwithga

tre front and in depth,

ectftween

In

the

su units.

units, and formations, cormbat actions as a rule were developed evenly from one
line to another.
For instance, in the First World War the offensive bore the
character of a uniform advance of the entire front line in a given area, i.e.,
combat alwaKys took place on a line of dicect contact of the opposiln, sido-s. Actions
of troops were ruled by extreme methodism,
"When any corps or any division lagged,
then for the sake oe maintaining a.uniform tempo of the offensive its
neighborr
also held back. The British and French blirdly held to. such tactizs."a
S
DI, the period of the $econd World War linearity of advance of troops in combat
was usually retained, especially during a breakýhrough of the enemy defense,
although combat then embraced not the line of direet contact of troops but a whole
zone with a. dEpth ot several kilometers.
And cnly during offensives at operational
depth (especially by tank and mechanized formations and units), where the front
was not contiinucus, were battles conducted in (al]
Iirections and developed
nonuniformly along the front and in rear areas.
Under contemporary conditions combat actions will unfold from the very
beginning not on a solid front but in all directions.
This is due on the one hand
7o the posvibIlities developed in connection with the use of nuclear weapons and
on the other to requirements for protection of troops -. the desire to avold
unnecessary losse8
in case of enemy nuclear attack.
Application of nuclear weapons and airborne landings,
the absence of a solid
front, conducting battle in [all] directions, and differences in the degree of enemy
resistance in different sectors will lead to extremely nonuniform development of
combat actions ilong front and in depth.
In some areas subunits and units, using the results of nuclear and fire
strikes, ,-ill
swiftly advance in depth; in others, where limited use will be made
of nuclear .s apons, they will conduct a persi-sent fight with the resisting enemy;
in still
oth•,rs they will be forced to slow the advance or to stop it temporarily
to liquide the consequences of enemy nuclear attack, to switch to the defensive to-,
" '• "
r ep u l s c h i s I l c wz , o r . ... . r .. t c "
It is sb~ooutely clear that the front line as formerly understoot, when combat
actions were developed from line to line with close lateral connuection with
neighboring units, will not now exist (Fig. 2).
Efforts of 0oth sides to use intervals not occupied by trocvs and breacnhes
in the battle for.axtion formed by nuclear strikes for swift advance will lsad to
deep mutual wedging in of troops.
Under these2 conditions combat actions :t.equently
will take on a focal character.
Subunits and units not infrequently will ba forceto fight witn flanks exosaed and with bype.saed enemy troops capab.'e of active
operations in their raat.
'H1art,

Liddell.

_rada

n, 2.91.4--1

19±8) [The Truth About A.he Oar of 1911w

Ci (A History of the World War

osvoyenizdat. p.
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In the Second Woild Wax

In nuclear warl

Fig. P.. Character of development of combat actiohs.
The irregularity of development and the focal character of combat actions
increase !1h1 value O? independence -f wilts and subunlit operating in reparatc
areas, of Initiative of commanders at all levels, and of safeguarding intervals,
flanks, and the rear of friendly troops.
At the same time these conditions rf;quire
troop actions bold to the polot of daring, swift breakthrough to great depth, and
wide application of close aind dece, en-elopments to strike tIe flanks and rear of the
enemy.
Cr-eat spatial scope of battle. The meaws of destruction avplied in
eontemj,,rary combinsd-a.rms combat and the increasing combat c.;psbilities, of troops
hsve sharply increased the spti.al limits of battle (ig5. 5).
First o{" allt in
connection with the increasing comes
capabilities of troops and the ne•cessity for
their dispersion, the zones of the offensive
andpast
defnsiv
Thus, onin a the
war the he battaincreased.
battalion would attEack
500-m
front and on the defensive wonld occupy up to
\
2 Rn of front; n-,w it cart operatbe on an,
offensive front of up to 2 km and one of up
to 5 km for the defensive.
Thus the width
.•
of a battalion front has increased 2.5-4
U
~
times. The offenstve zones of units and
N$formatio'ns
have also increased.
*

I

~E

Wide zones of troop actions create more
, i0c'itablc cinditionn for .r.aneuverand at

~t\e

same time iLasper maintenance of
coordination and control of troops.
The boundarie:s of battle have aiscincreased several times in depth.
In battler
_f the past war the enemy was vubJected to
fire basically to a depth of up to 10 km;
now, with. thetohelp
rockets;
neutralized
the of'
entire
depth heor"can
thebe
disposition of his batttle formation.

Wl,•h of tart rf 0O-1: 4,ttio,i

is an;cz,,'

"underc contemporary
•""

&"

•

i
'

Fig. 3. Change or
of battle,

,ati-t! scope

also to con-,tder that
conditions tactical

airborne landings will find wide application,
and troops acting from the front will be able
to penetrate rapidly into the dapth of te
enenm disposition. Combat actions will
embraice almo:st simultaneouvly the entire
depth uf bittle lormations, Including second

echelons and reserves of formationso, which in the past were usually out of reach of
the enemy before being sent into battle.
Thus the character of contemporary combined-arms combat contrasts radically
Combat has become more complicated deeper,
with that of the Second Woy]d War.
g, more dynamic, and extraordinarily intense.
more maneuvcw
The complex character of contemporary combat impqoses new aad higher requirements
for education, training, discipline, mental preparation, and physical hardening of
Soviet soldiers. The main force in combat always was and remains the Individual.
new
The fate of a battle in the end will be decided by people who have mastered
ready to
technology, who possess high moral spirit, are devoted to Communism, and contemporary
under
fulfil] their duty without regard for their own lives. Thereforework
to strengthen
conditions thare sharply increases the value of party-political
the morale of the troops, to instill in them high fighting qualities, and constantly
to maintain aggresslveness and military discipline.
Especially high morale must be possessed by commaxnders.

Under the complex

the
conditions of contemporary combat they must quickly size up a situation, mako

and
poper decision and firmly strive to implement it, preserve theirforcourage
such actions of
composure, and display resoluteness and initiative. The surety
to
the commandcr is a dcep conviction in the right-ousness of his cause, devotion
successful
Motherland and the Communist cause, a high sense of responsibility for manuals,
1.1.h.
fulfillment of' thi combat mission, a thorough knowledge of regulations and
and a cl-' lindersttnding of the nature of contemporary combat in general cad of its
in particular.
different
Forms of Combined-Arms Combat
In seeking victory over
The combat activity of troops is extremely diverse,
the enemy the troops apply the most diverse tactical maneuvers and methods of
However, in spite of the variety
action, singly and in all possIble combinatlons.
essential
of combat actions,
criteria.

they are classified by types on the basis of definite

Classification or combat actions facilitates the process of study of combat
It ensures the most complete and
as a complicated phenomenon of armed struggle.
profound study, permits detection of the specific character of conditions, formes,
and methods of application of forces and mears in various forms of combat, andof
makes it possible to discover thoý inherent laws of combat, the peculiarities
organizlng and conducting it.
The criteria for classification of combined-arms combat are the goaLs pursued
by one or another form of cosbat action and the methods of its achievemenit taken
On this basis we distinguisl, in tactics the meeting eng••gement, the
as a whole.
offensive, the defensive, s.nd withdrawal.
eni&q~ment constitutes a form of combat in which both aides
The meeti,
Its purpose is to crush the advancing
ve owa-ge the offensive.
-'T -rs
simult.
a certain region or line, and to guarantee further ±esired development
enemy, to seize
of combat actions.
The mutual offensive is responsible for the peculiarities ")f the methods of
From begi.nning to end of the meeting engagement
there is a continuous Intense fight for thiŽ Initiative, since the possessor can
impose his will on the enemy and through skillful actions destr.)y him, even if
lacking an overall numerical superiority.
con..cting this form of com.bat.

..e
darng. ddel* mnon
The nesting engagement occurs. nesufu-onl
therefore its conduct is directly connected with simultaneous deployment of troops
In
combat.
of
forms
other
It can also arise in the course of
from march columns.
all cases eacii side strives to forestall the other In mounting thrusts, capturing
useful lines, attacking flanks and rear, and in deEtroying the enemy piecemeal.
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Under contemporary conditions the probability of occurrence of meeting
This is due to the wide application of nuclear
engagements has increased sharply.

weapons,

high mobility of troops,

and the extraordinary

The offensive is

the maneuvering character of combat actions,

resoluteness of the goals of armed struggle..

tne basic corm of cnmbat action.

conducted at a high tempo and to great depth,

is

Only by a resolute offensive,

total destruction of the enemy •

attained.
The essence of the offensive is
enemy with nuclear weapons,

aircraft,

as follows:

the troops strike the resisting
fire,

artillery

and other means and by

exploiting'the results swiftly advance into the depth of his position, seize or
destroy personnel, armament and combat equipment, and seize a certain nart of the
territory occupied by the enemy.
The offensive has a number of undisputable advantages over other forms of
The principal one is that the advancing force holds the initiative
combat actions.
in

selection of the direction,

to impose its will on

time,

and methods of assault,

which makes it

possible

him and thus to achieve a decisive victory.

Possessing the initiative, the attacker has time and opportunity to develop
a plan and to concentrate his forces and means and thoroughly prepare conditions
He possesses broader possibilities For launching
"for success in accordance with it.
sudden blows, swift exploitation of results of nuclear weapons used on the enemy
and of opportunities arising as the situatLon unfolds, and also for timely
accomplishment of maneuver in the course of battle.
The offensive, bold forward movement, raises the morale of the troops and
multiplies their strength.
"The attack itself," stated M. V. Frunze, "the offensive
itself strengthens the attacking side and gives it a greater chance for success."'
At the same time the offensive always has a negative effect on the mental state
of the defender, since "this attack along reveals a stronger will."'
The experience of past wars indicates that even without an overall numerical
superiority over the enemy, more skillful, energetic and maneuverable troops of
the attacking side can frequently create a decisive superiority in the main
direction, suddenly inflict a crushing blow, develop a swift advance in depth, and
gain the victory.
Very imlortant advantages of offensive ensue from the fact that combat actions
are shifted to territory occupied by the enemy.
Advancing into the enemy position,
the attacking troops seize or destroy his means of nuclear attack, his depots of
nuclear ammunition, and his bases, thereby reducing his ability to utilize weapons
of mass destruction.
They also seize the conventional weapons and combat equipment
of the enemy, capture personnel, and use the resources of territory which he had
occupied, thus depriving him of part of his military and economic potential.
The defensive in most cases is a forced and temporary form of combat action.
Although victory over the enemy is attained only through a decisive offensive, the
defensive has been applied in the past and undoubtedly will find application in
future war.
"No wars," remarked •I. I. Lenin, "which began and ended with
unintcrruptedly victorious offensives have taken place in world history; or if there
were, they were the exception."3 This remark of Lenin's is valid even today.
The purpose of the defensive is to hold occupied territory (zone, sector. or
region), to repulse the offensive of superior enemy forces while inflicting
significant losses on him, and to create conditions suitable for transition to the
:nIv'.,
'P runze, M. 7.
2
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In Oaeordancc wi0th this the methods of the defens~ive ara charncterIttd firist
of all by the infliction of damage on to,e enemy by fire of all combat means from
fixed positions,
persistent
fight
for retentior
of positions., lines,
points, and also by dccislve counter.ttacks
to destroy encty salients

and strong
and to restore

the situation,

Troops uiually turi to the defensive when offensive operations in a given area
are i•mpok;sible for ineipedient or wisen !'. I.-, necessary to e;conomize forces and means
to support an offensive In other, more important areas.
As a form of combat action the d-efensive lacks many of the advan-.atef peculiar
to the offensive,
The defender's actions arc dependent on the attacker.
He is
constantly under great tension and mu-,t be in readiness to repel blows of the enemy
from any direction. The defending troops as a rule are- inferior in force and means
to the advancing troops.
However', the defensive also has inhereit strong po:,Yts which with skillful
use will pe-sir one to overcome to a considerable degree deficlenleics in forces and
means and to conduct a successful struggle with an enemy of superior force. The
defender chooses the place for the battle, making maximum use of nstural tactical
and protective properties of the terrain. lie prepares this terrain to some degree
in an engineering sense; he creates positions ensuring convenience of firiln and
providing reliable shelter for men and equipment; hc prepares maneuver routes and
lines of deployment for zarrying out counterattacks; and he utilizes various ebctacles
'i cmbin&tiai
with a system of fire of all forms.
In spite of the fact that tine same combat means are used in the offensive and
the defensive, their capabilities are unequal. Thus, for instance, one hidden
6efender can destroy 10-20 advancing enemy soldlers; one entrenched defending tank
can successfully battle two, three, and more advancing tanks, A nuclnar strike
on sheltered troops wil3 cause fewer losses than orie of the same power inflicted on
advancing troops, forced i;o act on open terrain.
Defending
can create
fice sys-cem,
prepare
for ensure
firing h-.sh
on
certain
regions troops
and lines
ahead ofa stro,'•
timr adjusct
their fire,
and data
thereby
accuracy of fire.
In defense it is possible to apply camouiflage effectively, to create false
objectives and areas and to conceal true ones, compelling the advancing force to
expend aununition on empty positions and secondary objectives.
Better knowledge of
the terrain enableL the defender to maneuver his forces and means mere flexibly
than the advancing force.
All this creates conditions favorable for defending troops
to repel e numerically superior enemy.
However, At is necessary to consider that
such a mission can only be executed by a skillful, well organized defensive under
conditions of high morale of the defending troops.
Some time is required for the
creaticx of a strong defense and must be gained by different means.
Intense work
is also dcmrzndcd of all personnel fo creation o-ffire systems obstaclez, and
positions.
Experience of the last war shows that in defense persistence is
victorious.
Even in an apparently hopeless situation persistence leads to victory.

-6

When the eneay has penefbrated into the defense in a number of sectors and haL
access to the rear, the defending troops can adopt the combat-in-encirclement
Combat in encirclement is a defensive adopted when the enemy is not only in
front of but simultaneous7yTohi-the flanks and to the rear of the defending troops.,
If combat in
is combined with a subsequent breakout from the encirclekant,
these actions encirclement
in totality no
longer can be referred to as a defensive,
This will. bs
a combinatlon of defersive, offensive, and withdrawal.

Stactic.

vas a !o-m of combat aetlor Is tised to extruct trooDs from under a
blow ry7 a n7umerically superior enemy and to occ•py a more suitable position for the
subsequent exeution of the combat mission. It 4sually is started under extre•mely
unfaoorab.e co.nditions, when the enemy possesses- such superwority or such advantages
that at the given moment there is no possibility of puttirn up adequate resistance¢
and condatctlng a defensive battle has became unprofitable and pointless.

-

oI.,.

IPI

I

Because withdrawal is connected with loss of territory and with complication
of ti'e situation in neighboring sedtors and areas, it is conducued only by order
A junior commander threatened directly with an enemy
-of the senior commander.
strike can easily exaggerate the danger and start a wiLhdrawal earlier than necessary.
Furthermore, he usually does not know in full measure the capabilities of the senior
commander for counteraction and rendering of help, and also cannot evaluate the
effect of thi withdrawal of' his subunit on adjacent units.
When in contact with the enemy, withdrawal usually is preceded by disengagement,
breaking contact with the enemy in order to regroup for conducting other actions.
Withdrawal can be carried out directly to an area designated by the senior commander,
under cover of a rear guard. or by fighting on a number -f'consecutively occupied
cAses wlthdrawal is conducted in an organized manner, secretly,
In all
lines.
and in accordance with the plans and orders of' the senior commander.
All forms of combat may be carried out under different conditions of terrain,
in various seasons'and times to' day: in mountains, on steppes, in deserts, in the
The enumerated conditions undoubtedly will
forest, in winter; at night, etc,
dictate special features of troop actions and must always be considered during the
organization and conducting of battie.
of
In considering the different forms of combat, we must emphasize that all
them are intimately interconnected; in the course of combat actions they can chanie
l-vels
Therefore commanders at all
frequently and can be combined with each other.
must possess the skill
to appraise the situation rapidly and to ,pply such meti.ods
,if action which best ensure the fulfillment of' the mission at hand.
Basic Principles of Contemporary Combined-Arms

Combat

Victory and defeat in each specific battle are determined by many factors of'
in combat there are always two active sides,
both objective and subjective order.
each of' which, actively manifesting its own will, strives to destcoy the resicting
enemy and to preserve its
own forces.
Here the forces and means of the two sides,
their armament and number, the morale of troops, and the art of cormand are
In war a combat situation is never repeated aod every action
absolutely different.
own approach and solution.
requires its
Success in battle is influenced most decisively by the troops narticipating
Thorough preparation of troops for
in it,
their morale, training, and armament.
battle must also be the prime subject of the activities of commanders, political
However, the presence of a
workers, and Party and Komsomol organizations.
does not meao
sufficient number o1' combat-ready troops and adequate materiel still
.that victory is assured.
It is
thoroughly planned and
first
of all,
an organized struggle.
Combat is,
prepared and is conducted in accordance with a plan directed at the achievement of
Actions of troops in combat are directed solely by the
a clearly defined goal.
will of' tne commander - the single authorized chief', who, relying on his military
knowledge and experience and on the knowledge and experience ol' his subordinates,
by thoroughly analyzing the situation and anticipating possible changes, organizes
the battle, coordinates the action of the troops and of different means of struggle,
and displays his skill
in the achievement of victory over the enemy.
The art of organizing and conducting battle, or tactical art, dependent upon
the military knowledge, experience, organizational obilities, intelligence, force
of' wi)L, and military talent of a given commander, is of' exclusive importance to
victory.
To a consideraole degree it determines the actual possibility of victory,
at what. price and in what period this victory will be obtaLned, and how total it
will be.
ot* a military leader play a
in certaLin cases organizational talent and skill
Thus, Ln 1790 Suvorov took Izmail with
decisive role in the achievement of' victory.
troop, s which without him could not have !.aien this t'orl.ress.

l-actcri determining victory in aWry particular battle,
But, however miianL•O]d Ltit
thore exist also certain general principles of the military art; adherence to these
principles is a very Important condition fhr achievement of victory.
The principles of military art are the basic guiding principleb for organizirg
In these principles the
and conducting battles. operations, and a war as a whole.
They were
known, oblectively conceived laws of' armed conflict find expression.
not invented by indJviduals but are the result of scientific generalization of
plracticeý ýaId the discovery or obJe,ýtive, :repeated, and necessary relationship o'
armed conflict.
point of' study," wrote F. Engels, "but the
"Frinciples arc- not the Initial
final result; those principle-, nre not adapted to nature and human htstory but are
abstracted froer them; nature and humanity do not conform [adapt] to pri-nciples
but, on the contrary, principles are true only so far as they correspond to nature
and history."l'

Laws exist outside the consclousness of man,

in phenomtena themselves.

They act independently of the will and desire of men whether the commander
He cannot select
wishes it or not, or whether their effect pleases him or not.
among the laws for himself but must reckon with them.
Principles, on the contrary, are consciously applied by the co=mander, the
general, depending upon the actual conditions of the situation, In them there are
successfully combined both the mandatory character of effect of the laws of armed
conflict and the relative freedom of the conscious activity of man within the
framework of these mandates.
1
The laws of armed conflict express the necessary essential relat .onships between
indicate
how It
but by themselves do not
vlctury and the conditlons determining it,
Principles, being
is necessary to proceed in order to achieve this conformity.
include recommendations for tLe most expedient actions: namely, they
bases on laws,
indicate what it is necessary to do to achieve victory over an, enemy, how it is
But these recommendations bear, so to say, an averaged character
necessary to act.
Therefore in & tieory which
and are given irresFective to the actual situation.
of them are recognized as equ'ally
considers principles outside the situation, all
important, but in practice their importance varies: in one situation some pr.neiples
Successful
can be of prime Importance, in another others play this role.
application of the principles oi' combat Is directly dependent upon the creative
in controlling troops, in arnalyzing the
ability of the commander, and on his skill
situa"ion, and in drawing cor-ect conclusions from it.

The German military theoretician cf the last centary, Clausewitz, wrote: "A
-as a law for action, but not in its ultimate f'ormal mean_
principle is the samn
real
and sense of the law; where 1Feaflrsi--Z-Ty of -e
It represents only the spirit
we 'Id is not contained within the completed form of the law, principle gives
application.
Since It is left to Judgment itself
Jue, •.ent great freedom during its
to jastify those cases in which principle is ina.pplicable, the latter
is the true
reference point and guldlrg star for the cetor.'2
They change both in content
The principles of military art are historical.
Principles
and form with a change of conditicn and character of armed struggle.
born of former conditions lose their meaning and new ones appear in their place.
And, although the formulation of certain principles may not change for a lo1g time,
the principles themselves take on new content.
The diversity of conditions in
princirles.
for the variety of its

cundvfting combined-arms combat is

responsible

'Marx, K. ar.d F. Engels. Sucnincnya. (Woeks), Vol. 20, p. 34.
2
Clausewitz.
0 vo ne (Von kriege), Vol. i1 Fourth edition, Moscow,
Gcsvoyenizdut, p. l l,?
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This principle was.first applied by the Theban commander Epaminondas
Massing.
of 6500 me'n against li,000
Having a total
at the battle of Leuctra in 371 B.C.
of the best troops of that time, the Spartans, Epaminondas rejected the earlier
practice of equal distribution of forces over the entire front, since under the
He created on the left,
given conditions this would have meant certain defeat.
the attacking, wing a column 50 ranks in depth, while the remaining forceý, the center
The Spartans aligned their army evenly in 12
and right wing, contained 8 ranks.
wing, the Thebans with a swift blow broke
ranks.
Having superior forces on the left
the Spartans line and then, moving to both sides, passed around the broken units
of the Spartan phalanx and gained victory.
F, Engel's investigating the military history of the ancient Greeks, wrote:
discovered the great tactical principle whi'zh down to our day
"Epaminondas first
regular battles: nonuniform distribution of troops along the
decides almost all
front for the purpose of concentration of forces for a main blow at a decisive
point."1'
Thus the essence of the principle of massing is that for achievement of victory
it is impossible to disperse one'?: own forces and means evenly over the entire
front; one should concentrate his basic forces in the most important area or sector
In secondary areas and sectors it is possible to be )imited
and at the proper time.
The desire to be equally
to minimum forces, thereby taking a calculaled risk.
strong everywhere leads to equal distribution of forces and means along the front,
to their dispersion, and, in the end, to defeat.
It is necessary to be strong where it is necessary and profitable according
to the situation, where it is possible to achieve the greatest success and to
To accomplish this goal it is necessary to possess
def'eat the enemy decisively.
deep military knowledge, to know the capabilities of different resources, and to
know how to estimate the situation correctly in order to concentrate maximum forces
in the main area.
The principle of massing forces and means in the decisive area has been used
Its importance was repeatedly indicated
by all
outstanding commanders.
skillfully
In
by V. I. Lenin, who included it among the main laws of the art of armed combat.
his historical address to the Petersburg comrades (Sovety postoronnego) ["Advice
of a stranger"], expounding the basic conditions for success of armed uprising,
is necessary to gather a §reat preponderance of forces at the
he wrote: "...It
2
decisive place, at the decisive moment ....
In another of his works Lenin again indicated that for achievement of victory
it is necessary "at the decisive moment and at the decisive moment and at the
decisive point to have an overwhelming preponderance of forces - this "law" of
military success is also a law of political success, especially in that violent,
seething war of the classes which is called revolution."'
The Soviet command In the Great Patriotic War successfully applied the principle
of massing both on the strategic and operational level and also on the tactical
scale.
For instance, in November 1942 the 16th Guards Rifle Corps of the 16th ArnW
of the Bryansk Front in the Bolkhov operation (July i943), having an offensive zone
of 22 km, concentrated its basic force in a 7-km sector, this including 27 battalions
1087 guns and mortars out of 1176 (92%), and 156 tanks and selfcut of 36 (75%),
This tactic permitted attaining local
pieces out of' 172 (9,3%).
propelled artillery

'Engels, I. Izbrarinye voyennye proizved(,niya
Voyenizd'tt, p. 181, iy90.
p.

(Selected military works),

Moscow,

2
Lenin,
383.

V.

I.

Polnoye sobraniye sochineniy (Completed

collected works),

Vol.

34,

'Lenin,

V.

I.

Polnoye sobraniye sochineniy (Completed

collected works),

Vol.

40,

p. 6.
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supriority in the main area over the enemy, who were superior in Infantry by 4
timri in rirtillery by '0 times &nd 'n tanks by 17 times.' It is pOSSIL.e to give
a great number of such examples of sklllfnil irassirig of forces and means.
AlhQuguh the princiljlc of massiug was discov•-e. long ago, tne for'en, wethod,,
arnd means of its realization under dlffereoit hietorical nAnditiona were not Lduntical.
For Eprmfl.onlss te obiec,,
"fma sing was exclusive!y Infantry, but for .. lexander
of Macedzn it was primarily cavalry, in corfin•ntt¶on with infantry.
With th9 appeal rce
of firearms, guns and personnel beg.a+•n to be coicentrated in the most iL'port-flt area.
In tne two worlo wars coice-,.'%.a.on of forces was attained bý the creat'on it, a
relatively lnmited spe.ce of tire,, formations of infkontry, tluvs, artillery o17
different formsn, .nd other ccnbat means in ýoo.'nnavion with -'-,v9ed application of
aircraft .tr the main area,
Under contemporary condit io'- this p inciplo Is carried out differently tinanl
before.
Concentra'ion of huge forces :f troops on relatively narrow sections of
the front, as was done in the paf-it war, will be fraught with grave consequences
In a rock-it-nuclear war.
And it is unneszary.
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Pig. 4. Extression of' principle ut maasire in the
offensive battle.
The basic purpose of massing is to create supuriority ,ver the enemry !+n a
decisive area at the proper time.
Contemporary camtt means permit i new anliutiori
to tnis problem: through concentration of fire of all forms, and, Va:st of all,
tnrough the use of nuclear strikes, it is possible almost inatantly to change the
balance cf forces and means in onets favor in a chosen area or sector. Furtaermore,
the great range of rockets makes it possible to inflict powerful nuclear srrikes
from rocket launchers far to the rear, while full motorization of troops permits
rapid concentration of thls strength when uwits are deployed over a relatively large
areas (Fig. 4).
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Consequently, conce}iLration of forces in the most important direction in
contemporary combat is atltalned by other means and methods and is closely connected
with the principle of dispersion of troops.
Disp:ersion. The need for dispersion in crder to reduce losses from enemy t'irc,
also arose in past wars.
For instance, with increaseýs in firepower, division and
regimental columns began to be broken down into smaller units - at first into
battalions and half-b.attalions and then into company and platoon units, which in
turn were scattered Into the skirmish line.
The intervals between soldiers in the
skirmish line also are continuously being increased.
In the beginnir", of' the RussoJapanese War of 1904-190r5 these intervals were 1-1.5 paces; at the end of the same
war they were 4-6 paces, and toward the end of the First World War, 8-10 paces.
Before the appearance of' rocket-nucleaLr weapons the limits of dispersion of
troops on the field of battle were determined Mainly by probability of destruction
of soldiers by small-arms fire and by the radius of destruction of a single shell,
mine, or bomb.
In view of this, dispersion was intended not so much for protection
of a whole unit as for protection of the individual soldier and was applied chiefly
in small subunits and between them.
Close lateral connection between subunits
and units was retained in battle and regiments, divisions, and corps acted essentially
as comp-.ct masses.
Undcr contemporary conditions, in connection with the area character of the
A.estructive effect of nuclear weapons, dispersion of troops took on another meaning
and its value increased sharply.
Dispersed deployment of troops became the usual
state rnot onlyv in zone of combat actions but also far beyond its limits. To station
or move large compact masses in an area, independently of the distance from the
enemy, is now impossible.
To protect themselves and to hold losses during an enemy
nuclear attack to a minimum, subunits, units, and Cormltions are forced to disperse
at the front and in. depth.
The limits of possible dispersiono[
of'orcrs and equipment can vary under
different conditions of the situation. The foreign military press, for instance,
indicates that this dispersion depends on the power of the nuclear ammunition
available to the enemy, on the probability of itso. use on one or another objective,
the degree of' shelter of the troops and their ability to succeý,,sfully fulfill their
combat mission in dispersed deployment (nreservation of fire and tactical coordination,
convenience of cont.-ol, etc.).
Thus, an American author in the article "Vulnerability and dispersion of tronnro,
in nuclear war"' writes that he studied this problem for five years
and studied the
battle formations of over 300 companies and nearly 100 subdivisions of battalion
size in various situations.
The average force of nuclear charges require to destroy
the investigated nubunits was determined as: for a c.ompany, about 2 kt; for a
battalion, taking into account dispersion between companies and in companies
tnemselves, about 30 kt.
According to his calculations, the average strength of' the
nuclear s.rrike necessary to destroy a combat command of three battalions lies within
limit.s of 300-500 kt, s.nd for an armored divLsion in a concentration area
approxima.t.el.y 4 mt would be needed.
On the basis of these prerequisites, it is considered expedient to have on tne
battlefield dispersion which will prevent the simultaneous destruction of two
adjacent military organisms of corresponding type by one nuclear explosion whose
power is sufficient to destroy each of them separtely.
However, depending upon the
size of the subunits and conditions of fuCiliment of the combat mission, it is
also poz;.!bie tc apply a dispersion which will preve-nt the disabling by one nuclear
exolo!-ion of' more than one subdivision of' corre.ponding type (Fig. 5).
7.hurnal "Armor,"

May-June 1963.
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Fig, 5.
battle,

lmny,

Dispersion of subunits on the fieed of
a) prevention of simultareous 6estruction of

two adjacent subunits by nuclear explosion sufficient
to destroy e.ach of' them separately; b) prevention of
dis•abling%of more than one subnnit oi corresponding,

type.
Of' couroe, dispers'on of troops is not the. only mes.s of protecting them irom
the aeoýrtoýtlvce effect of a nuclear weapon.
Even wit' dispersion full use must be
made in all situatioLs
rther possibilities for p-rotection - canouflage,
of
toginecring prsparation of the terrain and maximum use of its
protective oropertieis.
HtgLh mobility of t.roops and rapid change cf their location will also hamper the

enemy's use of nuclear weapons and decrease the probability of destruction of
subunits on the battlefield.
Disiersion of troops does not eliminate the need to concentrate them at the
place a-id time for mounting powerful assaults.
But now it is not done so
early Žefore the attack, since it is carried out from the march, secretly, swiftly,
from various directions, and directly priur to the assault.
After the attack the
troops+ are again d;.7persed without lelay so as not to presenc a worthwhile target
for enemy nuclear v,oapons.
The time during which the troowp represent a suicable
target for an enemy nuclear strike should bQ held to a minimum.
By hit, ablilty to
solve this probelm under actual combat coniditions the commander dispiays his skill
and the level of traintig of the troops for mobile actions.

:rn•

Cooruination.
In coptemporary combat ýhe most varied forces and means of armed
strugg
Mr-e7pijp'Tied.
Rockets, motorized rifle and tank troops, artillery of
ulfferent forms, antlaircraft defense troops, engineering and other special troops,
aircraft, paratroops, and in coastal operations even naval units Ta.e part.
Every meiAs of struggle, every form of combat equipment and armament, every
unit (subunit), depending upon its compo-YAtion and armancnt, jB06:sC5 certaln
coS., aý properties ae the ability to volve certain problems.
Some types of troops
and forms of combat !quipment arc distinguished by certain strong points, others
And in
by different ones; at the same tiie, each of them has its weak points.
combat they operate together to solve the common combat prob?-m. Therefore
co-rdination is ELso dir cted towards matching up the combat efforts of subunits,
units, and formations of diffl-re-at types of troops and means of struggle for the
purpose of maktng full use of the strong points of each of them.
The principle of coordination reflects the nature of contemporary combat, Its
combined-arms enaracter.
it stct!.e thatL ucc
eIcow.nm, 4 d-arms
combat

can be achieved only through united efforts

of

all

participating

-

reans of

struggle, subunits of different types of troops and special troops o'Xthe basis
of their close and continuous irteracticn.
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Thereforý skillful

S

organization

and constant realization of coordination are

the most important obligation ir the commander and headquarters during 1ýreparation
The skill to efficiently organize and continuously
for battle and in the course ol" it.
battle shows the art of the commander, his
of
course
the
in
coordiration
maintain
organizational 'a.bilities and tactical maturit.y, and his ability'to control troops
in combat.
The essence of
coordinated actions
to missions, areas,
in the interests of

coordination in contemporary combined-arms combat consists in
of all types of troops .r.d means of destruction with respect
lines, and time, and also '•. mutual assistance of subunits
successful fulfillment of the common combat mission.

Because the nuclear weapon is tUe most powerful means of destruction, the main
purpose of coordination is to mesh the actions of troops for the purpose o1' making
the most effective use of nuclear-strike results. At the same time, close mutual
assistance and support must exist between all types of troops and special forces,
between ground forces dnd aircraf't, and also between adjacent units. The value of
mutual aid of adjacent units under contemporary conditions has increased considerably
in connection with the irregularity o0 development o!' combat actions, the presence
o[' gaps, the possibility of formation of discontinuities in the battle formation,
and exposure of flanks and rear.
Cofrdination must be continulous from the beginning to the end of a battle.
Even a brief disruption leads to di:sorganization in troop actions, lowers the
impact of' assault on the enemy, and leads to unjustified losses.
1r continuous coordination is the Initiati ve of'
eW special value in maintoiriin
In all cases when coordination is disrupted they must themselves
S'i,.r commanders.
striv, to establish communications between adjacent units and with the senior
commander, and they must try to coordinate mutual actions without awaiting special
,rder:-.
Skillful coordination of actions of all means of struggle, types of troops,
and special forces participting in a battle requires thorough knowledge of their
combat properties, capabilitie,,;, und incthods of application in different sittuations
Coordinations can
and also demands skill in making rapid and exact calculations.
exist only when each commander or a subunit participating in a battle thoroughly
knows and correctly understands the purpose of the battle, his own parmicullr
mission and the overall combat mission and the methods of their fulfillment; when
he knows with whom. when, how, and why he must coordinate his actions; and is aware
that he must promptly intorm the senior commander about the .'ltuution and must
display creative initiative directed at maintaining continuous coordination.
egrise.

Historical experience

shows that he who uses surprise in battle has
The side subjected to unexpected
tack and '_nable to adjust quickly to tne situation as a rule suffered det'eat.
,Acnievemenrt of surprise in battle, the destruction of an enemy taken by surprise,
with minimim losses by the attacker and minimum expenditure of forces and equipment,
was and is considered to be one or' the most important criteria of high military art
of' the commander nuid all pe-sonnel.

"l.wiys
zotaiIned the advantage over the enemy.

The tremendous valtea o2 surprise in armed conflict was emphasized repeatedly
by V. I. Lenin, who dema:.ded striking the enemy "when and where he least expects
"In war do rot inform the enemy, " he wrote, "when the attack is to occur. 112
it."'
In the period of preparation f-' the armed uprising in O-ctober 1917 Lenin wrote:
".It
is necessary to trr to take the enemy by surprise, to seize that moment when
his troops are scattered."
'Lenin,

V. I.

Polnoye sobraniye sochineniy

(Complete collected works),

Vol.

6,

V. I.

Folnoye sobraniye sochineniy

(Complete

collected works),

Vol.

21,

V. I.

Polnoye sobraniye sochineniy

(Complete collected works),
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54.
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Under contemporary conditions the role and value of surpri4e are eve; incr' asing.
eXplained by those benefits which can be achieved through surprise with
This i
applicaticn of nuclear weapons and other contemporary me4an of struggle.
The sur.,-rise attack permits inflicting p•on an enemy veir great louses,
depreaaioV the morale of his foxces, sharply riducln% their combat effectivenvs,
rapidly chsaging thte ratio of forces, paralyzing the will of the enemy, and c&using
disorder, confusion, disorghniLation, and disruption of control, thureby creating
favozAble conditions for decirive defeat of his forces.
An enemy subjected to surprise attak and tuken unawareet falls into a grave
and critical position. He is forced to change hi- intentions suddenly, to halt his
conform to new, unexpectedly
systematic combat acvtivity and to reorganize It to
we must act uncertainly,
without a plan.
appearing condLtions of the situation;
consequently they
attack must be sought hastily;
4eaeur.•s to counter the surprise

are often of little

effect.

accidentally.
It can be achieved through
Surprise does not appear by itself,
Intense creative activ-ity of commanders and headquarters and skillful actions of
all troops.

Depending upoi. the
The ways and means of achiev•Ing surprise are quite varied.
actual conditiono of the situation, buý-prise can be attainrd by confusing the enemy
relative to one's Intentions, by secrecy of preparation and speed of troop actions,
wide use of night conditions, unexpected use of nuclear weapons and other means
of destruction, by inflicting a swift blow whnx4 and where the enemy does not expect
it, and through aepplication of combat methods unkno'.n to the enemy and new means
of struggle.
Surprise is incompatible with patterns. A pattern contradicts the very essence
of surprise.
While it is possible to deceive th- uenmy once, he will not be
deceived a cecond time by the same nethod.
Therefore it
constantly for new methods and means of achieving surprise.

is

necessary

to search

An indispensable crndition for achievement of Lurprise is secrecy. The enemy
constanrtly expects an attack and takes all measures to ensure that it will not take
him by surprise. 'Only in those battles In which secrecy of preparaticn was ensured
was su,-pr±se achieved and, as a result of it, great success.
Stcrecy of preparation for battle is attained by Keeping the assigned mtsslor,
and plan for forthcoming actions in the strictest secrecy, by continuous and active
battle against enemy intelligence of all forms, by camouf.lage, by maintaining the
existing state of combat sctivity of troops, by the concealment of all preparatory
measures, by strict observan-e of security rules for coded communications, anc. by
high vigilantce of troops, couiuand and headquarters at all levels.
It is necessary to consider that contemporary moturized and mechanized troops
are more dfrlicu?.t to hide from enemy intelligence than, for instance, infantry;
it is more complicated to c•xrzry out their regroupling and concentration and to move
them into the required areas secretly. Additionally the continuing improvement co
technical mewas of reconnaissance and the wide application of photograph, television,
infrared, radio, radar, heat-finding, and other equipment increases the capabilities
of reconnaissance, making it possible to obtain data about our troops at greater
depth, in shorter periods, and witn less deperdence upon weather, time of day and
year, and character of terrain. Especially great capabilities are possessed by
The contemporary recornaissance aircraft, carrying 3ongaerial reconnaissance.
range radar and ;owerful photogr-aphic and television equipmen,;, can conduct
recnnsuuaceat

a colunederaul

crossing the front line,
achievement

ic

All o

of surprine and

uintz,~

Object!vvý,

±ivfrtile~h

%Csqkvut1iu,Y

Withou[tJ

;his indisputably complicates and hampers the

refquires,

along with measures undertaken for

counter-

action of enimy intelligence,4 constant improvement of the means and methods of
camouflage, the passing of m ,sinformation, and observance of strict camouflage
disciplina by all personnel.
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Surprise is not a one-time act which is accomplished, for instance, during
preparation or in the beginning of battle.
It should be the basis of all
combat
activity of troops, accompanying the battle from its beginning to end.
Surprise
attained in the beginning of a battle can exhaust itself
after a certain time.
The
duration of its
influence is limited by the time required by the enemy to overcome
and liquidate the unequal conditions caubed by unexpected actions of the opponent.
Therefore in the course of battle it is necessary to strive both for maximum use of
results of once-attained surprise and for its achievement every time on the level
of all
military elements.
The achievement of surprise, the application of means and methods of action
unexpected by the enemy, depends on a high level of operational and tactical
training of command personnel, on their constant knowledge of enemy tactics and
his weak and strong points, on their ability to evaluate and exploit the situation
rapidly and skillfully
through knowledge of the blunders and negligence of the
enemy, and on their ability to manifest creative work in the search for ways of
ensuring surprise action in different situations.
In striving to achieve surprise it is necessary to take all. measures in order
to prevent its
application by the enemy.
This is attained by continuous
reconnaissance, timely and thorough security of combat actions, high vigilance
of troops and their constant combat read'ness, and the ability to counteract quickly.
Vigor of actions and persistence in achievement of a set goal. The experience
of past wars shows that, other things being equal, success In battle is achieved by
the one who more actively, resolutely, and persistently struggles for the initiative,
imposes his will on the enemy, and forestalls his actions.
In a number of his works Lenin indicated that in armed conflict it iF necessary
to act with the greatest vigor and resoluteness.
Resoluteness and impact, he wrote,
comprise three-fourths of success, and "every detachment should remember that by
missing an opportunity for such operation presented today, this detachment is guilty,,
of-unpardonable inactivity, of passivity, - and such guilt is the greatest crime ......
The vigor of troop actions finds concrete expression in constant pressure on the
enemy, in timely use of all profitable conditions of the situation and one's own
combat capabilities for striking the enemy and defeating hir, in depriving the
enemy of the ability to select the most advantageous instances, time, place, area,
and character of actions, and in chaining his will and actions.
Vigor is intimately connected with initiative, expressed in bold and reasoned
daring, in, the desire to find the best methods for fulfilling
a particular mission,
and in readiness to accept the responsibility for a bold decision.
This is why our
regulations emphasize that reproach i'; deserved not so much by one who fails in his
efforts to defeat the enemy after a genuine effort as by one who, fearing
responsibility, manifests idleness and passivity and does not use at the needed
moment all
forces and means for achievement of success in battle.
While constantly manifesting vigor in battle, one must always be guided by the
common goal and steadily aspire to its
achievement.
In battle the goal always
appears as a mission to be fulfilled.
The mission should be real, practicable,
feasible, and based on correct calculation of forces and equipment, on calculation
time, actual conditions of terrain, possible counteraction by the enemy, and other
data on the situation.
However, the experience of past wars shows that either owing to lack of
consideration and haste of decision or in striving to display their energy, zeal,
and desire to do moie and in shorter periods of time individual commanders, have
assigned unrealistic tasks to troops.
Such a practice greatly damages morale,
negatively affects the combat effectiveness of troop:" and their coordiantion, and
undermines the authority of commander, faith in his orders and confident in victory.

"Len!n,

V. I.

Polnoye sobraniye

sochineniy
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soliution to every intermediate problei., bring us nearer tv the outlined goal.
the course

of battle

the

will

of the counteractinW. eanefli,

is

censtLntly

IrI

active,

the situation changes, and unexpected obstaclss appnaz, as dLo different chance
However covqllex the
factoTrs compelling one to deviate from the initial decision.
The basic efforts of the
situation becomer thee main goal must, never be forgotten,
t roa s plus the tho%•ht au, euergy of the commander muvt be directed to its
achiveiient.
Continuit.r.

The

essence

of this

principle

is

that

once

beguns,

combat

actions

-0'-e conucted aetively and continuously at any time oi year and

havc

weather,

until

total

defeat

of the enegy

is

rhieved.

Plows

!ay,
in
mus.t be struck, vltli

ajy

unrelttttitag force.
Continuity Ov conducting

battle

ensues

from the

increasln4g

combat

capabilities

of troops, the character of contemporary operations develop d to great depth, aid

the requirements of operatlon•l art
imposed on tactics.
Continuous actions
ensure
achievemen, of goals in short perriods with mint.mum expediture 3f forces and

equipment arid deprive the en.emy of the time and ab'.lity to org-nllte hij situation.
maneuver reserves, regroup .and strike back, deliver matsrtel, arid organize rslstance
on new

lines.

Continuous conducting of battle at a high t-ur4'. creates uneavorably conditions
lie cannot exactly
for application by the enemy of weapons of mass destruction,
determine targets of nuclear strikes, and, furthe-more, he is frezmi
forced to
riocate his means of nuc.lear attack.
I

Under contempory conditions a halt in a battle signifies loss of advanta~ec
At the same
lie risks being subjected to enemy nuclear strikes.
for the attacker.
ttme, the enemy can move up reserves in a short time over a great distance (for
instance, 100-200 kn and more in, one night), can set up a stvong defense capable of
stopping the offensive or considerably slowing its pace.
If the atacker decides to
stop his combat operations tih order to prepare for fulfillment of a nee mission,
the enewr, can wreck these intentions.
Fe hits tile hal~ed troops, being profitable
targets, with nuecltar rtrikes, and after this, having changtd the balance 'f forces
in his advantage he switches to active combat actions.
Continuous conducting of battle demnands unending combat ztlvity of troops with
consequently great nental and physical strain on all personnel.
From commanderi
.'t requires high organtization-l abillitls, the skill to prepare and thoroughly
e,Nsure conditions for fulfililmect of subsequen'.: combat mission in the course of
fulfillment of the previous one.
Continuous bc.ttle also requir,es thorough setting
up of the hatle formation and the presence of sufficient reserves of various types,
both to ensure cokttl•uvike developme.t -f- the battl!, and. to pIOviLd Soltions tother, suddenly appeari.n,
problems.
The most important a&W qualitatively new contrnt of this principle Is
continuous utrug le 41th meenL of nuclear attack t,- all meanr and methods available
Tn-a given alua

tior.

In the past, before the appearance of nuclear weapons, the capabilities of
single guns were comparatively limited; the results of their use could not decislly
affect a change in the battle readiness of subunits and units or in the balance
of forces. Under these conditions single guns or enemy batteries revealed during
prep&ratlon for battle could not be destroyed iimtediately after their detection
but could only be marked for subsequent GesTruc ton, for izrtanice in thz pteriod
of artillery preparation.
_L

1

At present the situation Is r dically changeO. Every nuclear strike, depending
upon its power sad accuracy, immediately affects the combat effectiveness of the
entire subunits, iuiits, and even formation.
Viow every artillery caninon able to
use n-aciar a.unitton end every. enery rccke-t launcher has to be destroytd iImediat 'ly
after its detection to prevent itb use.
Simltaneously w:.th this nuclear ammunition
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D-astlono, bases, and during transport should be irmediate2.y 6sstroyed,
The
outcoet of the entire bat'tle depends on successful solut.orn of this problem.
Thorough combat ouu ort. The essence of this princ -ple is Ute organization and
persisen earrylng
re-o.-or-all
measures undertaken to prepare fr
combat actions.
It Indicates the depend-nce of success of battle on its comprehensive and detalled
support,
"...Any battle," taught Lenin, "contains the abstract possliVlity of defeat
and there Is no way to reduce this pooeibility other than thro,•gh orgnlzed
preparatioi fcr battle.h"-h
Cosmpreheusive support iz a most Important part of the preparation ,.Ad :onducting
of any battle. It includes reconnaiscance, defense agalnst wea},ons of mass
deotruets.on, security, antiaircraft defe-se, camouflage, and, engineeri.ng, rear, and
other fo'na of slu.pport.
Under contemporary conditiins comprenenzive combat support in
,I of its forms
and me'isures, take on especially great signlfican-ze,
Without timely and reliable
intelligence data about the enemy, the terrain, and the radiation and chemical
situation it is impossible to make thr correct decision and to make effesti're use of
the available mears of conflict.
Without proper support of toe troops in terms of
fuel and mmunition the rost advanced combat equtpment becomes dead welght.
Without
o-ganizatkon of the entire coyrolex of measures undertaken for protection from
weapons of mass destruction, successful fulfillment of' the combat mission is
Inc onC e Ivab le.
Having thoroughly secured and prepared for battle in the operational-tacticel,
inatertal, technical, combat, an.d engineering respects, we must turn to the training
of personnel.
Tre decisive and intense character of conteiapc:ary battle ind the use of
weapons of unprecedented power have led to a sharp growth in toe value of morale
of tioopa and consequently to increased responsibility of commenders for the mental
and political preparation of personnel for battle- The basis of this preparation
is the Idea uf protection of Socialism and Commnuiqm, the protection of Che
the his
gc.'.l.s
the wages
justiceIt, of and
Motherland.
Every soldier
mut ofdeeply
Socialist
of
our struggle,
the rapacious
character
war ýsrealize
thie enemy
personal responsibility for protection of his Motherland.
Realization by the masses
eofthe causes and aims of war and conviction in its justice, instructed V. 1. lenin,
lifts
the spirit of troops and eradures victory.
V'enitk, V. I. Polnoye sobranie -socrtneniz (Complete collected wIorks), '1. 6,

P.
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III

CON•TROL OF TROOPS
Essence and Corditions of the Control of Troops
Essence of the control of' tromoŽ.

Control consists in the ucno-tent. loaderohlp
or combat operations ol troops and
guidance of their efforts toward fulfillment of set combat prbleras.

rf un-='s-Tn'FiUifnas••nizatloi-

Success in combat has always depended on the quality of control.
Skillful
*.he defeat of the 3nemiy with mintmum losses and the quich
achievement of victory.
±emdehi4 @rwztes

Iarmament,

Throughuiot the hitory of the development of the arired forces of different
co•n)tries tlie theory and practice of control of troops diu not remain constant.
They underwent constant develo)pment and improvement in accordance with change. in
organization of troops, and methods of itoaduct-ing combat actl..n&.
Be.Crre the appearance of mass armiea, when combat actions developed oil small
areas, the control of troops was carried ovt directly by toe commanSer.
This
stemmed from the fact that he could successfully watch all the troops on the field
of battle aind direcc their acti on without tht help of specPi orgarns of c1ort.rol..
At tVat tie
all orders weru given by the ixubcrdinate commander or through aides,
oX':Ais,&nd messengers.
the inci-ease in the scope of combat
W1.n the appoarance of maae armlte,
operatione15 and chanigea In conditions for cunduct.ng them, directing troops
became ever more eo'plicated. The volume of measucec conducted in the process of
control sharply Incresued,
Or&dually the work connc•tted with the leadership of
.
the troops became so cumbersome that no one man cotlo arc.- longer te•omplieh it all.
Moreover, the time allowed for solution of problems of control was reduced evor
more.

In these conditions tiL comnande- no longer persrnally leads the troops.
BentingX orderlies or aides to se.bordlnates also does not permit t$)aLy solution
of ,jclquestions of leadersh?0v of troops in the course of combat oper&tions.
It
Is necessary to creite a special eiement capaile of helping thc com-rnidot iii trR
control of the troope, to free him from all secondary rzttors, to alloN him to
concentrate his .ttention on the solution of bijIc probiema.
To 7esolvb the problems coninected with contreol there was introduced first
thn military council with a commander In chief; tV-.en in the middle of the 18th
Century,

the army staff;

and at the be~inrirg of the 19th Century,

W

ttaffa of

divisions and units. Slr•,c then in the armies of all countries of the world the
ataffs have beon the basic element cf control of troops.
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With the development of the armed forces new Alltary branches and special
troop4 appeared. They are equipped with complicated types of weapons and combat
equipment and play an ever more significant role in the achievement of su..cess in
combat, This development required further expansion of the circle of official
persons drawn into the leadership of troops.
Gradually chiefs of brenches of
t-Oops and special troopo began to be involved in the process of control.
The order of control elements was censtantly augmented by ever more improved
technical s,,eans for comtunication and movement and the forces and means of conducting
reoonnaisance.
This pei-nitted more successful continuous solution of the problems
of control in all the complicated conditions of battle and improvement in the
methods of organization of combat operations and methods of leadership of troops In
battle.
In cone:emporAry conditions the control of troops has become a very complicated
-roceas, It Includes the solution of many new, extracrdinarily important, and
c-mplicated problenm.
Thus, for instance; in connection with the appearance of
nuclear weapu.is it became necessary to direct tChe application of tnis weapon, to
coordinate act!os of other means of destruction with nuclear attacks, to ensure
the rapid use by troopo of the results attained, and to predict subsequent radio.active contamination, scale of destruction, fires, and flooding of terrain. The
app lication by the enemy of nuclear weapons -requires special attention to
maintaining high morale and coribat-readiness of the troops, organizing rapid
liquidation of the cons.,equences of a nuclear attack, radiation reconnaissance,
oypassing, and crosslng zones of radioactive contamination, and calculating doses
of Ir-radiation of personnel. The constant threat of a nuclear attack by the
enemy requires organlzation of dispersion of troops, changes tn their location, and
n. number of other measures,,
The control of troops in contemporary combined-arms combat embraces the
activity of a consideraable number of officials.
In the limited time which is now
available to take measures for the control of troops, the commander cannot, in
Successful solution of problems
practice, solve all the probloems which arise.
connected with the leadership of troops in the preparation for and course of
battle is possible with th. active participation of not only the conmmander but also
the staff, political elements, and chiefs of branches of ihe armry, special forces,
and services.
It is quite clear that by all means the principle of one-man
authority [unified] should be retained since, as V. I. Lenin instructed, its
absence 'leads inevitably to catastrophy, chaos, panic, ployarchy, and defeat."'
The basic content of the control of troops consists of maintaining a high
political and moral state and constant combat readiness of troops; collecting and
studying data on the situation; detecting the interntions of the enemy; formulatilng
a solutionk; assigning missions to subordinates; organizing and maintaining

coordination of troops; supporting them in combat; and checking the fulfillment of
the assigned problems.

Well-orgasized and uninterrupted leadeiship of the troops ensures the seizure
and retention of the initiative, secrecy of preparation and .suddenness of
inflicting blows on the enemy, effective use of nuclear weapons and conventional
mcans of destruction, skillful use of results of their action; and timely
It permits
execution cf measures for defense against weapons of mass destruction.
effective ue in combat of all troops, taking into account their capabilities.
Until recently control was carried out
Conditions for control of tr-oop.
under5-oo
l5-ýPonwhen combat operations were developed methodlually and at rmeasuired pace, the rituation on the battlefield changed comparatively slowly, and
the c-utcoue c' the battle depended mia•rU y on the efgectIveness of actions of a
nonmotorized infantry, insufficiently perfected tanks, tube artillery, anid plst( i
aircraft.
Control posts were close together, since not infrequently an area of
15-20 sraare km contained the initial position for an off'ensivo of the force and
means of an entire division; all. the c.ontrol posts often remained at che same site
for a.rather lony, time and were less vulnerable to enemy action thnn today.

-Lenin,
p. 4t.

1I

V. I.
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Now
In modern combat the cortrol of troops ir, considerably more complicated.
it is necessary to direct subi;nits and units of very high mobl-ity and maneuverability operating in contaminated areas in conditiors of general destructioa,
flooded terrain, and fires.
The frequent and ropid transitiýns fron, one form of combat operations to
a battle in the course of preceding combat
another make it necessary to organize
operations or to solve ýroblnmo of the organization of combat in the process of
The long period of preparation which in the
moving troops, i.e., on tht- n.'erch.
past always preceded the beginaning of combat oporh~tions will now, as a rule, be
lacking. Troop control usualiy is carried out in a co.fusoc situation and in
Not
complicated conditions of the trnsition of troops to comb&t cperaions.
infrequently is it necessary simultaneously to organize the action of the troops
for fulfillment of a given nission Pand to direct the liiuidation of the consequences
of enemy nucl ear strikes.
The increase in the spatial reope c. combat operations leads to an increase in
distances oetweezi the .ontrol posts nnd to the necessity to coordinate elforts of
The
troops dispersed In areas severae times larger than those of World 'War II.
rapid pace of development of com,b .t operations makes necessary frequent movemient of
and
they
periods
on
the
move
and
taff
spend
long
control posts; the commarder
In view of the rapid and radical changes in
must direct the •roops on tQ; run
the situation information about I.;must be collected with minimal delay, decisions
In order to cope successfully with the
made, and the nersons affected informed.
means of enemy nuclear attack and to make effecti.,e use of the available means of
de:itructicn, speed and exceptional accuracy in carrying out complicated tactical
ca.Lcu~ations are necessary.

E
M

The vulnerability of control Dosts and means of control to nuclear weapons
ani sabotage-reconnaissance groups is greatly increased, and the operation of
The application of nuclear
raiio communication ic reduced by enemy interference.
weapons by the enemy can cause great losses in personnel, of control eleuents,
disturbance in cornunications, and a loss of control posts and even whole control
elements.
Although the volume of measures underteken for leadership of the troops has
i,,creased immeasurably the time available for their fulfillment is constantly
b;:ing reduced,, During the last war much time was expended preparing for cnmb.t
actions. . Thus the 26th Guards Rifle Division received a combat mission on 2
O,'tcer 1944 and went on the offensive on 16 October - i.e., they engaged in
The 850th Rifle
p'epcration for fuifillment of the mission for al'aost 15 days.
l•gi-.ient of the 277th Rifle Division In Octoter of 19441spent 13 days prepering
Now the organization of combat in units and
f~r a breakthrough of the defense.
sxbunit3 coAsu:aes considerably less time.
Thus the conditions of control of tronos have been immeasurably complicated,
a fact which cons.dercbly increases the demands of leadership of subunits eOnd units
in contemporary combined-arns combat.

"Requirements
K

SThe

for Trooa Control

control of troops can be successfl only if it isLfirm, flexible, arid
continuous, if the leadership of the sabuý.tts and units !s oncrationally effective
and secret and be bas.,d on centralization and wide marnifestation o.' intelltgent
and independence by all subofdinates kFig. 6).

Si.initiative

of control consists in the bold acceptance of a decision and its
SFirmness
-en-3-resolute implementation, witl the commander and staff highly
p ýrsd

e:actlng In thelr demands L'or completeness anG accuracy orf flfillment by tne troops
of asEigned tasks, in the achievement of the goal se, by the superior commander.
Firmness of control is in direct ratio to thp degree of training and tho
personal qualities of the commanuer and officers of the staff, especially their
Ccmbat actions do not a..Lhays develop !n
boldness, resoluteness, and persistence.
In combat a great number of
aecordance with a plan outlined beforehand,
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Fig. 6.

Requirements for the coutrol of t oops,.

unforeseen dif'lculties w0l arise.
They car. cause unce'tainty In the conmandet
organizing the battle and lead him to doubt "Cle correctnsnir of his actlons and lose
faith in victory. Therefore, at critical moments of thm htttls, when the tenslon
of forces of the oppoeing sides attains the h.•hest limit, he who keeps his faith
in victory and stri,4vs to carry through the accepted decision will wilL.
In the midst of sharp complicati.onF of the situation it is poseible to count
on success only i. all efforts cf the troops are resolutely united and directed to
surmounting the difficulties enc Lrntered in the course of combat and to complete
and exact fulfillment of the mission. Uitty of will of the comm.nder and his
subordinates, unanimous effort to successfully complete a battle once t.agun, to
execute exactly the plan of the vuperior cofmander and to reacn a successful
solution to the general combat problem will weaken the effect of anv surprlsas
on the course of events and will reduce to a minimam the effect of chance changes.

.

In modern combat events develop more swiftly than before and the saotuatiob
changes rapidly.
Application by the enemy of weaponr oV mass destruction can3
Inflict great losses on troops and cause strong areu contamination, extensive
destruaction, and fires.
Some personnel could lose their courage and panic might
appear.
All this puts the troops in a difficult position hampers the implementation
of the accepted decision.
In such a situation only firmness of control, exacting
requirements and decisive actions of the commanders and staff can prevent possible
complicitione.
fixmnees of control must not be identified with cbstira&.!y in actions of the
t*acommandsr
and staff.
To stick obstinately, despite common sernee or necessity, to
decision which is not appr"opriat.s to the concrete conditions of the real
sit'.ation on 'che

field of tattle can lead only to useless losse.

contiol is
Flexibilit¾cC:'

expressed in quick reaction to change& iLi the

cituatrs,•la-IEe'yiiirsz~ore preuise defirstion cr change 0o" a 6"ec!iuon
""cempted ý.arlier (and if necessary even to reject it and make a ne's one), and in

giving the troops a more precise definitton of their combat miasions anA methoe of
coordination .n accocthince with this decision.
Persistent fulfillment of an accepted decision is carried out so long as it
ensures achlevemeat of the outlined goal. If, however, this decisior. ceames to
correspond to those concrete conditions which foi, in the course of battle, its
further 5mplemintation will cause unjstii'ied losses of troops, mtexas, and time,
This can be avoided b, i timely refinement or chance of a decision mradE earlier.
flexibility of control permits constant adaptation Of the icathods of actions
applic&bl by the troops to conform with variable .ondttlons of the oitvation and

direction cf the efforts of the troops to the quickest achiave'ient of the outlined

goal.

j_
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World Wvr 11 provided a great number of examples of flexibility of control of
the troops.
Thus duornS an attack oy the 121st Fifle Division (August, 1943), with
an assault crossing of the Seim River, the commander of the division concentrated
the main efforts on the left flank.
But in the course of battle auccess was
achieved on the right flank, where the 705th Rifle Regiment mnansnpled to seize a
bridgehead.
The commander of the division changed his initial de':tsion and shifted
the main attack to the area which had bien consa.dered secondary.
.uickly .egroup~hg
the mein forces, the 574th and 383rd Rifle Regiments, on the rLgh,;; flank, he
exploited the Luccess with all his forces. This made it possible to inflict a
sign•ificant defeat on the eremy and farilitate.6 quick liberation of the clt'" of
Ryl'sk.
In contemporary cormbat success in the control of' troops can ')e expzcted only
iP it is flexible and ensures quick keaction -.
o sudcier. chanfgeC in the rituation.
For instance, between the time it is decided to make a nuclear strIke on the enemy
and the moment when the warhend detonates above the chosen target the 'trget can
changr position, and if the decision is not 'Altered Immediately befo;'e the strike,
0., let us take arother example.
effective results cannot confidently be expected.
Tt.- applicatio. of a nuclear weapon can qul•okly change the balance of the forces
and means of the opposing sides and can make an att,.ck in the planled direction
unprofitable.
In thin situation a quick change of the previous, d; 1cision and the
transfer of efforts to a new area is renui:red.
Flexibili-4 of troop control has nothing Li common with iniecision.
Frequent
and unfounded changes of decision due to uaveringa on the part of the commander
or inadequate knowledge and analysis of the situation only disorganize the operation
of the control elements and the action o!.' the troops.
Each new deci3ion involves
changes in actions of the subunits conducting the battPe6 Ovoundleas and frequent
changes lead to serious eriors in control and failuro to >ulii3. the task.

The most important factors are the speed and correctness of the reaction of
the commander and the staff to changes in the aituction, I.e., altering he
plan or acceptance of a decision in the shortest period one the tineL, issuance of
the altered plan or new combat missions and order of coordinated action to thosu
who must carry them out.
Inditpensable conditions for achievement of :rIle•ibility of control are
constant checking of the fulfillment of the problums at hand and rapid collection
and analysis of data about the enemy and his foerca.
Continuitv of control is manitested in conntait influence on the coarse of
combat actions
thTe inherects of successful fnrillment of the mission by the
troops.
Even in the past, when conditionrs for conductinfg en.mbat actions were less
complicated, a breakdown in command of the troopr1t inr the course of a battle was
not infrequently one of the basic causes of defoat. In the swift pace of modern
uombat, the at.uutton requires the commander and staff Immediately, without delay,
to influence tht course of' combat actions.
Under conditions of nuclear-missile war tht achievement of continuity of
control is greatly hampered.
Howeve:,, in spite or tris the commander and the
staff cannot permit even brief interruptions in the leade.-ahip of the troops.
An indeasensable condition for achievement o? continuity of control is
constent knowledge of the situation and anticipation of its most easential changes,
Knowledge and profound analysis of the condtti-na in which the combat activity uf
troops proceeds enable the c-ommande:: and the staff to ac.urately direct their
effoits to surmounting the difficu.'ties e-sccuntereG in the c'urse of battle.
But If (a commander) limits himself to merely reacting to events which nare
alreayý completed, is is irriocult to expect tie *ucrmesti tulffillmsnt of the
assigned taaks undtor conditiuns of rapid an
*harp cnanges in the sitaatIon.
Ir
contemporary conditions it;is necelisary to be eble to anticipata how events may
develop on the battlefield.
Today one mu.ot anticipate the possible developmektt of
events at considerably grfater dept.h and with greater speed than during the last war.
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This ability depends to a great extent on knowledge of the enemy's tactics,

calculation of factors affecting the-development of events, active and purposeful
,reconnaisance, reliable tommunications, prompt reporting by subordinates, and
constant information from the superior commander and'neighboriuig units.
To achieve continuity of control it i. v.ry important that command posts be
dispersed skillfully, set up 'secretly, and transferred at the proper time.
Each
of the commanders designates deputies in addition to those authorized, provides for
a definite reserve of forces and means of communication, and is himself prepared
at any time to take over command if his superior is lost.
If control is disrupted
by nuclear attacks, without delay the commanders and staff will take all the
necessary measures for its quick restoration.
Operational effectiveness of controL is displayed in the rapid realization
of all measures connected with the command of troops In prenaring for and conducting
combat operations.
In conditionsi of bitter ~.-ruggle of I-he opposing sides to
gnin time this is of great importance.
High operational effe otivaness in the work of the commander and the staff is
especially necessary in the course of combat.
If troops advance at the rate of
4-5 km/hr, then the orders from the commander to take actions in connection with
I new situation and reaching them, for instance, 20 minutes after the change in the
;ituation, will catch them at a time when they havc already succeeded in advancing
almost 2 km.
And at the beginning of a meeting engagement, when the troops of the
sides are moving to meet each other at march speed, after the same 20 minutes the
rlative
position of the troops of the opposing sides may have changed not by
2 Km but by almost 10-15 km.
One cmn well understand that when a commander is
slow to react to the development, of' events his orders can be too late and will not
correspond to the situation which antually exists on the battlefield at the given
time.
Espccially high operatlon:dL effectiveness is necessary in solving problems
connected with the use of results of nuclear attacks, countering the nvclear
means of the enemy, and repelling raids by his aircraft.
A tardy solution to
these problems is fraught with serlous consequences for the outcome of combat
actions:
it can lead to a loss in initiative and even defeat.
While in previous
times th.- appearance of one aircrnft or one battery did not have a considerable
influence on the course of a battle, today an aircraft or battery using nuclear
ammunition (or even a single ca ",non) can substantially change the balance of
forces and means.
In contemporary comrbat all measures connected with the organization of combat
operations of troops and their leadership in combat should be conducted with
minimal expenditure of time.
Thi:: •,ill be ensured by swift reaction of the
commander and the stf'"
to event8.
And thA-, in its turn, depends to a
considerable degree on how quickly commanders and staffs can learn of changes in
the situntion. This means that quick procurement of data about the enemy,
timeliness of report:; of the subordinites, especially during sudden sharp changes
of the situation, rind jed
,1.-orgr,
information from the superior commander and
adjacent units are of de.usive importance.
*.i

Operational effectiveness of ,ontrol is attained by a high level of personal
tr-ining o•f the commander -nd officers of the staff, skil.ful fulfillment of their
duties, organization and coordination in the work of all control elements, and the
application of command mr.thods which reduce the time expended on measures u':d]eyt;aken for control durinr preparation and in the course of combat operations.
A
masjor role i: pla.,ed also by the presence of perfected technical means which
ensure the mect.,riization and nutomation of laborious processes connected with the
leader-hip of the troops.
Secrecy of -ontrol has alwnys been important.
As the experience of past wars
indicates, its breadow'n results in unjustified losses and failure to accomplish
assigned missions.
In contomrorary combat secrecy of control acq'ý,ires an even
,reat.cr importance in connection with the increase in the role of surprise actions,
Incre!,te in e-.emy int c" '.genct, cipablltie.a:, and the application of nuclear
weapons.
If the enemy cin -u•cceed in uncovering the plan of operations of thie
troops, he cnn utili:iQ strike.- with nuc]catr and chemical weapons to wreck the
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Once he establishes the sites of nuclear Aeans
realization of their intentions.
the enemy is quickly able to prtt them out of action, and troops without nuclear
weapons cannot rchiove success in combat with an enemy having wea.pons of mass
If he aiscovers control posts the enemy can quickly put them out of
destruction.
operation and thereby disrupt, the control of the troope.
Such consequences can be eliminated by holding in the strlctes; secrecy
everything that i1 con)nectel with the preparation end conducting of combat
operatlon)s and especlally, measures pertaining to the use of nuclepr weapons and
the exploitation of their results. This is attained by a strict observatice to
establJ.shed order of conversations on technical means of ommunicatlon and the
Cemouflaging o. control posts and
application of variout ciphers and codes.
maintaining the secrecy of ihe activity of officials participating in the command
of forces are very important,
In
CentralizAtion of control has not lost its importence In modern combat.
spite of the substantial chan-ges in thc c-harnacter and Ymethods of combat o.perati.ons,
they are conducted as before in accordance with the pjan of the senior commander
and the achievement of the common goal requ.res the nfforts of all. forces and
lt is possible to unite these efforts and
ocans paiticipating in the battle.
successfully diract them towaro achievement of the outlined goal unly through
unified command.
Centralization of the contr'ol of trocps is expreaseu in the unification by the
stnior commander of all actions cf subordinate and attached subunits by a single
plar., in the direction of their efforts toward the quickest achievement of the
Centrelized control is especially important in the
common goal of the battle.
solution of problems connected with the use of nuclear weapons and exploitation of
the results, with countering the naclear means of the tnemy, and with actions In
zones o0' contamination in regions of' great destruction, flooding and fire. The
greater the power and range of the available means of combat, the greater i.sthe
degree of centralization of their control and the higher the echelon which organizes
their use in combined-arms combat.
Centralization of control hac nothing in ccmmon with '.,ardianship' over
Any effort by the commander tc subst,.tute for them and to make
subo'dinates.
Petty
their decisions for them trains them to act o.-ily on order:; irom above.
dictatorship in questions of control generates lack of self-confidence in scbordina7.n commanders and staffs, leads to a loss of time, damages the leadership of
the troops, ara negatively affects the fulfillment of the combat mission.
CenLralization docs net exclude but rather assumer extensive initiative in the
actions of subordinate comianders.
officer'
and his
, comnandlng
initiative of
and indeoendence.
a
always
playsd
situation•
tre
ic The
a complicated
e
en
abil Init-ative
yne"n•6
large i le. Thus, in June of 1944 the commander of a battalion of the 91st Guards
Rifle Regiment, Major Fedobov, discovered during the artillery prepalation that the
enemy was withdrawing and decided to ataTt an attack intmediately, although a half
This intelligence was reported
hour of the artillery preparatioe Still renmlaned.
to the commander of the army. The artillery preparation was stopped and the
subunits attacked, successfully nastering the enemy positions with insigntficant
losses.

I

In contenporary ccnditinns the initiative and indepe.,dence of the commander
and otherr officers participating in control ot the troops acquire an incomparably
The
greater importaiee because no single compiaondar can foresee everything.
situatlon on "uhe battlefield changes freqaently and quickly, and the one who is
directly involved in the battle can take the necesaau.' measures without waiting

Itheir

'This Russian word imp les treating the svbordinates as a father treats
children, by making their decisions fca them and preventing then from fulfillin
[Trans. Ed. Note]
d,\tles and rnsponsibilities.,
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for instructions from above.

"Waiting for instructions instead of taking the necessary measures
to the loss of time and to an even greater complexity of the situation.
given the contemporary character of combined-arms combat, the superior
cannot always react in good time to a sudden and radical change in the
A commander may not receive instructions from the senior commander for
time.

could lead
Moreover,
commander
situation.
a period of

In all
cases when th( situation is suddenly changed, the available instructions
no longer correspond to the new conditions, and it is impossible to obtain new
orders from the senior commander, every officer will act independently, display.inrw
intelligent initiative
and resourcefulness.
The officer assumes complete
responsibility and by following the general purpose and nlan of actions of the
superior commander he independently reacts to changes in the situation.
Having
quickly analyzed the situation, by his initiative
he boldly takes necessary moas,.res,
selects suitable methods of fulfilling
the combat mission, and persistently put..:
his decision into practice, seeking to defeat the enemy with the least possible
force and to achieve the overall goal set by the superior commander.
The manifestation of initiative
and independence in the process of control ,)r
troops facilitates
the allocation to subordinate command elements of much freedom
in action within the framework of the general mission.
Every commander should
have clearly in his mind the objective of the combat operations and the general
plan of the superior commander.
In connection with this the timely orientaticn o)f
subordinates on the pos..Ible actions of troops in the course of further developentrio
of combat Is of g-eat 1mportance.
This will allow the commanders and staff to act
more Intelligently and purnosefuLly during .uudden and abrupt changes in the
situation and absence of instructions from the superior commandeer.
Role of the Commander and Staff in

the Control of Troops

The succes~sful fulfil_-,,..:.t of requirements for control depends to a considerable
degree on the training, organizational abilities,
and clear-cut distribt'5'tion of
functions among those officers who participate in the leadership of units durinK:
training and in the course of combat.
A special place in the control of the troops
belongs to the commander and staff.
The commander is the central figure in the control of tte troops.
He 1irect.s
the units (subunits) in accordance with rules given to him by laws of the Soviet
government and regulations, instructions and orders of superior commanders.
He
bears complete responsibility for the political and military training and instruction
of personnel, for the combat effrectiveness and constant combat readiness of the
unit (subunit), and for the control of the troops and their successful fulfillment
,)f the assigned mission.
To direct means to organize subordinates and to guide skillfully
their action8;
for the achievement of the outlined goal.
The commander organizes operations of
the troops and consteritly lcads them in the course of battle, directing their
efforts to a qoick and complete destruction of the enemy, and giving them the
necessary h(,ip.
He observes the field of combat, thoroughly studies the situation,
makes a decision, assigns combat missions, and organized the coordination and
thcrough support of the troops.
The commander monitors the action of subuntts and seeks exact and timely
fulfillment of assigned missions and destruction of the enemy even with smaller
forces.
He assigns to the subunits additional missions and affects the course of
battle by all
the means at his disposal.
Examples of high combat, skill
of commanders were numerous in World War II.
Here is one of them.
In November o-C 1942 Lieutenant Colonel G. N. FPlippov, who
headed an advanced detachment of the 26t.h Tank Corps, skillfully led it at. night
'.hror-h th- combqt formntions- ,•f the 3rd Motorized Division of the enemy and with
a :;w[Vt. thrust ctt. througrh to the Don River; the advanced detachment, which

t6l
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advanced to the crossing with headlights lit,
was mistaken by the enemy for its
By its bold action the advanced detachment seized the crossing and
own troops.
ensured the quick surmounting,of the great water barrier by two tank ccrps.
In contemporary donditions the role of military skill and organizational
of the commander has increased immeasurably because in combat he must
abilities
control units (subunits) equipped with complicated weapons and extremely varied
combat equipment.
organization of their action and their confident direction in
The skillfull
the course of combat will be accomplished only by a commander who deeply'understands and consciously executes his military duty, possesses strong theoretical
military knowledge, has a high level of technical military training, and in
whom the skill
of leadership of troops, in conditions of the application of weapons
of mass destruction is highly perfected.
V. I. Lenin taught that the art of leadership consists in the determination
of that main link in a chain on which depends the success of the solution of the
main problem, that a leader should "...know how to find at every special moment
that special link in the chain which it is neceesary to grasp with all
his
strength in order to hold the wholeý chain and to prepare durably the transition to
the next link ..... ". This Leninist position is applicable in full
measure to the
activity of any commander.
The activity of the commander should be for his subordinates a model of high
organizational and operational effectiveness, of the ability
to quickly solve the
most important problems of control of troops.
All this promotes the creation of
firm authority of the commander among the subordinates.
The commander, the single authorized chief, is guided by a collective in the
process of control of troops, since one man alone cannot solve all problems
connected with the leadership of troops.
Therefore, he governs the troops not
only personally but through the staff. his deputies, heads of branches of' the
army, special troops, and services, and is guided in the process of the control by
the party and Komsomol organization.
The staff is
of tr-oops-and is

the first
level of assistance of the commander in
a basic element ensuring control.

the leadership

The contemporary staff is a complicated organism which solves very responsible
and many-sided problems in the process control of troops.
It must study the
various problems of the organization and conduct of battle;
the use of results
of nuclear attacks and protection from weapons of mass destruction, the combat
application of complicated military equipment, the organization and continuous
support of the coordinated pction of troops, their complete protection, and so on.
The must important obligation of the staff is constant knowledge of the
situation.
This is eniured by thorough organization of intelligence, the persistent
procuring of date on the enemy, and continuous study of the true position, state,
and combat capabilities of their own troops, the character of the terrain,
meteorological conditions, and the radiation, chemical, and bacteriological.
situation.
In the process of organizing of combat operations, the staff in a

short time produces complicated calculations and prepares for the commander
proposals for the application of ýivailable forces and means in the forthcoming
battle. it studies the planning of combat actions of the troops, passes the
decisions of the commander to them, and helps him to organize and continuously
support the coordinated action of troops in the course cf fulfillment of
assigned missions.

1
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The paramount concern of the staff is the organization of the thorough support
of combat actions of troops, control posts, communications, commandants service,
and the regulation of movement.
The staff not only passes the combat missions to
the subordinates in the subunits, but also checks the correctness of their understanding, carries out constant monitoring of their timely and exact fulfillment,
and provides the necessary help.
One of the most important obligations of the
staff is the presentation of dispatches to higher headquarters on the course of
combat operations and the constant information of command elements of subordinate
cooperating subunits on new data of the situation.
Successful solution of all
of these complicated problems requires organization,
precision, good coordination and high operational effectiveness in the work of the
staff, as well as outstanding training of every officer.
The characteristic of
requirements which should represent an officer of the staff is best described by
V. I. Lenin:
"any work of control requires special properties ....
In order to
govern, it is necessary to be competent, it is necessary to know completely and
with accuracy all
conditions of production, it is necessary to know the technology
of this production at its
contemporary level .... "'
An officer of the staff should be a highly skillid worker, thoroughly r.rounded
in Marxist-Leninist theory and possessing an extensive operational and tactical
outlook, good military-technical training and staff education.
He will be able
successfully to execute his functions only under the condition that he understands
deeply the nature of contemporary combined-arms combat and is able to produce
quickly the necessary calculaticns, develop the required documents, and by
means of communication and in personal reports correctly and briefly inform the
recipient the content of the instructions of the commander, dispatches from the
subordinate staff, and information f.'om adjacent units.
It is of special
importance that the officers of the staff display creative initiative, resourcefulness, and skill;
quickly comprehend a complicated situation and find the most
expedient ways of solving the problems; maintain his stamina and equanimity; and
possess self-contrcl during sudden changes in a combat situation.
In conditions of the wide application of nuclear weopons it is very important
not only to have the correct distribution of duties and coordination in the work
of officers taking part in the control of troops, but also the observance of the
principle of mutual interchangeability.
Quick replacement of an officer who is
out of action facilitates
the preservation of organization and exactitude in the
work of the staff.
The role of the chief of staff is especially great.
lie is the first
deputy of
the commander and has the right to issue orders to the troops and also to the
deputies of the commander and the officers of branches of the army, special troops,
and services. He reports all
such orders to the commander, and the commander
indicates to the chief of staff his assumptions and intentions and informs him
about his decisions and issued orders.
The work of the commander and the ,.hief
of staff is constructed on the basis of mutual understanding and a creative businesslike contact.
This promotes achievement of unity of opinions, consolidates the
authority of the commander, and unitcs the efforts of the command element.
The chief of staff should be always ready to report his opinions on the
decision for battle, to know where the troops are, what they are doing, and
what they need.
He bears the personal responsibility fov the organization and
support of efficient control, directs the work of the staff and guides the activity
of the whole control apparatus for timely carrying out of measures connected with
the preparation and conducting of combat operations.
The chief of staff coordinates
the work of the staff and the chiefs of branches of the army and services.
Means of Control -

the Material Basis of Control

Tne means of control include thc various machines, instruments, devices, and
eqtipnient utilized in the process of leadership of troops for the purpose of casirng
a•rd acceleratIng the activity of the commander, the offJcers of tbe staff, and
'Lenin,
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They permit officiFls to associate with each other, to,

obta In data. about the enemy, to obtatn information about their
own troops anld
adjacent units,
to annlyze information obtained about the slitoatlon,
to prepare

data necessary for the directiin of troops, to develop combat documents, to pass
the decisions of the commander to -ubordinates, and to control the action of the
rubordirtyteo.
Mnseq of control are the material basis of eontrol, the tchb-iteol
base which tenisu\res the direction of troops Over the extent of the entire combat.
At various stages of the development of milltary skill
different technica.l
Incafl5, were applied.
A!. ,r-sent th.e control of troops rests on a h•igh techllical
basis.
Fleteints of c.-)l rol are eqtipped with a consideraboly quantity Qf mealis Of
communication' and oth,ýr cquipmenit necessary for the direction of troops ij--omp-Tl-ea-t-,ndit i.ns o(f a nuclear rocket war.
in the process of contzo3 radio ifcillties
are widely used;
these include
shortwave and ,Itrashor)Lwave radlo-strai
n
receivers, ensuring ceomnunicatien
not only on silt,
b'-t also In imovement.
AccordilM.1.
to the foreign press
the ranige
of communicatior' ensurcd by-radio means on a tactical scale reaches 5 0-A0 knm.
All
radlo stations and receivers arke equipped withn moans of classifying transmission ,1
Wide Use is ,nade of radic ro]&Y neauns, forming nult•icainnel communlika•.on
lines ov Žr which ui multmn•u--- -epncoc
* telegraph
and phototclograthic
rommunication in pousible.
Radio rel&y communication possesses a very high intejrýference-protection and almiost the same maneuverability and versati.bility as
standt-rd radio communication.
It depends little
on climatic and.sleteorologica].
conditions and time of year and day, and it can easily be accomplished through
poorly accessible reg~ionis.
In thb process of control various mobJle means of communication arc widely
used:
mntor vehicles
wlth. improved royaf-i--,
armored ca'riers, armored cars,
motorcycias, helicopters, anc othets.
Used also is the wlre means of cormm)unication,
whiL; owling to the use of new types of cables, the intro-dFl-on 0i sealed
equipment, arid the application, qf improved methods of arrangement of cable lines,
has not completely lost its
Import-nce.
Tactical links of control ise Signal
means of enmmuntcation:
rockets of different colors, colored smolae and-]CF•s,
-anterns,
sierchTlgli7,
signal matcht2es, tracer bullets and shells, rlugs, markers,

etc.
Application of communicetion means to the greatest degree satisfies the need
os control. With the help of cosmunicnstlons the mnost important problems of the
leadership of subuni*ts are solved.
Even an individual tank in contemporary
conditions cannot fight withouL the fopplicetiun of meanls of communication.
Communicatrons ensures the passing -f combat missions and the order of eoordinat.on
to subordinates, the maintenance of coordination of forces in the course of combat
obtaining reporta of subordinates about the fulfillment of orders of the commander,
the rehclpt of information about the situation f-ota higher headquarters and from
aJacant units, the announcement to the forces of an aerial. threat and radioactive
and chsým~cal contamination, direction of the activity of the rear, anid the rulfll±ment
of other
tasks connected with th% cý,ntful of .rcops dizing training and in
the Course
of battle.
'.
.
Ix cnntemporary conditions communications must meet high requirements.
Communications are organized to be established in good time and remain uninterraptc-d
during any- changes of the combat situation, so that the necebsAry speed of

transmission of any information and secrecy of its work are ensuied.

In the units (subunits) a single system of communications is created,
ce-eting
the needs of the commander, staff, and other controls in any conditions of th3
situation. The basis of the system of communicati-;ns are eozraunlcations centers
created at control posts.
Each communications center unites Inl Its Makeup various
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This enstircs the complex applicatirn of available means8 of
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(Sc
•-e formation of the United States Army.
. sigi Ii center; AC? (FOP) •,Alternate coomnd post
(forward command post) ]

Tne communications system of every unit (subunit) will be coordinated or
joined with the coc-aunicatior, s system of htgher and lower control elements. This
*
~ensures
the •oss'.bility of establishing coninunication through channels upwards an
downwards and also pern•its officlals to use centers end ccnmunicatlon lines of a
*hit
hcr unit of on~trol for communications rt:th other subunits• and adjacent units.
Benxdc-a the s"an.s of comnunication, the leadership of troons utilizeu
means,
coas•.n•sc,•.af e~nd various spe•cial vehicles equippeo witth modesrn teca nta.•[
_ to fulfihl their duties %.athoutleaving
-'EV•f•ffl
fl-7T•-lii'T7%7d-6Ed er-aTW
Tfhe •rehic~es are equipped w-ith everything necessary for work of the
the vehicles.
command•r and stafr officers; they possess high roadabil.ity, have great rated
cruAising range, ensure good protection of" the personnel fron enenmV fire, and treduce
the degree of inifluence of radiati~on during actions in zones of radioactive
ont aminat ion.
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posts. The composition of the control post incluoes vhe officials associated with
the directing of the troops, the necessary quantity of technical means, and also
security and service subunits.
In a subunit one control post is created, including the commander and his
All of them are located in
deputy, the staff, communications men, and protection.
one or several vehicles (armored carriers) equipped with me&ns of communication
The control post of the subunit is usually called
and other means of control.
the command-observation post, since from it not only command of the subunits but
also observation of the field of battle and reconnaisance of the enemy are
possible.
In higher control elements, in which command of troops is more complicated,
the presence of officials and technical means makes it possible to create several
In foreign armies each such post has a
*imultaneously effective control posts.
different name, but they are essentially the same.
One of the posts, usually called the command post, is designed for the
supervision of troops conducting a battle; it is considered the main control
post, since it contains a large unit of the control apparatus, headed by the
commander, and the major part of the technical means; the most important problems
connected with the leadership of the troops are solved here.
From the command post there can be detached an observation (forward) post
th atlefieI,1
for the observation of the sctions of friendly and eneimy troops on
and for the directing of those troops which are away from the main forces o~r are
operating on an important area.
Another post, called most frequently the rear (ecelon) control post,
its basic assignment the command of rear subunlfs.-

has as

To ensure stable control of troops in cases when their direction from the
command post is hampered, or if it is put out of action, a post is created which is
called either the reserve or forward or auxiliary command post depending upon the
Personnel of TFe reserve command post are constantly abreast of
type of combat.
the situation, of all diroctives and orders issued to the troops, and are ready
at any moment to take over command of the troops.
To guarantee stability of control in conditions of constant threat of the
destruction of the control posts by enemy nuclear attacks, it is necessary to
constantly disperse the crecated posts over a considerable area.
The composition of the control posts is usually inconstant and depends on the
situation, mainly on the character of the missiorl and the availability of (,fficers
However, under
As few control posts as possible are set up.
and means of control.
any conditions each post should include the necessary minimum of officers and
technical means to ensure the needs of control and to allow at any moment the
temporary assumption of command of the troops by a senior or subordin:it., command
authority.
Their makeup includes tanks,
As a rule all control posts are highly mobile.
armored carriers, command-staff and special vehicles equipped with equipment for
communication, observation, mechanization of the work of officers, and other
modern technical equipment, ensuring the continuous direeting of troops in any
The. high
situation, with the commanders and staff both stationary and in motion.
roadability and mobility of the vehicles ensure the quick close down, transfer.;
and deployment of control posts in new areas.
The distance of control posts from the forward edge of the battle areý. [FE]AJ
For subunits it was from several tons to
in the last war was most diverse.
several hundreds of meters; for units and formations, from one to several
The control posts were as close as possible to the subunit.: >trid units
kilometers.
conducting combat operations and were located at a short distance from oach ,ther,
since the possibilities for observations of actions of the enemy and thter *wn
troops on the battlefiel6 and for maintaining reliable communications wih the
This led to a great
subordinate troops and with each other were very limited.

'17
2

oversaturation of control ;o.As in areas of troop actions very' smal.

iAn size.

in mi(nýrn conditions, on the )ne hand, the possibilitles fIc nboer:-rttlon of
the battlefield and foi- maintaining communications have iacreased consieerab!;,.while on the other hand there has apDea,7ed a constant threat of the control postsi
being pot out ai

oticnn during enemy nue]l--

attacks.

Al. this makes it

necessary

to dt.sperse the coi trol po.i s to a greste., degrce than in the past and makes It
posaible to place them at considerably great distances Crom the troops under their
direct dommand.
At the same time, in contemporary conditions it is nevertheless
expedient to deploy on' transfer control posts in such a manner that they are as
near as possiole to the subordinate troops at the moat critical periods of combat.
Commanders of subuiits are aloilys where they can personal.ly watch the actions tf their
subunits, the enemy, and tho adjacent urn L and maintpin communications with tieir
commander and subirdinates.

The control posts mre deployed away from outstanding reference points;
protective p-operties of the terrain are used to ensure cons,-eled sltes, so that
nothing is distinquished in -,he battle formation, and the posts ore thoroughly
camouflaged1
Transfer of conitrol posts In the course of battle is carried out secretly,
using terrain features for cover.
During short stops the control. pos t s are
compactly disposed, and during prolonged location at onzý site they are
dispersed (Fig. 9).
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Fundamenta', diagram of the locatikon of a

command post of a combiner arms unit (the Uniteai States
Army).
(The diagra.m is taken frou the work of V. AV
ivanov, P. V. Shemanskiy, and V. G. Yanov, "Upravlenlye
voysksmi v sovremennom obshchevoyskovom boyu"["Control
of Troops in Contemp3r,.ry Combined-Arms Combat"J).
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higher echelons will move several times in twenty-fcor iours, rema.Li~ngn at any
one place a short týime.
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Colection and Processing of Data on a Situation

The control o'- t'eoops constltutes, in essence, the process or' obtaining
definite information (combat mission, data on the enemy, friendly troops, and
terr-ain, and other conditi.ons if the sFituation), te
arrival at a more precise
definition of a drcision ane passing It to the troops, and also the conta -1 for
the exYeut'.oz, of the assigned mnssions.
This process, In variouL 'orms a. *
volumes, is repcated again 9nd ugain through an entire battle, starting fron tht
moment a mission iF received and ending with the full achievement of the outlined
goal of the 'operations.
Constant •nowledge of the situationn Ui wnich the combat activity of troops
occurs is an Indispensaole conditiun for successful leadership of tioops in emloat..
The more com*pletely and reliably a commander knows the situation, the f!Y-:c,' will
be his ul.sc'slculations in making a decision, the more successfully !.C will apply
means of destruction, and the more effectively he will u.q :hbordinate subunits
in comba..
xnerel'ore It is nec(essary to nsce r very effort to see that at the
moment of arriving a-, his decision the commander has at his disposal as much data
as possible about the situation in whirch the troops are to execute the combat
mitsion.
In the interests of control, various data on the conditions of the situation
are collected, including information about: the composition, gr~uping and actions
of the enemy; the ;rosition, state- and protection of subordinate and attached
subunits; Pie position and character of
actions of adjacent unite; the radiation
and chemical. situation- the terrain and meteorological conditions; and also the
state of the region of combat operations and the political attitodes of the
population.
Special attention is paid to obtaining data on the nuclear and chemical
weapons of the enemy and on the radioactive and chemical contamination if the
One should garner infotomation most quickly and in most derail about the
locality
enemy's means of mass destruction and about the actions of his air force and other
highly mobile combat moans.
In contemporary conditions th

4commander
a tim6 as

information is

':ituation changes sharply, and therefore

outdated very quickly; it

loses its

value and can even lend the

to error. Therefore, data about a situation are gathareQ in as short
possible and are brought to the commander or other concerned persons

without delay.

The collection and pe'ocessinj of situation information require cons'derable
expandituje cf forces. means, and time.
Therefore the commander is often forced
to make i., decision with inadequate data on the conditions of the ground and air
The collection of situation data is prouuced first of all by the commander,
who personally obtains the most important information about it. But all the
information 'ibout a situation cannot be collected in its entirety by one
commander,
He getr help in this from the officers of the staff and also other
officials tak.ing part in the control 'of
troops. Each of them gathers data
ensuing froe

the needs of fu.fillment of functional dutie- placed oil him.

Situation information is obtained by all -•'ailab'.e
most diversa sources (Fig. ID).

methods and from the

by the commander and other officials
can be obttin--(
about a, sizuaticn
Dat.a .Zservat.Lon
through
of the actions
of the enemy
and their own forces and by a
survey or dlrc7t inspection of terrain and local objects.
Cf paramount importanc,-e
are sach methods sc using technical means of communication to receive reports and
d.spatchea from subora;nates (tncludJ.r'g reconna..saance units) and information
from the higher commander 3r sttff and adjcw..mt units, getting oral reports of
subordinates during personal contact with them, the study of written documents
otained from subordinates and adjacent units end of visual and audio s-gnas
sent by them, Among the rost important methods of obtaining inftcrmrtior' about a
situation are the interrogation of prisoners and decerters, the interrogatlon of
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Sources of situatton data.

and "he study of documents and differen-c mate!rials

ýaptured

data on a.
can fbtain
the comm:ander and staff
-nd staffs of subordinate, attached,
and supporting cubunitt., the superior commander, higher staff
and adjacent ur' ts,
Not infrequently there is valuable information in the stady of documents and
The basic

-ituation

Sourcee

fr-im which

are air reconnalsance,

commanderL

equipment captured from the enemy.
The data obtained about a ritnation have various degrees of authenticoty,
Therefore, before a report is giveni to the commander
accuracy, and completeness.
false and doubtful information Is
the data ore usually thoroughly analyzed:
sifted out, those data which will be reported to the commander are systematized
and generalized, and the probable (wnose validity is uncertain), doubtful, and
The report to the commander, as a rule,
false data are refined and rechecked.
Infornation is
gives bosh an appraisal of the situntion and practical proposals.
reported to the commander either during personal cintaect or over means of
communication.
In any clrcumstances the collection and processing ci info -motion about a
time as possible; new information about the enemy,
situation shlould take as little
especially about his means of nuclear attack and his air'ilein, on.; other important
the
data should t- reported to the commander iminediately, without processing, -'IL

forn, in whi.ch the information )Ls otta'_rad from the source.
Decision of the Commander -

I

L

.

the Basis of Ccntol

All measures undertaken for the preparation of subinits and units for combat
and their control in the course of fulfillment of the mission are conducted in
The decision includes basic. datn faor
accordance witn the de-ieion of the cow•mander.
The decision defines what must be done and
the development of these measures.
when, wt:eie, and how it muut be done so that the assigned problem is oolved with r,
minimurm: of fou
and least cxr~cndlture of time- Thn is %hy the decision of the
to be the basis of the control.
commnnder is ,uonsidered
The decision determlacr-s

the plmn of' actions,

combat missions for the subunits,

concept
Is of'
theiriteractice,
basic idea of
, It iondelermines
who the
is and plan
how to
The ene,.:commander's
oi'gýi±l:aI
of' contr-ol.
end tuttlu
us icr
Ocstroy him, the direction of concnratlor,
of' basic effortso., the objective.s for
defeat by the
.valable means of combat cnd tooe order Of their application, and

T)

-

the grouping of forces and means and the character of their maneuver.
Until the commander makes the decision and passes it to the units (subunits),
their preparation for forthcoming actions cannot be conducted with suff:'icient
purpose.
Therefore, the speed of making a decision and passing it to the units
directly involved in many respects governs the succehs of the organizetion of
combat operations.
If the decision is made in the course of battle, even the
speed and degree of achievement by -:he troops of the outlined goal depend on this.
The combat decision sho, id be made and passed to the troops in the least
amount of time and with such calculation that the subordinates succeed in
developing and carrying out all
the measures undertaken for the preparation to
fulfill
the combat mission.
If in the course of development of combat operations
it becomes necessary to alter
the decision or to change to a new decision, this
must be done quickly, with the least possible lag behind the changes in the
situation which caused the revisiorn.
The arrival at a decision to give battle is a complicated creative process.
Since the combat operations of every subunit are essentially only the fulfillment
of some definite part of the plan of the superior commander, the decision of the
commander certainly includes the determination of the purpose of actions of the
subordinate forces.
In order to ensure their successful achievement of this goal,
to organize the action of the troops, and to direct their efforts to the quickest
fulfillment of the assigned task, the decision should include the determination
of methods of achievement of the goal of battle.
The goal of combat ,'perations ensues from the content of the combat mission
assigned by the superior commander, and the methods of achievement of the goal
are based on appraisal or those conditions of the situation in which the combat
mission is to be carrie-d out.
Therefore, arrival at the decision usually includes
analysis of the assigned problem and an appraisal of the situation.
In those cases when in the course of development of combat operations
considerable changes in the situation compel the commander to make a new decision,
but the mission of the subtunit remains as before, the decision is made only as a
result of an appraisal of the situation.
In analyzing the .ssigned problem, the commander tries
distinctly to imagine
just what is included in the plan of the superior commander, especially his
intentions regarding the useof nuclear weapons and other means of destruction and
the effect of the fulfillmont of the combat mission; he attempts to understand the
role which the subunit J- intended to play in achieving the goal of the forthcoming
combat operations.
The goal of combat actions is indicated by the superior commander in the
form of those final results which are to be attained by the overall efforts.
The
role of each subunit in the achievement of the goal is determined by its place
in the battle formation ind by its assigned mission.
Through the understar-ing, of tle problem the commander obtains a clear
concept of the goal towards which the superior cbmmander directs efforts of the
troops, and he is able to establish the degree to which the plan of the superior
commander affects the concentration of the basic forces and the organization of
the battle formation in combat.
The general outlines of the decision are conceived
in conformity with the plan of the superior commander, and certain outlines of
methods of the fulfillment of the assigned mission are made.
All this permits the commander to determine the measures which must be taken
immediately to prepare the troops for fulfillment cf the assigned mission.
It
makes it possible to calculate the time allotted for the organization of combat
in each of the control elerrents.
The commander is able to issue instructions
to the chief of staff for the organ]zatior of reconnaissance and on the necessary
preliminary orders to the troops for early orientation of the subordinate commpnders
and staff regarding the forthcoming nctions.
Parallel work on the organization of
coi.bat is thereby immedintely ensured in the several elements of control; the units
nnd iuiburits have more tJ.'e to prepare to fulfill
the assigned mission.
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In combat the troops meet with courterEctien of the enemy, with difftculties
carrused by the character of the tcrrain, the political feelinjs of the local
populAtion, the utnte of the weather and ether meteorol)glcal conditions. Therefore in order to attain the goal of battle and to select correctly the methodA
which best ensure the sues-sc
of the operations, it Is necessaiy to evaluate
carefully the conditions in which the troops will have to execute the essigned
mission.

An appraisal of the situation permits the commander to establish how

he should direct the efforts of the subu.it and how best to o-gan'.ze, conduct,

and

support the battle.

R
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During his evalualion of the nituation the commander clarifies the position,
cormposllion, and--status of the encmy rýoup•ng, Its possible changes, and the
character of' to• applicatior, of weapons of mass destruction and a-_tiontn of the
troop,. The most important objects of the enemy are established Pad are marked 9s
targets for nuclear and conventlonal weapons; nc-te i. hl]o made of that part of
formation whosa destruction will 6harply lowrr its combat capastUlt:'os.
The
stats., position, riaterlal readiness, and combat capabi.ities of W-:s own hrooOs are
estnated, as well as lhus position and the character of d.etlons and missions of
adJucent units. The radlat-on akhd chemical situation, the ch.aracter of the terrain,
meteorological conditions, the state cf the weather, the season and the time of
day are thorouhjily studied.
All these elemants are interrelated and often have very contradictury effects
on the fulfillment of the combat problem.
They are not 3qual in weight in their
Sinfluence o)n the success of the combat actions of the troops. In different
situations some elements have a decisive influence ont troop acttons (in one case
tais wiLl be the enemy. in another the time, in a third - the condition and
while others affect the
material supply of your own troops or the terraini,
anplicatio:.n of forces and means to a lesser exten in fulfilling the task. The
commander must. have a deep inderstanding of the situation end the skill to detee:t
th ose principal elements in the given conditiono whose calcaiation makes possible
Lhe best decison.
Usuallyv vh commander analyzes each of the elements of thet situations
consecutively and in detail, c~mpareo the conclusions, and determines which will
most dec*slvely atfeot the fulfillment of the combat problem. When the decision
is mrde in the course of development of combat operations and even during the early
orgrnization of combat. but if time is extremely limited, The commander estimates
with the greatest completeness the decisive element of the situation and through
comparl-o., with the obtained conc.uslsnr produces an appraisal of the remaining
situation
It is expendient to appra'se each of the elements of t-.he
elements.
immediate)-y from the point of view of the most important elementz of the decision the area of concentration of the basic efforts the grouping of forces and means,
combat missions of the subunits, etc. (Fig. 1i). This practice will not only save
time, but will also rake the whole process of arril-ri-g at a decision more purposeful.
in the process of appraising the situation the commander can demand the
necessairy data on problems of interest to him from the chief of staff,
Fhs
deputies, and the chiefs of the service branches. Most frequently and in the
largest volume more precise definition of individual problems will occur during

the early preparation of combHt, especially when troops arrive from another area.
In the course of combat, when the time for refining a plan or accepting a new
decision Is uxtremely limited, rhe commander often will, find it necessary to
Nevertheless, in any situatlon the
manage without hearing even his closest aides.
staff and the cliefs of the service branches prepare data which may be of. interest
to the commander in making a decision, first of all on problems of countering the
means for a nuclear attack, exploitation of the results of nudchar strikes, and
the tasks of subunits anm the order of their joint action.
As a role the commander of a subun!t organizes combat operatlone o-, aite wIth
a rap.
Hcwver, the situssion does not iiwuys allow the commander of a, subunit
to carry out the erganization of combat onx the teriraln.
Tn such cases it will be
necessary to make a decision according to the map ano subsequently to refine it
more accurately or, the site.
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Similtaneously with the acceptance ru a cecision there is Its formulation.
Thu decision of the comr•arder io •lotted by hin on his working map.
This mLP ii
the basic combat documont.
With its help control of subordinates is accomplishod
in the course of battle, the situation antd decision of the superior commander are
reported, and adjacent. unite are informed.
The necensery volume of data reflect-ix1
the decision oZ the commander are ala t pl(.tted on the working map of other
officters connected with the control.
Passing the Decision to the Troops
'Ath arrival ac aai expedient dcirion, bas.ed on the situation, does not by
Its.af ensure successful fulfillment of the assigned combat mlssion. It is
necessary that it be pass-d correctly and promptly to the troops.
Until the decislon of the commander reaLchcs those who must implement it, it
has no effeect on the actions of the troops.
Moreover, if t.ihe ,eci.,ion reaekhes
them but only after a. delay, it. will not play its rohe In the acn..,emcnt of the
troopest combat goal.
Its entire value will be lost, because it does not correspond
to the nwtq een('itione of the combat situation. Inaccurate information ragardrin
a battle plan or a plan which is not undexrt.,od Identically by subordinates anld
commander can lead to incorrect actions, to the breakdown of fulfillment of thi
combat mis'on, to the desruietion of mflniy people, to loss of time, and to uG251b)s
expenditure of material means.

timeliness,

Th.s is

why m-ch attejition if,

given to the

rogu±&rity, and accuracy of passlng a decision to tihe trqops.

Implementatlon of a commander's deciJion, the fulfillment of a plan of
operations outlined by him, Is the result of the activity of a great number of
subordinates. Eseh of the subordina te commanders, following the instructions of
the senior commander, t alse makes a deci1sion and conducts other measurea for the
organization of comba . actions of his out-,unit.
For the best organization of acl loit by subordinate troops, each of the
eoanlmn!ders should know the decislon of the senior commander in adequate octall.
This c-ope is not somethinng constant, sat once an(d for all; it depends on tit
splnific conditions of the situation. ilewever, it should always be the goal that
.CO,, subordinate commander has as far as possible everything that ha needs for a
correct understanding of the plan of the superior commander and of his own task,
for the best orga.ization of combat operations of his subltnit.
For this purpose the subordinate can be given a briof appraisal of the
formation and actions of the enemy, thŽ order of application of nuclear weapons by
the superlor commanuer, the task of adjacent units and his own subunit, the plan
of operations. and the combat m-ssion of the subordinats subunilt.
He may also be
informed about problems solvalle 1,y rocket troops, artillery, ant.aireraft troops,
reserves, and other means available to the superor commander with which it will
oe necessary to coordinate and whose actions wIll give results which he should
conslder during the organizntion of combat.
Subordinates are given data on the
time of readina.is of troops for action, Pbout places and time of the deploying and
moving of control poets about deputien of the commander, and about the order of
coordinatlon, a-ha instrucwl.ons on diCfereJIL forms of the security o4f c•
Lat
-perationr.
Traiismissiov, of an accepted decisior to the subordinrtes is carriod out in
the form of comnat raissIons and directives oni the coordinatlor and security of
the combat 6OT-_tc.s of the troops.
Combat mission.s for subordinuate, attached, and supporting subunits are
E.ssivr1e-Aed by means o-l combat o-derr and , 4 .rectives. A cumbat order includes the
basic data from the dccsý.on of the commander ne-_essnry fcr the organization of
combat oper.tions.
A combat instruction Incluzes only thev mlnimum informatjro
wotncut which he cannot organize the action of the troope in accordance with tne
plan of tne superior cormander.
Usutily a com'u.,t tn&tlýuctiofl gives br•cf
fo
tion about the enemy, the combat mission of the suoun~t, misaions executed in
his
interests by the resources of the superior commander* and the time of
readiness
for fulfillment o' the combat missien.
Combat mist-ions are passed to the troops by means of personhl assignment,
transmission by technical means of erornn:nications or by dispatching combat
documents 'textual or Graphic).
It is very important to combine r)killftll:1 the
different methods of transmitting combat missionn to the troops, taking I.nto
79
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consideration the combat situation. The beut mothoi of passing Combat miS.•A.nIs to
subordinates Is always the one which •n the gien
condiltiois ensures the PmlYi.Iumt-l
spVeed and 9ccuracy of their transami•sion.
The basic method of assigning combat missions ib considered to be Ile
Issuaec•e of an orel combat order (instruction) rersonally by the cosmmander or
transmittal of the mission at his oraer by other officials by a personal visat
to the correspondling subunit,
With this method it is possible not only to gi.ee
the subordinate his misslon, b'at also to acquaint him Null; with the mission of
t.gher echelon and the order of applicetion of nuclear weapons in its zone, wlith
problnms of adJacen* unite and of subunits of other branches, special troops, RId
avittion. TbIs will help every commander more deec•ty to comprehend the rule of
his subunit in the mission decided by highe.r authority and to Improve tlh
coordination of the forces in the fortucoming bEttle.

•

Combat orders and Inntructions -should be expounded most briefly (but not to
the detriment of their clanrity) in Such a manner that the subordinates correo-tly
of a different inteeryrotstion.
is no possibility
missien anrcan there
their C:Pcuments
comprehend
combat ,isr-ionzi.
be widely
for trsan
Stendard
"Tney are combat
an early-developed
standard
formused
In the
i .irm mitt.
of a inquestionnaire
or table
are
insertedl.
With
the U-0
reflect'i-W,
the
dec'..3ion
the
nece,,Grary
data
Into
which
of the stnomart documents tha b
e oe u.ext In the documeit decrases coinsderably
and,
fo does to
thetransmit
expenditure
of timeBLission
for itsto developn'lnt;
a
res•ult,Consequently,
the time requirtd
the combat
the performeras iE;-.
reduced,
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Coo.-dination is organized in the interestsB of the sulh~ui.its carrying, out the,J
Inain miestloa in battle and for maximum use of the results of nuclear meakonR.
Basically it consists in the coordination of actions of subunits of all fiehtin_.
arms anC means of 6estruction, esnecially with attacks inflicted by nc.tcler
In the offensive coord'nation is organized with respect to misslons,
weapons.
farst-ulti positions, and tinmes, and in depth of detail appropriate to the
In defense coordination is organizei in the subunit WItb respect
Immedirte task.
to its tasks and the probable directions of the enemy o)fensive, takingi, Into
acecodat the dircections of counterattacks,
Problems of coordination of forces are solved by the commander and staff during
The basic ones are determined by the commander whern
the e:,tIre period of battle.
In the course of subsequent work on the organization of combat
he makes a ¢diclsion.
operationt' they axe developed, refined as necessary, and passel to the sdcrdincites,
In the asEg-gnment of combat mi•ssicis the commander rirultaneously or•anizes the
,oorliratlon between the subordinate, attached, and sutpporting subunits, allotting
spseal attention to the coordin•nticn of acticns of the troops to make rapid use
of the results of the application of nuclear waapons, artillery firc,
n<Csir attacks.
Coordination within the subunits is organized directly In the fields.
If
cemoat missions a:'e passed down in a written combat crdar, then, in order not to
uerload It, instructions cn coordiration can be dispatchned as a supplement.
In
the course of divelopment of comubat operations, rhen the missions are transmitted
uy ks•'-s of combat orders, pro'l•cms of coordlnaxion cain be briefly
.nt-utod
them. Mostly this rhould be limited to merely the assigning te the subordinate
his cc.nbat misbion and Indicating the adjacent units and those means of the
superior commander with which he. is to interact in Combat.

_n

The staff, on instructions of the commllrander, coordinates problems of jeint
.cztion between subunits of different fighting arms and with adjacent units,
coordinates the work of the staffs, transmits to the Auberdinates Th' signals for
of orientation, and methods of mutual identification, and
oraer
joint action,
the the
cOmmunI
catIlons of the troops acting jointly.
cirge-I•iios
Ccordination&is maintained by alL commanders ard staffs during the whole
battle. The maIr. attention il given to supporting c.fntinuuuls cuuvudlstia.ov'V
tetwecn subunits which use nuclear weapons and those -troops which operate in tl'e
if coordination is dicrupted all necessary measureeareas of nuclear attacks.
for Its restoration are immediately ap ied.
To maintain coordination, the commanders and staffs of juintly operating
subunits should corr tly understand the puxipose of thei combat operations and
combat misslur:- and the methods of their fuidillmnnt, should constantly nlow the
situation, have reliable communication amongr, thestoelves, and systemAtically
For timely retoration of disrupted coordination it
exchange mutual Inforaiation.

---

Is niecessary to sen that the subunits observe the fix ed order for coordlt,)fl,

•

rapidly clarify the caule of any disruptance, and restore comniunlcatIona
between the coordinating troops. The: commander and staff will be req'flrel to
eetermine quickly the measures which will allow the restoration of coordirfs Lion
and the quick transmittal to the troopc, of a new system of coordination during
the fulfillment of tli. combat mirsir.
Mi sions of gglltical work, Intelligenc, protection from weapons of mtase
dnstruction an-Weg inc e?nraadOfd
rs tac5tTexohan)rmo sep
eIs nuswEitFo
wlh respect to the security or combat
operations of the troops,
lrnstrLctions for the support of combat opere.tions are passed to subordinates
a: needed. Must often these .nstructiont. arc given after the assilgnment of comttt
FiClsluns
and the organiz ax ion of coordination.
in the subunits instrutAions on
the seoul Ity of combat operata one vare given by the commandere themselves.,
Monitoring_(of Perfonsancel
'the traiirenittal of a decIsic.r, to the responsible person s.1.il 1C4c
11o0 mealtha' It will be implemented In o,;act conformity with the will oa the coimander ,
After a]l, frm the moment of sorot- change in the situation uintil the decision of
the c(.:.naner of the subunit is carried out there is a definite interval of t,_me;
let uis isi3unie that it is calculated in minutes.
In the hg.gher lilns of control
tht.s interval becomes even more considerable and can attain several tens of
minutes.
But the ýituotlon on the battlefield changes constantly.
Consequently, often
at the very moment that a decision of the cor-kanrder is implemented It may no
longer fully correspond to the true state of' thl:'s
on the battlefield.
It is impossible to Ignore the fact that the troops may meet not only with
unforeseen enemy counteractions, but also with various difficulties caused by
rudden chauiges In the weather and in the character of the terrain (as a result of
the apolication of nuclefr weapons in the area of operations of the troops);
sometimes there is simpl3 lack of ability or' delay on the part of some responsible
persons, the incorrect ,Urderstanding of their mJssions by others, etc. The moat
varied surprises and accidents, which can negatively influence the Implementation
of the accepted decision, are always possible.
This is why supervision of exac- and timely fulflj?-ment of the a.is:gned
missions by subunits is the most important link in ec¢trol of the tr'oops. To
exert control without concern for or not the ability to keep an erie on execution,
as V. I. Lenin indicated, "...in military affairs this is sheer ruin."'
The history of war is
in

tilled with iimilar examples.
Combat, one of. whose chanvý'ter'srtic fteaures is

•odern corbiiied-armnz

y

tiw

abrupt and sharp changes in týie situatlun, the role of monitoring as compare" to
the paat has increased immeasurably.
Of special Importýnce Is monitorirg cf the
application of nuclear weapons and the timely use by subunits of the results of
nuclear attacks .nflicted on the enemy.
Monitoring should be constant, purposeful, and directed toward preventing
untimely or inaccurate fulfillment of assigned nissions by the troops.
The
main attention Is paid to checking the fulfillment of those combat missions which
are of primary importance for achieving the purpose of combat operations.
Monitoring organically includes the rendering of help to- subordinate comuandere
a-t. atmfi' In the organization of combat operations,
in the leadership cf subunits,
3-iL,5L, r.

n,

V. I.

Polnoyc sobraulyc sochtneniy (Complete collected works),

Vol,

50.
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-nd in the c rvac,
¾ t
l. owever. iK ehoý0lC not baiur the chigracter c). petty
Aictatonehip or riCI;. .. -Oxrr;&ndars 4ii prrb&xcir. o' ccnt.ro3 Of troops during the
AiulfilImen-t. Of theý oasfu'otasicu

-I

The methodls ofotI'tr

can be most diverse.

of the situatý,on rnoni.t crin& t:&n be &_teomplished

Nepsirding ixpon the conditionc

ftirst ao' all by meanrs of pe-sonalI

visits or the comr.zander nn,. o'%.hob ufticlals to the sutbunit, by ccnversatironn,
over tochlnical ricans of Co.-Ounicatton, anO. through study of, combat documents
prc-sented by subordinates, Alan I~portant, are such inethode Ž5~e observatilon of1
actions of' troops £2-onm the air and frcom groiund obeiervation gostsa eex'iail ))1i:; !.rnphý,

and listening in

on

con~versations and transmissions ov~r radio and radio)

relay conniunicaticen means, The best mepthoc: of sapervieton is by direct icvrr
'Nisits of the cowiander and other oftticialEs tor te
tixoops to study the. activAiicof subunits on the site.
Monitoring can also be carried our. by ott'ir~ei- of the staff, spcirf
the commanider, and chiefrs of servic-es,
Or g-r~eez help to the comma-nder in thini
maintaining high combat-readiness of the tvoops, observing me-asures oýf lnifaw
rules for secret control ox' troops, :radio discipline, an~d the p:'eser'ati1oxr ot
milttary secrets.

In the course of supervising, offlte-ers should always inanifŽMt inquis~tivor -f;
of mind, pro-vide leadership in profounid knowledge o~' the pr~ncip~ies of
coifitcaiporary combat, know thc: si.tuaticr- and the Ceciston of the cons-render, take
timely note of dzficiancieas and be Irreconcilable to them, providing: comamanider.-n f
subunits wit'ý assistance in elimtmnatiag them.
It is their duty to sot examir-,te
or personal couragc, resolutions, and initiative.

F

The improvement. oP eyistimg, equipme.nt and introduction of' thorlratest
technical meaas wili allow successf'u2 so~urtioa of. problems connected withl thle
acceptance, formulsti:on, and traosmnisel on to the troopsý of a decision of the
comasrirder and p-oblens of monitc±'t-g tblr-ci activities. This improvement will.
ensure- rapid productioi7. of any caleulrt'ions in th-e !.nterests ci' the ap-plicr-v io)n
*of
forces and means in combat, as ws-il rsatihe possibility of thei~r accumý,ationl
and prompt dispatch by requirf-ment of the commaunder of an officer of tienaf'
*
~~The techniques of formurla-ting documentatlon wil' be s'n~p'if~ed, and it,; t~ciao
*will
be accelerated in. time. In general the nEed for written documentsiit t.o
transmit the decision of the commander to The r srscn who mr-jot exzecuteu %ti can icr
*dropped.
The potential for control over actions rf troops and ovex the exact avid
fulfi).lment by then of the assigned mission will be expanded.

jtimely
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The latest techiiology will enhanec, human campqbi.itic~s to Eat cfl)r'5210u
ege
will facilitate hum-L-n labo" sai-d
will accelerete bhy many times toe wh',olo ujorW
on the control of ti:.opsý.

UIt

c ILA rETEE P.lV
SUPPORT' OF COMBAT O"ERATi~i~S
Bacence of Ooinbst Operatloan Su~ppct
Scecesa in battle has always depended4 oin thorough&end ccnprehensive support.
The voflume and content of measures connected with comliat support ha's constantly
This is me-ntfeit tn the ac that there
changed in p~roportton to Its comp~ exity,
has arisen a :ieed for cai-rying out new mearoires arv that tlhe c-ontzmnt of t~itse
tak,ýn eari~erv has orrandeiX.,
Prio~r to the First: World 'Aar the b&st ouppcrt functions Included combat
Combat support at that
security and teriieertng, natcrial aen medical rapport.
time waF lim~teCl onlY to rernnisaececurity,
and cemoutlase , Ma~erial
support was reduced bablcally t;o supplytng the troops with ammiunition, yatione,
in -e:,esDering help to. the injured and Pick.
and forage. Modical sauprort c-r.e-tnt'
Engineering surport even in that periodA included a Ilarge numboer of aneasurts6
ccnnectad with cngineering nrý-bniztsti2of tzrrain and ourxroet.iTýng of natural
obstacles anOd barriers.
1% the courset of the First World War, iTh connection with ap~plicatilon on the
battlefiela of new forvr.n of weapons an0 cmb60
equipment end the resultant sharp
ob,ý*,ge in the very cuiaractez of war, i*he-r.'
was býoth rapt.] des-elopawent of earlier
1
exi.ating foýrms of combat eupport tan :-±e apuecranc-e of rncw oromb. There werc
char ~ez rnc' only in the trtter'; anýd comýtent bu~t tlse in- the *vhjecttvý.e and missions
uPCombat Luppt-':.
Thusý, prior to the Fi~rst World War the goal of cowbat- nupport wan to enabli!
troops to enter battle in goocet time aa* In an organizred
eanner and tco ent'ure them
egalii't csurjrise attack by e ground eneatv: they.. in the courre of the First World
War pr-otection o~f t roops fi-Te su.rprise attýA.cil fro the irwas3 lnciundmd, silnce
hulica&Sation began to ope.'-ee:e over the battietteid6 ens troops were on the
bat'..iefi~eld and theý i-ae of chc-mial weapons bro-.-.ht into exiatence new forms Of
comb)at sapport - aintitaiik defense and arntigas protec~tion of troops.
The expanued
cap;ibillitita of' reiýonyaicsurnce and means of diestructiona noticeably increased the
towrArd the end of the
,role of cempouflage? (.f tr-.onan ane m~ilitary objects. Thus-1,
First Worl.d War combct support -cf trofpa included reconnaissance, protect:..on,
antiaircraft and antit-ank dvfense, antigar protection of troepA., and camouflagtý
of troops and militiry cbjecýts.

Engirneering au~p
;lie develonnisut in the courte -t') t>,. rir-et
1 ort undzrwent
arn organizatfon of terraitn or. then
Woc id Wr*Ttzý v--lmq of' hork cý, rr,
creatio0?'ý of
'erh
defensive- ctm<-rLuc t-ons, on installation of mit t.sani
other, barrie,.a, atnd also on unde'rmining of the defensive conatrneti~okn of the
enemy incree aB-d significantly. Furtherm~ore the're was the need for- Cfgifleerik1r
support of' new forms o-'' cumnbat materiel.I

I
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The appearance of combas. and transport. machilneq added teehnical support to
material suppur ., while medical aid was recluirl.d not oily by the sick and wounded,
but also by those sttacked by poisonous sub~stances.
Firing of artillery from concealed firing sites and appearance of aerial
vehicles demanded the oreanitation of x.iteoro'Logical suipport.
ate increase in means of destruction aipplied in the .5econd World War and
especially in the Great Patriotic War and the resultant sharp growth in maneuvt rability and speed of development of combat operations ma,
nccessary constant
security or unit interfaces and flanks, while the applieaticn of airbcrne landings
,reated a new iorn of cc'4bat support - opposltldn to enemy airborne landings.
Along with subunits specially designated for this purpose, all troops came to be
involved in the solution of problems of combat,
In the course of the Second World War the role of engineering support of
combat sharply int'reased.
Engineering troolj:s now no longer only conducted
measures of & support character but also took direct part in battle, especially
Mtneduring attacks on strongly fortified defensive constructions of the enemy.
fields and mining found wide applicaeton,
The increase in the expenditure of ummunition and tne use in battle of large
qaantities of materiel led to increased volume of work on material And technical
support, while a sharp increase in the nuambers of wounded changed the volume of
work on medical support.
Postwar armament with nuclear %ieapens and the rising threat of application
of bacterial means by the armies ci the aggressive states led to a new forn of
combat support .- antinuclear and antibacteriological protection of troops while the concidera.,le improvement of f.ame-throwing and incendiary means decanded
special ,measures to protect troops from. their effects. All those factors meant
that the scope of ch; ;ical piotection was considerably expanded.
With the adoption of nuclear weapons and other means of mass destr'Actlon in
certain armien ofithv world thc volume 'of measures undertaken for support of
combat actions was so oxpande&, end the weight and role of each of these measures
were so changed, that their reexamination and the creation of a new classification
appeared necessary.
The number of forms of s'pport of combat acttons reached ten
in some armies and in others uven exceeded this number.
This began to ncve a
negative effect on the work of commanders and staffs organizing combat.
Furthermere, c•vrtain types of support of combat actions moved beyond the framework of'
supporting measures and became a besic content o2 battle, while others became
Interwoven, making their unification neicessary.
The changes in the Tharacter of combined-arms combat in the postwar period
caused
by the appearance o-" new meanr
of Armed struggle not only demanded the
crgrnizatlon
o
ot new foas cC support of
combat operations And changes in the
content of earlier measures but also l9d to considerable expf-nsiot, of the
objectives pursued by them. The previous goals sought through support of combat
;antlons were now insufficient.
The task now no longer ended wtth timely and
organized entry of the troopi into betble and their protection against surprise
attack by enezy ground and air forces; it wan nec;;scary elso to enýure the
svccessful fulIfillment of tne given misition.
hits goal can be attained not by
the application of means of protectLion and by liquidation of the consequences
of an attack, but by the use of means of destruction,. This means that in
contemporary conditions suppopt of combat actions ic organically connected w1 Gh
battle and Is its most important e'ement.
Proceeding fromi tiLu the. overall mno1 of. gi-,oort of combat actions In
contemporary conditions can be formuldted as follows: support (,f combat acticns
in P. complex of measures whose goal is to prevent surprise attack by enemy fr.-ound
and air forces, to minimize the effeztivenesa of enemy means of mass destvuctlon
on the troops, and o give them the capability, in any conditions of the situation,
to enter battle in good time and in an ornanized manner ana successful'.y to conduct
c )mbat operations.
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A study of the views of tV'e major armies of the world regarding tine contont
of support of combat operations in contemporary conditions *howi that there is no
qiestion about referring to reconnaissance, protectlon, and camouflage es types
of combat security o' combat operctions,
'Regarding, however, tho remolning Itoms
of combat support, al.l of them have been subjected to critical recon5id~ratlon.
As is known, security of juncticns and flanks as a form of combat support
appeared during the Second World War. Measures undertaken to secure junctions
tetween units and flanks were allotted great signifieanca at that time, snd evn
thet. their scope not Infrequently exceeded the limits of security soasurem. In
conditinnr of contemporary high-maneuver actions the presence of junctions and
cper, flanks will be a normal phenomenon, one which cannot bt nealected during the
c-rgnization of any battle. Support of Junctlons and flanks became the liost
2mportaklt element of the battle itself and sc it became necessary to oxclude
fessures undertaken for such security frou the class of support of combat operations.
I number of these measures fall in the area of reconralssance and organizatton of
Krote,ýtion on the flhka and in the reer. Creatl.on of a system of fire and
cbstacles on flanks and Junctions essentially differs in no way from the orgdnization
cf such a system on the rest of the front of troop actions and therefore it can
tndoubtedly be relegated to the organization of battle in general.
Ancitanh defense was dropped from the scope support of combat octions because
modern combat is inconoeirs•ble without thte participation of tanks.
Co-mbat with
entlTy tanks has become a basic featxre of contemporary combat.
Antiaircraft dcfense remains. as before, a measure taken in support of combat
cpirations of !'ubunits.
It.s objective is attetned not only by active measure.,
but also by passive measures such as dispersion,

thorough camou.flage,

use of

natural shelter, equipping shelters for persormel and protected Areas for combat
equipment, etc.
The growth in the Importance of airborne troops anO the sharply increes6.d
possibilities fcr use of regular motorized infantr-y aubunitu as Pirborne
lair-lifted?] for various purposes meant that countering of eneny airborne
.tndings ceased to be a support measure and became e basic part of combat.
It
conducted by all troops, and once this is the case we are speaking of battle
itself and not its support.

Is

Onnsidering the common featurec of measures conducted in intetrests of antinuclear, entichemical, and antibacterial protection, 'hey u,*e united into one
type of aupport of ,ombat operations -, protection of troops from weapons of mass
destruction.
Application of means of mass destruction and complete mtorizat,'on and
mechonizetlo% of troops strongly changed the scope of engineering and rear support.
Their measure, mi;st now be directed toward the maximuw degree of protection of
personnel, combat equipment and materiel from weapori of mass destruction an0d t.he
action of swiftly advsncing forces.
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissa•ace is a most important form of support of combat action - It
includes measures taken b7 commenders and hoedquarteru and also the operations
of specie) subunits and troops concerned with procuring Information about the
enemy's nuclear weapons and other means of mass destrluction, his grouping and
intentions, about the terrain, weather, and the regioa of forthcoming operations,
all of which is necessary for the organization and successful accomplishment of
combat act; )na.
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ausigned missions by troops is possible only when they have availeble to then
reliable, relatively complete, and timely data about the enemy, the terrain.

weather, and the area of forthcoalng actions.
Only when he Nas all
thete det, can
a commander make a dec.olon which is appropriate for the concrete conditions of the
combat situation and anticipate the character of forchcoming actions and probabe
changes of the situation in the course of battlh.
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To obtain exact data about the enemy in contempoI'ary conditions i4s very
complicated, since the enemy will supplement, protection of his own troops,
ccounterection against our reconnaissance, and various measures undertaken for
camouflag, with false measures to deceive our troops.
To prevent this deception
by the eneiny it

is

necessary to conduct reconnaissance by various measis which

allow not only obtaining data about enemy but also checking their authenticity.
Thorough generalization and strict analysis of available facts makes It possible
to sift out false data about the enemy.
In conditions of contemporary high-maneuvering combat, reconnaissance will
be successful in accomplishing its mission only if it is conducted at;tively and
continuously under any conditlons.
Continuity of re~ornnalssance and timeliness,
authenticity, and accuracy of reconnaissance data art- basic requirements placed
on reconnaissance.
Aztivity of reconnair :ance is expreq!sed irn offovts of commanders and headquarters to -btaiu necessary InTormat.on by any mean.
n-also
d
0L4
decisive actions
and initiative in subunits desiwnated for conducting reconnai|Bsance.
Continuity of reconnAssance is attaine3 by conilu-:ting it constantly in all
foims of combat activity of troops, by day and &t nig~ht, in any conditions of
terrain, regardless of the season of the yeai and me';eorological conditions.
Here it is important that established contact with tVe eniemy not be Joat and
obaervatlon of exposed formations and objects of the e.iemy not be interrupted.
Timeliness consists In procuring reconnaissance data with a viet toward
ensuring the infliction of fc-estalling strikes on tie enemy, making it possible
to anticipate the character of !i, actions and to tate necessary measures in
time. Timeliness of intellirence is _nconcelvsble without constant anticipation
of the kieecA for whatever information is ,-'auired for the organizaticri of
forthcoming combaz actions of troops. Delayt infoimation, evea thougn imfortant.
loses its value.
Beliability of intelligence is the dearee to whIch u>'4 obtained reconnaissance
Information corresponds to reality. This ia nscert'tined by tmplex use of different
means, systematic checking of received info'rmation 'y ccmptrisor -"ith data
cbtained from other soa-ces, and assigning of additional reconnaissaence missions
fttr more precise definiLion of this or that bit of information.
Accuracy of reconnaissance data has special sIgnifica.ice evri.ng determination
of coordinates of such important and small-size targets of enemy as guided and
unguided missile installations, nuclear artillery, depots W' nuclear ammunition,
etc.
The effectiveness of their destruction depensa on it e.-xclusively.
Besides these basic reqx.z.rements imrosed on reconnaissance, its success is
attained by maintaining secrecy of all preparatory measures, thorough training
of personnel of reconnaissance subunits, knowledge of the organization and tactics
of thie ekey. arid Thorough analysts of'-eco-n-nI.ssi;knce
date received.
Milite.ry reconnaissance is conductzed both by reconnalssance subunits (units)
and also by combat actions of troops.
Combined-arms subunits and units conduct on~y ground intelligence, making
wide use of data of aerial intelligence, and, during action in maritime areas,
data from naval intelligence.
Ground reconnaissance is conducted by all tyipes of troops and by special
It makes it possible to establish the 13ation, force, composition, and
troops.
of mTals
destructton,
of means an(:
and location
presence
the enemy,of,the
fornmtion
tile coiliat ofcapability
hop't!!e
troops,
8ard the presence
Bt:rength
of
Furthermore, it permits
defenLive construc.ioiv;, systems of fire, obstacles, et.
,aechii g for all shifcs occurring in the disposition of the enemy and changes in
his fon-stions and allov;s timely discovery of his preparations to apply weapons of
najs des;ruction or to shift to active operations.

j
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Methodn of conducting ground reconnairsaoce are varied.
They art dotei-iadned
by the forces anO minans availalIe for conducting reconngaisance and by the
character uf th- mission to be executed.

The basic methode of groune, reconnaissance

are observation, * hotogrnphy, monitoring, rad to direction MiAd ing and infrored
dr.rr.:tion finding, searAh, ambush, operations of patrols and reconnuissance
groups in the enemy rear, end reconnais•sance in force.
Fvrthermire. reconnstassAnne
data are obtaine6 dirontly by combc.t acti•ns of troopv. by Interrogation of',risoners
and deserters, interrofation of' local inhabitants, study of captured documento
and samples cf weapons rnd equipment, and also by direct inspection and study of
the territory and objects of enemy.
Obselvation i.3 the moat widely uaed methiod i' conducting reecnnaissanee in
subunits End units of ell- types of fores arid special troops.
It is organized
in all Torms of coimbet, in any situation, end 1s conducted continuously by
commanders at ,I! le'vols aind by specially desiglnated obsevverd from ell obeervation
posts. For condlutinr rcccnnaissarnco by observation every subunit is assigned a
zone (sector) of tne area, selected so ns to ensure the best sukrveill-rice of the
enemy an! the terrar•n in the entire zone of combat operstions and on the flanks.
For observation on,' observer- is designar.ted In a squad or team; in a platoon ur
company -- one to twa otservers; in a battalion, dnpending upon the character oi"
the terrain ar the width of the zone of aetion one to two posts consisting of
two to three k.rservers each ame set up.
fattalion observation posts are eoulnp.,fd
uith instr-uments for obs'orvetion drdorientation, maps, diagrams, ani ubserves's
logs, in which the data of observation ore entered.
In contempora-iry conditinns observfation of the eneny is conducted not only
frcm ground observitioan posts and poinet, but elso from helicopters (dircraft) and
also aerial observftion belloons-.
Artillery and engineering reconnaissance and
radar means are asHo widely used.
For observation at night use is made of
instruments of night vision and means for illumination of the terrain, with_
ins' ,-uments of night vision being applied both for observation of personnel, combat
matcciel, and terriin in enemy territory and also for detection of infrared
equipmant.

An essential 3uuplement to observe Lion with help of technizal means i1
photography. P1hotolgraphy is divided into aerial and a7round.
Aerfel pr-otography is the basic forrn of Yerial reconnaissance.
It is conducted
by specially equip'ned aircraft an, by al)) branches of combat avi&tion.
Aerial
photography permllt:; a quick fix of the position of enemy t-ri)ops in position or
in motiom and givey
Information about the location of his means of combat and
military objects.

Ground photogrnphy is ectiducted vith the eqvipment of artillery and engineering
troops within the limits of optical visibility. Sometimes for photogranhing
im;portar.t objects Located in the depth of the enemy area it is expedient to
p
..
equtp..nt, comprising recon..aissance groups
utilize scorts wit
ltspatzned to the rear of the enemy,

a

Photography as a method of reconnlasa.ice is not, however, without essential
deficiencies.
The cnmera lens, regardl-sa of where it is loceted, cannot always
establish the presence of an enemy who is located in woods or inhabitad localities
or is well camouflaged, so that one cannot always be sure that the enemy is absent
because he does not show uý, on the film. Photographs show mainly the general
outline.; of objects, and it is Lot always possible to diatinguinh false objects
from real.
Photographs carnot reveal the attitude and political and moral s"ate
ol' troops and cannot exposc the plan of action of the enemy.
The range of ground
photography is vcr,' insignificant.
Morover it can be executedt only within
li1mits of direct

11rie

of sipht.

Anyth••n., !,ehlnd natural

or ar

if'iclal

cover

is

not photographed.
Finally, prnotographing objects In enemy territory is not always possible.
Aerial photography possesses immeasurably greater possibilities, but under
certain conditions it also -may b,. Impossible.
Well-organized enemy antiairevaft
defense can not only hamper flightf .f reconnainsance aviation, but also essentially
limit its sphere action in a number of areas.
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Thus, it is is.posilble to oount on the uce of photograpky as a methoo oV
reconnaissance in all cases and the obteaned date, even If tt first glance they
seem fully reliable, must 'e compared wi .h data obtained by other methods.
Listening can give important ýnformatlon about the enemy, especially at
nght and in other conditions of libited visibility. It is carried out by observers
frm observation posts and spenkally detailed posts of a number of soldiers.
sergeants and officers, possessing keen hearlrg enG knowing I.,,w to Identity by
aomnd both various objects and targets in enerny territoriy and also the character
In conditions of poor viaibillty listening posts are advanced
of his activity.
as close as pcisible to tne enemy.
In contemporary conditions wide us-,is made of rvdio intercep~t, which is
e-frried out with specially designated raCio stations end rece.vers working at the
With i.he help of radio intercept it i'Z
same wavelengtns as those of the enemy.
"pratuible not only to establish the ccntent of rad'lgrams transmitted by radio
stations oi enemy, but also to reveal the diagram oi2 his radio communications and
insuffictent.
technical data stations. But these data are still
In order to evaluate the formatinn and disposition of the enemy, it is necessary also to establish the location of Mr, radio stations. For this the interception
of radiograms is comb!ncd with n special ,nethod of radlotec,:hnical intelligence radio d~rection finding.
Radio direction finding is carried out by direction finder stations which
determine the direction (bearing) of an operating enemy radio station so an to
detect ite location and consequently alEo tu determnile the area in which the
headquarters serviced by the given radio statior is located.
In combination with radio directicn finding, radio Intercept helps to reveal
However, during appraisal
tne composition, formation, and intentions of the enemy.
of information obtained by radio intelligence it is nececsary to consider the
Therefo.,-e all information obtained
possibility of misinformation sent by the enemy.
by radio Intelligence should always be compared with data ibtained by other
methods,
Special Infrared detection equipmeknt permits establishing the location of
tanks and other machir.es while their engines are operating.
Sound ranging ieconnsissance equipment can also be used 'or this purpose.
The above-considered forms and methods of reconnaissance permit obtaining
iMportent information about- the enemay and the terrain and region of forthcoming
to resognize the attitude of hostile troops or
•actions, but they cannot be used
the level of their combat ef t ectivrness, nor is it always possible to determine
of action. Obta5ning of these data requires prisoners, who can
the enemy's rln
bushes and reconns!ns_-nen
be captured nmalni by cirrying out raIds and organenirzinr
in force, and also through the operations of combat reconnaissance patrols ,nd
reconnaissance groups.
A raid consists in stealthyv approach andi surprise attack by a reconnaissance
subunit on a previously outlined and studied enemy object ?or the purpose of
capturing prisoners, documents, and samples of weapons, combat materiel an,
equipment, and also for reconnaissance of various objects.
Raids are carried out by subunits.ranging In size from a squad to e
reinforced platte.: and also by rec'onnaissance groups of specially selected soldiers,
The complement of subunits designated for carrying
sergeants, and officers.
trfopl.
ancdes snout- n" other branehee of forces 9nd Ppeilni
_ont
ri•dR i)all
Raids are conducted both in the area of the advanced subunits of' th, enemy
'%nd also in the depth of his combat formation. The objectives of raids can be
Sntrenchmerts or dugouts (occpied by the enemy), sentries, and sometimes an
nemy cO•cnunications center or headquarters and other objectives.
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purpose of seizing captives, documents, or samples of weapons, uosbat materiel,
and equipment.
In distinction from a raid, the objectives of the actions of the
reconnaissance subunit are small enemy groups .t single so]dlers and officers o01
combat and transnort machines found In movement over a definite route. Therefore,
a xeconnaissance subunit sea cut in anbush is secretly disposed on the route o:7
probable movement of the enemy and attacks at a suitable znzmaent.
For ambush operatione anything from a section to a reinforced plt.toon or
reconnaissance group iF selected.
An ambush can be organized not only for
reconnaissance purposes but also for destruction of' enemy subunits c-- to inflict
large losses on him.
Combat reconnaissancei patrols are dispatchad to conduct reconnaissance of the
enemy and terrain on the 1'ront arid on the flanks of subunits for dietences up te
TO km. Depending upon the mission, the character of t.ie terrzin, and other
conditions of tha situation, combat reconnaissance patrols can range in strength
fLrom a squad to a reinforced platoon.
Besides combat reconnaissance patrols, patrol vehicles are Rlse dispnatched,
and during dismounted actions - scouts.
Patrol vehicles (scouts' are dispatched
from subunits designated for reconnaissarnce and from subunits accomplishing other
tasks.
Reconnaissance groups dispatched to the enemy rear can have anyone of a
number of very different mtssion5, anr, no their (compraositlon also can be different.
In contemporary conditions an *ispecis.ly impcýýtant problem posed to such grorpe is
r-aconnaissance of' enemy nucleer means.
Basic methods of reconnaissance by such
groups Eire observation, photographiy, and listening.
In individual cases they can
resor, to tihe Orgau8tUZ
O.e0"f ambuches end carrying out nf raids, but these two
methuds are appliAd only in extreme sates, since they roves) the presence of the
roconnaissance group behind the enemy lines.
The rei,.onnaissance in foree found wide application during the years of the
Great Patriotic WAr and was one of' the most effective methods of militery reconnalssence.
It allowed obtaining valualle data about enemy.
At the same time
reconnaissance in fa-rce i6 connezted with expenditure of largte forces snd means,
furthermore, if unrtillfully carried out it can inform the enenmy of the start of
a prepared offensivw.
Therefore r,,connsinsanc'Ž in force now, as earlier, is
conducted only on the decision of senior cosnanders:
its objective IF to check
and more precisely define data about the enemy or to obtain such data when there
is no possibility of getting them ),i other methods.
Rec nnsissancv ..n force is
conducted by reinforced motorized infantry and tank subunits.
_hir•ng A rnconnaissano in force observation of the actions of the enemy is
conducted from all effective observation,% points nnd poslt,
from posts ape(xniis
organized at this time, and from the air. Simulteneous',.y air, radio. radar and
artillery Instr-ament reconnaissance is conducted, and also recontaissance with
the m.ans of engineering and chemical troops.
All methods of reconnaissance in the end pursue one goal - to :'ttain needed
data about the enemy and the terraiLn and area of forthcoming ope-ratiUca.
Therefore
they are intimately interconnected ari supplement one another. Only skillful
application of all methods of reconnaissance with wide use of n6w te,ýhnh,%al means
will wake it possible to obtain the data necessary to ensure succtstsftl optrations
of troops in contemporary combined-arms combat.
Security
Prior to the appearance of nuclear weapons security pursued the objective of
preventing enenry reconnaissance of the protected troops, preventing unexpeuted
ground ant air attacks and providing friendly troops with the necessary tim, and
suitable conditions for deployment and entry into battle.
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The sharp Increase In thei

_-•

speed of aircraft led to the removal o

the mission

of safeiguarding troops from surprise enemy air attack from security, since it
was not able to accomplish this. These functicn.? were tri'nsferred to anlisircraft
defense.
INt still
security had to guarantee the protected troops :'rom surprise
attack not only by ground tfoops, but also by ai- and naval landings of t.he enemy.
and also to prevent enemy riecon,5¶ssance.
Depending upon the ch3racteŽr of the combat activity of the troops security
ccn be: on the march - march security; during a halt (outuide field of battle)
security at the halt; in battla - combat security.

-

In combet, when troops nre already deployed in combat formation, the mission
of security reduces mainly to that of repelling reconnaissauce and preventip
surprise attack by enemy ground forces.
Therefore combat security is aisigned
to small, forces necesBsry for execution of these tasks.
On the march and urring a halt, %:hero the prit .cted troops must be tgivin
time and suitable conditions for deployment and entry into battle, secilrt.y is
advunced to a greater distance from the troops and the security subunits are made
s tronge r.
During direct contact with enemy combat, security may or may not be sent cut;
its function in thir. case is executed by subunits located on the forward perimeter.
On the defensive In certain cases intensive combat aecunity can be organized.
Such security in distinction from the usual type, has as Its goal not only, to
prevent enemy reconnaissance on the main line of resistance and to give friendly
troops the possibility of timely and organized entry into combat, but also to lead
the enemy into error, to foi-ce him to take positions occupied by reinforced
In this case
combat security behind the first position of the zone of defense.
the composition of the reinforced combat security includes a larger than usual
quantity of forces and means and it is disposed further 'from the friendly troops
than combat security.
Oesides combat and march security and security at the hal.t, trrcps in every
situation
local and
security,
whosepenetration
basic mission
is to warn
the saboteurs.
appearance organize
of the enemy
to prevent
by hostile
spiesof and
Local security is accomplished as follows: in battle by observation from combat
foasation; .n defense at night dirl.ng direct contact Pitn enemy, by qdvanced forward
observation and listening postc; on the merch, by scouts and by observer's directly
from vehicles; during halts, by sentry posts and pjRvoiling.
Protection from Weapons of Mass Destruction
Protection from weapons of mass destruction includes a complex of tactical
and special tcc-.nncsl measures, organired in all forms of combat activity of troops
to prevent destruction of troops and rear objects by nuclear, chemical A
bacscerlologlcal weapons or to reduce their effect as much as possible and the.-ebj
to preoerve the combat effectiveniess of tho troops and viability of the rear and
%o ensure successful fulfillment of miss)-onn.
For timely establishment of the imperding threat of enemy use of means of
uass destriction reconnaissance is constantly conducted and warning is org-nized.
Radiation, chemical, ard bacteriological reconnaissance I.s conducted continuously by all subunits of branches of troops and special troops.
In battalion
lcompany) and coirespo'J,,ng subunits 't is conducted by specially prepared squad.
•crews) with use of' s-erl1n 1 nAtruinents.
7n certaln cases radiation and chemical
reconnaissance squad may be assigned to the battalion for thls purpose.
Radiation end chemical rczonnaisqance is called uron to immediately asccitairn
sites contaminated by radioactive and chemical substarnes, their boundaries,
the levels of radiation, type of toxic substances, any by:ass routes or the most
suitable routes for sii -nointing of these regions and to determine the degree of
radioactive contamination of air, water, and ground i:%the ccntamlnated retLion
and the available local means which can be used for protection,
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Radiation and chemical reconnaissance subunits detach chemical troops to
conduct reconnaissance, set up chemical observation posts, and conduct :hemical
reconnaissance patrols to execute more complicated missions of reconnaiscance.
Furthermore, radiation reconnsWaeance can Le conducted from aircraft and helicopters
operattig at low altitude.
DacterioloE cal reccnnr.•ssance establishes the bcginmrntn of eneyv sae of
bacterial means, determines'the type of agent used and diTsignates conra'uinatrd
aresa,
finds loctl means which can be used for protection, and conducts continuous
medivel-epidemiological cbservatlon of the regiosh of location or its troops.
Alerting personnel about radioactive, Trcrteal and bacterial contamination it
car: led oit wlth a single and penrmanent signal es.ablishd by the senior office
and gýven by order of commanders of subunits immediately upon detection of contamination.
In sections and platoons warning signals aru given by voice, sound and
visual means, and in companies and battalions radio is also used.
At this signal personnel, without ceasing combat actions, quickly don
gsa masks,protective raincoats, capes, stockings and gloves, while those in
shelters and in closed vehicles put on gas masks only.
Individual means of protection
az-e removed only on the orders of subunit commanders, after the danger has passed.
Dispersion of troops, combat materiel, and objects in the rear reduces losses
from nuclear weapon and is an effective measure of protection.
The degree o:,?
dispersion is detemiined by the commander on the basis of the specific altutation.
Camouflage, which hampers the enemy's selection of targets for attack by
nuclear end chemical weapons, also promotes reduction of losses; not infrequently
skillful camouflage can lead the enemy to Inflict blows on empty areas.
Periodic shift of areas of deployment of suburits, firing sites anr obiects
in the rear can, ]4Ke dispersion and canouflage, hamper the enemy's eel-action of'
objectives for att-'ck and force him to strike at empty areas,
'Replacement of
areas of disposition is conducted only on the instructions of a senior commander.
It must be conducted secretly and quickly; otherwise this can place the troops in
a still
more difficult position.
The enemy can strike during the transfer itself,
i.e., when The troops have left their old areas but have not yet succeeded in
occupying the new ones.
For carrying, ouit periodle transfers alternate regions
and positions, and also areas for location of rear objects, are organized beforehand.
Individual. means of protection, protectiv, properties of tanks and other
vehicles, terrain, and engineering constractions consid'srably deorease troop
losses from nuclear attacks, while specially equizpyed helt.ers protect them from
radioactive and toxic substances end bacterial mea.,.
Good natural shelters
Include ravines, ditches, various underground worklng3, structures, and forests.
Skiifl
une of prot.. ct,.-,,t- prcperties oe terrvin will. sharply reduce loss of
personnel and materiel even on uno-eganied terrain and al6s considerably decreesee
the volume o2 engineering works whIch must be accomplished in the interests of
protection from weapon of' masi attack,

k

As a rule subunits bypass contaminated sections of terrain or if this is not
possible, thsy cross them. Methods of crossing contaminated terrain in all cases
are selected so &as to ensure fulfillment of the combat mission with minimum
irrpdistion and contamination of personnel.
Therefore crossings -)f contaminated
sections are made in thoce directions which allow advancIng at the highest possible
speeds and w,%ere personnel will receive the smyallest dose of irradiation or the
least contamination.
Before a crossing of contaminated areas is made radiation,
cnewtcal,
rccna"
gneSnexductedandfori aBt
4"tndeing
eithera
bypass of and
the bacteriological
areas with the lowest
levele of rediation
degree
of
contamination of ground and air by ýoxic aubstances.
Also the passability Of
chosen routes t. established. Movement through contaminated cecti'na by a subunit
can be started withort waiting for a dro-, in levels of radiation or it can be
delayed until after such a drop occurs,
When crossing contaminated areas pervgnnel
in

armored carriers

and motor vehicles

crews of tanks put on gag marks.
are turn~ed off,

d,,onrj gas

masks and protective

saits,

"

-

while

Hatcthee and louvers i!n tanks are closed and fans
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During prolonged operations of sboiuits in o contaminatad area prn•ert"on o"
personnel is attained by their
,emovalfroN regions oa dangerous Infection, bypnssingt
con-taminated sections, the use Of iLndividual means of protection and the protective
propercýia of combat metericl, transport. ter.-iin, and engineering, zonstrvct;Inas,
the application nr entiradlation preparat/ons, sntidotes, and Inoculations,
periodic ca-rying out of partial and oomplqte special treatment, and Also by the
strictLet OLsfrvaneC of measures of precaution and correct organiiztion of rest
enud diet.
Por movement routes with the liwest level of contamination are used.
Distances between machines should be increased and as far as possible movement over
sactions of terrain with thick br;ish and high grass sheuld be avoided.
During prolonged operations of srounits In areas of rsdioactive contiminstion
with levels of radintion up to 5 roontFens per hour. commanders of baittellonr anid
companies can permit personnel periodically to remcve their gas nttsks. In reginsi
with nigher levels o^ radiati.in 6nd on terrain contaminated by toxic chemlrs]
substances and bacterial mealns, gaz masks can be removud only ilnside specirly
equipped vehicles and In slelters in which meals are eaten. Rations used are
primarily productu.. In Airtight packages.I

I.

Monitoring of radioactive tirediation of' personnel i: condueterd by group ti, i
individual metbods with the help of doslmetric equipment,.
t is conducted to
determine the combat effectiveness of subunits and the de,.ree of irradlatloio
ou
per4onfel, and also to detcmiinc the neceasity of carrying, ou,: prophylaclt• Ili(• l.al
*measures or evacuation.
Group radiation monitoring is

conducted in section!;,

squads ýend

(A'QF's

With

tae help of one or two dosimoters.
out also with help of dasitreters. ••hich are
Indlvidual control Is ca,• ,
isrued to all officers, and aiso to sergeants fnd soldiers, who must operate away
from their units.
The SOP for taking readings from dosimeters and for their recharging is
given tu the chemical instructor, the health physicist [Cf1|3 officer) of the
battalion.
of soldiers
irradiation
Calculation of doses of rrdloacti-e
is
conductid by company commanders and monitoring of officers

chlief of staff.

irradiation.

and sergeaints is
done by the bettal-on

Specirl legs are kept for calculation of doses of radioactive

The results of the monitoring are reported by the battalion commander

to the superior commander for every compaRny and individual platoon, and by a
company commander for every platoon.
Dispatches about radlactive irradiation
mre issued daily. and for a single-dose irraaiAtion of over 100 roentgens notice
Is

Dssued immediately.

In case of' cnemý use of bacterial means antileptdemle measures are conducted to
prevent tie spread of contagious diseases amon personnel of subunits. For this
purpose the state of regions of disposition and actions of troops are checked,
personnel are given preventive inoculations, special preventive means are used,
Commanders of subunlts must
and also contact with the population is limited.
prohibit deployment of troops in areas where there are personnel contaminated
by bacterial means and forbid the use of property and provisions captured frcm the
enemy and also water from untested sources.
Carrying out of medical hygienic measures consists is.strict observance by
all of rules of personal hytene, in maintainenee of sanitary conditions in occupied
regions end in carrying our medical munltuxIng.
Special preventive measures are conducted to Increase the resistance of
personnel to radioactive radiation, tne effects of poisonous sub.ttances, and
bacterial

means.
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Support with protective means o: aubunit• iv• ;,arfoased In f-'eordance wl-tt
establinhed norms.
For replenishMneuc of' expendc-i reana ,reserves are cr-ated;
their aire is estabUlined by the superior covmman(ýt.,
Yn subunIts operating apart
from main forces in|creased reserves afe created.

t

Liquidation jf the eonseouences of enemy use oc weapons of irhrs destructiol
is organized by Gcornwenders at all levets and is car tled out by forces of all
branches and services.
sc mesures undertaken io 1iquidAte the consequenceS
of enemy weapons or mess destruction are:
ren.erin, of first aid, removal Of
casualties to uncontaminated areas and their evecubtion tt• medical points, Apecial
treatment of persornel, weolons, combat materiel ant enginetring constructions
clearing of obstacles bloc.ing removal of m.aterlel from dest'rced shelters, and
quenching of fires.
After atteck lcy weapons of mass destruction commanders of subunita take
measures to restore control and combat effectiveness of troops subordinate to
thea'. and, when necessary, to organize their resupply material means.
Medical

help is

rendered

first

to the serious3y

injured

at

-

the place of the

attack, and then at medical points, wher,: the wounded are removed to special
.places.

First aid is rendered both by self-help and mutual assisteance and also by
medical workers directly at cent'ers of attack.
It conIsiets in donning gas masks,
Injecting antidotes, and tre.tine exposed sections of the body and clothing with
individual packs.
Evacujation of casialties is perfornied b-Y the transport of the
medical service and of subunits subjected to nuclear and chemical attack.
Clearing of obstructions preventing removal of people and of msteriel from
damaged sheltera is performed by engineering troops, tank tec.hnical service, and
subunits of other types of trDops.
Special treatment of troops consists of carrying out of medical trnatment of
personnel end deactivation, de~assing, and disinfection of weapons, combat materiel,
means of protection, and uniforms.
lt is ccnducted both directly In the subuntts
and also at

treatment.

special

treatment

points and

is

divided in+z partial

and completes

Partial special treatment is accomplished by perooinel oi' the subunits under
the direct leadership of their comnanders.
Both standard and improvised means are
used. When there is contamination by toxic substances partial treatment is
conducted immediately.
In a combat situation partial sDecial treatment will find
the widest application, since it does not require the troops to cease to execute
their mission. In partial treatment only those parts of weapons end combat
materiel which the men touch during fulfillment of the combat mission are &egassed
"and decontaminated. Personal weapons and other small objects are processed
cosIpletely il all
cases with tre help of inu.i...ual deg....ng rc.s

a0

After carrying out of partial treatment individual means of protection are
removed. (a) during contamination by radioactive substances - after leavin& the
contaminated section; (b) during contamination by toxic chemical substances and
bacterial means - after carrying cut of complete special treatment.
Complete special treatment is conducted on the order of superior commander
directly in the subunit areas with use of organic means and the resourcen of
chemical protection
In

subunits or at

complete medical

treatment,

special

treatment points.

the entire

body is

washed with hot water and

linen is changed, ana when iJecespary the unif-om ie alsc.o wathepd.
Total
decontamination, degassing, and disinfection of combat materiel, Weapons,
equipment, means of protection, and uniforms congists in treatment of the entire
surface of the contaminated object until safe limits are attainc,•.
When cor. ying out complete treatment combat materiel and weapcns 6re dils•2fect* 4
eap,

first and then medical treatment of personnel is conducted.
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Upon detection of contaminated insects, ticks,and other disease carriers
disinfestation of engineering constructions, locations, and when necessary, of
linen and uniforms can be conducted under the leadership of the medical service.
Fires are extinguished by specially detailed subunits, which first eliminate
fires impeding the fulfillment of the combat mission and also fires creating threats
to personnel, combat materiel, ammunition, fuel, lubricating materials and other
material means.
When the number of fires is large not only specially detailed subunits but also (line] troops can be used.
Antiaircraft Defense
Antiaircraft defense is organized for the purpose of timely detection of
enemy air and warning of personnel; destruction of aircraft, winged rockets, and
helicopters in flight along approaches to the protected trocps and above them;
prevention of enemy reconnaissance; and destruction of enemy airborne force in
flight and during landings.
Furthermore, the mission of antiaircraft defense
includes counteraction against enemy drifting balloons and illuminating means.
.The system of antiaircraft defense includes reconnaissance of enemy aerial
forces and warnings about it; combat actions of interceptor aircraft: firing of
antiaircraft guided missiles and artillery; and also small-arms fire In the
destruction of low-flying enemy aircraft and helicopters.
Additionally in the interests of antiaircraft defense such measures are taken
as dispersion of troops and objects, thorough camouflage, use of protective
properties of terrain, digging of trenches, and preparation of special shelters for
personnel and for combat materiel,
Observation of enemy aircraft is organized in all subunits and is conducted
continuously.
In the battalion (company) it is conducted by an observer.
To
ensure timely detection of enemy aircraft and accomplishment of appropriate
measures, it is very important that all personnel of subunits know the external
crite-ia and identification markings of the aircraft and helicopters or the enemy
and be able to distinguish them from their own.
Warning about enemy aircraft is

carried out by radio and signal means.

Combat actions of interceptor aircraft are an active, and one of the most
reliable, means of protecting troops from the blows of enemy aircraft.
Interceptor
cover is organized in close coordination with other means of antiaircraft defense
of troops.
The equipping of contemporary fighter airplanes with aeronautical
instruments permits them to fly cover for the troops at any time of day or night
and under any meteorological conditioy,..
The fire of antiaircraft guided missiles and artillery is an effective means
of destroying the air enemy or inflicting such severe losses that he either
cannot fulfill the mission at hand or his effectiveness is sharply reduced.
Antiaircraft guided missiles and artillery can battle enemy air independently
and in coordination with interceptor aircraft and other means of antiaircraft
defense.
Their basic missions can include prohibition of enemy aerial reconnaissance
over the region of action of the covered troops; protection of troops and important
objects from enemy air strikes by destroying aircraft and pilotless means of
air attack on the approaches to the covered troops and above them; and creation of
an aerial blockade of surrounded enemy formations.
Antiaircraft artillery is
brought to bear in combatting air drops of the enemy, and even occassionally for
fighting tanks.
Fire of antiaircraft machine guns and small arms is used to combat low-flying
aerial targets and is an essential supplement to the fire of antiaircraft rockets
and artillery.
Small-arms fire is usually conducted by groups of submachine ,unners
no smaller than a squad.

The epp\liation for combat with enemy aircraft of vA-toui
rescurees possess¶K.L
vastly diftc•i-nt tactical and technical chara.,cteriastics and being subordinated to
difi'erent coý.iannders (from conunaidera of sub~nits to cowmanders of formations)
requires eapecially thoro:Agh maintenea•nce of coord.tnationi, which is organived by
zones, altitudes, and targets,
mieL;s:

I

The most complex problem is the organization of coordination of anttoireraft
with interceptor aircraft, This complexity derives from the fact thot if

th.er
is thu sMalleat failure to observe safety .- easures the antlaircratt fire
With establishment of ton wide ranges of
can. hit
its
own fighter airplanes.
altitudes to avoid the danger of hitting fri endly own fi'.e,:
"irr;lnes.
the antiaircraft means cannot utilize
its
caps-bili. Lies in fuL) mkseulre and as a result
the enemy c :n move outetoe the sphere of artion of thei-j r
of* antiaircraft
,o organi ze coordlnet.lori tý sucih a, manner that
Tharefore it is necessary
defenise.
the rpp)lication of each means of autia~rcrnft defense door not )l2n-t the application

of an~other, but supplements it

and atrengthens. its

aa•.

la

usually operste
frghter atrcreft
With organization of coordination b,,,oes,
outside the field of fire of AA means; hornee tjiur- Is vtttrned 7oiplete freedom
incomean.
However, this method
of ection for both fighter uircraft and etar
It cannot.he sued ScJ° u.lr-,aý,ver of troops, when it is
Is not always apulicable.

In
m•svr- toQ opratc in a single zone.
necessary for fighter airplanes anU i.',
: Dalpane, arv! AA means must be org.anizel
this mase coordination between fig-,tee
in

terns

of altitud

Žs

and targets.

In coordination by altitude the ftghs:r virplanes attack taigets found outsi.de
the zone of fire of AA means, or the zone of their actions is 1imited in altitude.
Coordination by targets

,

consi,'ts

dlistr-ibuting targets

between

fighter

In this cesc thu a-,osa impoi-tant targets are destroyed, as
aircraft and AA means.
a rule, by those resources which poec-a-z the greatest capabilities in given conditions of the situation.
Fighter airplanes equipped with long-range weapons can sometimes attack tha
same tqrgets as the AA means.
Put it is possible to resort to this only ýf
complete safety of friendly fighter airplanes is ensured.
Coordination between subunits of PA rockets and AA artillery
is Attained by
raids, which is ensured
roordination of their fire during repulsion of enemy air
by the organization of a single system of reconnaissance and identification, by

ensring f'ýre liaison between adjacent subunits,
exchange of information.

and also by continuous mutual

The comlexity of coordination and control of antiaircraft defense resources
requires especially clear orgsnizatcn It all elements.
.

.....
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anti
O

he rcraft

,

....

establish continuous 3600 observation of the sir,

f

b

tt

li

inform all

ns

.id

personnel about

enemy air and determine the order of operations tegarding this information, give
the order for use of AA means and small arms against aerial targets, and determine
measures to be undertaken to ensure camouflage of subunits and snelter of

personnel and combat mater.el.
Warning of commanders of subunits about enemy aerial action is
by radio and signal means.

carried out

During enemy air attack the personnel of subunits take the necessary measures
of protection without ceasing fulfillment of the mission. During halts the crews
of tanks usually occupy their

places

in

the tanm-s; whil

o*ria

lnfente

subunits use armored carriers, trenches, and the nearest shelters to:, proteetion.
The designated fire means fire on the serial targets.
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The batle objective of camouflsge

is

ue

-If

to conceal from the enemy the true

position of' uur troops and to give him a false idea of it and thereby to lead
him into error and force him to a conclusion which does not correspond to the
situation.
!Parthermore, camouflage constitutes the most important means of
achieving surprice, which is one o" the basic conditions Cor success in bhttie.
Camoui'lage in ccntemporary combat is very complicated.
This is explained on
the one hand by the fact that combat .formations now are more saturated with vnrious
kMnds of weepcrns and combat materiel, and controe room, with radiotechnicril means,
1,i consequence of which the quantity of exposed indicators is noticeably increased;
and on the other hand by the fact that thcre have appenred improved means cf

reconnaissance whose capabilities, in connection with the development of rrdioelectronics, instruments of night vIsior, and reconnatssance aviation, are
continuotusly increasing.
Therefore in eonntemvorary c:onditions camoufage should
be continuous and active, should include vr,.ra2d measures, and be conducted in
,ecret,
In

carrying out camoufle6e

lhe troops use darkness,

smoke,

and other ccnditions

of lowered ,isibillity and the ,.ondition of ter.ain and local objects; they apply
standard and improvised mea,is of camouflage,

noises,

organize sound

damping and imitatieanl

conduct antiradar measures, end constr,ct false objects.

The r ,.e of darkness, smoke, and other conditions of lowered visibility (fog,
cloudy and overcast woather, rain, snowfall) with observpnce of strict camouf'iage
discipline and tralning of troops to take cover from enemy illuminating means,

has until recently permitted complete concealment of movement and location co

ttoops and combat materiel.
At present the use of these conditions, altho-t .h still
of great value, can no longer completely conceal movement and location of troops,
because radar and Infrared ":echqoloe$, permit the enemy to corduct observatton in
any conditions of visrbfi- y.
Therefore, now evea during coor vislbillty
the
troops should constantly take measures to cu.unteract observation bY an enemy using
radar and infrared instruments.
The character of the terrain ann local objects have important value for
cemouflage,
With correct use of terrain and local objects it is possible to
completely conceal troops and combat matercl' both from visual observation end
photography and also from the radar, 13 direction finders, and infrored equipment
of the enemy.
Here one should consider that by no means of the local objects
which conceal a target
trom visual observation and phctoreconnaissence can conceal
it from the radar, heat detectors and infrared instruments ol the enermy.
For
inntance motor vehicles which are located and well masked on the edge of a wood

easily be
rtay be hidden from viaual observation and the camera, but they -ill
revealed by radar and infrared direction finders, betause they give characteristic
reflecttons on the screens.
If, however these motor vehicles are moved deep into
the woods and are thoroughly camouflaged they cannot be detected by these means.
Therefore when determining the methods for ucing conditions of terrain for camouflage it is necessary to consider all the possible technical means of reconnaisaanci
available to the enemy.
Standard awl Improvised

aeans compensate for the absence or deficiency of

natural cover.
Sucl, means were widely applied ii: the ureat Patriotic War and
fully justifled themselves.
However, in ccniemporary conditions much of the standard
rAmAlfape nrd
ilalo the improtised camouflage ,ucceriftll.Y used in the last war
cannot be used to camouflage combat materiel, since they do not conceal objects
from radar, IR beat detectors, and infrared instruments.
To pr-ovide reliable
means of reconnaissance definite requirements must be met.
camouflage from all
Foi tnstance,
mats of dry orushwood must 1e no lein than 6 cm thick and mats of
fre,31-cut branches, at least 14 cm tlIcK, end so forth.
Consoquently. duriing application of standard and improvised means, just as
doring use of folds ol' the terr-ain and local objects, it is necessary to seek
concealment from the -- , bilitGles of all the enemy's means of reconnaissance,

I.I
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Antiradar measures and measures undertaken to counteract enemy tose of
infrared instruments and heat detectors have great significance for success of
camouflage.
They consist in concealment of one's own troops and objects from
observntion by enemy radar, infrared instruments, and heat detecturs and also in
destruction of these means or disturbance of their normal operation by the
creation of technical interference.
Destruction or suppression of all these
means Ls produced by rocket end artillery fire, air strikes, and sometimes by
&peciaL actions of reconnaissance organs.
Sound camouflage is used to conceal noise by its elimination or muffi~ng by
different means, and also to lead the eremy into error by imitation of notses in
pla,2es not occupied by troops and, combat materiel.
In modern conditions there is special significance in the observance of the
rules of coded comrmunications aFnd in taking measures for radio camouflage, because
the cuantity of radio stations continuously increases and the means of radio
direction finding, radio intercepc, and sound recurding applied by the enemy permit
him tu fix even snort signals of radio stations.
A:A] the considered measures pursue one goal - to conceal revealing signs and
thereby to keep the enemy from detecting the true position of our troops. Skillful
implemonnation or these measires can give very good results, but er'en so it does
not always lead to full achievement of the objectives of camouflage.
Empty areas
always will appear suspicious to the enemy and he of course will look still
more
persist;ently for camouflaged objects and will not hurry to a conclusion which he
knows do(19not correspond to the concrete connitions of combat situation.
Therefore, along with concealment of camouf'laged object" it is necessary to set
up false objects and to create false Im.prossions about our actions and intentions.
During toe creation of false objects, just as during use of the various means of
camouf'.age, it is necessary to consider the capability of the means of reconnaissance
applied by enemy.
Otherwise a false object which creates a false image during
detection by any of these means, can be identifiel by other means which detect
it by its other properties.
lýsasures undertaken for leading tWv enemy into error - demcnstrations,
arrangement of false objects, imitation of noises and demonstrative smoke launching,
operation 0l false radio networks, spreading of false rumors and documents, and
so forth - have to be conducted in the forces only in accordance with instructions
of the superior cormander and according to the plan of higher headquarters.,
Camouflage works are executed basically by the forces and means of all typna
of troops, special troops, and combined arms subunits and units.
1,ngineering
troops are detailed to execute the most comp'licated measures rcquiring special
brainigxg aend the use of special cqutpment, end also for techniical leadership of
camouflage operations.
The state of camouflage of troops is checked periodically by ground monitor
observation, observation from the air, radar, infrared equipment, and heat
detectors,
Monitoring of the timely fulfillment by troops of measures undertaken
for camouflage is assigned to headquarters of all types of troops, the chiefs of
services, and the subunit commandants.

E•igineertng support of combined-arris combat JR the totality of the various
engineering measures directed to ensure for friendly troops tadvantageous conditionsB
for successful conducting
application
of combat
materiel,
timely
accomplisiunent
of maneuver ofandbattle,
achievement
of secrecy
of troop
actions,
increas 4 ng
their protection from weapons of mass destruutton, and in every way possible to
hamper the activitý of enemy and to assist in inflicting maximum louses on him.
In contemp-oray conditions the role and significance of engineering support4
of combined-arms kmbat iise3sentially increased.
This is explained first by the
need for protection f'on. means of mass destruction and seconnd b] the necessity
to ensr-e highly nobL• combat actions of troops equipped with various types uf

combat

materiel.
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The voliue of problems of engineering support of modern battle is very greAt.
In each case the problem of' eugineering support and the volume of accomplished
engineering works will be determined by the type of battle and the content of the
combat missins to be executed by thL' subuinits and units, the character of the
terrair and local objects, the presence of available materials, and other conditions
of the combat situation.
Among these problems are some without wnose solution suppor't of combat,
actions of troops in the engir. .ring sense Is inconceivable.
One such problem is
eig•ineering reconnaissance, without which it is impossible to outline correctly
alI the remaining measures of engineering support.
Furthermore, no matter what
missions are carried out by The troops and no matter what their formation, it is
always necessary to maintain roads and cross-country routes in passable condition
(or if there are none, to lay them), to equip water supply points, and to organize
the obtaining and purification of water. In order to reduce troop losses due to
the enemy's mevns of destructlon, especially nuclear weapons, it is necessary to
make wide use of natural shelters and to builld various engineering constructions.
To conus the ernemy relative to the true location of these constructions and to
conceal them from his observation it Is necessary to create fNale objects and to
perform necessary camouflage to ensure secrecy of actions of troops.
For the purpose of impecing the approach of the enemy to regions of the
positions of our troops and importent objects and to create favorable conditions
for his destruction by fire barriers are constructed and demolition is performed.
At the same time, in order to facilitate the approach of our troops to the positlons
of the enemy passages are made In minefields, log obstacles, and wind-fallen trees,
of forcedor crossing
In the and
caseservicing
as
well asbarriers
passagesthethrough
crossings
primarynatural
task Isobstacles.
tie preparation
of water
through these barriers.
And, finally, the most important and pressing problem in
all situations is to carry out engineering measures to liquidate the consequences
of a nuclear attack by the enemy.
Engineering reconnaissance is organized for the puroose of obtaining timely
data about engineering measures conducted by the enemy and about the charaeer
of the terrnin in an area of miltary action.
Reconnaissance of the engineering measures of' the enemy establIshes the
degree of organization of terrain in the engtneering sense, the location of his
constructions and their equipment, places occupied by enemy minefields and other
The mission of reconnaissance
barriers, and also the presence of natural obstacles.
also includes study of the terrain in the area of the enamy troop disposition, in
order to reveal its protective and camouflaging properties, the presence of building
materiala and sources of 'ster, passability of roads, determination of the character
of natural obstacles, and methods of surmountine, them.
Furthermore, an important
daLa Ibouut ncw means of mIlitary engineperin
mission of reconnalssance is to oet.'i
and method3 of engineering organization of the terrain applied by the enemy.
Reconnaissance of terrain reveals convenient approaches to the PFA Sand to
enemy defensive objects located in depth; the character of barriers, their
location and extent on the front and in depth, the presence of passages and bow
they are covered by the fire means of the enemy; the location anrd character of
entrenchutents, trenches, and concealed fire constructions; the location and degree
of fortification of observation and command posts; and passaltllity of the terrain.
iRoaas are reconnoitered to determine their condition and the volume of work
necessary to assure passage over them. This includes the establishment of the
width of the passaDle part, the typu of bu•rface, and the st!ate of thi. road
subgrade; the conditicn and load capacity of road structures; the presel..e of
deatroyed, mined, contaminated, and poorly passable sections and posoibil.ty of
detours; and the presence near roads of natural shelters and road bullding
materials.

Beconnaissance of a cross-country route is conducted along a path outlined on
the map; the route is stskcd and 13 marked by special indicators.
During
reconnaissance of a corsa country route the degree of pass.bility of terrain is
determined and sites where it is necessary to construct bridges or to strengthen
existing bridges and which local materials to use for this are established.
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For a forced crossing the mission of reconnaissance includes the following:
study of approaches to crossings; detection of natural camouflage which will
permit secret deployment of' transport subunits and transport means; establishment
of the existence of' bridges or fords and determination of the porsibility of
using them for crossing; determination of the sections most suitable for forced
crossing in amphibious vehicles, self-propelledri-ver-crosst.ng means, crossing on
tne bottom,

and for crossing of tanks over fords.

On the section chosen for crossing thorough reconnaissance of the water
barrier and its shores is carried out.
The presence and character of barriers and
contaminated sections and their width and depth &re established, their boundaries
are marked, and the character of bottom, the speed nf the current, the steepness
of the banks, and the quality of the bottom ground are determined.
heconnalssance of sources of water is conducted to locate them and determine
the possibility of using them, and also to find the most convenient places for
construction of new sources of water supply.
Engineering reconnaissance is conducted by reconnaissance subunits of the
engineering troops, either Independently or jointly with reconnaissance subunits
of combined-arms units and formations.
Engineering reconnaissance subunits are
equipped with the necessary means, including those for conducting radiation
reconnaissance, and also with means for mine clearing and with transport of high
cro-s-country capability.
The most widely used methods of conducting of engineering
reconnalssance ari observation, photography, direct inspection, and raids.
The preparation of routes for movement of troops and their maintenanca in
passable condition are carried out by road-engineering and combat engineer subunits.
In isolated cases, with a lai-ge volume of road works and a shortage of engineering
troops, the latter can be reinforced with mobile infantry subunits.
Construction of roads foremovement in contemporary conditions consistv first
of all in strengthening weak sections of roads and construv-ting passages through
narrow obstacles, with wide use of engineering technology and prefabricated
elements of road surfacing and bridges.
Engineertng machines are elso applied
for filling in ditches and craters and maling passages through sections of terrain
contaminated by radioactive material and persistent toxic substances.
As cross-country routeI3 are laid out tne width of passable roads and sections
of terrain under enemy observation and fire are marked.
Passages are made in
blocking barriers. Crossings over ravines, streams, ditches, trenches, and
communications lines and other small obstacles are prepared.
The roadway is
cleared of trees and brush and sections with soft ground are strengthened by laying
down prefabricated treadway tread surfaces, panels made of planks and poles or
flexible treadway surfaces of poles or fascines.
To improve the pastbtiltLy of
sections with loose sands special metallic grids or matR c- reeas and other
building materials are used.
On marshy secticnr
tracks and solid coverings of
1lumber are made for the passage of ,heavy equipment.,
O0a siopes witi inclines of more Than i20 , graders and bulldozers are used
to make horizontal cuts; in rceky terrain blasting is also conducted for this
purpose.
When there is time the surveyed sections of terrain are camouflaged from
enemy ground and sometimes aerial observation.
Prepared routes are designated by special road vignes which aic as far as
possible visible at night also.

*

Passages in mineftelds and other barriers and obstacles are Oadu only whenr
there is no possibility of bypassing them.
Passages in minefields are made >:; 41ifertnt. methods.
The most fidely ueed
are mechanized, explosive, and meraaal.
The mechanized method consists of sweeping
of the minefield by tank minerimeepers.
Each tank sweeps two tracks; therefore to
produce solid passages tank minesweepers proceed in echelon, separated by no lese
than 25 m. The explosive method consistu of detonation of mines &2ong the line
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of passage by specially prepay.Ted explosive charges.
The manual method Is used
by combat engineerc equipped with mine detectors, probes. etc, who make passages
through the miAnefield.
To ensure safe passage uf crnba. equipment and personnel the width of the gaps
should be no less tha.4 6 m.
On terrain contaminated by rrdioactive substances passages are mede by means
of des,;tivation, which can be conducted by cutting end removing the upper layer
of ground to a depth of 5-i0 cm, by covering the contaminated surface with earth
laver of no less than 8-i0 cm, by washing and sweeping radioactive dust from herd
surfaces, end by laying down solid and tread-width road coverings.
The b&sic and

the most widely usel of these methods is
help of englneterlng machines.

cutting away a layer of ground with the

Passages are made through antitc.nk ditches, scarps, and counterscarps,
ehiefly by the explosive method, or bridges are thrown across them.
lassages in abatis in woods, barricades, and wind-fallen trees are made by
knocking down and dragging aside the trc,,i,, which can be dont either with bulldozers
or manually.
-o facilitate making gaps In s8c', barriers blasting is done.
Passages in wire berriers arc made by tanks, artillery fire, or explosive
charges and manually with clippers and individual entrenching Itoels.
On precipices and in ravines with precipitous and steep banks approaches and
entrances are act up.
The preparation and maintenance of crossings through water barriers Is a very
complicated and res.ponsible mission of subunits of engineering troops.
In each
case the need for preparstion of the crossing will be determined by the characler
of' water barrier, the availability of bridges and crossings, the possibiLIty for
troops and equipment tc cross fording, the availability of standard and improvised
means (both of engineer and attached units), and by the possibilities of organized
crossings.
Subunits of a motorized infantry battalion usually force water barriers in their
authorized aicphibious armored carriers o- on attached transpor' means, nn( if
possible, by fording.
Tank subunits cross rlvers by forditng, by running on the
buttom, on self-propelled ferries or pontoons and over bridges captured from the
enemy or prepared by the forces and means of superior coraasr.ers.
The erection of different constructions which provide protection cf personnel
and comaat materiel from means of destruction is an especially labor-consumtng
This
Tnheefore. wide use iS made of mechanized equipment for this worK.
process.
reduces the time required to preparo the necessary engineering constructions and
reliably to protect troops, especi fly from the nuclear strikes of the enemy.
reasures are conducted both by subunits of all types of troops and
Camouflage
also b,r
special subunits cf the engineering troops, using both Improvised and
standard means.
Obstructions and osmolitlon can find wide application in contemporary conditions
Obstacles are subdivided into
Insplte o2' the highly moulie forms of battle.
Explosive obstacles not only hamper and. limit. the
explosive and unexplosive.
advance of the enemy but also inflict severe destruction or' him. They are
established by subunits of the en'gineering troops. Nonexplos'.ve barriers, sUen(
as antitank ditches, scarps and countersc&rus. log barriers, tarricade•s, post
obstacles, etc. cannot by themselves inflict dqmage on the enemy, but they will
force him to stop far a certain time and thereby wll create profitable conditions
for application

of our fire

means.

Equipment of water-supply points and the organization of the obtaining and
usus nuclear
purt.flcation of water ta-- on 'especially great meaning when the enez
weapons and other means of' mass deetruction.
In the course of combat octions
available sources of" water are used first, but if they are lacking or c•nnot be
used, the forces of engineering, subunits prepare special water-supply points.
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At these points water is obtained,

purified, stored, and distributed,

Fngineering measures undertaken to liquidate the consequences of an enemy
nuclear attack consist -in restoration of defensive constructions, cleering and
reatoration of supply and evacuation routes, in clearing of avalanches preventing
removal of people frota damaged structures, and extinguishing of fires.
Such a gre!.t volume of' missions can be carriec out only if engineering
operations are conducted not only by engineerina- troops, tut also by troops of
a3l branches end by special troops. For this personnel of all branches and special
troops must be instructed in engineering practices and subunic3 must be equ$.pped
with tho necessary engineering equipment end property to f-nable t1hem to inldependently
execute a number of works.
Subunits of all branches have to know how to ae)dct
simple structures for obiervation ind conduetins fire and to organize shelters for
personnel and combat materiel; to raotore and deactivate existing structurev and
to make them combat ready; to clear avalanches and to extinguish fires appearin,
as a result of enemy use of nuclear weapons; to Eurmount simp'e barrie.rs and
obstacles, to ly out 7ross-country routes, to cross water barriers on improvised
and standard ineans; to camouflage occupied positions and troop areas; and to use
local

sources

of water supply.

As a rule engineering troops execute the more complicated missiona, which
line troops cannot handle because they do not have special engineering equips&nt
Engineering troops can also be
or their personnel are not trained for thiL.
aassigied missions which are executed by line troops manually and with simple
tools; by applying highly productive equipuent, engineering troops can performl
the sime work several times faster.

U

In view of the great vartety or problems solvtd by engineering troops, these
forces are nonuniform: every subunit of engineering troops has its own specialization and its own purpose. The coiw.osition of ergineering troops includes combat
engineers, road engineers; aLsaul.1, pontoon-bridge and installatiorn engineers,
field water supply subunits, and others.
Although engineering subunits are
specialized, this dces not mean that if necespary they cannot be drawn on for
execution of other operation6.
In contemporary conditions tbe outlined peaaures of engineering support must
be conducted in very short periods, and thii can be achieved only when wide
use is made of highly productive engineering ec4uipment for carrying out engineering
operations.
The basic organizer of engineerinE support of battle is the combined-axrs
of :....-gcrlHe establishes the character of barrierB a6.d the pi-eoricn
corimandcr.
conatru,.tions in eneos/ territory and determixies the necessary measures to be
undertakec to make passages in the barriers, the methods of overcoming obstacles,
supportthe
of !:orsander
subunits attac':ing
and
the enemy.
engineexing
of the
In defense
determines the
the engineering
location of constructions
engineering"
eonatructlons ard establishes the order of the•ir equipping.
HP cutlines the
neceassry volume of engineering wiorks and distributes them among the subunits,
details tnc neeesi.ary personnel of the battalion (company) for carrying out
engineering opcrat.ons,
equipment.

and establishes

the order of

use of various tractor-drawnI

During determination ox the voIuIAe cf engineering works and the time for
their fNlfillment the commander of the battaliouumnrre consier the.l.v.el,
cf education and trainng of his subui,.ts, their equipment with engineeirinn means,
and also the capabilitis of attacheO *iubarlita of engineering troops and their
military ergineering equipment.
The commindbr alwass takes iatc account those
on-irations which will be c:arried out in thn interests of his subunit by the forces
and by means of the superi-,-r commander.
After establishing

the combat miassior,

the

comander

of the battalion

(companvy) issue6 orders for eogineering support together with instructions on
ether forms of combat support of fight.
In the course of battle he alters
sarlier
establirhed missions or sets new missions of engtnenring support as necessary.
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Rear Support
Successf'ul actions of subunits depend ii,many respects on well-organized
and steady work in the rear.
The high degree of outfitting of troops with various
combat equipment and the change in this connection in the methods of conducting
battle have complicated and increased the volume problems of rear support.
Contemporary combat requires a large quantity of different material means.
The
availability in subunits of numerous and varied items of equipment makes it
necessary to employ special forces and means for service and repair.
Large
personnel losses require an increased volume of medical aid and evacuation of
wounded and sick from the battlefield.
To satisfy the. needs of the troops in terms of material means, repair of
weapons and equipment, and evacuation and aid to casualties it is necessary to
include in the composition of forces special units and subunits to resolve these
problems.
These include various depots for storage of material means, repair
shops, medical *nits (subunits.), and also the necessary transport and evacuation
subunits. Moreover the composition of the battalion and regiment includes rear
subunits and the division; rear units.
All these units and subunits, taken in
totality, compose the division and regiment service areas.
In an active army the service element is the lowest element directly supporting
troops in combat; therefore the success of combat actions is influenced most of all
by the precision and coordination cf the work of the service element.
The work of the service element in contemporary conditions should be organized
so as to make' it possible to carry out continuous delivery to the troops of
everything needed, to take measures for maintaining weapons and combat equipment
in full combat re'adiners, to take hygienic and antiepidemic measures, and also so
that preservation of the viability of service units and subunits is ensured.
Depending upon their missions, service units and subunits are subdivided into
supply, motor transport, repair, medical, and, when the forces include animals,
also veteriharyl service..
SupPly subunits include depots, administrative subunits, and bakeries.
Depots are classified according to the type of supply as fcllows: artillery, fuel
and lubricatink'materials, food, clothing, armored, and military technical.
They
are designed for the reception, storage, accounting, and issuing of material
means and property, and also for reception from subunits and units of inoperative
and surplus Soviet and captured arms, materiel, and other property and its preparation for shipment to the appropriate higher depots or workshops.
Administrative
and supply subunits are concerned with the delivery of certain forms of material
means and the preparation of hot food for those subunits which do not have permanent
field kitchens.
Bakeries are intended for baking bread; if necessary they also
produce dry crackers.
Motor' transport units and subunits include motor transport platoons, companies,
and battalions.
They are assigned the deli',ery ot' material means, maintenance
and transfer of mobile reserves, and also evacuation of casualties and the evacuation of weapons requiring repair, surplus weapons and other military property.
Repair units and subunits are broken down according to the character of
ttieir work In'n artillery, armored, and wutomotive workshops, workshops for
.eIpaýf ol ciothiri Lit !,r'rnnal eouipment and others.
They conduct current minor
and mqjor repairs.
Ar,,Dr,:- w,)ckshops possess evacuation means and, besides repair,
carry out retrei%.,

1!qAcunm,,ent.

Medical subunits include, b'ltat1oi1 niedical post (:W.P), regimental;. medical
post (RMP), and the medical-sanitary battalion of division.
Thý!se subunits and
units are intended for the collection, removal from the battlefield, and evacuation
of sick and wounded, rendering them the necessary medical help, and their treatment
and preparation for itirther evacuation.
They also participate in measures undertaken for antigas, artiepidemic and antibacteriological protection of troops.
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Veterinary Pubunit aere included in units, in which animals are maintained,
They treat and evacuate sick and injured animals.

-

Service subunits

-

of a motorized

infantry

battal!on

supply the companies with

various types of immunition and penait deploying food and clothing supply point
(FCSP) and the (%4P). For maintenance of the machines in the battalion there is
Hot food is prepar-d for the entire personnel of the battalion
wor~shop.
aat repair
the FCSP end when necessary dry rations are issued there to the subunits, The
battalion medical post is intended for plc1,up and evacuation of casualties from
ti-e battlefield and from the companies, rtgderin3 medical first aLi; for carrying
out of medical hygiene an, antiepidemic measures in the battalion; and for
The repair wor~ahop
supplying the subunits of the battalion with medical supplies.
is intended for maintenance and current repair of the motor vehicles and armored
earriers

of the battalion.

IOrganization
of the service area consists in prepar!ng it for un•nterrupte
support of the troops, distributing and shifting service -units and subunits,
designating preparing and proteccing of routes For supply delivery end evacuation,
and in ensuring the protection of the servi.ce area.

£

Normal conditions for the wirk of the servica element depend in many respects
on successful selection of the areas for deployment of service subunits end the
selection and preparation of' roads for supply delivery and evacuation.
In
setting up the aispo£1tion it is very important to consider the assignment,
composition, and necessary conditions for work of one or another service subunit.
Depots require accessibility and the possibility of simultaneous unloading
and loading of several machines, while artillery depots anu depots of fuel and
lubricating materials also reqxuire reliable tire-fighting protection.
For motor transport subunits there is particular value in the availability
of natural shelters, which in many respects reduce the volume of work required
to prepare shelters for motor vehicles and for camouflage, especially from the sir.
But it is also very important to select shelters from which motor vehicles can
rapidly emerge onto routea indicated to them.
For repair

subunits

the proximity

of roads and their

condition

is

of grest

significance, since without roads the evacuation of inoperable tanks, armored
carriers and motor vehqcles is difficult and vometimes impossible.
Medical posts are best locatad in the direction of the basic flow of casualties
and on terrain which is fully safe in medical-epidemic respects.
Kitchens and bakerier should be placed near sources of water ujitable fot
preparatioio of food and bread and also in areas convenient 'o fuel stockpiles.
Tr&nsfer of service units and subunits in the course of battlo is carried out
in such a manner that the uninterrupted support of troops conducting combat operations will not be disrupted.
Subunits are supplied with material meana from unit depots and the units are
Delivery is carried out by the transport mean:
supplied from formation depots.
For instance, materiel is carried to the battalion unit
of superior commanders.
transport and even that of the forniation, and the regiment is supplied via the
traniport of tha formation and army.
Timely and uninterrupted supply of troops
is attained not only by del.ivery of material seasw, but also by the crestiun Of
fixed reserves directly ii:formations, units, and 6ubunits. In view of the
rapidly maneuvering character of contemporary combat actions, materiel reserves
They form the basis
in the forces are placed on transport and are called mobile.
As materiel is Lsed the
ifor supplying troops with materiel means in cmmbet.
imobile reserves ere supplemented from depots of the higher supply element. In
turn mobile reserves in the battalion and company are subdivided into oxpendablt
The emergency reserve Is expended, as a rule, on the
and emergency reserves.
decision of the regimental commander, but when delay is not permissible the battalion
commander can order their use.

-
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Rofueling and loading of ammunition onto tanks and armored car-riers ipucfonmxed as foieows: on the rarch -- in regions of helts and upon arrival at the
destination; In toe course of battin - by delivery directly to combat machines in
catbat formation, without sendIng them to the rear for this Parpose.
Normally aubunrts art jr-ovlded with reserves of rations for several days.
To
protect food from contamination by radioactive or toxic substances and bacterial
means they are stored and transported in special hermetic crating (packing).
Hot food In prepared and delivered to the companies by bottalion supply
platoon. When it Is isip-ssibla to deliver hot food to the company personnel are
supplied with dry rations.
In contemporary conditions, when the use of weapons of mass destruction
leaves the majority of reservoirs and water souvces either contaminated or destroyed,
and also during combat actions in waterless and semiarid regions supplying troops
with water takes or, great significance.
Water requirements arc now sharply
increased because, besides personal and technical needs, operations connected with
medical treatment of personnel and deactivation of equipment and other property
require water.
During delivery of material means to subunits it is necessary in all cases to
see that automotive transport brings these means, especially a-munition, as near
as possible to the front, up to the companies and the fire positions of the
artillery.
If the conditions of the situation and the character of the terrain
prevent this, armored carriers can be used fot delivery of material means to
companies.

F

During organization of delivery and evacuation it is necessary to avoid
sending single machines (vehicles).
For joint travel of several machines a
column chle' is designated.
When dispatching a machine it is necessary to cheek
the drivers knowledge of the composition of routes and thp instructions for
paestge of difficult legs and sections exposed to fire; tc check the correctness
of loadine of dangerous cargo such as ammiunition and explosives; to prevent
meehanically aefeCtIve vehlolea from being sent; an, when necessary to organize
protection of transport columns.
Techncal maintenance emerged as one of the most important problems of the
servic,- element in the First World War, when the troops received tanks, armored
cars, and motor vehicles along with rifles, artillery, and mortars.
In the
course of the Second World War, in connection ;'ith the sharp increase In the
forces of the total quantity of combat and tranoport equlpment and also the greater
structural complexity of armaments, the volume of maintenance problems increaced
considerably. Motor vehicles completely displaced animal-drewn trarsport in all
vntte of the service area.
In the fina'. analysis this meant that the need arose
for technical maintenance in the motorized infantry dorwn to the unit and even
subunit le-'el.
Technical maintenance consists in maintaining all forms of combat equipmenr
and armament in proper condition and in constant combat readiness.
It involves
the organization end realization of technically correct use, servicing, and storage
of weapons and combat equipment and in carrying out their timely repair and
evacuation.

*

Rea •Ization of the full complex of measures undertaken for maintenance support
of troops requires considerable forces and means.
This was clearly revealed in
tie leet war_ in the conrrse of which breakdowns of combat equilment and weapons
reached huge dimensions.
Under conditions of nuclear war thc less and d•nage of
combat equipment and weapons will be izmeaainrably greater; this will undoubtedly
increase the volume and complicate the problem of technical maintenance end hence
will demand even greater attention on the part of commanders at all levels.
For restoration of worn and damage equipment and weapons,
units and subunits have corresponding repair workshops.

formations,
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Maintenance is conducted In the subunits directly by the crews of trnks,
driver' oDf motor vehicles and also by the crews of cannons and mortars.
To ansint
the subunits in the maintenance of machines and weapons, pusrsonnel and equipment oanl
be sent to them from the repair shops of battalions and rrgiments.
In the tank (motorized) battallon the observation of tanks (armored carriers)
on the battlefield is assigned to the technical observation post of the battalion,
tile organization of which is the responsibility of the deputy battalion commander
for the technical unit (autotechnology of battalion).
The duties of this post
include determination of the chs,'aucter of damage an! taklng. n6oessary measures
for evacuation and repair of danxaged equipment.
Tht. b&.tc mission of knedtet.l support is to rreserve thr combtt capability and
strengthen ui.c health of personiiel, cure the injured and sicY as fast as possible,
and prevent the eppenrance and propagation of diseases,
Medical support of troops, ,lust as other problems of service elements, has
become noticeably more complicated in contemporary conditions.
The military
medical service now must deal not onil with injured and sick, but also with persons
stricken with thermal radiation (burnti) and radioactive and toxic subz'sn:ies.
In
connection with the sharp groarth in the number of personnel needed in the medical
service, the volume of problems o"' medical support will increase immeasurably.
Por
these reasono medical support of t roopa should be studied not only by the fedical
service, but also by commandeis and hettdouurters o1 formations, units end subunits.
First aid is given to the rick cnd wounded directly on the battlefield and in
centers of destruction by the personrnel tnemselves, by orders of self-help and
mutual assistance.
It can be rendered also by medical orderlies and sanitation
instructors of companies at the place of injury or in the nearest shelter. For
medical firt
oid in mobile infantry sutunits use il normally made of individual
bandage packs; crews of combat machines also use medicine chests located in tanks
and armored carriers.
In direct proximity to the pla'x• at which a wound is received or at the
battalion medical post thy: medical assistants of the battalion give field treatment
to all casualties.
The f!irst professional treatment is done by physicians at regimental medical posts, witnout regard to what units personnel come Prom or
what branch of the forces they belong to,
In the and
medical
battalions
of formations
help isThen
given
physicians
specialists
strictly
according qualified
to vital medical
indications.
the by
casualties are evacuated. tu sp1eua. hoptas
An arie4.
vcuton
is
carried out from front to the rear by the transport of higher echelons.
Besides treatment; of sick and injured and thair evacuation, medical support
of troops includes reconnaissance of the medical and epidemic state of areas of
combat actions; carrying out antiepidemic measýi.es and providing antigas protection
of troops; determining types of bacterial means applied-by the enemy Pnd establishing
boundaries of centers of infection; monitoring of medical treatment within the
forces and also medical monitoring of food, water, billeting and laundry services
of personnel; checking the quality of sanitary processing of combatants, the
deactivation and disinfection of clothlng, equipment, materiel, and terrain, and
the disinfection of food and water.
Ab troops conduct contemporary high-maneuver actions their service units 3nd
subunits will have to accomplish their work under constant threat of enemy attack.
For this reason all service activily should ba combined with u'll.-organized
protection and defenssanld reliable protection fr-om the effects of the enemy's
weapons of mass destruction.
Protection of the r.ar is organized for the purpose of waning peracunel. kf
qervice units and :subunits of' surprise ground end air attack and also to protect
the command's materiel responsibilities and supplies from losses and plundering.
it Is carried out by the organization of patrol service and direct protectton.
In
the deployment area of service subunits observation and watch posts are set up,
patrols are sent out, and escorts'for transport on the line of march are organized.
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Defense of the rear area consista in the preparation of the rear to repulse
ground and air attazk and in direct repulsion of attack,
For organization of defense all
personnel of service subunLts are split
into
sections and platoons.
Every section and platoon is given a position ai,d told
of the list
of its equipment.
A duty unit is designated and force and jr-qts are

detailed for destruction of small airborne landings, lone tanks, and low-flying
aircraft of the enemy,
In tank-endangered areas anticsnk barriers can be o.'ganized.
Near the work area2 of personne_ trenches are dug.
The direct responsibility for
defense of the subunit falls on its commander (chief), who develops a plan fo:
security, defense and protection of obje(ts.
When several service units end subunits are located in one point their defense
is organized by the senior commander, who at the same time is the conu',der of the
given post.
t
Antiaircraft defenise of the rear is organized in a common system, since service
units and subunits are distributed in the zone of actions of troops. Warning
aibnals are the smne as those used -i other forces; when necessary additional,
individual signals can be designated.
Personnel are obligated to know the
established

signals.

All personnel of service
subunits must be trained
in conducting combat wit.h
enemy ground forces and in conducting fire
against
low-flying aircraft.
They must.
also
be trained
to equip and camouflage simple, def.nso~ve structures
and
ýeeltero

for materiel,

supp. iss and property,

and to construct barriers from availe¶le

materials.

I

SProtcct!on

ameasures

In individual cases, when there is a clear threat of attack of enemy or, the;
rear, mototizel infantry and other subunits can be detached for its
defense on
order of the cc.,nmander.
Furthermore, ocring an enemy attack, use IS made oIf all
weapons and combat machines in the repa.r fhop end their crews, and vehicle dri-,er:1
are pressed into service.
When necessafry, the command?.r car order an escort fur
transport carrying matericl and evacuating casualties.
Motorized infantry and
tank subunits can be enlisted for this purpo:se.
of rear from weaponv• u' mass destruction i.; achieved by dispvrsel
and camouflage of rear objects, maxirsurs use of protective properties of terrain,
equipment of shelters, eisuring uninterrupted movenient of transport ovet delivery
and evacuation routes, supplying personnel with means of proCection, timely
% uarning, continuous chemical, radiation and bacteriological reconnaissance, and

undertaken to liquidate the consequences of enemy use of mfoans of mass

destruction.

Disp..•rsal

is

carried out not only to distribute indiv, tdual rear

objects at considerable distances from each other, but also to locate them at a
safe distance from the most probeble targets of enemy nuclear attack.
Control of the service rear area is a component of troop control and equi;'ns
ucunutant leadership fT the activity of roervice units and subunits with regard to
timely and complete support of troops,

The direct organiser of the rear is the commander, who carries out this
A battalion commander controls the service arye,
personally and with the help of his staff.
control through for service aroas.

rf

Control of the service area is maintained from the battalion comyn-nd post at d
The c'.lef
control of the regimental and division rear from the rear control post.
of the rear control post is the deputy of the commander for the rear arid therefore3
all
officials comprising the rear control post obey him with regard to questions

I

Tne rearl
of disposition and transfer, interkal order, protection and defense.
coitr•ol post, a3 aýrule. i3 eat un In the area of the rear service rubunits (units)
The SOP for dep.loyment and transfer of the rear control
-and moves with them.
post ii established by the com-, ander.
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TROOP MOVEM4ENTS
tt ethods and Conditions of T.'oMovements

By the te*m t'oop movement we understanu their organized movement, by some
me~hod, from one region to another -on a defined line).
Combat experience bears witness to the fact that troop moveluonts havy always
been of importance.
Therefore, outstanding commanders in the past ccnnidpred the
.,, of &ccompllsilng a troop movement one of tho3e decisive factors in achieving
victory,
in contemporary conditions the value of troop movements has increased
imeasuirably.
Troop movement ý.s of great importance in the combat actIvity of forces.
It is inseparably connected with any form of combat activity.
Troops can move in a march, i.e., on mechanized equipment (tanks, armored
carriers, motor vehicles) or o6nfoot (in winter - on bkis) in columns over roads
and cross country routes.
Movement of tracked machines (tanks, self-propelled
artillery equipment) is posgible on heavy-duty trasztor trallevs. Au before, the
march is

considered to be the basic method of movement.

It

is

the most accessible

for all combatants in almost any situation and will find wide uae not only during
combat upe-Ationn, but also in the deep rear of Its own troops. Therefore, march
training of troaps is

I

given very great significance.

Along with march movements troops may be tranported bI rail

air

and water

Ž,.ean, river). Movement by railroadi ama wate-rways pr'ýesTrhregte
c'nrTRMFlý Protects machine's from wear, and
saves resources. Air transport,
enarsre ospeed of troop moveitnnt over considerable distances.
Also possible is combined movement, i.e., a simuultaneous or by-order combination
-f march and transport of trosps.
One or another mtthod is applited, depending upon
the problem at hand, the number of troops and the dietance they must be move!, the
availabilltj of transport,, weather conditions and the .zondition of movement routn.
All tcoops learn to move by any method and are corastant.'y ready for this.
Regardless of the method of movement,
designated region (at the pcint)

in

troops should a~lways arrive at the

good time,

maintaining full

corabat-readineS4

throughout the Journey and upon arrival at a given region (at the xoint).
Conditions of troop movements in a future war have been c,.nsiderabl compllcatzd.
Even in the dep rear it will be necessary to move troopc under the threat of
nuvlear snd chemical attack by an enemy, I-a aircraft, airborne orops and the cotions
,)of sabotage-reconnaissance groups.
From ".memy blows, especiall•y those by nuchiar
weapons, the troop. which &re being moved may sustain considerable 0osses.
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As a result of the enemy using weapons of mass destruction on troop movement
routes, strong radioactive, chemical or bacterial contamination of the locality,
Troops will have to
surrounding air, local objects, and water sources is possible.
Personnel will be
pass through or surmount the encountered zones of contamination.
subjected to the harmful influence of radioactive radiation, poisoning substarices,
Coupled with poor organization and provisions for troop
and bacterial means.
movements, all this can hamper their progress, lower their combat-readiness, and
lead to a delay in reaching a designated region or line of deployment.
It may be necessary to move troops at any time of the year or day and, in any
weather on varying locales, for example, on plain and partially broken, mountainEnemy nuclear blows can lead to the
forest, woody-marshy and desert-steppe areas.
destruction (on troop routes) of inhabited localities, road junctions, crossings,
and defiles, as well as to flooding of considerable areas, and to the appearance of
large burning areas.
Movement will often hare to be accomplished without roads,
laying cross-country routes and fully using the high passability of combat vehicles
and means of transportatton.
In contemporary conditions, the significance cf troop movement over large
This is caused by the sharp
distances, lasting for several days, is incriasing.
ihcrease in the scale of combat operations, the character of their maneuver, and hith
rate of development, full mechanization of troops, and increasing enemy abilities Lo
disrupt the transport of troops by railroad.
The complicated conditions under which troop movements occur require thorough
organization and skillful execution.
The March
March capabilities.
The march is accomplished after considering the capability
of pe-onnel and combt materiel to sustain % defined load for a prolonged period.
Any march, especially one made on foot, is a great strain on the physical strength
of all personnel.
If troops move on vehicle3, then the greatest ,load must be borne
by the drivers of tanks, armored carriers, tractor trailers and other motor vehicles.
Combat and transport vehicles also experience considerable strain.
During the years of the past war, march on foot was accomplished by subunits,
units, large formations and even whole armies.
Thus, for instance, from i1 thru 18
January 1945, the 21st Army (comprised of three rifle corps) accomplished a march
over a distance of 210 km.
In contemporary conditions, when troops are completely motorized and mechanized,
a march on foot or on skis is accomplished only by subunits, and even then only for
short distances.
Most frequently, troops on the battle field and in their rear
move on vehicles.
The duration of a march on vehicles can last for several days.
During this period, troops can move hundreds of kilometers.
Speed on a march depends on many factors: the degree of enemy action, the level
of driver training, makeup of the column, th. condition of vehicles, transpoirtation,
the route and weather, time of day, etc.
In those areas where troops are subject.:d to nuclear attack or to aviation
strikes or where they are forced to surmount areas of desturction, fires, or flooding,
the speed of column movement is considerably lower than it is outside enemy influence
and in areas which are free of obstacles.
Columns consisting of wheeler! machines iove with greater speed than do columns
of tracked machines or mixed columns.
At night, during a snow fall, in slush or
rain, and during thick fog, speed is essentially lowered, especially if the
movement takes place on bad roads or over cross-country routes.
When planning a march and deciding other aspects of its organization, the
average speed of the troop movement serves as the starting point.
This speed is
determined by dIvidirg the entire (planned) route by the expended (planned) time of
movement, without conLIlering delays.

i08

SI
Modern day forces can move on vehicles over roadb with an a&ierage 6peed of 25
kt/hr and higher by day, and 20 hm/hr and higher at night ard in other con•itions of
limited visibility. Here, over certain sections the speed of a troop movement can
BoMietime Considerabl: exceed the average speed of movement and during movement over
bridges, fords, marsh-ridden sections and during deployment into prebattle ordor,
speed is lowered approximately by half, as compared to the average.
During movement
on foot, average speed can reach 4-5 km/hr, and on skis, 5-7 knvhr.
The average speed with which tyoops accomplish their march greatly determines the
Additionally, the distance of daily movement also
distaince of their daily movement.
dependr on the phBys•il'hap-ft--ttes of the drivers of transport and combat vehicles,
and their ability to endure the strain of a mric:h while

maintalning full

combat-

readinass.
Tf we accept the work period of driver personnel as being 8.10 hours per
day and the average speed of the movement as being 25 kryhr, then tne distance of
a 24-hr movement nan be from 200-250 km.
The distance of daily movement and the average speed of troops on a mirch arc
established by the senior commander.
in the process of planning a march, the amount
of daily movement is measured on r.map from the inrtlal boundary (point.) to the
terminal point in the new area of troop deployment oi to a designated boundary of
deployment (with an addition of from 2 to i5e to the total length of the movement,
cotained tbUJh measurements on a map, depending upon site relief and map scale).
Lines and points.
ln order to guarantee good march organization, an initial
point- and co3mtdoIo
nts are establiahed, and the time of their passage is determined.
During a troop movement over several routes, the initial line and control lines are
ustablished (Fig.

12).
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Lines and points.

occupyfox
the march,
designated
timely beginning
The initial e-Te-'•'•y-a-'--Mx
lint (pot =r of issubunits,
tlat{ thney ofrapidly
fora e•nsuring
and for
prevent
column
force
main
the
of
head
the
when
moment
The,
o-•der.
their Z?}_ce in the m~arch
pases the initial

line (pol~nt)

is

considered the beginning of the march.

Therefore,

coiumi a cf subunits are formed in the staging area and are drawn out to the initial
line (point) prlor to the beginning of the march, taking into account its passage
enfttly' at a fixed timn.

1-,ri
line
('f,-,Ao
IP•eted at a distatnee from the tagling ar'-ea 0 which
ensures dr~wlng out the coi;mni and buildin$ up T; vpeed necessary for the mov.oent.
Every subsequent subunit
to maintain the istablishad

pa•LsE-s this
distance

line
(point)
from the tail

in that
of the

time interval
necessr.ry
prnýeding column.

The initial
line (point) is designated on a line of clearly --xDressed, easily
rebighable ref ' moving troops) local objects; on a dark night ic can be desippated
byl.ghted

reerenee-points.

At the Pame time,

the initirl

line

(point) must not
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attract the uitentlon of the nneirk.
the chosen
local obJoets pxcovv tv be suitable
reference-points for the enemy, lie canIf"Inflict
strikes
with nuclear or chem1cal
weapons and can use aircraft to strike the forces at the moment of their approach toE
the initial line (point).
Therefore, assigning the initial line (point) along a
river, channel, pens, gorge, or other sharfly delineated objects should be avoided.

-

Control colnts are design.nated in order to cnsure regularity and organlzatlon 01,
the t;rooF movomenjaand to fs21iltate regulating the coloun's bpued so that it will
arrive at the designated arec. (at the assigncd point) at the Vroper time.
Their
number and distance from one another can be quite diverse, depending uj'on total
duration of the march, type of locale, state of the roads, and the weather,
Control
points are designated evsry few hours of the movemeht (usually 2-5 br).
like the
initial line (point), they are designated by highly noticeable local objects, hut
beyond such distinguiching objects In whose area an enemy might inflict blows on moving,
soldiers.
Designatec control points are passed by each of tha. subunits at exactly
the established time.

Ln

Halts and rest,
A march places great strain on personnel is well P:e on combat
and transport vehi les.
Therefore, without constant concern for- the ,reLervatlon of
strength of the men and the state of equipment, it is difficult to count on, the
success of a march, presn;rvatlon of combat readiness of subuanits, and tmelines cf
their' arrival at a designated area or at the point of deployment.
To preserve the strength of personnel and to save equipment,
halts and a day and night rest are called (Fig. i).

long and short

In a mechanized march, short halts are designated for cvery 2-3) hours of the
movement; hi.!t duration Is 29'30Y minutes. When the march is performed on Loot, short
halts (i0 minutes in duration) are designated for every 50 minutes of movement.
In a short halt, colawn formation is no, disturbed.
AlI subunits hanlt
simultaneously, and the distances fixed betw'oen them are man'.ta.ned.
Combat axi,
transport m--hicles stop on tl,e right oide of the road at distances C-stOblished oy
the commrander (but not less than tO a,).
The condition of machines and equi,)ment iýs
checked and malfunctions r.re elimiriaced.
Vehicle refueling can be p'crformied, and
partial medical treatment of personnel, partial degassing, deactivation or
decontaminraton of arms and other objects can be performed.
Personnel debark from
the vehicles and rest on the right Aide of the read.
Signal observers, antiaircraft
crew, (on duty), radio operators, and subunit co,mmanders remain in the vehicles.
Long halts during a neechanised march are desianated at the beginning of the
secon ha
o- the daily movement; halt duration is 2-11 hr.
Long halts are not
made at nigiht, so as to make maximum use of movement in the dark, especially in the
short sumner night, and also in winter (in severe f'rosts), so as not to subje-t
personnel to the danger of freezing. When marching for short d'.ztances (less than
if a subunit moves on
twenty-four hours duration), lonm halt., ere not designated.
footu,
the'n a nalt of 2-t4 hours is provtde\1 at the beginning of the second half of
the route.

During a long halt, subunits leae the road and disperec along the nmarh route.
Here subunits make use of protect•wv and camouflage p1ropertles of the locale, sx.rn
they put up simple shelters.
The operatIng condition of combat and transporvehicles is jhecked, mIntenance Is performed on them, and when necessary, they are
also repaired.
At this oinr:t Pull special treatment o" personnel, arms, combat
material, end other objects can be carried out. Personnel are given a hot meal and
allowed to pest for several hours- When necessary, s change in the configuratlon of
march order c an be made,
is called After a day
And inTiieht
a ngny.
wre'h and
rest isrest
cll underafter
march,Dm Troops
".over,
dispersed,
stch rest
a manno.:
so t~iat the coluinin
might be rapidly assembled t,. etontin'ie the march.
Heie rest and £eed.'ng, of pernionnei,
technLical servicing and repair of diaged- eh clines and combet equirment ere oepantzeu.
Simple sheltern (trenches) are prepared for personnel; sometimes. shelter is pr'o.rred
for combat materiel as well.
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especially a night rest period, is used for necessary reassembly
The re'st. pel ld,
of the march columnns.
Su'th reassembly, as experieince of the last war shows, can be
performed for instance, when, surmounting large water barrSer,. or durin•g a sharp cnang3
o the situation. Thus, in 19•19 the 55th }Fiflý Corps auhrolied to the Visla River by
three routes.
but there were oniye two river crossing routes, and for further march
there were also two routes.
For thi.' reason, it was necessAry during the re'3t before
cross.sng to reconstruct the march colurt,• of corps formationr.
Similar reformatiuns
can -iow frequently be performed, ever in 'he course ofta march, inC this requl res
high operatxonaa

quali1y in

the work of the (-immander and the heoodquerter-

p

Area? of hialts a,)d of day and night rest should previously bc reconnoitered.
They are selected where appr(aches and exits are hidaen and where- it is possible to
disperse the troops, taking Into account the required protection from weapons of
,ass destruction.
It is desirable that, e:eas selecteo for halts and especially diy
(night) rect ensure met only good cpmo.flutfe(e from aerlal observation, but also cover
of the flanke and the reay of resting troops by tankpzcof obstacles.
Places for
halts and rests are selected where there is a sufficient amount of water, hut out. de
inhabited points ard a:'eas which are unfavorable for sanicary or medical reasons.

'1

In areas of halts arid of day and night rest, local security is organiw'd in
each subunit.
Auitiaircrtft equipment and specially assigned (on dAty) ma-chi.,e gn:
,
are kept in readiness to repulse enemyW air attacks.
Subunit,: are conrt nitly ready
to repulse an attack by ground forces, especially if the area of halt or r"est is
located at a short distance from the enemy lines.

March order.
Troops march in a nnrcn order.
The march or0er in a grovpjlg of
forces and••-EFTFiel which has been created for the movement.
1', is formed in suer, a
manner so ar to ýnsure hign speed, rapid deployment of troop; and their entry into
combat. conservation of the strength of jersonncl and r)rtI!ervatton of machines, as
well is stable con"rol.
These requirements placed on march order ere notc equally
important in any situation: depending upon concrete conditions, on the first plan
one or another requirement comes to light first. For Instance, when ,,arching ir; the
deep rear, when there is no direct threat of encountering an enemy ground force, it
is possible to subordinate all other considerations to the interests of ccnrservjng
the atrength of personnel, maintaining equipment. and Achieving high speed,
For
this purpose columns are formed from similar vehiclep with identical speeds and
maneuverability,
Not In.'requently temporary disturbance of the o-rganlzational
integrity ox'units (subunits) Is resorted to sending heavy equipment, rear forces,
etc., in independent columzLs along s.eparate -uutes, out of contact witri those
troops with which they are organizationally connected.
If however, troops march under the threa' of encountering an enemy ground force,
in anticipation of a meeting engagement, the execution of other requirements Is of
paramount impoitanr.e.
In such a situatirn the interests of conducting the forthcoming
fight Vith the enemy are of principal
interest.
Therefore.. the imarsh o 1,de- is
arranged so that each of tre columime include svbun"tc of diff'cr:nt kinds
of troo:s
and posses.s the ability to solve independently arlsing combat pioblems, so that
spied of troop deployment, their entry irto combat from the march, aid execution of
a maneuver to hit the flanks and rear of an enaemy are ensurad.
Subunits are deployed
in the column so that with the initial engagement there was no need to draw out those
sabunits which were in the depth of thF column, and to hsie then ove. bake other
aubunlts which were proceeding in the forwar..' section.
Ta'-,Ks usually movo in the
forward par-t of a m-rch column., while artillery mover nearer to the forward part,
and antiaircraft equipment is distributed throughout the entire column.
Some of the
tanks,

artillery,

-.nd antiaircraft equipment ls used as securiiy forces.

£he march order of troops consists of a

.aried number of columns.

The number

or C17.-.mns dependi mainly on the nilttar; schclon of cormmaund scale end tht, nurmber of
routes given for troop movement.
March order of tme- sn'bunl t always consists of one column.
The march order of
higher military echelons of command can rconsist of one or several march col.mns,
each of which Includes all the troops moving over a single axrrh route.
Regardless
of the Jistance from ;he engagement )Ine of the troops of both rIde; at wlich the
march Is accomnlished,. the di stance between tw,. adjacent march columns du• ig the
movement and during na±.- and rests should exclude the sirultaneo,s defeaL of both
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D 4.spers'ion of troops along a front.

Fig. 14.

coiumns in case the enemy inflicts a nucl+,ar blow on on(, of them (Fig. 14).
The routes along which troops move riie selected to bypass, as far as possible,
ltrge inhabhted localities, road ,rossings, gorges And other narrow places wt d e
troops ca!" be the s-Atablc objects for ruclear attacks nand the use of enemy chemical
bOeapons,
Fach of tbH uarch columns is separated in depth into tolumns of subunits of the
battalion (division), coimand, and logistical types.
Thiý decreases the vulnerabillty
of forzes from an enemy blow, and it facilitates their deployment in combat formatlon
and thrir concaclment.

In

the course of a march,

between two columns following one

,fter ancther a distance is r'iritalned which excludes a lo•s of both columns due to
an expli',Aloni of one nuclear weapon (Fig.

-

15).
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lisoersion

of troops ýn d(pth.

Clearly, when naintakilngsuch distances and with such a large quantity of sabulits,
a ma"eh column of troops, movin:x along one route, crnn reach a length of several tens
of kilometers.
This hampers toop rcontrol, in the course of the rarch as well ni
their deployment upon the necessity 1ur a rapid entry into combat.
Therefore, t•o
reduce the depth of a Lircn column of troops one should always strive for maximum
use of all highways and dirt roada available J.n the march zone.
For conrvenicnce of movement, MuintenancR of order, ar,d best preservation of
combat and transport vehicles during the march, delinite !stitAncesbetween machines
are maintained.
The amount of distance aepends mainly u ter
rc "'of
tra-n-<n-.of
the drivers, speed of movemint o'- the eolumn, and v•isbilIty condltivzns.
Ac a -0e,
d.staeices between machines are estiblished at from 25 to 50 m; during b r.1ýht
moveiment. thr diatance can be reducad.
During movement in a thick fog, over icecovered ground, on very rugged trrairn, and also in radloRctlve contaminatlon;
espa'zially in the presence of hea,,y dust In hot sumner weather and in vther oases
of
uovement
speeds,
distincesofare
usually tetween
increased.
However,
should
always
bear at
in higher
mind that
aiky incrtase
distanucs
machines
leads orne
to sn
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elongation of the Column,

it

olst'r'hbC the uniformity of march,

complicates troop

control, a-id hmpers their deployment for combat.
"Mhe composltion of march columns depends not only on its distance from the
enevR, but also often on relief of the locale, ano the condition oi routes and
Great complexity of relier, poor road pussability, and sll the more so
r•satrher.
•ipassable roads In poor weather can force the inclusion ir, e.ach column of vehicles
of the uAset diverse type, both on wheels and on tracks.
During the march, grett attertion is g: yen to full security
March R'lcurtty.
These meanures are taken to c'reate favorable conditions for the
oa," troopi.neoveRrt-.
mh,'trert and or;ani-ed entry into coaloat, to provide timely warniing for
treopa forh
them regarding any threat of attack bY enemy ground and air forces, tc preserve the
hIgh combat resdine s of troops, and to supply them with everything necessary for
The number of important types of march secuarity usually
successful march completion.
inclu-Ios Intelligence, protection from weapons of mass destruction, antiaircraft
dt.tcnse, security, concealheni', engineering, and logistical support. Under any
itrvr-!rh conditions, of paramount inportence is movement control.
Reconn&issance is conducted continuously tnhrougnout the entire depth of the
Tts problems are, first of all,
of movemen t and on the flanks.
marehTfliT-n
•e
the enemy and .ocation of his forces and their conposition,
of
timely detection
The most Important
especially the presence of tanks and the means of nuclear attack.
problems of intelligence also ti'clude determining the stste of the march route, the
degree of passability of local off-the-road areas and its character at points of
probable encounter with the enemy. Of great importancr is clarifying the raination,
chemIcaL!, and bacteriological situation in the movement zone as well as detectIng
contaminated sections andl -inding, ways to bypass them.
The problems of intelligence are resoived by observat:'on, direct iz3|pct1,r.;I Of
For conducting intelligence obserrers are a3signed,
the locale, and b5 other methods.
and pat-ols, patrol vehicles, combat reconniissa|,ce patrols, reconnaissance groups,
engineering and chemical recoinaelsFance groups, and eng.neoring and chemical
The ecope of their activity should always be
ireconnaissance patrols are dispatched.
great enough to ensure [their s:uccessful executiton of the problem at hand.
Frotection from weanons of mass destruction is ensured, first of all, bý
on'-n-e-Wn depth, by skillful celecti.on of
dispersilng"t-he--ýrc---6'i.•-r-ea-F6ng-fTi-cre
march routes, areas )f halts and day (nilght) rest, timely detection of radýioactive,
chemicsal and oacterial •inection and Its announcement to the troops, skillful use of
protective equipment, protective properties of the locale1 and combat and transport
Of great value is the strict observance of concealment, prevention of
vehicles.
troop aceunulations by initial points and control points, in the areas of halts or
day and night rests, in passes and fords, and in goergeseand inhabited points. Troops
must always be ready to sur-mount e'°tenslve zor--s of contamination.
liquidatn-g• the consequences of the enery using• eapons of me.ss destruction
must not dela:y thc troop .ucvcmcnt. Tin part or' the road being used is renpidlRegtons of nuclear strikes and contaminated
cleared of burning and damaged machines.
When it is not possible to bypass contaminated sections,
rectioas are to be avoided.
they are to be crossed in protective means at maximum speeds, along the march route
When dust is present, it is necssary
or bypassing areas of strong contamination.
to take measures which ensure 'etter hermetlc sealing of combat and transport
vehicles; hatches, vents and louvers or machines should be closed, and materiel shuild
Partial spe:ial processing is conducted after leaving the
be thoroughly covered.
contaminated areas, and complete processing usually takes place during long hc.lts, in
the area of a (lay (nightý rest, or upon arrival at a designated region.
Antiaircraft defense in the last war played a very important role In ensiring
Ar an example, let u•_renitm the nrr•ninlirhmrtetf'
movements.
of trop
ai
ouccc;r=
th,- march of the 44th Cluards Rifle Eegiment, transferred in the summer o' 1i913 from
the city -f Volchans;k to Neklyudo!,o in connection with the enemy breakthruugh in our
From the 6th
troops' defenses on the North Donets River in the region of LDelgoroJ.
to the 8th of June, the regiment during Its march xaa repeatedly sub, cted to raids
t

by aircraft.

But taanks

to a

skillful

organizetion

.I !

of antiaircraft

defense,

especially timely detection and announcements tu subunits regarding the appearance

of enemy aircraft,

the regiment was able to accomplish its march without losses.

Under contemporary conlitions the
of a march increases

.alue of antiaircraft defense for the success

immeasurably.

the measývres for troop cover
Antiaircraft defense is organized considering
t
Special atten ion must be allotted to troop cover as
taken by 'he senior commander,
they pass over bridges and crossings, during their halts and during a day (nlgh;)
subunits are previously dispatched to
With this goal, separate antiiircraft
rest.
subunits, and on every venicle
In all
cover the troops ini aimost impassable areas.
observation is established which is conducted continoasly
an around-the-clock air
Repulsing enemy raids ic the responsibility of on-duty
throughout the entýire march.
During enemy tir attack the colunue, ab a rule, continue their
firepower subunits.
Antiaircraft equipment and other fire power, also especially desiguated for
march.
firing on air targets, repulse the enemfy air raid, firing in stride and from brief
stops.
Camouflage during a march is directed toward assuring secrecy of movement and
the concentration of troops in a nuw area or their pullout to a designpted line.
This conzealment 3s attained mainly by qsing (for movement) the camouflaging
by
properties of a locale, dark periods, and other conditions of limited visibility,Of great
observance of w-rch discipline.
preserving military secrecy, and by strict
application of standard and improvised means tor conwealing
value is the skillful
combat and transport vehicles and combat equipment during movement and during hblts
and rest3, and by using smoke when traversing crossings and gorges. Radio
Antiradar measures, and measure for lIgnht and sound
transmiss5on is limited.
concealmenc are taken,
March security is organized with the purpose of ensuring unhinderec' movemert
orce, preventing an enemky surprise attack on the guarded troops and
n
of th the penetration to them by his reconnaissance, and ensuring edvantageous conditions
for their deployment.
From the front, troops nrc protieted by a vanguard or an adtance party;
threatened flanks are protected by lateral detachments or :!lank parties, and
When necessary,
rear is protected by a rear guard or rear partyl (Fig. i6).
flank
most i•iportant directions on the sides from movement routeki stationary
or objects and
points
advantageous
occupy
They
placed.
be
(detachments) can
them until passage of the march column, after whic.a they Join the latter.

the
in the
outposts
hold

distance from the
Forces and the composition of march security as well as its
They depend on the concrete conditions of a
guarded troops can be quite diverse.
situation, mainly on the distance of the enemy, the czjmposition of protected troops,
and conditions of the locale.
During *he years of the Great Patriotic War, !.n the vanguard of a division a
reinforced
regiment waB usually dikpatVh~edJ. fýt.tnu a regii.eiat-reinforced rifie
company and in the
battalion; i. the head march party -- a reinforced rifle
rifle
platoons.
flank and rear parties - reinforced rifle
March security, sent in the direction of troop movement, is separated from the
main forces at a distance which ensures them the time and space necessary for
a blow in the enemy's flanit. Flank
deployment and exec-uting a maneuver tc inflict
and rear protection follows at a distance so that it might protect the march column
from a sudden enemy attack from a threatened flank or fran the rear.
When the troops stop for a long halt the vanguard (forward party), flank
detachment (flank party), and rear guard trear part.y,) remain at taetie"-lly

'iheiL marching over long distances, march security up to the approach of the
troops to the region of possible enemy encounter is accomplished, as a rule, only by
march parties.
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points and continue

or night rest, march sezurity is
desioiatetl watch security.

securityR

to execute

protection.

When trool,,,s

stop

for

a day

turned into watch security or is replaced again by

&ngineering support has as its goal guaranteeing the srzecessful accomplishment
of a ,c.",-hn-"P"-e,
a
1
.rrival of troops at a designated region or to a point of
deployment.
It.includes enIneering reconnaissance and the clearing it routes,
tyoop staging areas and probable points of their deployment, repair of roads and
bridges, preparation of cross-country routes, and the laying of bridges.
Important
measures cll engineering suppcrt are arranging obstacle detours, the preporatlo of
routes to bypass contamina.ted parts of an area, to arrange troop passage on almost
Impassable
sections
of perform
roads, to
prepare shelters
in staging areas, to set Up water
supply points,
and to
concealment
works.
On each of the routes a movement scourity detachment is assigned which prepares
the movement route.
It follows behind the march security unit or is previously
a*varced fox ard.
A part of the engineering subunits is distributed alunc the
colurcis.
Rear support.
During preparation for the march, reserves of all material means
are suppreen-t-4up to their norm, technical servicing of ermament and machines is
performed, and the wounded and the sick are evacuated to medical points.
In order to
render tecnfliOal assistance to out-of-order machines, their repair, evacuation and
refuelnlB and lubricatIon, answell - for medical help to iersonnel. the rear is
brought up.
Taking part in bringing up the rear are repair tnd evacutation units,
the medical staff, and machines with armored weapons and tiractor- equtipment, and 10L.
During a march, augmentation of the reserves of materiel Is acCortCif
shed, as a
rule, in a.ue. of long halts, or a day or night re-t.
Combat aind transport vehicles
can also be refueled dt.,'ng short halts.
Draring the march, nainteaance of machines is condLuted In a degree which ensuretheir reliable operation during the movement and theii errival at the designated
region. or to a point of deployment in eood technical worXIng order and ready f-r
further actions.
Machires which have broken down during the march are taken
road and are usually
repuired at
the plve-e cf their
breakdown.

to

the

right

of the

In a march the wounded and the sick are rendered medical help in place.
After
being treated they follow with their own subunits.
In unavoidable easer, the wounded
s.d the sick are evacuated to the nearest ned.ica) potirs establisnment.
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of the- movement has as its

goal ensuring the nyatetmtic,

nonstop and

77.r
timely arrival at a designtted area ar to a point
t-WiTRfopY ,l
rapid "ScvR n
of deploywant, epntro2 over observance by the troops of a fixed march order and
Movement control is executed on movement
'ring the march.
ineeurnb for concealment
an,d at points of troop
routes, in areas of halts t.id rests, in a new staging are,
lplrm•mnt.
It is orgauil , ahead of time by the headquarters, before beginning the

Sroveent •ontroL
Crossings, passes, road Ji..
V4&% ase set up.
In orde.
can be used.
Detours of ir
roafd are noted.

Important pvints
p.1
(at initir. points, control points,
-ts, and defiles) coand posts Md movement control
:,due* the number of posts road markers arel s$ins
I localities and almost tWpassable secti••.s of

~rch discipline. For the success cf a troop movement, march discipl'ne has
alnyn--'f-•n6-ir•-ea
gnificance.
This ts clearly shcwn by experience gained in
anhrt carried out in the years of the last war.
Thus, high parch discipline wao
one of the important conditions for successful accomplishment of the 200 kilometer
arch by tro•ps of the 21st Army in Janukr'y of 1945. During this rarch, troop
movement. especially during the first
half of the march, was accomplished cnisfly
at niiht. With the onset of dawn, the march most frequently stopred,
mhiring halts
and day rests, troops were disposed only in areas where it wm, pousible to use
natsral cewcuflage from aerial obbervation.
As abeing
result,
all large 'oei&tions of the armty ucceewfully Campfires
completed 'mre
this forbidden.
march without
subjected to Strikes by eneMy aircraft.
Under contemporary conditions, since the enemy has increased his capabilities
for conductIng reconnaissance and inflicting blows on troops, oven those moving a
considerable distance away from the battle Itne of forces, march discipline takoes on
a sig•rifinance even g-eater than before.
Personnel take their places in a vehicle according to plan, and every vehicle
follos in a subunit column accordlng to the accepted structure of forces.
Colurms
pass tho initial potnt and control points strictly at a fixed time.
They stop for
short and long halts, or a day or night rest, and they arrive at a designated staging
area or a deployment point also at a strict time.
During a march a fixed ordelr of movement is exactly maintained, .•specielly that
of speed and distance.
Mschines nove ...nly on t1he right side of the road; the left
Side of the road is kept tree for onccmIng traffic and for passing the column.
Passing is -llowed only by permlosi.on of the "enioz comwander.
When one column
passes another, the column beig
passed remains on the right shouldeon of the road
or to the right o? it to accelerate yessing, and to exclude mixing of forces and
eollVsion of vehicles,
Those vehicles lagging behind (from mitfuncticns)
-ejoin
their column at the next halt.
During a march all
measures are taken to avoid delaying the column and the
accumulation of troops in inhabited localities, at trossings, ý.asses, and in front. o
gorges.
Troops pass these places ionstop, at the highest pon•ible speed.
If' a
delay occurs in the troop movement through some narrow or 'lmost Impassable place in
the route, then the next columi stops ahead of tit.s hi, a rrzvered area and remains
t'lert until the problem is resolved.
During movement over bridges, measures are
taken to ensure safety.
During stops for a long halt, or a day or niEht rest, upon arrival at the
during; combat, in the shortest period the road is frced of all
designated arda 'nd
the movement of other troops.
combat and transport vehicles in order to facilitclt
=.turzs Ie-.*-hc
the front and in depth, •-alon.g
.
dpor
....
conceolmnt.
observance of
During a night march, special attention must be given to strict
vehicles with undaikentd
Movement of combat and trnaport
ble.ek:-out -equl~rements,
headlights or with headlights on it prohlbiboeC.
,renicles move ut.lng night vislon
instruments, black-out dkvices, or under body )ighting. C.ampfires are not allowed
during halts and when stopping for a night•'s rest.
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Troop control.
troop--ontro.I7

The success of a march is

inseparably connected with the art of

During a march, the subunit commander rides in a tank, armored carrier, or
motor vehicle, usually at the head of the-column, and strictly
observes the fixed
order of march.
To control the aibunit commands and signals are used.
Commands
(signals) given during the movemenL and a stop should be rapidly received, exactly
executed,-and transmitted to neighboring vehicles.
For the transmission of orders
and dispatches, mobile means of communication are widely used.
In higher command echelons, for instance, in the United States Arny, troop
leadership in a march is performed from mobile control points.
The number,
composition, and place in a column of points during a movement and their location
during stops for rest and upon arrival at a designated area (at a deployment point)
depend on the problem executed and conditions of the situation.
In many armies it
is accepted that the command point of a unit moves behind the vanguard, and that
of a large formation moves at the head of the column of main forces.
Communication is ensured mainly by mobile means, including helicopters.
Radio
silence is maintained until contact with the enemy.
Raiio relay and wire communicaLion
is used on troop movement routes.
The passage of initial
point and control points, arriral
at a designated area
or an approach to an indicated deployment point, and encounter with the enemy is
immediately reported to the senior commander.
Trans~port of Troops by Railroadan_

Waterways

Preparing troops for transport.
Transporting troops by railroad or by water
transpoiFE-fs-performed when movement by march or transport by air
are unsuitable or
are impossible.
It ensures high speed of troop transport, and when utilizing transport
by rail,
several hundreds of kilometers per day can be covered.
A high speed of
troop transport is achieved regardless of the time of day and year, or t}:e physical
state of personnel before the beginning of their movement; this speed is almost
independent of meterorological conditions or state of the weather.
However, railroads
stations, docks, and ports, the location of which are known by the enemy, are very
vulnerable to his strikes by nuclear missiles and aircraft.
Before loading, the troops remain in a waiting area.
This area is selected near
that station or port in which they will be loaded for transport by railroad or by
water transport.
At the same time, the distance of the waiting area from the loading
place should be such that in case the enemy inflicts
nuclear blows on the station
(port) the troops which are then in the waiting area will not be injured.
The location of the waiting area depends to a great degree on the character of
the locale.
The waiting area is selected to ensure good troop concealment, especially
from aerial observation, and to provide natural shelters and convenient access
routes.
In addition to the basic area, a reserve waiting area will be designated
In case the area appears (according to conditions of the situation) to be inexpedient
or the necessity arises to leave an occupied area due to strong contamination,
destruction, or fires.
If the enemy detects preparation of troops for transport by railroad or waterway,
he can then inflict
nuclear strikes on them when they are in waiting areas, and wreck
their transport.
In order to preclude this, first
of all
exercising great vigilance
and keeping secret all
the preperator'; measures is necessary.
Troops are dispersed,
covered and thoroughly concealed.
Radiation and chremical reconnaissance is organized,
the troops are informed about enemy air attack, and about radioactive and chemical
contamination.
Measures are taken to extinguish fires, remove avalanches, and to
protect personnel from being hit by falling trees.
Shelter is prepared for personnel and combat equipment.
In all
subunits
observation and direct security is organized.
To repulse an enemy air
raid, duty
machines guns are az.,A ned, which, together with antiaircraft weapons, are in constant
readiness for combat.
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Tn order to guarantee regularity of troop loading In short periods and to
avoid an accumulation of personnel and combat materiel in loading places, control
of the movement on routes of troop advancement is organized and the priority is
Subunits are
established prior'to their loading on railroad or water transport.
distributed by trains and by railroad cars (by vessels and ship compartments)
By military echelon we understand the subunit which is organized for transportin one train or on one vessel (self-propelled or not); this designation :.lsc includes
A military train is considered to be a train having
a group of combat materiel.
Subunits-are
20 railroad cars or more (in biaxial count) occupied by subunits,
formed in echelons in such a manner so as not to disturb organizational integrity,
to ensure the preservation of constant combat readiness of the transported troops,
and, when necessary, independent conduct of a battle after unloading.
The fixed order of subunit distribution by echelons (vessels) and tho priority
of their advancement to loading places are considered when the troops are in staging:
are
areas.
Subunits are placed in such a way so that those which are loaded first
This-excludes the necessity of some
near the advance routes to loading places.
subunits passing others, and the possibility of forming blockages on movement routes,
or an accumulation of personnel and combat materiel at loading-unloading places,
of all
waiting for loading (by a loading-unloading place we understand the totality
devices intended for loading and unloading of troops).
In waiting areas, the final preparation of troops for boarding and loading on
railroad or water transport.
Combat materiel is prepared for transport and for
subsequent actions.
Technical inspection and the necessary repair of combat and
transport vehicles and arms-is performed.
All disabled materiel is put in order
prior to loading.
Fuel tanks of vehicles are completely filled.
Medical
examinations of personnel are made, and, when necessary, other medical and
antiepidemic measures are taken.
Supply status of personnel is checked with
individual means of prctection.
Troops situated in the waiting area constantly maLntain communications with the
chief of the echelon.
Exactly at a fixed ttme, dtr',ctiy before loading of the
echelon, they are called from the waiting area to the loading-unloading area.
Troops
are advanced by subunits in the order of their loading priority.
The edvance is
carried out so that they can immediately, upon arriva' at the loading place, begin
loading without a prolonged wait.
For loading, the troops are assigned a
the basic area, a reserve loading area will
area can become necessary by a sharp change
nuclear and aircraft strike or the activity
basic loading area is excluded.

place or an area of loading.
Besides
be designated.
A change in the loading
of the situation, when due to enemy
of his sabotage groups, the use of the

A subunit is loaded on railroad (water) transport at one station (dock) of
loading.
At each of the stations (docks) loading of several echelons is possible
in twenty-four hours.
Concretely, the number of stations or docks' designated for
loading depends on the number and qualitative composition of transported troops, the
presence of stations (docks), and the degree to which they are equipped with loadingunloading devices.
Under contemporary con±ditions, an enemy who has diverse means of intelligence
and powerful weapons is quite capable to detect ani disrupt the loading of troops at
any, even very great, distance from the battle line.
Therefore, in any conditions,
boarding of personnel, the load•in
of macnines, arms, or materiel must be carried
out secretly and in the shortest periods of time.
The speed of troop loading depends on many factors.
Rapid loading requires a
sufficient number of loading-unloading plces
with good cquipment.
Periods of
loading are greatly dependent on the character of enemy activity, meteorological
conditions, state of the weather, and time of the year and day.
Also of importance
is the degree of troop training, their skill in rapidly arid correctly loading combat
and tronsport vehicles, arms, and materiel under complicated conditions of a
situation,
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cars
During transport by railroad, ,troops are loaded in covered railroad
and in
platforms
on
resei'res),
provision
and
cooking,
enroute
;, (personnel.performing
Material means and other property
openihighwalled railroad ears (combat equipment).
of the echelon are placed in transport vehiclesvand:covered railroad cars. ]uel and
Iubricants-and other dangerous loads in crates and. special containers can. be
transported on covered railroad cars, open, highwalled railroad cars, and platfcrms
or by filling into railroadcisterns,

special-rollinF stock.-

tank trucks,..refueling:.trucks,

and also in

When forming a military train, the covered railroad cars occupied by personnel,
and by operating kitchens are plared in the middlepart of the train, while platforms
and open, highwalled railroad cars with combat equipment are in the forward and-rear
parts. Railroad cars with dangerous loads are isolated-by special shields from the
locomotive, the tail of the train, passenger cars, railroad cars with operating
Platforms with antiaircraft
kitchens, and, when necessary, from one another.
equipment are placed in the forward and rear parts of the train; for conventence of
firing they are separated from the locomotive and from covered railroad -ers or
open, highwalled railroad cars by one or several platforms with loads of small.

height dimensions.

During-transport by waterways, troops are loaded on self propelled or. nonself-propelled naval and river, vessels, having accommodations and decks suita"le for
personnel and combat equipment.

Theagreatest expenditure of-time is made by loading combat equipment, and the

Therefore, boarding the personnel of an echelon in
lowest by boarding of personnel.
railroad .cars-or on vesseV is done last, immediately before embarking.

The first to'be loaded on the rolling.titock or on a vessel is all the materiL.
of the transported trocps - combat materiel, special and transport. vehicles, cannon,
and others. Directly before loading for transport by railroad, combat equipment is
Before loading for transport by waterway, combat equipment
prepared for transport.
is set up in-the designated place and is prepared for packing (motors are muffled,
tank turrets are swung with barrels of their cannon back, etc.).
Loading combat materiel on rolling-stock is usually done under its own power
and by cranes; on naval and river-vessels it is done by shore and floating. cranes,
For loading
ship derricks, winches, under its own power and tractors (on decks).
an echelon on naval vessels at anchor floating equipment is used, by which personnel,
combat materiel and property are transported from shore on to the vessel standing
at anchor.
It is
Loading of an echelon begins by a command from the echelon chief.
performed by subunits, as a rule, on a wide front, using all the available loadingTransported loads are usually loaded
unloading devices, attachments and mechanisms.
in all hatches of the vessel simultaneously, always starting from the holds.
The commander of a subunit is responsible for loading his subordinate subunit.
When loading combat materiel under its own power, he personally directs the passage
Further movement of a
of every machine or cannon onto the rolling stock or vessel.
machine (cannon) along the rolling stock or deck of a vessel and the distribution of
During loading, machines
it is directed by the commander of the vehicle (crew).
must move only according to signals of the subunit commander, without Jerks and sharp
Turns of a machine on transfer bridges is generally not allowed.
turns, in low gear.
The combat materiel of an echelon is placed on rolling stock or on a vessel
uniformly, in order to use most fully the load capacity and useful area of railroad
But here it is necessary to consider
cars, platforms, decks, and vessel compartments.
ensuring its rapid unloading under complicated conditions of a situation.
Combat, special and transport machines, cannon and other bulky combat equipment
as well as tie equipment of troops being transported are arranged on platforms, in
open, highwalled railroad cars, and on decks in such a manner so as to prevent them
from extending beyond the limits of the vessel dimensions and so as not to disturb
the passage safety of trains on a neighborIng track. After distribution on rolling
stock or on a vcsscl, combat materiel and property are made fast to avoid longitudinal
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and transverse shifts. Securing the combal, materiel is done by crews of the machines,
drivers, and crews of cannons under the lerndership of commanders of the subunits
In winter, the cooling
Brakes are s-t on the machines.
transported in the echelon.
systems of engines are drained.
For bracing the comba~t material and prop -rty we use fastening materials. (wire,
wooden bars, inserts, struts, stanches and lining, brackets and nails) and adjusting
Securing
gear (metallic thrust shr'.s, rope or chain stretchers, wooden bars).
materials during troop transport by rail are provided by the railroad and the military
Fastening
unit; during transport by water, tAe.N are prorided by the loading port;.
attachments are a part of the machines or cannons and are used repeatedly for bracing
them on rolling stock (and when posslile, on vessels).

Dron completion of loading the combat rateriel and property of the echelon, the
In those cases when, due to
sidm- of the platforms are raised and secured by locks.
the combat materiel e-tendtng beyond the limits of the floor of a platform (for
inrtance, overhang of tank tracks) ani itF sides cannot be raised, then they remain
lowered, but are fastened by wire or rYa secured by rings and hooks to girder beams
of the platforms.
After loading of combat technologry and property is completed, lo ding of echelon
In co'ired tetraaxial railroad cars 64-72 persons are
personnel is carried out.
placed, but with a transport dur&tion of less than twenty-four hours, 100 persons.
The
In two-axle railroad cars accordingly 32-36 persons or 50 persons are carried.
number of personnel placed in cargo ship compartments, not equipped with l.ank beds,
In determined on the basi of 0.5-1.3 square meters pev man. With the installation
in ship compartments oi' plank beds, the quantity of people can be irnzreased from
Loading of personnel should be completed no later than 10 minutes prior
1.4-2 times.
to departure of the train or vessel.
Light small arms are placed on plank beds, under plank beds, or in specially
Heavy small arms are placed (in railroads cars) on the floor,
equipped arms racks.
but on vessels - in living quarters in the areas between plank beds and on the decks
(except the upper deck).
Loading of personnel, loading of arms, machines and cargo are performed taking
precautionary measures, in order to avoid accidents and damage to the transport
equipment.
After termination of boarding and loading of passenger railroad cars,
combat materiel and the property of the transported troops are thoroughly concealed.
If when loading combat materiel and property at a station or in a port the
signal is given warning of an air raid, the loading is irzmmediately halted.
Personnel
and combat materiel located at the loading-unloading place are dispersed and are
covered.
If the air raid signal is given when the echel.on had already completed its
loading, then it is taken out of the station and the vessel is removed from its
mooring.
When this is not possible, personnel debark and are taken to shclters; for
protection of the combat materiel and property of the echelorn, a guard is left.
If wbn at th. wa~ting area or in loading places the troops are hit by blows
from nuclear or chemical weapons or by aircraft, then they &re led from areas of
contamination, destruction, and fires, and the consequence of enemy blows is
eliminated.
After restoring, their combat capability, the troops, depending. upon
conditions, can advance to a.new waiting area, continue loading at their former
station (dock, port), or start loading the remaining combat materiel, prorerý,y, and
boarding of personnel at a new station (dock).
RBalization of transport.
Troop transport by a railroad and waterway can requi re
a lon•- Ime,
som
m amiinr to several days.
Over such a prolonged period the
enemy c:,n di.scover this transport operation and at any of It- stages cnn attack the
troopr. with aircraft or missiles with nuclear or chemical warheads, especially
duringý passage of the troops being transported through large stations or over
brLdhie,
which cro:rs w.de water barriers anr mountain passes.
Also possible are
airborne landinfr.g- and the action of enemy sabotage grour3 along the troop route,
and at a small distance from the contact line of forces - even an approach to these
route:, iend action5 of Ats mobile groups.
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In order to exclude sudden enemy air and ground strikes, to preclude the defeat
of forces or to reduce greatly their losses during strikes and to enable the echelon
to ar -. ve in good- timeat a designated region, thorough and manifold support in the
course of the movement is necessary.
Here most important precautions are observation,
direct security, protection from weapons of mass destruction, antiaircraft defense,
and concealment.
Support of the echelon is carried out by the forces and equipment
of transported subunits.
Observation'and direct see'rity
of an echelon along its
route are ensured by
observation posts (forward, rear, and intermediate), antiaircraft duty crews, a
guard designated to protect combat materiel and property, patrols, and an on-duty
subunit.
To repel an enemy ground attack, separate cannon and tanks beforehand are
designated which must be ready to fire on a moving train, directly from the platform.
For this purpose the antiaircraft weapons of the echelon are also adapted.
.An announcement to the personnel of the echelon regarding a chemical attack,
radioactive contamination ancl the use 'of iteriologlcal
means by the enemy is
carried out by means of arspecial signal, established by the echelon commander, and
also by a signal used on the transport (one long and one short locomotive whistle
between stations or blows on a piece of rail
at the stations).
Upon hearing the
signal, personnel don their gasmasks, their skin protection equipment, and they
occupy (as far as possible)'the middle and upper berths.
Doors, windows (por&holes)
and, hatches of passenger railroad cars or ship compartments are tightly closed, and
slots are stuffed with rags, paper, and other improvised means.
Food preparation.0 in
kitchens is prohibited, and reserves of drinking water, foodstuffs, and the kitchen
are thoroughly covered.
Combat materiel is covered as well as possible.
Contaminated sections on a railroad or waterway are passed by the train or
vessel without stopping, at a fixed speed.
Movement through an area which is
contaminated by radioactive substances is permitted only if for the time the echelon
remains within the limits of this sectionrthe dose of personnel radiation does not
exceed the permissible norms.
For the passage time over a contaminated section,
crews of armored machines can occupy their vehicles.
Personnel radiation is
monitored, and after passing the contaminated section, the degree of personnel
contamination, railroad cars or ship compartment or combat materiel and echelon
property contamination is monitored.
After leaving the contaminated area, partial
special treatment immediately is conducted without detaining the train or vessel.
Radiation and chemical reconnaissance during passage along a railroad or waterway
is conducted by the forces and means of transported troops.
For reconnaissance of
contaminated sections, chemical reconnaissance patrols can be designated from
personnel of the echelon.
Antiaircraft troop defense along the route is executed by the antiaircraft
crews and equipment of subunits, as well as by the means of the senior commander who
organized the transport.
At the appearance of enemy aircraft, a warning signaal is
given.
At this signal the train or vessel continues its movement.
All the fire
power designated for firing at enemy aircraft as the train moves is made ready for
immediate opening of fire.
Doors, windows (portholes) and hatches of railrc~ad cars
or ship compartments are closed.
Personnel take measures for individual protection
in the "ready" position.
Concealment is carried out directly by subunits.
ior executing the measures
undertaken for concealment we widely use not only standard but improvised means;
here one should consider that concealment covering should be fireproof and should
not be ignited by sparks from the locomotive.
The state of concealment along the
route is constantly observed by the commanders and headquarters of all
levels.
A complicated ground and air
situation, in which it may be necessary to
transport troops under conditions of a nuclear missile war, can compel interrupting
the transport, altering the means of movement, repelling an enemy air
attack, and
sometimes fighting with his ground forces, and only defeating the enem3+, continuing
transport by railroad or by waterway.
Therefore, troops must always be i.eady for

sudden and rapid unloading at previously unprepared places,

to Iccomplizh further

mov~ment by march to bypass destroyed and contaminated areas or to a place of
rýýppated loadinr, and entry into combat with the enemy.
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During movement by railroad, all personnel must be vigilant, they must maintain
the secrecy of transport, and they must comply with fixcd rules.
It is prohibited
to conduct conversations with outside persons, to ii•ention the transports in letters,
Exit of personnel from the railroad
or to transport outside persons in the echelon.
cars or vessels is limited.
Over defined sections it is forb~idden to open the doors

and hatches of railroad cars, and on vessels it Js forbidden to come on deck.
destination point and the route are not reported to persone.?l in the echelon.

The

.Personnel are prohibited to mix in the work of transport officials, to delay oil
without cause to stop the train, to write on railroad cars or vessels, to post
slogans and decorations, or to use without permission the property of the station
or port. During stops at stations and In ports, the rules of personal safety must
be obseýrved.
The discipline and observanre by subunit personnel of fixed rules of transport
is supervised by the subunit c.rnmander.
Dýiring transport he is located in the
echelon with his own subunit.
!,eadership over subordinates is carried out with the
help. of messengers and by means of personal contact at stops.
The echelon commander
also uses wire communication means.
Use of radio communications in the echelon
en route is prohibited.
In the course of a troor) mrvement by railroad and waterways, of great significane
Is the materinl and medical support of an echelon.
Supplying personnel with hot
food enrit'tq is done, as a rule, .rrom operative kitchens of the echelon or ship
kliclinnn (galleys).
Hot food Ir is'.sued not less than two times per day, during a
halt. of' the train.
The wounded and the sick are rendered necessary medical help.
The sick who
cerninot move further srn, sent to the nearest medice) !'acility. Upon detection of'
indiv:idial diseases among periuonrei of the echelon which are caused by bacterial
means (hesides the ,lIgue, cholera, or smallpox), intensive medical observation of'
personnel is established.
heN'r,.led contagious patients are seýnt to an isolation
car or cabin, and, wheni reces!.:ary, to the appropriate medical facility. Contact
of personnel with person:• on.il.•Ide the echelon is strictly limited.
Upon detecting
2-15" of those sickenrid by coit .!b'ous sicknesses or at even one case of plague,
cholera, or smallpox, the echelon is unloaded and sent to an observation point.
At;the approach to the iinloqding station (port) personnel, combat and transport
vehtcles nre prepared fre, unloading.
At one of the nearest stops before the
unloading station and on vessels before the port of assignment, drivers service
their vehicles with water (heating in winter) and test the engines.
But removi-;..:e
1hre bracing of combat ma.teriel prior to arrival of the echelon at the unloading
aolnnt Is IrohLbited.
Unloadingý ot' trooon.
For the unloading of troops stations, docks, and porcs, of'
unlm
-rig -are- IYe-{•-h•,
but for unloading large military units there are unlcoAding
aru.ns, including several stations or docks.
iJ[,on arrival at the station or the port of unloading,

personnel (by command

"r'om thie echelon commander) !ebark from the railroad cars or from the vessel and, in

hilrin
I , order, are rapidly taken to the unloading areas of combat materiel and
[ r•i, .]ty.
I-et'rsonnel ot' those subunilts which are not taken for unloading materieel
,al (a.rg) a're immeiately taken from the station (dock) area to a determined assembLy
Unloadin,

i.n performed in a sLrictly fixed time and in secret.

It Is quite clear that for a prolonged period it is impossible to hold
f-rzonnel, co:mbat materiel Ansi property at a stotion or a dock.
As unloading
F ,',;I,'e;e, comhat materlel. a.i proprerty, to avoid delay, are sent to the assernl)Ay
Inrih, imnload l.ng ares mus:-uresi are taken for protection from weapons of mas:n
I,,:.•ul,Itc
1,
n otIAa r'cr'aft let'en.scs, diirect security, and commanrdant's service h.'ne
or,'jan,
nzed.
if en route Lhe troopc ,assed contaminated areas, at points of special
m.do•,,
•-atmert of' per-sonn•el, full ,-eactivation, degasslner or
tr'.
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detontaminaton 01 combat materiel, clothing,

footrear and equlpment ax

performed.

Dnring [0-rsonnet landing:., unloading of macbines, rcrres and cargo, precautionary
Under any ocnditionos -.f thu situation,
mweas.ures ark. JCNTVed to avoid accidents.
alt measures necetsary are taken in order to exclude ruining the iolling stock and
to ensure mainLenar. ý oi trans;-ort means.

If upon &.'rivrl at a station cr ot a pelt, at the time when unloading of troops
has not yet begun, and the air raid z-igtial Js sounded, then the train ,ith the echelon
Is removed from the Stati.t,

and the

-euael is

taker. from its

moorage.

Wten it

is

impossible to remove the ech.tlon, personnel debark ani are taken to the nexrest
rhelter. At the train a guard is left for the protection of combat materiel and
property of the echelon.
In the case when an echelon, during unloading, wýs subjected to radioactive,
chemical or bacterial infection, then Its unloading, ss a rule, do-s not atop; on
Subunits,
the contrary, all measuresB are taken to fully ac:celerate the unloading.
according to their unloading, without delay are taten to the assembly area or to a
There they conduct
jotnt of special treatment, d&ployed in the unloading area.
partitl or full special treatment.
Its distance
The "ssemb.Qv area is designated close to the troop unloading area.
from the unlc.--ding )laces is mainly determined by conditions of the locale and the
requirements c', troop vrotection from weapons of mass destru-tion. Besides the
basic area, a reserve assembly ares is designated in the event tha' , becaus( of the
nstration, a troop pullout to the basic area will prove i'npossible or if it is
necbsary to chan,ýe the occuple(n assembly area.
In the assembly area the troops are brought to combat riadiness.
It is possible
that in a number of cases troopt will receive a combat mission prior to the full
ktermination oý' their unloading and cancentratirn in the Assembly area
Air Transport of Troops
In the years of the past war,
Air transfort is a new method of troop movement.
subunits were moved by air transport; now inA.•r many
cases, only
in separate
is small
anticiphted of units and evei, large formations.
air tran,,port
rrmies
Air
transport is usod for the rapid. transfer of troops over large distances.
transport Lives a time gain as compared to other methods of transport; it does
depend on a road! system and can be performed both o-er territroy occupied by friendly
troops, as well as over the front lines for dropping troops on territory captýired
in the enemy's xear.
in spite of the definite, advant~agets of alt- transpoit, the use of th~s meth'-od
Troop transfer requires a considerable.
very lietted by its deficiencies,
is still
taantity of transport equipment, and for their cover a large amount of combat
aircraft is needed.
Also very great are the avat'.ion requirements at airfieldE or
sites. The exis•ing means of air transport, hodever, do permit moving tanks with
troops,._
t
s.n
At present,
foreign armi-n, work is in process on creating vertical takeoff
Htnce
and landing aircraft, an] on increasing load capacity of avia+ion equipment.
it is possible to expect that in the future, the use of troop transport by air willl
be consadet.ably expeaned.
Foi troop trar.spox't by air special aircraft are uecd of military-transport
aviation, conxerted passenger and cargo aircraft, and hellcoptersi, and in certain
armles, mtilitary-trtnsport gliers are also used.
Tr(cnp transport can be carried out in one or several trips. A subunit is
transjl rted in one trip, while larger military unIts are transported in several
trips.
Dui Ing troop trat
sport by air,
desl.natsd.
Their num~er may differ,

of loading and unloadLing are
airports
or sites
denerding mainly on the mission or the troops,
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the presence of airport; (oltes) and the composition of the aircraft used in the
A subunit, with reinforcemonts is transported from one airport (site).
transport.
of' i iool[s for air transport, waiting areas are designated.
For the preparstuiiIn these areas, personnel anl combat riet(!riel are distributed by tiLips and by
Subunits are prepared for boarding and loading,
aircraft (halicopters, jliders).
or behavlor in flight, and during unloa('.Ing, and landing.
and thei- ,tudy the rtlet.
At the appointed time, subunits move out of the waiting areas to the initial
position for loading. At a rixed signal, the troops begin to board the aircraft
Loading of equipment and cargo and boarding of personnel are performed
(helicopters).
according to instructions from t;he commanders of the aviation units.
If
The subunit cornkutier Clies in the same aircraft with his snbordinates.
a rubunit is tr, n~pOrt.,,.d oi, -everal aircraft, then the necessary means of communiCatirn
is located in one of them, And the staff is in another.
and iinload.,u,, of combat materiel are usually
Debarkation of personivL
accomplished immediatel.v after an aircraft lands and taxies off, and when a helicopter
In oidor to accelerate the unloading of combat materiel and cargo,
or glider lands.
i.
the aircraft crew can be u
After unloadln-o, .'nnLts are quickly made combat ready so that troops, soon
This is most probable when
after transport, •en ur. -In to execute a combat mission.
troops c•leark in aresa: ý:apturoŽc in the enemy's rear.
ici-ted conditions of a nuclear missile war it would be
:'o that under tli• ,:ma
pOssll li& to correctly Ft," r0ipLdly load and unload combat, special and ýransport
vehicLe'.: or arm., o1I,•w i.oibat; materiel and goods into aircraft, helicopters,
aaif l hips, the personnel of all transport units must study
.ir 1,
railroad cars,
tIhe rules for loading, Iransport, and unloading of rail, w&ter, and air transport.
All this training contributes to
1Hn,- ,n means of transport.
Subunits loarn ,oo1r,
readiness for tranrport.
!n (!n .anL
troof
keepAing,1.1e
Troop instr
before .inticira'
ii.l unic
bracIni,
c.ondi itiorn:.

Scopy

On the day
transport is performed periodically.
1(,cr ieg..ln•.
ant'ort, subunits oro trained in the practical loading,
ng t* telir own arms, combat materiel and transport under complex
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CHAPTER

THE MEETING ENGAGEMENT
Conditions Leading to a Meeting Engagement
The meeting engagement appeared in armed combat toward the end of the 18th
century (battles on the rivers Tidone And Trebbia in 1799), when linear tactics
were replaced by column action in combination with loose formation, and troops
obtained wider maneuverability and could enter combat oirectly from march columns.
However; with use of the smooth-bore firearm the meeting engagement was a very
rare phenomenon.
Due to the relatively small size of armies and their weak technical
equipment and insufficient fire power, battles developed on fronts totaling a few
kilometers. "The whole army, representing the armed forces of the state, acted*
as a single unit.
The advance as a rule was-preceded by preliminary concentration
of all
forces of both sides on the battlefield.
Maneuver was sharply separated
in time from battle.
First the troops in marching order approached the enemy,
then-when near him-shifted into combat formation, conducted the necessary
preparatory measures (not yet under fire), and, finally, entered into battle.
In the second half of the 19th century the appearance of mass armies, the
creation of permanent combined-arms Cormations in the fornm of divisions and corps,

the development of railroad transport, the acceptance of the rifled firing weapon,
and the appearance of the telegraph, led to changes in the character of armed
conflict.
The single general battle over a limited section of ground with all
forces ptirticipating disappeared.
There came to be a number of battles, developing
over several hundreds of kilometers of front.
Thanks to the considerably increased
range of the rifled weapon and greater firepower it became possible to strike the
enemy from a greater distance than before.
In these conditions both sides not infrequently were forced, especially in an
unclear situation, to enter combat directly from march, omitting preliminary
concentration.
Maneuver and the beginning of battle began to merge into a single
process.
The transition from march to combat action began to be accomplished without
any interruption, and meeting engagements came to be a regular occurrence.
Such
battles required organization of marches, different construction of the marching
order, and new combat techniques.
The advantages accruing to the side which could surprise an enemy who was not
prepared to fight on the march, when his troops are not deployed, were revealed.
Resoluteness and speed of action in these conditions and preventing or limiting
the ability of the enemy to deploy were important prerequisites of success.
The existence of essential peculiarities in the organization and
meeting engagement which developed simultaneously with deployment of
mprch columns into combat formation mLde necessary its special study
practical instruction of troops for actions during an encounter with
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conduct of a
troops from
and the
the enemy.

At the end of the 19th century t~hr: co)ncept of "me 1.r'
ngagement" appeared in the
field regulations of the armnies, of the European f1.nt1::and l;he .hasic' princip:les
Cor its organization end conducýt wicre nxpourrded, fthn ~:~
time.

It was enisidered that the meeting engagement could ýccur only under conditions
of' an encounter with the 'enemy during a march.
It is characterized by. confusion
of the situation, intense struggle for thEA initiative, and by mobility and fluidity.
To achi~eve success it would be necessary to anticipate the enemy in deployment of
troops and plotting the attack, The regul~ations stressed the need for-rapid
decision,,without w.aiting for full clarification of the situation, and the importance
of Independence, initiative and resoluteness on the part of the commanders.
The wars of the first half of the 20th century also were characterized by
numerous meeting engagements. The condit-ions of their appearance were varied.
Mleeting engagements always appeared everyw)here that both sides simultanecusly
.strove t~o achieve their aimo by offensive actions. (Fig.. 17).
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Iig. 17.
Conditions of appeararce of meeting
engagement:. A) beginning of war; b) overcoming
tactical depth of enemy defense; c) during
pursuit; d) during counterattack.
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As the history of wars and military art verifies, mneeting enga~gements are
most inherent to' the initial prriod of wvar.
In this period both sides. strive to
rieanid to hold the Initintive, to shift military actions into enemy territory
srd to penietrate as fast as possible in order to wreck his mobi~lization, deployment,
"aPproach, and orgenized introducticn of main forces into battle, to dJ,sorganize
c..ntrol, and also to master vitally imprortant objects (regions) and thus to create
proifitable condi~tion3 for dnploymert; of ,tubsequent decisive action and the final
dristruction of the enemy.
It is natural that in riii a si ua t Jil,
when bntli sider move forward with equally
decisive purposes - to 6e:,trm,-), the enemny 1y offen:,.ve action - conditions are created
r'or a number of meetiriýr cn.;.'ý, rents oven In the v,,
eginning, of military action.
1-y virtue of these i:rntczmwoting
(!ngagemwt z; nppeared at the beginning, of fih
Austro-Prussian War of' W1P- -!,r Nnohod artid Trutnov (Ien the second day of the war),
and also in the Franco-Prii* 1K,ý Way, of1 iB(O near ý`Aarf-rilcken, Weissenburg, Spichern
(on the fourth day of' !he oi r j.
At, o:;p#--(A-nliy lar - number of meeting engagements
charcterized the initinl. (r
.
i)
r~~dof
tir, first World War (meeting
engagements in t~he regJ!r .
ridiw it-~itn, '(::ldnp, K15iTonnaszow, on the rivers
Zolotaya Lipa, Scmois, NP,k arotl(I. er).ýI
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of both s~daa, bo~for- Comiing; III contact, had marcrhed for jevr,-rat dews.
Therefore., meeting engagemencts werfe Jloined from UP~ march with the E~uccDuuIve
commitment of troops marcliiii freom dep~th.
First ~was an engagjýemenit of"
reconnaissance, subuni ts, t)'~n cI CITCI ,ý. 01' n1110'0, "LnCer-Ity, anid, ft inilly, the main
forces were depl~oyed Arid entered intoi
oml~tt.
Deploymrent of- an infantry r'iviuion,
whose depth of coloursit during movemet-nt along One road P.ttained IP-j1j kni, tock 9-G
hours.
Ina&smuch aE the technical mearns of' reonktare
that timne did V0
ensure advance detection of the e!ýemy, mieeting. enigiigemuenta aitpsared, as a rule,3
unexp-ictediy aind suddenily, and chiefly were of the character of a frontal ecur. nter1C1.
Witti the formation )I* r, solid front, when-r war became a wrar of' jpoitioii,
pwrand the abe3nce of strong, moiblev firing, mliauil resulted in r low tempot of'
combat action.
The problem of pt:reed'atisg a portltlor. defense .qai not completely
Pel' led.
Moireovcr the defending si~de, purnding oil1y thec purpose of' presierving
sta,_lity of the defence front, di6 ost usually attempt to destroy ant advnnejingr
encmy by active, deciL;*_c actirnui', arid In hT~
2 ~;
h' ac-ni attack. wan nut.
1&ainchr-6 .
Numerous; reservesc or d r-ferst;v it, the; Ylrut World W' we-re usejd toan Ically
fT-r ecntuntratinig the dcle,;,'fi,n
frorio, for ra piri
_.lctcd brea;ktls.'3upg. or for rceplaL~ng
te oat combat capability of

laig'

orurmationin

aiid unilts.

Thle civil war of' the Soviet; prtoile;_ agains1.zt the! foce
'ofo.ce1igi is,,erVentloi
and internal counte'rrevolutioni 1was; n wtur *For
the: trnest part, of rirurwas&
rungagemeritri, mnely
ni'urin';
ca's'.l1ry act ion ( meeIFt IngI
charrcterized by many ,v!eeling
engagements near Oreli and Krosuy, Vrorethzl, arid Kaurtorimya rin 1919, irn the reginri
of the village of YTg'rlykna.j-H,ru, riear Voihuvynkly In 1920, -;,.j otheur:).

The
diructiJnsI

absence of olidl arid stotble fronits, Wind Ul 1,'CAtioiil of' troop.:l,
tWhI thlere unuullyr wau no direct Conitp-ct botweesi1 sidU esits'.
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aur,rize3( of' appearance.
in the 7ported preceding theq Great Patj'l-tic War, study of the MrceliI,: es~gagernerit
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The mieetilog engfrger(-ien-it , both In relsu tat' ori' asP well1 an on tt.r- pager iofilhi:
milittary ;'renu, wanu cons~dnt-ed ordeLr the conijjt1lonri~ that but" aidesl, ps-lox to the
encouiit-eir. aru uueparated by a oulIfind ulaco a,0 mo,-vtz ttwacyuouchs
other lint alurutie.

It w- in Ia] iovod that ani eQur~cla]i 2yar-gc numbei rof ineting crptgneitu
ii1
cniaractcri~zc the I niLtil
pf T-lod of' a tsar, wrenl thrre wil-t be Too direct Contact
of sides arid ru n-troop front, arid 1.otis ridrut will strive- tou achievei the- initiativL,
It was; iclieveni thatt trocon' musit ma~ke juveral trierc
dies
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thly encounter thu
main cr-amy
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The Ores-t Patriotic War confirm-3d tb-i basic prevar positicni ot the theory of
Soviet rnilittay art ard intrudurned niany niu~ things into all of ;lts Area,
inchaidlng
a consider~bty expanded conicept rcp~ardJ ng tne cond! ti.oris of theo appearanrce Anid

chiaractor of k mieeting inrgtgorient.
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The initial period of the li eat Pritriotic War %as IndeeCd filledl With t. large
numl-er of meetirit; engaf;Nmifltfi (moectink, enb;.;;e*aunts of Ute third andj twelfth
mechanitzed ncorpe in tht: reiv:n :icuthwuat of Shaxulyvy, of the ot:cth and eleventh
atcchantzedJ Copia in the region of Orodn;.ý, thi eip~nt, rilith, fifteenth and nj,).jteenl'mechanized corpn in ti-o rugion of It.O~lL, l~inmo, Itrody And othiers.) flciever. due
to changes of charnector of tLi tegirin.ln'; of the woar, the trio mt~neuverlir.g spece
whicheitdIn 0
iai Tirn-n
V!,_.
War
w)ct wt
tiahcr for gre-rnt-d in thecry,I
4( ually di6 not exibt.
1c~~ct~eo
n;e
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counterattacks and counterblows, to destroy a group penetrating the defenses of
It is clear that a breakthrough of such defenses will inevitably
advancing troops.
lead to meeting engagements.
The peculiarities of the situation at the appearance of a meeting engagement,
within the limits of the tactical depth of defense, is that aý.lancing troops (prior
to the moment of the meeting engagement) have a previously created offensive
grouping and act in a combat or prebattle order with the support of air and longrange fire
power, deployed in position.
This favors a transition to a meeting
engagement, especially if the possibility was previously anticipated and corresponding measures were taken.
At the same time, certain difficulties are created
in the meeting engagement.
Advancing troops, prior to encountering the enemy
During the troop
reserves, must overcome the resistance of the defending troops.
actions, in the spaces between them, various unsuppressed centers of enemy resistance
can remain which will require separating a unit of forces for their destruction,
and which will also hamper execution of the maneuver.
At the same time, enemy
reserves will advance under the cover of their own defending troops, then will deploy
most frequently to previously chosen and organized positions and inflict
blows
on well planned targets.
It follows then that advancing subunits, under such
conditions, should (as rapidly as possible) overcome the resistance of defending
troops, keep the enemy from capturing important positions, and wreck his deployment,
not allowing his organized entry into combat, and by a swift blow (in stride)
attempt to destroy the enemy reserves during his forward movement.
The most frequent meeting engagements will apparently occur, as it was in the
past war, during the development of an offensive in the depth of an enemy defense,
when there are especially favorable conditions for wide maneuvering actions for
both sides.
To stop the offensive and to destroy advancing troops, the enemy will
inflict
nuclear blows, he will advance fresh forces from the rear, he will mount a
counterattack, and will inflict
counterblows, which will lead to meeting engagements.
The situation in these conditions will be characterized by the fact that prior
to the meeting engagement, troops of both sides must draw near and take all measures
to create profitable conditions for destruction of the enemy during the advance
and during the combat action preceding the meeting engagement.
Some subunits can
conduct combat action with an enemy who is resisting, and be in combat formation;
others at this time have already begun pursuit and will act in their prebattle
order.
Sometimes they will be closed in columns for a rapid thrust forward, or to
be able to maneuver in order to keep the enemy from capturing a profitable position,
or to inflict
a blow on the flank or rear of his basic group.
Rocket and artillery
batteries can also be activated, which will affect the character of suppressing the
enemy by fire.
As reinforcement for a successful offensive or to repulse enemy reserve
counterattacks in stride, the advancing force will introduce its second echelons and
reserves.
Therefore, meeting engagements will be typical both for subunits acting
in the first
as well as in the cecond (reserve) echelon when it goes into combat.
In contemporary conditions the probability of a meeting engagement during
pursuit has considerably increased.
Most frequently this can be when the pursuing
troops encounter advanced enemy reserves.
Attempting to halt the pursuing subunits, the enemy will take decisive
counteractive measures, he will advance his reserves from the rear for counterattacks, and will inflict
counterblows on pursuing troops or occupy defenses at a.
profitable position.
in both cases meeting engagements are possible.
During pursuit, subunits can operate at different distances from each other.
Some will be advanced far forward, while others may lag behind or conduct pursuit
along routes parallel to the fleeing enemy.
The appearance of enemy reserves,
advanced from the rear, may ,iecessitate a regrouping of forces and equipment during
the pursuit, in accordance with a new decision, which should be anticipated even
when organizing th. pursu.t.
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As In thie l.st war, the meeting-, engae-gement can occur during a maneuver" to
encircle t.he enemy, in an encounter with hýs res(rves (attempting to counteract..
encirclement), or when repelling an enemy blow to relea.,e a surrounded or cotoi'f
group..
In dW'ense, as experience of the lasit war shows, meeting engagements, can occur
chiefly-durn--iounten.attacks and counterblows on advancing enemy group-.
The use of nuclear weapons, other contemporary coal at material, and P.ghly
nobile troops has in(reased not only the decisiveness of or attack, its ter.,Qc'+nd
depth, but also the capabilities of defense,
The defenditg side, using nucl].,••
,eapons, can almost instancly chanrie the relationship of forces in it- favor,
rapidly change fr:eo the defense to the offense and, using the reFolts of nuclear.
attacks, achieve decisive go&ls.
The tendency of both sides to achieve t'helr goals
by offensive action, naturally, inevitably and more frequently than before. "wil.l
lead co meeting engagements in defense.'
A peculiarity of meeting engagements in def'ense is the fact that they occurl,
as a rule, in more complicated conditions of a situation than tn an offensive,
since the advancing enemy has a superiority in force and equipment and possesses the
initiative,

at least prior to the turning point in

the cours:e of a defensive battle.

Furthermore, as a result of nuclear and fire strikes by the enemy, defending troops
suffer considerable losses, v;hich rerio-isly reduces the posvibiltty of infliciting
a surprise counterblow.
Tiheiefore, excf.ptional operational efioiency is required
in the work of roirmanders ano h.s lquart-%s for more accurate decisions, for
delivering combat mi.ssions ,o iA_-flOs t.othe shortest rerlo.s, and for realizing a
:ianeuver against enemy c
. .

Addltionally,, one should .osi!er that the defending side, eu-peziallV in the
presen;e of a previously org;aniz'td defen-se, has advantages -fhich promote successful
-'-luticn of problems in the metet: ng engagement..
These advantages result from good
knowledge of the locale and its Ireparation in the engineering sense, which fe.ver
secrecy and sudd(:nno,3s of maneuver.
The defender can better select the dirat.•ior, cf
a strike, more ea.curately inflict nuclear attacks, and wore effectively use artillery
fire against the advancing enemy.
He can also create various kinds of barriers
against a probable enemy offensiv..
The defender equips beforehand deployment
positions for counterattacks in t e probable directions of an eneiny offensive, and
he prepares i'sutea favoring the ripid advancing and deployment of troops in order
to inflict a s't:'prise counterblow against a penetrating force.
In contemporary conditions, meeting engagements in defense can occur not only
during count3rattacks against a penetrating enemy, but also when encountering an
ad ,ancing cncxn .... i÷
,zh,-nl+s whl, h have advanced to shut off breaches and breaks
which have formed the combat deployment of troops, a-. to cover important posltions
and diwections.
The aggreLsive plans of the imperialists a3lct much attention to the use of
2arge-snsle air and naval landings.
After landing, their initial problem is so
zlci•:cn a capture,1 bridgehead by means of a decisive offersive.
At the b&me time,
"• •-.'ecliate lJquidatýtonr will also be carried out by decisive offensive actions
.w:,- . I•-C. to mc-ting engagements under these conditions.
l1htvariety of conditior• of the appearance of meeting engagements depend, not
only on the form of combat action in which they appear, but also on the lroca&tion of
un!t.c and nubunits in the eo-btat crnstrurction of troopS. ,.hieh will influ,:nce the
grouping of forcos and equipment, the preparation for comnr;.t action, and the c,' iracter
of deployment and entry into combat.
Even in the Great Patriotic War, large 'tank mechanized formations and units
soms-times conducted meeting engagements at night.
In cortemporary conditions both
siles will attempt the maximum usa of night: the advarclng troops will ',se it to
achieve ccntinuity of attack, and the defending troops wJ!E vpe it to advance
reserves for the purpose of counterattacks

positions.
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In every specific case of' a meetirng ,ng'aement. conditions of the 5ituatij)n
which will influence its organization and conduct are different. however, thic
ed.'ence of the meet lnf, engugement of the nimultancon:; solution by both sidrs of
thzt-ir
probl.-,t
by active the
offensive
will 1,,ý characteristic
vo~nst'ant.
In vleý.q
of this,
it is own
possible
to determine
overall,action
most -important.
features
of a meeting engagement and the basic cnnditions for achtee5.ng succeis as it I.
beinig conducted.
Characteristic Featue'es of the Contemporary Meeting
One of the most important chaincteristic features of the meeting engagement is
continous and iLteise combat to cae•ue and retain the initiative.
Combat is a
'TTT
rsi protedtfldaletijb
are zuh
t-iff one side ad•incea, the other
defends, withdraws, or in turn also advances.
The side which must defend or Is forceu to withdraw beforehand gives up the
initiative:
here the initiative and the r'esulting advantaaTe are entirely on the
advancing side. It Is a completely different matter when Lbth sides atmrultaneously
advance, i.e., in the mt~eting engagement.
i3oth consider themselves equally strong,
and capable of destroying their enemy by active offeneive action.
To achieve this
goal each side attempts to seize the initiative in order to ensure 'eedo.s
of
movement, and to dictate Its will to the enemy and force him to act 1-i conditions
unfavorable for rJm.
Tbus, in the meeting enrzaemet.t. from the beeinning there is a, intense
struggle to capture thp initiative, which can be conducted by different mens and
methods and at various esages of the meeting engasn.efnt.
In contetmporary condition. this struggle starts even at mome distance by
infliciting nuclear missile attacks and by the use of air and long-range artilXery.
However, the main role in this struggle is played by nuclear weapons, since they
arc. the most powerful.
Each side will. attempt to inflict the first advance nuclear
')lovs agminst advanced groups and enemy nuclear attack equipment in order to
deprive him of the possibility of using nuclear weapcns or to lower considerably the
e•'fect of their use.
With the approach of troops of both sides, the
ruggle to capture the initiative is Intensiflted
Along with infliciting nuclear and powerful fire strikes, of
great iniportonce is fores. 4alllng the enemy in deploying his trcops and inflicting
bloy: in stride, and prcivenclng him from occupyinr useful poritions ani areas, the
possession of which ensures successful development of further combat actlon.
The presence of nuclear weapons In the arsenals of contempcrary armies permits,
with skillful use, a rapid change in the ra t ion of forces, and the deep echeloning
and high mobility of treops eniure rapid arrival of' new units and subdivisions onto
the battlafield.
Therefore, the sida losing the initiative will try to regain it
in the course of a meetIng enra,r n,•rnt, first of all., by the use of nuclear weapons,
and &lso by means of bringik;g up tsoop c-dvanclng from the
rz•r and from other
dliretions and sections of the froný,
Creat posslnlliti.s ?'_" the maneuver cf both
a nuclear attack ai well as tioops will lead to eucb attempts beitg repeated.
In
turn, tne other side %.11 take all possib[ie •
ýa"..t- h.Vl tihe captured iritittive
until full destruct.ion of the opposing side.
fL'r:-, t-..•re will be an intense and
continuous fight to capture anu retain the initiative.
The outcome -Af the fight for the initiative determines tht. final result of the
entire tattle. As soon as one enemy gives up the initiative aný'ý ehan~es to defense
or bagtinn to withdrav, the n,eetinrg engagement Immediately lose$ Xs Vecifie
chnracter and grows into cther f'orms of combat action - into defe.a.-, for one sidF
and offense against the dePending troops for the ott :r, or Into 6ith1.awal for one
ard pu,*rouit for the other side.
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We must consider, hcwe,'er, that In. the couarse of a meeting engagement,
Sdeveloping over a wide froti,, trancition of n;par•te units to the defense cr cven
their withdrawal still
does not mean a loss of inLtiative and the end of the nieeting
engagement, if during this time other units, and -specially the main forcer, in

accordance with the battleplan of the commantting officer and with the support of
thr senior commander, attempLt an offensive, and fight for tne initiative.
Defense
and withdrawal of separate subunits within the meeting engagement can only be a
maneuver to create conditins for capturing the initiative.
An index of the full
and final loss of initiative by the enemy Is the full destruction of all hisl forces
participating n tile meeting engagement ani his giving up of offensive action.
A characteristic trait of the meeting engagerenc. is also that deployment of
troops in

combat f'c%nation occurs chieflv from a colmn,

simulaneous

Duýrlng a.n offensive against a d&fending enemy, advancing troops must act against
troops previously deployed in combat formation and disposed in a Locale which is
equipped, to one degree or another, in an engineering sense.
T.e enemy usually
has his prepared fire system, bis combat material and peruonne] thorougnly camouflagrd
To overcome such a defente, the advancing forces create bUforthand a corresponding
grouping of fortes and equipment, and, vhen noccssrarýy, prior to transition to the
offensive, they can deploy their own first echelon troops and attack the enemy
directly in combrl. formation.
A completely different position develops in a meeting, engagement, J,,here troops
of both sides, completely motorized, advance and enter combat in stride. Deployment
into combat formation Is carried out chiefly from march columns and simultaneously
with the conduct of combat. operations.
Thus, deployment of troops and the conduct
of combat, as it were, mevg•e.
From this there follows a special complexity of the
meeting engagement as compared to other furns of combat operation.
When conditions for the ieeting engagement were created only when enemies
encountered each othe: oi the march, troop deployment from the ma.ch columns
simult'aneously with initJaýtion of combat s.ction was considdered to be the most
characteristic trait of tifi meeting engagement.
In contemporary conditions, in a number of cases, especially when a meeting
engrgtement developed whea: ovurcom..n.z the tactical depth of an enemy defen-e, troops
of bcrth sides or of one siIe can be previou-ly depl'--ed in combat formation.
During

a simultanous offe.L-,ive by troop"

f Loth bides,

the essence of the meeting

However, what It most typical of a meeting engagement
encagement is not cL.tnged.
In '-ev,of this battle with simultaneous troop
is Its initiation fro'm the march.
deployment iisnonsidere~d to be charactexistic of the contemporary meeting engagemenv,

SIn

a meeting engagevont troops from both sides enter in stride. Data regarding
the enemy prior to beginnng the encounter are usually by far Incomplete, and the
time for reconnalssance am.- clarification of conditions of the situation is extremely
limited.
Firthlermore, troops of both sides, possessing great mobility and
maneuve.ab'lity, move rapldly, and can quickly change the grouping of forces and
equipment and .3irection of action, which hampers reconnaisr.nce even with contemporcry
means
Therefore,
of theonesituation
at the initiation
and in for
the it.course
of the insufficient
-_
___e
e claritys aIso
o- X-I r-cra-eratFTh---alts.
It is obvious that with well organied intelligence and timely information
throughout, confusion of the iituation can be brought to a m~nimum.
However, it is
doubtful wht-he-ur it can bu excluuded
=plctcly, ever
-nl
taking?
o Recnjnt the
increasing possibilities of intelligence, since simultaneously mobilitj and
maneuvere-bility of troops increases, and methods of combat improve.
In the meeting
engagement, which differs by especially high action, even recently obtained
intelligence about the enemy, althbugh rP-table and exhaustive, rapidly becomes
old and loses its value. Moreover, neighboring troops can also be con-inously
moving, and information from them by far netl not always reflect their exact
It will not always be possible to ubt'ln in time complete information
position.
'T-hese problems causes insufficient
about the situation for the senior commandor.

I
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,'In rity of the situa-tioi,, I oth
0etCil4gmenmt.

n

I. thL

inlCltti ,]i.

of anA duri ng, the meet, tng

A troop encounter at ic thti. ai~jl Ii ft.:, -;now, etc., condition,;, is chsracterizr.ed
L.v .11 i greater con'usJon of thoe si.1tuatIon, sin ce Lb.! diFficuly of gathering
i~teili~t~nce, positioninlfl,
Sr! ohccrvlp, troop action io considerably amplified.
At. the same time, night and fogý create the best conditions 1:,- inlflicting sudden
blown against the enemy.
Therq(fore, in ceorditions M'f lfgited visibility is
iieceisary to organize intelligence arid protfetion more thorn ghly, and also to
all,t special attention to majntveiln ,., high troop carubat readiness.
Insufficient clarity of the sntinti.1on at, the initiation of a 'necting
engageoment does not mean, however, that in all cases it appears suddenly and
randomal,/,
Contemporary acarin and melhods of intelligence permit prior detection
of advanced enemny groups., obccrvatirn of their movement, determination of the
composition and direction of movement , and, consequently, make it possible to
predict the onset of a meeting erigaement., the place and time of its initiation,
and, in accordance with this, mak, the, ieccessaiy calculations and pose troop problems.

*

Thus, a mepting engagement ir _,ontemporary conditions ceoases to be a random,
spontaneous, and sudden phenomenon.
It is possible and necessary to expect it.
Suddenness of qncounter, although nc.t ,Ycluded, is not a typical trait of the
ineeting engager.ent.
Possession of powerful rescurces .,y modern armies, speed of action, htgh
mobtl~ty of troops and the tendency of
sides
-ot,
to solve their own problems by
an offensive determine such a trait of the meeting engagerrmnt such as ccntinuous,
Y-Pid
and sharn changes of the i.ituntion,
This trait is -therent to modern combat
-• general, but-•
he meetirm en-7aiment. i takes on a s, .-ial meaning.
During an offensive againtt a dofending or withdrawing enemy, changes in the
situation, although characterized by speed and sharpness, still
occur under conditions
when the initiative is unaivictedly in the hands of the advancing troops.
They are
free in selecting the place and time of attack and dictatc their own will to the
enemy.
iV a meeting engagetment there I.,a continuous and intense fight for the
iniliative. Both sides show high combat activity and decisiveness, and inflict
powerui blows on the enemy.
Combat is initiated and develops under the conditions
of movi ient by to~h Pdidt.s to contact, suddenness and high speed.
The efforts of
troops cf both siaos, ii ai- to high mobility, axe rapidly increased from depth.
In view of the absence o:' a solid frost, favorable conditions for inflicti1 ,g swift
blows on t,.e flanks ,nd rear of mutually advancing groups are created,
Blows from
troops of eith,er side can, In a short time, muif along the front and in depth.
Therefore, changes in the situation iccur more rapidly end are exprrjssed not only
in a change of uRos±tioru and curoiritno of t"e tt obps of bot suides, but aliso in a
change of the character and methods of action, and in a transitiob from one form
of combat to another,
The meet..ng engagement usually develops on terrain which is unprepared 'by the
engineering corrs, where troops of both idezs are outuide shelter,. I.n connectign
with this, the effectiveness and radE.u. of defeat of an active force and combat
technology by nuclear weapons wilt b-, c-n•Aidere, bly larger than %hen they are in
shelters.
A co.-ollary of this is the
a•9r'tlon
ý.q
of oftrena;I. - actions, an
increase of the possiblitles to maneua , ar,, c'reation of condC.tions for decisive
penetration where enemy tr.-oops are iLocated, whici also pro>mcte rapid and sharp
changes of the situation.

"

Use in the meeting engagement if contemporary means o& uc-mbat with gieit
destructive power, combat in an open area, high troop mobiltty, and decisiveness
of action cause the _high ased of' the meeting engagement.
Certainly, its turation,
as In other formn; of combat, usually will be determined by the cormhat capabilitles
of perticipating t-oopa, their morale,, tht: ratio of' forces ,r, means, area
conditions, and otier data or the situation, as well La hi;( 8kt!ll shown by the
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commander.

However,

the objective possibilities of rapid initiation of a meeting
in its
very essence,
If one side anticipates the other
in inflicting fire and nuclear attacks andl transition tL. the attack, and It. skilfully
infllcts a powerful blow to the flank and rear of the enemy, then the outcome o2'
the meeting engagement will be determined in a short time.
The other side (af not
destroyed completely) carrying considerable losses, will be forced to switch to a
deafnse or begin withdrawal, and, consequently, the meeting engagement will change
to another form combat.
engagement are embodied

However, ire must consider that the enemy will attempt the stune ,ecisive
Therefore, the high-speed of the meet'ing engagament does not mean ths't it is

oction.
f iM shed

by the encounter of troops at one point or another.
In the Great Patriotic War,
meeting engagements of tank and mechanized formations developed at a depth of 15-25
km and continues for 10-20 hours and longer.
Even upon suffering failure in the
InitiAl encounter, the sides did not give up the action until all their combat
posseillities were exhausted.
A persistent, complicated and intense struggle
continuýed turolighout the fight, until one side, by more skillful anci decisive action,
forced the other to give up pursuing its goals by an o'fen.nive and to switch to a
defense or to begin withdrawal.
In contemporary conditions there are objective pos,,ibilitics for quickly
destroying the enemy in a meeting engagement.
Nonethele.,s. the meetinr engagement,
as before, can be conducted at great depth. Thprcfure, daring its studj it is
impossible to be limited only to acceptonzre of a decision of deplo.ment and entry, of
main forces into combat,

but it

is

necessEry to study the specific character of

troop action during development of bhe fight ii depth, up to the f:bnal destruction
of the enemy.
By conditions of organization and character, conduct of the r teting engagement
is a more complicated form of combat than an offensive agains3t a refending enemy.
It is true that such a comparison is relative, since every fight .s complicated
and requIres from the troops great effort and force, and from the commander - strong
will, persistence and skill.
Complexity of the battle, furthermo,.e, is determined
not only by its belonging to some form of combat, but also by the ratio of forces

of both sides and other factors in every specific case.

Nonetheless, during an of•:ens!te against the enemy, all preriratory measures
are usually conducted aheud of time. The advancing force:; separately possess the
-initiative in aelecting a place and time of attack. After the irrltction of nuclear
iuttacks and powerful fire preparation, the enemy suffers physica2 and moral damage
to a great depth. Troops go into an offensive in a previously created grouping, a
change of which prior tc

execution of the defined combat problems,

aR a rule, is

not necessary.
The situation is different in the meeting engagement.
it l: clrect orgsnization
is carried out Jn the course of preceding actions in sxtremsiy limited periods,
Between both sides there is a continuous, intense fight for the initiative. Active
operati,.,ps by the enemy require immediate return action, witheut waiting for favorable
conditions.
Initiation and conduct of the meeting engagement are connected with the necessity

of a rapld change in the grouping of forces and equipment for an attack along the
flanks and rear of the enemy or for parrying his attacks, developing the selected
success, and also transferring a troop effort to a new direction cr accomplishing an
eaivelopment and bypass.
By virture of these causes, rapd ch_•anges of the combat
formation of troops are characteristic of a meeting engagement.
V

The bei.inning of the meeting engagement a,eually rrecedes advancement and
approach of troops of both sides with open flanks.
In order to get maximum use from
the available roadt,, to create the best conditions for protecting troops from weapons
of mass destruction, the colunri advances on a wide front.
with the initiation of the
meeting engagement both sides scrive to deploy as fast as possible In the first
echelon ma~xmum forses and equiperent, to inflict r strong initial biow, t. accomplish
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and to enclose the op03, Vlnnks of the enemy In ur'Jer to infli-.i,
By virture of this, a
blows and, at the :ame time, to protect their own flanks.
characterisetc trait o1' the meetingý, eng•ag•ement is also development of combat action
on a wide front , presence- of open fleanks 'or both ciden,-hnd freedom of' maneuveF.
a turn-ng ianeuver,

41

Experience of the last war ;how:s that if during, the breakthrough of a hastily
occupied enemy defense the mechanized and tank corps usually acted on a front of
4--' km, then in the meeting evyýa-cment the front of their actions attained 8-i2 km
(,Table1)
Table 1. Span of Meeting Er1•ngagements of 1'•nk and Mechanized Corps in the Great
Patriotic War
Duration
Depth of
Width of
Place and timpe o±' mootg engagement
of combat
km comtat, km
P-efront,
in hours
Meeting engagement of Sth Guards Mechanized
Corps with POth Mechanized Division In the
December, 19i3 . . .
Di(-24
region of Thernorudok,

I- 8

Meeting engagement of 29th Tank Corp with
Ard Tank Division in the re:glion of Pokrovskoye,
....
',-o January, 19h44 .... ................

12

Corps
Guards
engnaement
MeetiniC.
of Tank
Mal.eshovarej'iorn
Divisionof in10th
17th Tank
with
Morevit-b, 13-1)¾ January, i9VII....... .........

25

30

inde.ln engagement pl' 19th Tank Corp wlth 4th
Anust,
Tank Division
. .. .. .
. . . . . . Au
. . Zhagarne,
. . . of
. . reglor
.(h
. . . . in

14

,

A meeting engagement osuol l:., occnrz with open flanks. Therefore, more favorable
conditions for the realization ot' a wide maneuiver are created than in any other form
This condition also promotes the absence if a solid front, We must note
of combat.
enemy''s
during the)
front
be no Ž,olid
will
there an
conditions
under contemporary
that
enemy,
a defending,
agait~st
offensive
However, during
to defense.
transi',:ýon
conditions for the maneuver are different than during an offensive against an
In a defensive action, areas not
advancing enemy, I.e., in a meeting engagement.
occupied by troopb are p-eviously covered by organized fire and by barriers of
different forms, which excl-des the possibility of a maneuver without preliminary
In the meeting engagement
suppression of the enemy by fire and obstacle removal.
Therefore, both sides have
occur.
such difficulties in a maneuver usually ,]o not
1
uidc frccdor of maneuver, ;.,hich is one p,_cu laiety of till form of combat,
is characterizdd
engagemant
meeting
the contemporary
in
of troops by:
deployment
Initiative;
and retain the
to capture
fightThus,
combat;
of
initiation
chiefly from columns, simultaneously with the
clarity of the situation, sharp and rapid changes and high speed of
change vf the combat formation of trcops; t.,e development of coanbat
freedom of maneuver and the presence of open flanks for both sidas.

r

an intense
formation
combat
insufficient
combat; a rapid
on a wide front:

The use of nuclear weapons and other contemporary means of combat, and also full
motorization and high mechanization of troops, wide application of airborne irndings
of troop transfer by air sharply rtrengthi•, these
possIbilities
the increasing
and
t e ,,,e,.ti'ng i..ngngemanti. i ) mnn"d•rn wart.
÷o•*
•
-.. e
trait
sti,
chl!ýr ^*er
Conditions for a Successful Mepting Enga7,epent
The contemporery neeting engagement, as mentioned above,. can appear in
different condtt1ons of the combat situation and can occur very dtfftr-ently.
Therefore. correct calcu.ation, rapid and skillful use of specifically complex
of the nature or" the
of the si•,uation, together with deep understanding
condi..ions
succees.
have paramount value for
e•ragement and knowledge of enemy tactics

i'

meeting

t

_ _

_

_

__

__i__
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Military art and the tactical skill of the commander cannot be replaced by
indisputable rules,
here

is

absolutely

rcoromxnendationa aid requiircments.

impermissible.

}However,

in

Any pattern, of troop action

spi-te of

this.

it

is

possible

tOi

indicate a series of factors ensuring, succets in) the meeting engagement, ir'asruch as,
regardless of the conditions of their appearance, meeting engagements have 1nherent,
general characteristic trais.
One of
is continous
,n s'uddenly
disorganizel

the most important conditions for success in the meeting crngagement
and thorough enemy intelligcree.
Troops not knowlng the enemy can
ttacked
no any dtreelion; their actinn takes on a spontfnleous,
and irresolute character, iritiat.icv is lest, anrd as a eonscqoence,

they are defeated.
Iii

contemporary

conditions,

in

connectlon with the appearance

ot' nuclear weapons,

incre•aang mobility of troops, great numiQrs oi tnnks, dispersion of advanced groups
along the front and in depth, rapid movement arid lihr possibility for a sharp change
of the. direction of movement to mislead the eneTmy. the role of intelligence increases
even more.
Intelligence should reveal the advancing enemy in good time, show his
grouping, and predict and constantly watch all hi.s
i• order to ensure
Iet.ons,
command of neceat'ary data for infl~cting forestalllng fire and, nuclear blows and ftr
advance and manifold preparation of troops lor a meet.ng engage;,ent.
Timely detection of th,,e enemy and the establinhrncnt of constant ob.erva', ion of
him allow the commander t.; estimate the situation correctly and to make a well
founded decision, and also to expect th) probable changes of the situation In the
course of combat.
The depth at which the advancing enemy is detected and thie 'ullnass onJ
authenticity of intelligence determine the time gain and preparAtIon conditions for
the meeting engagement, timely detailing or nccentance by the commander of a decision,
poding problems to troops and coordination) of effort, sped- of deployment and
4uecess of the fight as a whole.
Considering the great val.ue of intelligence for succ:,3s in the meeting
engagement, information leports must be transmitted to coma-anders with the least
delk,
since in the rweeting engagement they rapidly become old and car becom•.
useless.
The commander obtains data about the enemy frow his own intelligence and ahiead
of effective security eu.its of superior comnanders, from security subunits, and
alsc directly fro.. recornnkrissance and combat aircraft (helicopters), from airborne
landings, nearby detachmentm and from superior coimmanders. The commander's personal
observation of the enemy is of special importance, especially regarding the battin
of march securiay forces.
condition
the ma!eting
is rth.t.actual
eed in
ilmakingOnea important
decision and
passing for
it success
on to thein troops.
This engajjement
results from
hah u-er c-f t-he meati
eniagemnen , snare
efement of time has paramount
value.
Th, least delay in making a decision and passing it on to troops can lead
to .a delay in deployment and inficeting a b'.ow, to loss of the initiptive and loss
of all the advantages ensuing from it, which finally can lead to unfavorable results.
At the same time, speed in making a decisiorn should not damage .tts tactical expediency.
A decision in the meeting engagement regardinc, the dieployment of main forces
should be calculated so that troops, after receiving their orders, perform the
necessary maneuvers tu create a grouping correspondi..ig to the plan of the forthcoming fight, to anticipate the enemy In Inflicting tire striktrs, capturing ... o'itablboundaries, and in deployment of main o.'cee.
It is obvious that if troops are not
able ro do this, a good decision, r..ade without taking into account, ',the possibilities
of folfiliment by troops, nay not be carri.cd oilt.
Therefore, an '.xact calculation
of tim•, speed and operational qualiLy in the work of commanders and headquarters
is requi:e.d, as well as etxactitude and or,,anization in troop actions.
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. gagne:"
wrote M. V. lukhachevskiy, "a decJi!;ita made at.
"In the me't-.irg
at 9 o'clock
is In no way a fIt.
according to data on the situation
12 o'clock
decision
even though It
would have bec.i G good and ilno:jmc'
or informed d-ciston,
An6, corivernsely, it. may nl) he such a cor'-Let decision with
hourzu before,
three
ci'" enremy
action
and use of the area, but a decision made or'
respect to aCr apprats,
the basis of the lost '.la
end eorrcsponding to a given stage of battlc davelupmnt,
It is impoasiblu to contra:;t
is tiAetIcally more coan L-tant t,ian in the first c.,se.
mobility with tactics.
Insufficient
tory availahle
(on
obligation

clarity
of a situation,
fragmentary atnd sometimes evawn contradicthe
commander from the
informaL)oen abý at the enemy ,lo not free
data
about the
of. thv problem at hand and available
the basis

and bold decision and seeing it
sJtuation) of quickly makingF a Upeolfic. ftrr,
To delay a decislion until clarificatiun of the situation, until new, more
through.
cbh'UStting data on the enemy are obteined, means tQ doom the troops to passivity

;n., indecislon, and to allow the enemy in turn to .econnoiter our grouping, to make
a nuclear attack on it, and be able to anticipate us in combat,
is also necessary to conside-r that for the enemry, information about, our
Thereic•re.
apparently, no more complete than we have about him,
deciston should be made on the btlis of information which Is available at. the tClni.
Speed in making a decision,
This is one peculiarity of the meeting eng.agement.
reso~liieness end troop action are very important factors, determinIng victory in
Any delsy, wait, or
a meeting engagement, even over a numerically superior enemy,
Indeilsion will be only favorable to the enemy, lead to a loss of the initiative and,
in the end, to defeat,
It

troops will be,

A reduction of the organization time for destroying an cne"y in the meeting
engagement can be achieved by the decision of e number o! questions ahead of time.
Thus: when organizingo a )pareh in the expectation of a meeting engagement, the
commander, on the basis o1 available data about the situation, can determine
possiole points of entcounter with enemy and conditions for troop maneuver during
deployment and in the course of the flight, and, proceeding fror this, outlnre
dction during the encounter i-ilth the enemy at one point or another and the
corresponding formation of the march order.
Certain!,
in projecting t-he action in a meeting engagement in this case it is
impossible to determine iimmediately all the questions 'with such accuracy, as, for
instance, during an offeisive against a defending enemy, inasmuch as the enemy
known and can change prior to initiation of battle.
little
grouping is still
However, even in these conditions one can determine the character of a maneuver, the
possible grouping of forces and equipment, the direction of conoentratlon of main
efforts to positions of possible encounter with the enemy and o'.tline in broad terms
Subsequently, upon receiving reconnaissance data about
the problem to subunits.
Such an 3rder of work prormvtas
the enemy., these questlon"s will become more deftnitg.
a rapid declsion and its relay to thie troops.
Since fire has become the most important means of damaging the enemy, being the
first to open fire has been echel•dered the main, fectox ensuring success in the meeting
T-.is position ba.s been estaolished by the regulations of all armies,
engagement.
which

recotmmer)nd that in ev'.-ry column the larger part of artiller,:

be in

the vanguard

Where it t.s possible to antlc): Fpa !
ard at the head of the coltsn of main forces.
the an',lry i,.deployment of artillery ani in opening mass Vtri, as a rule, success waa
This is convin•cngly verified by the experience -if rseting engagements
attained.
In contemporary conditions an effect 'iVfmeans of deatructior
of the two world wars.

ig en•agement teuting
Therefore, to achieve success in a r.,-•
Is the nuclear wearon.
y
the eremy to the piýnch in nue-leer attacks and winnintg '2re s'pLý,ic-rity hava IATRO•y
R vlu. Te tdWETWTheT~nelsrweapfi7VTFst-ensiuresi C&Prnul~il the. lnztiatvivc
In acjion and obtains indisputable advantages over the enemy. With a. nuclear attach

I

proitvedeniya (Sele(t
aTukhachevskiy1M. Nt Izbrannyye
1
J9,
cow- Voenizdat, 1.96-, p.
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possible to I n.ck th-s "sword" from h.s hands, to d.pPT ve hut of
the enemy it
J
the possibility o. using nuci± ar i'etqpons or consllderabl. I ower thl-• po-ebill f y, 'a
great ;otr e;
A f.oeLear attack v- n inflict
superio:ity.
way to ensure fire
this
6elay deployment &fltvt,. enemy troops, d.sorganlze control, diauru etI advcnct,
zavoraule condition for hin full
c.ganlzed entry into battle, and create thc i,,-t
r. ,horter periods.
t-Iestraetton by considerably acnaller forces ti.l
orn

Along with anticip ti.,,, tee enemy's u3,s of nuclear weapo:•s, inLtiative in
fl-re have importan% value.
launching air tttacks and in opr-nIg artillery

In spite of the huge role of fire, corrplntioii of t .emy destriction is -ultimately

The force of the :-n ltial blow and
attained by a direct blow by aevair', g tY oops.
it
Ilo order to ichieve these,
swiftnass and continuity .nre of decJsive value.
its
-= necf Isary to deploy troops tc a p.rofitable ueltioh and without delay to Inflict
A peculiarity of inflictin•
a qhattering blow, using the results of fire su,1,rcqs-1-.n.
_ march
fro,
such a blow in the meeting e-•lgagerent is that as a rule, rapid deplosct
in .dup1 'nt
Tkcrefor2, being first
is n'-eesary.
CiUumnIS into combat fora&.iot
transic ton ix tie attack Is onp important conditi6onVo success
forces ant
ofn - nain
engagement,
-e -eting
Y

•-a
-I

-

Belng first in deploynent j-'rmits gaining time to Inflict 2 powegu'. initlial
to seize
v'hen the:' still * e unprepared for offenrs ,e attju,,
on enemy t:,ocps
blow
ILh- initiative,
and deitrcy the
temn forces of an enemy by urnt.n, wlthent allowing
Also in these condition-s freedom of
Shim the possibility -of complete deployment.
maneuver, organized antry er t)oops Into combat, anl the most effective use of the
are e•suret .
results of tire
avoid
In attemptiig to aiticipE-te the eneisv, A& is necestary, howevr, to prrsonncl
reduc,-d, and enenSry of
prematurt deploynient, since the apjhroecr. 2i-- ir.
4
ii,

exhavstt-d

long before battle,

so trir

.ealiza

inn of the marl'ivnr is

hampered.

-9•,

Anticlpation of the enemy in deployment is achieved t.y a timely decision,
by creating a grouping of furcen and es.uipmc-nt in ,%ccordance with Ylie forthcomingby
battle, ever, prior to the appror~ch to a point of possible encounter wlth. enemy,
u; . ig for t oop movement the highest pc,zsible numler of routes, by suitable
by spee'd
construction of ';he .iarý:h order, and by .educi 7 the deCtt of columns anil
)f adtion during deployment.

-"

If,
nc,,qy forc.es must be considered.
In making a decision regardirg deploymenL,
for instance, a battalion operating it. the vanguard ancoo:rters reconnaissance
or esco'ft or security unit'. of M. a enemy which are inferior to it in
ptrties
supv.;rt
strelgth, it is possible t- be .".tmite( to actioný o. tv, advance party and to
Eveii when thi advance party alone carnnt destroy
it by fire from the main forces.
In
the enemy, it is not always rec_osary to ccploy the maln forces, compr'-tely.
part of toe.), fou
ce tain caýe, I will be LtIifciont fu;" thln purpose to depi:y
instrtes

0o0
oe

20Li. ;y.

it is ho
forces and
Along with pre-eding the enemy in deployingpqupmcnt,
t
This objective
less important to delay his advan,ýc 'Pri to wreck 1his deploymcn .
attacks, air
nuclear
and
missil
sudden and power'u
can be achieved by inlilciting
an artillery attacks against advanc,.nZ cr.e,.iy trtwps, against large
Y
aatta&ks,
Ju-,ctions, arld other important objects along toe
nroad
crosIngs,
to prolonged delay of
advance, The destruct.! ,m of which leas
ro-ite of at enecmy•
-etention of such
the
are
importan'
also
troupj;
of
deployment
arid
tee advance
in the enemy's path,
barriers
bairag'("
creation
and
la..dlngs
objects bý airborne
inflicting nuclear
•s
dplo.memt
enemy
of
"eakdown
!
a
for
importanze
decisive
Of
of dupluy1[c',L, i.U.,
~oilit
the
at
grouping
main
his
against
fire
powerrCul
and
attacks
and
when '-he troops are in combat formations which are more cum•j•ct along the frout
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in depth.

SThe
-

success of troop actions in the meeting engagement 7_6 esLsentially influenced
Usually
by the locale, especially points which are profitable for deploying troops. efiective
the
there are such po.tnts which pi dominate over tho forward area, prom-ite
kindF of troops, especially tanks, have hidden approaches and a sufficient
use of all

at

urhmber of frontal and late-al roads or permit troops to advarn-,- outside the roes,
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detachneants, v:..r.ti-ards,

airborne landings and subunits whiceh coim.e in contfiet with
iras(MY,
It is fu~ly ntviouri ' '-kt ariticippating the enemy in capturingý prolitetL,1,
.01l
o acari only b.) donýý by those subunits which porseu great mobility ard powecfui(A~
:rc aolFre capafble of auddeýnly attacking arid destroying advance subunits of the

cruy t

the shortest periods.

,;itch capalillities

are p~ossessod,

In

the first

pie

',I

Ub, tank nubunits, whIch unually nru designed for such 1i1sions.
Thepreence oopnflanksý
and spaces between srubun!'' #no unjtsi Ic the
incetir %enrip~gement erc'ateo favorable condiLlonr for a wide m',ue,
o
h
rups
rjthe

ci' inflicting sadden ard ooep blown on the f'lank~s and rear of -both aides.
Therefore.,
shl'ay of fI anice, tiie most vunerablo places in a combat deploynjant of' troops,:I
in
lgc~ ~
hfrae
for !suececa in the meeting engagement .
This io achieved Iby
continuious intell~geij~ce on 're flonks, I imetdetection of the dagro
an enemay
attack at the flaniL, and taking measures which exclude suuet a posvibility, by
echelon formartion ),'the comb~at order, by locating the reserves and antitank equip.-

'Ia

organizing
in a short period of time, counteractoio
lnent behind ntthe
the flptnks,
enemy
in) caseandhe byinflici
e a blow.

Iforces

In cLirliiI for tire safety of' f'lanks, at the same time one, should niot fea.r opent
flnicks atid 1..(!XC51O
ilivolvudj with their protection, assigning concld1erallie
for thin,
ince, -ihis can Joao to dispersion of forces and equtprennt,
it 1."
necessbry to penetrate decisively into the coreny position, usiine, Intervals a~ndI
breakus between hisl troops, to use a wide maneuver, to bypnas the entray grouiping,
1l) ini'lict blows; from the flanks anid the2 rear, to separate tlhem Into ifeparate.,
alactatd groups so~d to destroy them 1iupnrat,_-y.
By acting In trhis oriftfrlY, It it:
possib~le trn compel the eneiy to gujard his flanks constantly and to ct1iiU a force
iitconducted6 urd~nr conditions of' active operations u.:the'
IIi' a meeting eap
part of' the pnemy and Si r a rap'diy and siharply chengiping situation, eonwrunicetioni
F'wi' 'i the senrior commasriicer till be freqjuently hamopered, and can be comipletOely lackier~
at any time, whiereas teU.situation
will demanj i~mmediate action,
In these conditior;*G
the Cormmander must rely onty or, his, own forcer, knowiledge and experlience.
Quick',y
and boldly hec must make expedler t, decinIorms and persistently execute there.
iiCone'aquently. the personal role and responsibility of tl)' comrimauidtr it, theo aiteting
enue
1,uvuC~j1;Ui
!riagirer
1iuicase, 11u16 hin dini laUy ofI 1lde iui1"itftivc 'iai4n'uuuvc
.0

P'n Iriportam,. factor vor 'AuceSir;!.:

TIhe initiative musat be bnscd o . thpe correct undsrrtsndawing of a probltim and th1j
It irivul 'or-i finiding effective method - tc exucute a comrbat problem., tImely
cnd rapid use of a l'nvurablu lcvrlopirig nitisaition arid .taking i7rarleditte meackures
Pgalinst -An appearing, thjreat.
Duvelopy'nrt of the ..ni~tiative should promote the
t eat execution of a combat pxoblci*nl
androt contradict the plan of the, immeditce

Fsituation,

Thus, succeso Ii, the. mn~tln;
eagrial:e
attained by tlriely detect~ion of an
advanced enemy and eiaustlishisncrt of cord izoiaius observatlonz by timely ducct~ion aind
rapid relay of mission; 4.0 troopsf; by rrf1:p~igthe
enemy in nueloat attacks, si.r

attacks and artillery attdcks med i'alnr;j: I'i,-e sutperlori ty; by aniA'ticp;%Un him
trots capturing profitable poosillonei arid 1)y deplcytng malti forces In com7tbat. formation;
.,(~ ifti, ttackS mai,'ly o)n then'tlI
iry b,0ld troop mereuvn'urt and Inflicting,
rlu~nks arid rear of the akini eniemy v)-oi)!'lirfý by rapid nepanratiop oif the ernemy and
his destruction by J)c'to by rell&Y'ie foi-x axnd reai os~lurity oif one' fowvn troo~al by
mJaffe
broad Initiative and i11:1epen(,rncj '.iy Vli

-T-

The manifold conditions on which success depe'ids in the meeting engagement are
closely connected, and in a specifically forýwed sjtuation any of them can be of.
decisive value.
Therefore, it Is important that .commanders of Subunits he able not
only to create those or other conitions, 'but also to use them skilfuNlly for ''
decisive and rapid destruction of the enemy.
with the conditions forSAlong
success which ensue from the actuall natu.re of the
meeting engagement, its progress and outcone are greatly influenced by other
factors, ouch as: concentratior of efforts in e decisive direction; suddenness:
suppression of' the enemy by fl.re over the entire depth of hit, concentraticn;
continuity of development o' the offensive at a high rate; co(,rdinated 1 ,e of forces
and ecuipmGnt by place, time and goal; unilateral seouriAly of troop dorn:at action.
A successful outcome of the meeting engagement is determined by the high morale of
the men, which is a source of heroism, courage, and fortitude, and by high c2ombat
capability and discipline of the troops.
Naturally, during a meeting engagement
all these factor.s should be considered in full measure.
;'Orqanization of a Tactical VMrch
There are oertain requirements few organizIng a march in anticipai.j on of
enco'anterlnE the enerRy whlih stem from the characterl'AtIcs of a meeting engagement
cn'j the conditions on which tisOuc-ercs depends.
A tactlcal starch oicl'rs wher, the problem at hand and preliminary calculations
sugge•t t.he posniLility of a.-, encounter with the enemy.
One of its most importatnt
"features ýs th&t the basis of concentration of a march order Is not convenic
of movement, a7 it is in a march: outside the threat of an encounter with the enelqy,
but fitet of all the interests of combaL and constant rcediness for defeating the
enumy in a mreetlng cnganer!ne(.,

r

Pcoejeding fromo this, n*o inll
-,
armre.3, the march or•er created in anticipation
of a meetir g enaaogement has there roquirements:
it must ensurc the highest comnatreadins'3, tihe hi.ghest speed of deployment and most rapid entry into combat, the
realtsgtion'of a wide maneuver for inflicting a blow to the flank and rear of the
enemy anr', ea.se of movement, and it must exclude the possIbility of a Finultane;ous
It is absolutely obvious, that execution of
6cefe'e. of" two colurmns by one nuclear hit.
those requirements is connected with the. specific structure of a march ordey , whIch
dependr.,

first

of c11,

or, the number of ro•!t,'ci.

A tactlical march depending upon the composition of the forces in the movement,
the preleence of roeds and uthe.r relevent data can be conducted along one or several
route:,,
Each of these variants has Its
owLi positive and negarti~e sides, which are

*

consid
tscd

when

cirguntl,

Ine,

the march.

Thus, for instance, the basYl deficiecil•aes of a movement along o0:e road ;.Alen.
antic1ipatlng a meetIng ent.agemen:. aro- great depth ot" the column, and, consequ-ntly,
dlfficLIty of rapid deployment and Intro0,dctonr, of main forces into combat; great
vunerat.lity of the march order to erierny st,.•kev by air and.ground forces; not
infrt..quently the nec-ssity of' the main forec.s i,•rodducing into combat consecutively,
by parts, according -t:- the approach of aubunits.

I

Movement along seler.l route:, permits reducing the depth of columns,

N

~.•

S~

Thi march oruer, when e. meeting rCogagement Is anticipated, usually includes
advance detac)mlent, element, for march security, samir forces, rear un! ts and
subunits (Fig. 18):

San

I

'3

faster

deployment, stmul-taneoue delivery of a blow by maeinr torcen, action on a wide front,
faster tntroduct,l.on into combat of a large number of guns and tanks, greater act'in obtaintong ap envelop?.rjg, pu•.ittorj, immediate attack of the eremy by fire with a
.largepirt of the force and seizure of the initiative.
In the presence of good roads,
evt•n large rnilitaly unltLs anticipatTng, a meeting engagement always try to advance
-not aloig one, but along several routes.
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Fig. I H.

3cehmaiic' dla'.gra-m ol' march order in anti:c't~patlon

Eeconnaissanco on a tactieral march must in

,0ood time estanlish the pcsititon,

h'i" ru.eoriraiasaice
and direction
of' movem.nnt of enemy units,
effective
combat strength
: of" certain
tactizeil
point's; it
must
subunits: and also their
poz:'n,
end security
reveal the enemy's pos:en:-;in ot' weapons of mass; destructions,
tank unityl, their
Renconnaiea.nce
number and, as far
as potslle,
their
suhrrdination airJ numhering,

is conducted by reconnaissance groups, combat reconnalasance p Lrols, and
canto vehi(len.

•econaiz-

A rucosraissarnce group can be dispatchud as a motorited Infantry or tank
comparn: ,•'i,,h
Is usually re.nforced by combat enginezris and chemical. scouts and,
Reconnafisance patrols
when nece.,sarv, is provided with a means of communrcation.
or recon .,ars are dispatched for inspection of the area anC local objects in the
directior of movement and to the side of the rcubc,
The separation distance of
reconnairfsance patrols depends on the mission, cnmposition of the patrol, and t-he
area.
Fni from the enemy, when an encounter with him Is not likely, the reeorn.&isbe.nce group muves with maximum speed, but in en az'_ea of possible enemy encounter it
moves as'ealthi)y from one convenient observation point to another, usually away
roads, maintaining continuous cosmunrtcations with reconnaissance patrols (recon
from
cars),
A combat reconnaissance patrol in usually dispatched in a platoon to conduct
recon:ialsanue of the enemy and the. area before the front o.r on the flanks of the
upcn the missions, it, Just as the reconnalssance group, can be
Depending
coiumdi,
strengthened
by diffe-ent means, subunits of chemical scouets and combat engineers.
7he disetance of a combat reconnaissance patrol froa the subunit sending it out is
pa,s~ibility
determined by its con )osition, the character of the mission, tha area, and 10
km.
Or the aver.q-,,
it ean bf. dispatched Up to
of rialn'.aining eonununication,
The advance detechment is dispatched to keep the enemy fr-.)in
o.'p~urlng profitable

I

positions and holding
untAL the main force arrivle . It also 1must conduct
re•zonualseanca for the commander who Is sending the detaci•ent.
In tne
Mnrch securi.ty, depending upon colurmn composition, can be dispatched:
d~rection of movement - in the form 3f a varguard or an advarce march security
dctachrnent; toward a threatened flank (flanks) -- as a. flank ,,arch security detachment;
March security usually involves
jrom tan' rez.r - as a rear mar-ch 'ecurity detachnent.
four interconnected proble3mzs.
Ensure unhindered movement of the malit forcos by tee destruction of small
in eAecuting this problemi, march securiTy prever,ts the necvushitr 0:
deploying main forces and e~xpenditures of' time by them in (ieployucnt and pulling
out; it also prevents premijture exhaustion of the main fore'es anr th-ir movement
to an unprofitabire area.
a)

enemy groups.

In
b) Fnsure fa'-orable condltions fr, e ntr:y of the maia ft-cefs Into combat.
one case this can te achieved by the capture ,f I positirn whit i. profitable 'or
deploying the main forces, for instance, a hdight which tinsuree obseriation of tV.6
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observattov ,)osts), arid also secti'ln of' the arer,
,Lrt .liley(u-pecially
enemy
which concaal
troop for
rve1m.t
£ror an enemy grounc force.
In andither nas.d, this ý.b
achieved
by
ýapturing
& oe-ile, mountain ,orges, bridges, roads through wqods, etc.,
U the occupation of which the enemy 6an'constrain freedorm of actloqtOf t.e main
forces, which then cannot inmmediately 13r
drployeu for combat and are fir•s forced
to penetrate thesa narrow areas.
c) Warn the main forces of a aurprise ata4o
•l.,_yar. enemry grjurdt.iorqe.

d)

Prevent penetration of the main forces by eney ground reconnaisSance.

In order to execute the mission posed, thd vanguard (advance party) must move
along the same route as the main force.
Figuratively speaking, the- vanguiard (advance
party) is a sentry at his pint (the road), which he cannot leave undej: any circumstences.
Truly, this is one of the main distinctions of the ianguard froo the
fo-V•rard party, which to succcssfully fulfill its purpose .-- f'Etading thc-fastest route
to a designated position and its occupation - can leave the route of the main forces
and tvrold combaLt with ;he enemy.
The z-s.nposition and distance away )f the march securf.ty unit depend on its
mLssion, the composition of guarded troops, local condltions and other data of the
stuation.

*,

The advance party is usually dispatched in a comppny at P distanuc of 5-10 •m
from the guarded troops. Such a distance by the advance party pars its its responsible
commander to definitize in good time, that t.o make a decisicn regarding the meeting
engagement, present the problem, deploy subunit.- and enter combat in an organized
manner.
FoX direct security and enemy anI area zcconnaissanrne it dispatchea recon
errs,

The vkr.guard can vary in composition.
Here we must consider that a strcng
venguard c&h better cover the main forces, independently do battle with the enemy.
overc a iongdr time, better reconnoiter him, act at a great distance from the r.ain
forces p•td• consequently, give them more time for deployment into nombat form&tion,
and gtive tke 2bmmander who sent theti moze Aime to make a decision and relay it to
.
the troopa. ., =
Experience of the last war and postwar teacht.ng shows that the vanguard can
usuall,,, successfully execute its tasks as a reinforced battalion. Such a vanguard
is able to destroy enemy reconnaissance aWd security and when nec:essary, atta.ck his
aiv•n•u subunits, knock him from an advantageous position, and seize and hold it
urtil the approach of the main forces, thereby creating favorable conditions for
thoir doploynent and entry into cor'bat.
It can function at a distance of 20-30 km
from the main forces.
Such a distance, on <he one hand, permits the vanguard to
destroy sm&al. enemy groups, not affecting the uniform advance of the main forces,
and on the other hand it ensures the responsible commander sufficient time to appraise
the situation, make a decision, •and assign missions to the fL-oups, and it crnsures the
main forces of the guarded column time fur deployment and organized entry into combat,
A variant rf t:-e march order .etup
rifle b&ttalion is shown in Fig. 19.

of a vanguard in a reinforced motorized

In s.eparating units of march sec¢,rity. it is nec.es.-ary simultaneously to see
that '.his does not lead to a weakening of the main fo rcec, and consequlently also to
an iiitial
enemy blow.
Therufore, force* awd equipment in nareh security must be
separated etonomically, 6at the same tfme at e.nptlng, to ýncrease the intensity of
their combat use.
The column of :rain forces can be of various compositlons.
Proceeding frurn the
necessl-ty or forestalltng the enemy in opening F.•re and his conquest of fire
superiority, F.LtiUOcry should move into a pla,-i in the column where time for
For this, artillery should
occupying flxingw sites end opening fir-e is4 at L -iLnimum.
be at the heiA kf the column of the main orces. Artille.ry of the vanguaro also
Tank subunits
usually. follows at the head of its column or after the advance parh•.
can nove at the head of the cco.umn cf main forces o- after the artillery (mortar)
However, rre should stress that here there. is no pattern: everything
e-,ubunits.
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March order of a ",anguard (variant).
LEGEND

Ad. pty...advance party
art. bty..artillery battery
AT pl ..... antitank platoon
battalion
B .........
"BMP....... battalion medical post
CR? .......
combat reconnaissance patrol
Nor. pl ... mortar platoon
depe.de on thi

spocific conditions

ire ............
motorized rifle compan.,
mrp ............
motorized rifle platoo,'
sap. p1........
sapper platoonI
Sec recox.... security recornaisankce
tc.............
tank company
tpl ............
tank platoon

of a situation.

If,

for instance,

a battalion

moves in the direction of a nuclei r attack with the mission of more rapidly exploitir.•
its results, then, apparently, at the heed of its column it is better to have the
tarnjc, motorized rifle subunits on •smored cairiers, and after them +he artillery,
in readiness to support their deployment and ,%tack. Furthermore, it is necessary
to consider the probable direction of deployment.
It it Is toward the flank, then
the artillery, obvtously, is better in the nenter of the column, and if it is at hne
front - fit is better] at the head of it, which will allow rapid opening of fire by
direct laying and from hidden positions.
Antiaircraft equipment is usually distributed along the nolumn with the
consideration that It is reliably screened frcn, air attack.
Rear -anits and subunits usually follow in an independent column at a lijtance
from the main fo-ces, so that thoy car perform their owni missions.
Thus, the basis of march order construction is the anticipation of battle.
When a meeting engagement begins, there is no time for reforming the march order.
Evýry subunit should be ready to enter combat in stride, directly from the march,
without an'r reformat.ion,
Therefore, a march order (in anticipation of a meeting
engagement) should represent e-ientially the same comiat formation, only broaen
into columns.
Initiation of ammeetin, Engatement
In contemporaiy conditions, a direct erwounter of ground forces subunits In a
meeting engagement, as a rule, will be preccded by nuclear strikes initated by the
senior coananders against an advanclrg erne'oy.
Such attacks will occur upon detectinih
the advance of enemy groups, *knd their results will decisively influenze the
character of further combat.
'This is one of the chief charac+.er4Letlcs of conductii,:
a contempo-ary meeting engagement, distinguishJng it from the jast.
*

In past wars, routing an advanc.ng enemy grouping ýy fire was achieved
The only means of* f1ring on! an enemy
simultaneously wjh deployment of troops.
at a great depth _n the 'wo world wars was from the air. However, Its action,
due to Intufficient combat capabilitler even in the last war, could not always
decisivcly influence the meeting engagement.
Modern combat means ensure defeating the ensmy by means of surpri 'e nuclear
attacka and by powerful fire long before an en!ounter of ground forcesNucieay
attacks on troop columns as they pass road juncti.ns, crossltnzs, gorge.s, a defil?
and other narrow places can be especially effective,

Such attacks make It
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to inflict serious damare on an advarnce e..emy grouping, to delay its• dvancement,
and to create favorable conditions for foy..)stalling the enemy in deployment and
infllicting

& coordinated

blow

for his

final

destruction.

Delaying an enemy advancement will ensoure a time galn and will fa-ilitate
carrying out the necessary maneuvers of forces and equipment, deploytng main forces
to a profitable position, entering ccnbaL In an orgunized manner ar.d inflicting r.
decisive blow.
Now a time gain of ewvn on~e hour gl_ý.es a con.vi,]-able advantag.,,
since during that time it is posslble to move troops 2r.30 km, 9;vI more and to
inflict a sudden blow •o the flank and rear of the enemy.
Thus, forestalling nuclear attack, vilY placo advance, d enemy troops in an
unj.avorable position even before entry into combat, it -ill
allow seizing the
initiative, overcoming fire superiorLty. and will crer.ce the prerequisite for a
successful outcome of the meeting rn,;'t.:nEnt.
The enemy will also cons'tntly atteipt to iflict
forestalling nuclear attacks.
Thee•f ore it As very important to expect the possibility of such attacks, I-,
consider their results, and anl ei- ate ;t.asuvEs ensuring the least vulnerability of
forces and pralent their delay during an Jvance.
The meeting engagement usually str•et: with an encounter of reconnaissance
subunits, edvance detachments, and eletnents of merch security with the security
and advance subunits of the enemy.
The perlod of active combat operatioL1.3 from the encounter of reconnaissance
s'fburits: to entry oQ" the maia
forces I ito ;!ombat is called the initiation of the
meeting engagemf.nt.
The mo3t important problems in this perlef are capAuring the
inifiative and ensuring favorable conditioins for deployment and entrance of the
main'forces into czmbat.
The duration of this period can be different in every case,
depending upon the coraposition and distance away of elements of march security and
advance detachments from the main foirces, and Jlso depending on the time necessary
for the main forc::s to advanc9. to the posit'on of' en my encounter, deployment into
combat formation And golng into combe~t.
The zetlons of forces at the initiation of the meeting7 engagemen# must be
decisive ,.)d swifl,
Tha initiation is not a period of "rocking" and less active
combat t.±tion, but the most direct meeting ergagement, its initial stage, on
whise oute•,me capturing the init..ntive and the character of fý.rther troop actions
greatlJy depend.
Reconnaissance subunits coming into cuntact with enemy subunits for reconnaissance, cover and protection, try to execute their task, which is in the shortert
possible period, to obtain data about the enemy and thereby to ensure a timely
kl ocilon or more rre=!se determination In acco,.dance with the situation.
For tlis
parpose they usually do rot be".ome invi.lved in cowbut with the ajvai-ceý enomy
subunits, but bypass them, boldy penetrate the maii: forces, determine their
co.posation, grouping, direction of :aiovement., Intervals, flanks, posrible positions
of l1eployment and character of action,
.The fundamental problem of reconnaissance
detecting nuclear eqiipreent of the enemy, and also the means for inflicting nuclearis
Under favorable conditions and in case of neceasity,
ard ordinary ffra attacks.
recunnaissance
subunits
separate
advance
enemyeinemy
subunilts,
disorganize wovement
and atta-ck
introduce
confu~sion
in the
lines. take
Dataprisonere,
obtained
about the enemy are immeuittely reportefd to the responsible eofmz.aneer.
As aovance detachment, advancing at maximum ipeed to its position, bj decisive
enccunterod
along the way, swiftly seizes its
actlon
destroys
the It smell
position
and holds
until gr,_ts
the main
forces arrive.
If the enemy forestalls the advancud detachment as it approaches its position,
the advanced detachment swiftly attacks the enemy in the flank and rear, seizes
the ý,osltton, fires from position and holds it until thu main forces arrive.
Certainly, a situation can develop in which an edvance detachment cannot
seize Its target and mast fight with the superior enemy forces conducting an

ofienseve.

In this case the itvanced detachment holds the enemy %t the .ubaequent
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f ivoreble positions, entu:-Ing favorable conditions for deployment and entry or
main fo:'rrc.ii to combat,
The character of oreration of' the march security elemsnts dependc on the
situation. Here, as in all other case• in war, it is impossible to set a def ied
pattern.
However, one shoutld note that basically theee actions must be aggressive
.and dacls!v-.
The march security combat is of importance for capturing the
initi5tive, arr ov'.'y ccmiriander of a piaton, company, or battalion in March s30QArity
should know that vý-tcry can depend on its decisive action.
'The advunce party, during an encounter with enemy rcconaissmnoe i: subunifl
of enemy security, rapitly destroys them and continues Ic carry out 5ts riasion.
Duri,)g an encounter with an anemy which is superior in fc-rrf,. it,occupies a fevorlble
position, and, persisteitly holding it, ensures the condihioi for deployment an'lu
entry Into conbat of th? mein battalion forces.
The vanguard, at the beginning of advanci, party eombat, accelerates Itu
movement.
Artijler:i swlft]. zeta up firing sites, usually along the route, regardless
of convenience, and iamediately opens fire, paving the way for advance party combat
and advancement and &e,1oyment of the main forces of the vanguard.
Tank-destroys"
artillery and antitank guided missile emplacements are aodnnced to open firing
sites to perfo:-m direct laying fire on tanks.
In order to harpcr the enemy dcployment, and to constrain his mine-ver, first the forvard and rear vehicles of the
enemy colun-r Are fired upon.
Tanku
geological
formation,
through to
conditions

and motorized rifle subunits on armored carrtcrs, skillfully uiing
features, advance toward the attack, are swiftly deployed in combat
swiftly attack enemy cover subunits, destroy them or repel them, break
the stain forces, and in decisive actioa defeat th9L, ensuring favor!able
for the deployment and entry into combat of their t-n main forcei

In past wars the tasik of the ;anguard was l.mtted exclusively tc capturinj and
holding a positior, the mastery of which ensured favorable conditlons for the deployment of main force,
as vas rsflected in regulat:.ons of that time.
This limitation
was caused by the fact ttat subunits composing ttte vanguard possessed insufficient
shock and fi'a power, the possibilities of fire sn>port of their actions by means
of sending a varguard of the commander were limited, approach arid deploymnent of
main forces rl4vuired a prolonged time, and x ntriKe was thought of as nothing 5ther
than an attack on A solid front.
At present the position has esaentislly changed.
;u~niti massigned to the
vanguard possess ffreat shock force, high mobility and great fire power. The
r;oasibilities of their fire support by the senior commander have expanded consideraction of main forces have changed.
Iierefore, it is doubtful ihether it is correct "
to limit the mission of vunguards in tll cases only to capturing end holdtng 1
positions. Unler favorable conditic is, in our opinion, they msat strivn to ensure
deployment and entry into combat of 4ain forces, in the first '].ace, not by a
transition to defense: i.e., securing and holding a positiot., but by toe baor"
decisive offensive action.
The vanguard can secure thn ctptured position only in
the case of an e,.counter with considerably numerically superior enemy force,,, when
the enemy is nct able to advance and to ens'ire deployment of his main forces by
agressive offensive operations.
In thiz z'tustion it ranidly deploys to a favorable
position and by fire from tanks, artilý,eryr, entitsnk equipment and small arms,
delays
advance
by the
Alon.
;ank-accessible
a strong
ar+n-tia a further
defense
is crea-ted,
un,- enemy.
-1-. ".,-•oe
4
antit-nkl meansroutes
C^-=bi
i--torga;ize
asubunts antitank barriers, both in front of and on the flarks of---the
*

cccupied posi'eion.
If ancai(a enemy subunits mrnage to keep the vanguard from
Zv.vorable position, messures are taken to capture this position
,nemy is put under fire from artillery, tanks, and air strikes,
attack is maeI.
Seizing the position, sununtts of the vanguard
active operations ensure deployment of th- main forces.

capturing a
Ili stride. 'The
after which a ax•ft
secure It s* b$
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Action of march s8curity

su

t

uttn

and advance dot llmerltS

predetrilmj.nes

the

auzcec of entry into combat or thu main fo'ces.
Thereforu, senior eo.amandtrs must
give combat maximun attention and give tin;tly support, first of all by their fire
power. The earlier the vanguard combat is supported by fire from dcptn, the more
aucceSsfully the mlss.un at hand will be carried out.
Simulta~neously, it is necessary to tako all measures for timely success by
the main forces, to delay deployment of basic enemy forces, and to destroy his
alvk,, ze. subunits before their action is suppe'-ted by troops advancing from the rear'.
Actions of Main Forces
A rapid .ni decisive transittion to the attack by muin forces _an lead, ¶n &
meeting engagenent, to the defeat of a stronger enemy group which cannot deploy
itself. Therefore, su~units of the main forces must advance, be deployed, and enter
combat without any delay.
Advencement and deployment of main forces is carried -ut taht
into account
l cosva•nder's concept, and, MIrst of all, the character of this maneuver.
'e
Main
forces in a meeting engcgdmeni cn. strike the. enemy from the front, on one or both
flankus, vind from the mavr (Fin,.
f4).
Tne Lost results, as experience shows, cAn be
attained by a swift blow to the I lank (ilanKs) and to the rear of the enemy, A
str'Ike on the flank creates favorable condttlons for defeating the enemy by fire
using all means over, a wide front.
1,. enecmy can deploy a smaller part of his
facilities on the flank. With a secuetivc maneuver and swift blow t, the enemy
flank, ne will have no time at all to repare his repelling action.
.A0

a_

F.g.

_

20.

__

c

__

Forms of attac'k in

a meeitInin

engagement:

a) attack on one flank while part if the forces are
pinne6 down from the front; o) attack on both flanks
while
part of
forces tire pinned down from ths front;
c) frontal
aEttack,
At the same time it

is necessary to consider that a blow to the flank sometimes
for instance, u~nder unravorani. conditionb UL
a locale, in the absence of tizn2 for ý flank manueuver and the nacesa!ty of attacking
in the shortest direction in order to explo .t the r-isultr of a nic lear explosion,
and also upon an encounter with passing ener•y troops.
fl is known that armies of
thp cap!ta14itic states also recommend making mt)ny attacks on the flank and rear
in the mee+ing engagement; therefore, somet~mes the direction of a bypats or an
envelopment
of beSoviet
troopsto ancan coincide.
Obviously,
in all grouping
these
c8.ses it will
necessary
inf the
loet .nemy
a frontal
blow to break
up the enemay
and to destroy him by units. TIne 'ise of nuclear woepons allows a successful strike,
makes
possible to, create flankz arti t l:ially and to achieve decisive results in
short it
periods,
can be impuGsible or undesirablo.,

To carry out a maneuver and to Infllct a nlOw to the -Iank (rialiks) aind rear
of the enemy, it vll1 often he necessary to pin him dowvn ftom the front. Usuilly
for this purpose only an insignificant part of the force is assigned, especla).is a
Mair
canable, however, of fulfilling the -Islion at hand.
motoriked rifle nit,
forcfs, especially tank subunits, are used for swift and s'tdden attacks on on* or
beth flanks of the enemy. When attacking on the flank, subunits, advancing from the
front, also act ii. order to prevent thu enemy from maneuverJng his ow.) troops
against a Soviet enveloping or by passý.np groap.
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The order of deployment ct' main forces and the time necessary for this depend

on the composition of main forces, their concentration, their distance from the
position of possible encounter wi h the enemy, the chNrarter of actions of me-ch

security elements and the enemy, and also on terrain condJtions.
In all cases
deployment is recommenoed in as short a period no possible, sc that forestalling
the enemy deployment and a strgngly crordinated and simultaneous Atrike against
him is ensurel.
In view of th~s, during the deployment of muin forces thvy attempt
to avoid complicated and superfluous movements which lead to a time .lofi .
Depending upon the direc t ion of enemy action, terrain conditions and the
commander's con-Tept of the meeting engagement, deployment of the me'n force" of a
battalion can be conducted either by consecutive dispersal of columns (battalion
int,, company, company into nlatoon columns and then Into combet formation), or by
a sihmultaneoue t;urn in the direction of the offensive (Fi6.
VI).

ab

Fig, 21. reployment of subunits for a meetLng
engagement from the march;
a) consecutively;
b) simultaneousli..
Deployment position of the main forces is chosen, so that their secretive
approach and rapid -eployment for inflicting a powerful blow is ensured, the
blreak out is made in the shortest directiorns, if this is possible under terrain
condition•,
To gain time, to ensure rapidity Lf approach to the enemy, and Also in the
interests of protection from weapons of mass destruction, movement of the maii,
forces of a battalion in a column can continue until the troops arproach thei ertnty
at a distance which would exclude the posslbility of their defeat during deployment
by fire from antitank rilded missiles and direct laying enemy a&tillery. Thereby
the possibility of consecutive reformation fror, the march into company and platoon
co~n

~an

anA
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-o.'11.,.4
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ru

+uui'
o theCc
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ponatian

in

c:nn~hmt

formation is also ensured.
Platoons are reformed in combat formations from the
march, directly before the deployment position.

However-, deployment of main forces by means of consecutive dispersal of coluple
can not always be done, sometimes this cannot be done because of the situation.
Fur',hermore, such an order of eienloymenW sinifles nevertheless a unique muethodiem
in the actions of forces; meanwhile the meeting engagement (in contemporar-y
condition) is characferlzeO by great maneuverability and a variety or Initiation
anW conduct.
Conreqttently, troop deployment should also be varied. It, for instance,
conditions of the situation allot, and the terrain' possesses good camouflage
propcrties,

the main forces of a battalion

can be advanced
n

in

march order direct!

without delay.
Deployment of the artil].ery of main forces starts as ,tarly as possible, so
that its rire can ensure deployment of battalioni subunits and transition to the
attack. Firing posititns are at such,a dts-tncse from the deployment position that
artillery can etrike tae enemy it a depth of no less then half its range of fire.
When batteries are deployed and ready to fire, they immediately open fire on the
enemy, ensuring deployment of the main forces,
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Sometimes. certein battalion nommandeis. during deployment of artillery in a
meeting engagement, delay ,iponin,- fire, awaiting t.hz readinesc of all 'atteries.
It is doublful whether it
r, nc(.naary to prove thet in the meeting engagement this
in impa.rmissible, since time here is of great significanoe. tf a battalion, from
the MoMert Of it; arrlval to the firing position area requires, let us say, up to
15-30 minutes fzpr deploying endprL•ý:ring to fire, then separat, bat orics on their
own initiative can opr-n fire in 9 to 10 minutes and earlier. Th-refore one Should
not await the readtineoss of a3l batter•ies and lose precious time.
When necessary,
fire control can subse-quently b, centr&lized.
In contemporary condttior;.a, ieiy frequently it will be necessary to deploy
in the direction of oze or even bc.th flsnks.
This is determined by the prfsence of
large spaces and breaks be-tween forces,
ni;h
mane:verability
and ,obiliLy of troops
of bc-th sides, ond their piutual attempt t,- inflict blows to the: flank and rear of
the enemy.
Obviously, such & situation will be one of the .-. st complicated, since
the enevn•y can simultaneously act from the front.
When deploying the main forces towarc. a flank, the flank glard a"cts just
as an advance na•ty, and tte detachment -- a: a vanguaro: it dest.'oys the marech
security of tihe •;enmy, broats through to his maln i'or-ceL, and by decisive action
defeats him or is deployed to a favoarble positi-m, l•y fire and active operations
pins the cneney down and ensures favorabla cundltions for the entry into combat of
his Dwn ma.n forces,
lipending upon thie situation, a unit of the main forcep can
also be deployed to pin down the enemy from the front and to create favorable
condition, for an atttek on the flank end rear of the enemay.
In the case of simulta~neous enemky action . ros, the front and from the flank,,
basic effC rts are directed toward defeating the most dangerous enemy droup, wits
st.,ultaneous cover from the other.,
Rapid and organized deployment of the main forces mostl-, depends on good
orgsnltation of thr comznanoaýnt's service.
Its task is to ensure timely pullout
and deployment ot tubunits of the main, forces, to prevent delay, bottleneck, tn:d
intersecting directona of c(.el'unn movement, to inform the consoanoer on time ro ard.ýig
the location of cubuwits, to acceler-te (and sometimes, possibly even to del.y) the
advance of separate columns.
The commandant's strvtce is organized so that at the
beginning of the depicynient of main forces at ali oniage points of thre dire .tion of
subunits, at crossroadE and r'oad junctions, near bri-'ges, crossings and in other
plac'-s where transport move2.ent iF hampered, there :re control posts. Ar. important
va@.ue for the withdrawal of separate subunits in their particular dtt'ections Iles
in traffic-control officers on vehiclts having high roadability, snd on helicopter,%
The moment of deployment of subunits of the main forces is t. a most dangerous,
from the point cf view of troop defeat by nuclear and air att-ck-A.
Ti'erefoý'-,
-1-ticr
raft oelvnse and protection of troops from weapons of msirs destruction
during deployment is given special attention. The main part of an.-itrcraft
equipment is used to cover the main grouping and otier os.t important objects.
Sim.xltaneously, troop cover by fighter aircraft is reinforced.
Protection of the troops from weapons of mass destruction is ensured by
continuous chemicel and radi-tion reconnalssance, organizing fast trooe wsrninc,
and by thf, highest possible dispersion and ase of prot-:tiise properties of tte
terrain under given conditions.
If in the dep'_oymnt period the enemyv uses nuclear
and chemical we pons, decisive measures are taker, to restoze comba.t cspabi'ity of
the subunits subjected to tre onslaucht, und to restore disrupted coordination and
control.
The most important problem of reconnaissance in this. period is detection of
the means of enemy nuclear attack, determining the objectives for nuclear a..ttCks,
the timely beginning of an enemy atte_.pt to attack open flanKs, and determining
breaks, spaces, and weak places in the enemy oranidzation for attecklng his flanks
and rear.
Subunits of the main forces begin the attack withou{ any preliminary stop.
Termination of the deployment of main forces slgnifles the beginning of their attack.

I

i-irt

onslauiht

from artiliery,

[.r;"coding

thit

at tack byV main forces,

part of the period of ti-eir dckloymcnt anud entry Into combat.
it, the period of fire onslaught to destroy, In #.he firt.
p1ice,
of the vnemy on Whlich stability of hin combat formation V .pends
of nuclear attack, installations for antitank gulded missiles,
pieces.

is

&n Integral

t is very import.,xnt.
those combat meanseltr
- the tactical Iacanzi
tanks, and antitank

Main forces can enter into combat simultaneously or consecutivelyy,

by units.

Experience shows that during simultanoous trans:ition irito attack,

Inflicting

a strong Initisl blow (which it i-- difficau',l for thQ enemy to rep.el) is ensuredj
1hr blew is inf!:t.cteu simultaneourly ovex t. wioe front, and the enelty has no
pyo-slbility of a(,con'plishing a maneuver by troopsj not subjected to the blew; hich
a blow canl Le bet tcr prepared by fire. lirwever, fer such an r•ttack a specific
drfined time ios •esuired, which, in a number of cases, is not Dossible.
Tc, delay
lit advance of ftowayd subunits, and even more So to stop thlem,
is extrelely
th,lavorabic and

d .argerus_

The introdoi Ioin into combat of maii. forces, acording to the approach and
oc.ployiellit of subunIts, is of Impoitaiian value for capturing the Liistive;
it

permits a quick Increase of the effort, of rlements o) march security
use oif profitabiu sit-uatit,
conditions
hut ii-. ts" . case, naturally,
an Ini.tial blow i.s lowered.
There is also the osn.',r that thte enomny
,'5,t separate subunits or will "'epel their isolat 'd attacks and be in

and maxi-murm
the force of
vill eaoily
the beat

jws it ion,

Thereror-e,

in attem)ting to inflict a simultaneous blow by the fVrst echelon

of main fo.ccs and taking n.oaxuures necessary for this, one should conslder,, that
uinder favoiabLe cc ditions the introdurction of main forces into con.at accorsing

1v the aWprcach of sibunits, can be pr-fjt.ab.-e,
In part icular, this advanltge Yha
occur when it, is• necesisary to exploit inms,.diate..y th reksul.t of a. nuclear strike,
When the enemy Is riot able to deploy his own troops, and profitable condlticna
are created for inflicting a swift blow en his flank and rear;
a-nd also if,
under
Ilie influence -f superior enemy forces, tiulunits of marci, security arf, forced to
W•tthrraw and ft iL; necessary to increase their effort immediately, in- order to
stop the enemy and not allow him tc succeed.
Motorizod rifle
subunits, having as their armament armored carriers which
pessr si high roadability and heavy arms, can now a.ttaek J, i.ntly with tanks ac a
single "armored striking fori.e,"
Firing from the mare-a, they destroy the p-raondinel
anb combat ma.teriel of the enemy, attempting to penet.:ite Into his position as
oceply a6 possible.
The attack will have the best results i.f the enemy iu astacKed
during deployment, when his troops are in motion.
Fire support of an offensive is
Whiich prcv:.xt tl.z advance of trcoej-

executed by -.rtillery
fire against objects
and a!E_,D lgUinMpt the mont important targets 2

the destruction and suppression of which will ensure swiftnes 4 01 rucceas.
Enemy
means of nuclear attack are destroyed immediately after heir deýectton. To
guarantee continuous troop muaport throughout the entire depth of action, artillery
moves after the advanc,..ng subunits.
With tlbe transitlon

of main forces into

an attack,

they are not held at

_

separat<

centers of enemy resistance, but swiftly advanc" in depth. The absence of prepared
obstacles .nd decen-,i.ve constructions on the oattlefleld rensiderably expands the
aLbilisy of troops tD penetrate deeply into the area of enemy diplcyment with tLe
first
blow.
Advancing 3ubunits penetrate in intervals oetieen colemns, disperse
the enemy grouping, and destroy it' by parts.
Having achieve(: succues, they do not
aowan orar4o 5no-rent
,f' annronsrina erenemy res*-rv-ss. and do not eniablf

hict to begin his defense and rngroup hi; forces.
Routing the enemy by

,n.;-ts is

one of the important prtnciples in

the meetivi,

engagement.
This means, first, routing tlv, troops of his first echelon prior to
the approach and entry of reserves into combat; secord, breaking off and 1.aolet.Lng
the columns and attacked groupj from each other and une'.r Peparate &efeat,
For rapid,

complete defeat of first erheslor troops,
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the battl!fled Is Isolatee
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from t~he flow of reserves and troops which move in from unattacked directions.
. his
.
task is solved by inflicting nuclear and air
strikes, by artillery
fire to

. .trikeenemy reserves, to prevent or to hamper their approach, to destroy bridges,
An important role can be played by
crossings, roads, and to create barriers.
zaibushes, organized on the routes of enemy columns.
Advancing troops must also
ao-t with exceptional speed and resolve to complete the destruction of resisting
enemy forces prior to the approach of his reserves.

Conducting a meeting engagement when there are open flanks in the combat
formation of troops requires their thorough protection, especially during a bypass
or envelopment.
For this purpose continuous reconnaissance is conducted on the
flanks near brought-up reserves,
which are in constant readiness for immediate
advancement and action in any threatened direction.
During an enemy attempt to bypass or to envelop the flank (flanks) of our troops,
the bypassing.troops are put under fir?, and necessary forces and means to cover
the flank (flanks) are dispatched.
Main forces fulfill
their own basic mission.
In destroying a flanking or enveloping enemy group we use, first
of all,
subunits
moving as an echelon element to the threatened flank, and also those moving forward
from the reserves, which, inflicting lossea on the enemy by fire and by a decisive
strike on the flank and rear of the flanking or enveloping group, complete its
destruction.
In the course of a meeting engagement it is very important to succeed as
early as pcssible.
Probably nowhere is speed and timeliness of success as important
as in the meeting engagement, because under these conditions enemy fire power and
troops, especially second echelons and reserves, cannot always and everywhere be
ready for action.
This should be immediately used for exploitation of success and
final destruction of an enemy in conditions which are unfavorable for him.
Success supported in time in one direction can be developed over the entire
.front into general success, and can lead to complete defeat of an enemy.
At the
same time, any delay and holdup in the exploitation of success will inevitably
accelerate the growth of organized enemy resistance.
Considering all
this, in the
meeting engagement the reserve (second echelon) can join the battle considerably
earlier than in other forms of combat.
For
The meeting engagement should end in the complete defeat of the enercy.
this it is. necessary to develop a nonstop offensive, not affording the enemy a
possibility to regroup, to send out troops and begin his defense.
However, such
decisive results can not always be achieved.
In a number of cases the enemy can
begin withdrawal or shift to the defense.
Therefore it is very important not to
give the enemy time to consolidate or to begin his withdrawal in an organized manner.
Upon detecting enemy attempts to begin his defense (as a result of his losing
the meeting engagement), there follows a swift blow on his flanks and from the front
to prevent this.
If the enemy tries
to avoid complete defeat and begins withdrawal,
a persistant pursuit is organized from both the front and along routes parallel to
his withdrawal.
A night offensive is
combat action.

not a reason to decelerate or,

even worse,

to cease

Features of a Night Meeting Engagement
In contemporary warfare, more frequently than before, meeting engagements at
night are possible.
This is due to the exceptionally decisive character of
contemporary combat, full
motorization and high mechanization of troops, facilitating
the conduct of active offensive operations at night, the use of nuclear weapons,
which can sharply change the ratio of forces in a short period and can ensure
conditicns for the rapid advance of troops in depth, tha attempt of both sides to
make maximum use of the night for movements and 'oDIat actions, and finally, wide
use of night vision instruments by troops.
Equipping troops with the means for illumination and night vision permits the
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tse of all combat material and tll ktInds of troops durlr night coutbat action.
The use of instrumentp for drivirng different vchiciet (tanks, ancr••d cardarN,
motor vebicles) permits move-aent at specds clone to speeds a¢Cheued in d&yig6ht.
With the help of night visican instruments it is pousible to direct sighted tent.
and antitank fjre rucessfulty as we11 as that of small a.tms at a diecarnce of fron.
100 t.'; 400 r'* and more.
lhb presence of radar stations, inzrared insttt'imenta for
reconnalssa•nce and abcervstion, and other illumimiating equipment facillt&tes
recon-naissance of the cne.ay und observation of the battlefleld at dight,
All this equipment significantly expands the possibilities of e..nducting
troop tombat action at nigh'- in genera), and -teeting engagements in pkrCtcul&r, tod
also decreases the negative i:A't.ne of night conditions on troop action.
YXn
spite of this, organization a&qr cor, iuct of the meetin, engag,-ment have a nu.%br •t
pe.culiarities, the consideration of which is of importance for success,
Night renders a double tnfluence on the character of combat ation, both
positSve

and negativc.

This also pertains

completely

to the meeting enga-enent.

On one side, darkAess favors secrecy of the advance and deployment of tnrops; it
promotes the achtevement of sudden attacks, it decreases the lk•saes of oWe's own
troips due to conventional firepower, and it promotes the defe&t of a demoralized
cnray by even smaller forces.
On the other Ihand, night creates a number of ,,srious
difficultleso
Poor visibility limits the observation of enemy action &.Ad the action
of one' 0 c'r subunits.
The complexity of obtaining reliab-.e reconni.snonee data
Snc'rc'a.es even more the confusion of Lhe situation, it bampers deteetirt targets
and the use of firepower.
Night hampers orientation to tertain, the t-n-,,')y pullout
of subunits, the organiat ion of coordination, control, r.nd All tor3s tf safrty.
At night person.el fatigue 1- increased, driving combat veatcles is coaplicPAted, and
surprise a"pearing hotn due to errcors in orientation to terrain and also is a
r,.sult cD' a secret r3served enemy maneuver are wore frequently possible.
The ;ýnemy's u.o of nuclear w apons at night may ,ause grent cosi;t•catn.
According to American date, eye da~c-gu b.y the luminous radiation of a nuclear
explosion zf 2 20 kt in a clear atmosphorc: and clean air ctn be tn!)Vcte at dist•neeL:
up to 60 km.
For maximum elimination of the negative influence of nlaht on troop action, and
to ensure nucceesfl destruction of the enemy, it is necer.ary (In anticipation of
nli.ght
meeting
engagement
h-i a&Inight) to take ahead of time, i.e,, during the
of Cay,
a numberwith
of pr.ijaratory measures. The basic measures &rer preparing
covbat n-teriel for night cperations, guaranteeing illumination and light,-signaling
meanrs for sutun,'ts, organizing light security, ir'veloping end giving troops light
sigraIs for warning i ad coordlnati"n, and alec- tne order of wutual identilication
and tarGet 0-ezignu.tiun at nigh'..
Along with this measurce are articipated for protection from nuclear explosions,
especJallv protecting the eyes, for conducting intensive reconnaissance, for troop
fonsatýc'n, 1,z eiisurlnf, the convenlence of their movcment at nfight and r!pld entry_.
into

comnu,,

'ind for clear

organization

of the commandant's

survice.

Upon In.tiatIne, a iLetAnp- cengafle&fent at night, subunits for reconnaissance
and security mzke maximur use of the advantage of a surprse attack. Considering
the fa(t that the darkness of night strengthens the morale-psychologtcal Influence
of decisive attacks ýn the enery, reconnaissance subunits and elemer&s of march
security, coming ia con%.tct with the enemy, immediately swiftly attack and raptu$j
penetrate hip position in .-. pth, i-troducing disorganization and panic into h•i
ranks.
Unexpected and bold attack. on enemy cover troops, predetermine in Drdy
respects, the further development of the meeting engagement at night.
1

(Niq.

Yeronin, N.
combat (in
_Deystviye

frrosu Mllst.

Boyevyye deystviyu noch'yu (po z .ya m Inomtronnykb- armri '
rpion
of foreibn armies)).
hos.c-,
o••enti-y959,
4,,

Yadernogo oruzhya

(The act 4 on of naclear weapons).

Moscow,-

'1963, p. 558.
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Translatior,

Actions 6ý -vad',ance subunitsriust hc -urr~orted and .well-doveloped by the main
.

I Orces as6 fast" as posibl.e.'..

~

Y
_•

It,

Is

ubvioas that

ELI,nleht most --req,•crntly there will, be no consqecutive.

I rp c r c ib, k of rit,.n foi-ces fromi tlw. culumui. as by day. Unidul- Cover 'of night. '.L is,
exp~dfet")~ advance in ci,l,]umns %-snear as possible to the Operation point of"

bourndaryv
2t~ride near this
•V.Ova•Ce sublznitts, to deploy ir
We do not exclude the fact.
ecnem;• lt: 1he flank and rear.
of advance v•ubunitrq,
to support thc: actions
mal-.i forcen;,
combat zone as they
,deploying in the
directl•y in, ,trlde,

and immediately,) ottvck the
certa•-n subunit3 of thfe
that,
will-, ".) able to at~tack
ficlht...

,•,ru t±•me than by oay. T'his
The deplcy~iýent of mt.in lforces at right requiýb mo
ineregse.ý the i-ole of march security, the a.ctive tiperatiops of which must ensure
th-eir deployment,

To accclerate'

the deployment

of miin fu-rces

at night,

the routes

of -tleir advanceý to deplo,,rnent positions (r'iring arecas) are easily vJlsltble w)J
desig'nated In dar~ness by signs and arrows, but in subunits of the main forces,
fnel",- v'lthdvawal to the deploymlent position, guidez can be designat~ed from th~e
pc'rsonnei of~ediance seit.rlty nubunils.3
W

LE

for

Ake •ole of ensuirirjg eombat action in a meeting orgagemernt at night due to
All mleasures a-.e dire'eted to ensure the
had v1 sibilitý-'*consýLaeiably increases.
to pro'oect troops from an -unexpected enemy attack from
•,-'h•ev~enofsuddenness,
ýr.:[ dirz£etlon, and especially to prev-ant the possibi~lity of his sudden aceL~on on
ihe flank.i of our advancing troops, creating favorable conditions for his own troops.
ior tfhZ.• lexecution of c~mbat inissions.
A very, import;ant qu otion regarding the alght. meeting-engagement 13 that of
guiaranteeing 'lig-ht. -Well organ.!zvd light support creates the best conditions for'
maneuver, permits sighted fire, facilitatles the control of troops ant maintaining
Dir.ii.g an* f•dvance and the deployme-nt of troops,
coordinatiorL between them.
illum~inatlon of the enemyv is applied to such a degree that It does not reveal
Wi~th the transition to attackc by Yrain forcer:., the means of
oneis own'-tirops.
illumir-ý6on ,akd appliled wii..hout -ny limitation, so fLat all enemry movements are
not hidden bjr the darkrness of night, sc• that our troops can hit the eneýmy with
Illumination shouild be espeeiallý, intense and 'stable, to enable the
sighile ) fire.
In all cases.,
At the same time, temi
attacks.
rapidly'th6
troo,O,.; to 1.13o Acttons
an•e
evance oP subuiresultsfluof rutelear ~rte
th- us:e of. rw-'ah=F ot' il-lumination should not. lead to illumination and disclosulre
spsil.- W.hile widely axpp.,yin;7 illlumination, it is necessary to wage
at' tr:vcps.
focsa
of on,-".• own
deciý,iye-'-bcffbat ,Againsqt the means of i'Llumir,ation useC• by tnc enemy,
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Nuý.lear aAtacks against the enemy ar(ý u:;ed without (2elay. in view of the
fact that the flas3h of a nuclear explosion ,at night can ceuse personnel (located at
distances ten,•, of times exceeding the limit of influence of all other striking
factors) to beý bli.nded for i;n exte.nded time, prior consider'ation of measures for
The most i,,purtanit of
the protection of t'roops from blinding 1:3 quite Important.
gnior commander about the infliction
these is a 'timely warning to troops by the -of thelr o~in nuclear attacic;;, giving them timtý to use pý'otective means for their
eyes.
theý..course-of the mteting engagement, s-tbunits do not delay the dektVuction
•Iin
of sepa•&teý resistance cent( rs, but swiftl-y advance, usirg :tn full measuire the
In the
a dvantage of a night offensi~ve an.d t;hý results of usý of nuclear weapons.
night mekwtlng engage..ment mo;.-e favor~b, e conditions are created for secret advance
irnteryals and: breaks in the combat formation to the open flanks of the
""through
Thpereore, on tho ¢,ne hand, one should make maximum use 6f these possibilitiesý
enemy-.
for attacting the flanký and rear of tthe enemy, and, on the othe'r hand, one should
more thoroughly proteCt als own open flanks from possiole surprises.
In ';he.r•.gnt meeting engagement, more frequently than in daylight, it is
possible to deoy th(-- enemy an offensive action and a temporary transition to
Therefore,, it i.- necessary to watch enemy actions,
defe so or eve~n wltýýO~rawai,
thorougI~y'ar~d *to fell. hir intentions,
If the enemy beg'ins his defense, his troops must be strpongly illuminated by
all form---of Illumilnation., they must te suppressed by fire and destroyed by attacW
Wben enemy with~drawal is dý-tected, the fire against it :Is I.ntensified',
in str.rde.

troops begin decistve pursuit,
enemy is

out until full destruction or the

and carry it

realized.

Complexity of conducting the meeting engagement requires great e:wmtion of
moral and physical forces of personnel, incividual tralniln and training in n.ght

operations,
equipment.

as well as, Ini th-e use of' rad!-otec|•uiic.l

oprtinaswllainteus

f'rdotcnleleqimnted

I1
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equipment and U.•lumination
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CHAPTER

VII

OFFENSIVE COMBAT
Nature of Contemporary Offensive Combat
Attack, as a form of combat action, was born together with the appearance of
war.
Throughout history, the nature of the attack and the form and methods of its
conduct have changed continuously.
Before the appearance of firearms, when the'defending side could offer resistance only by force of direct physical action, the attack was actually expressed
in a thrust, the force and power of which essentially decided the fate of the
battle.
Battle was conducted in a shallow manner and was characterized by a
sluggishness of development.
With the appearance and rapid development of firearms, the defending side
gained the ability to act on the enemy with firepower and to inflict losses to
those advancing not only during a direct encounter with them, but also during
their approach to the defenses.
The more the range and power of combat means
increaseor, the stronger and more deeply its influence was felt. Under these
oonditions, the offensive began to be subdivided into two independent stages advance (approach) and attack.
Subsequently, when the defense became echeloned in
depth, to these stages of the offensive still
another was added - combat in the
depAh of defense.
The improvement of firearms and growth of their striking power caused deep
changes in the character of the offensive.
The attacking side began to use the
force of firepower for a decisive suppression of the defense and for a most rapid
achievement of its own goals.
Here the role of firepower in battle continuously
increased, and the interconnection between firepower and the thrust became even
clos,'!r.
If, in the beginning, the thrust was inflicted somewhat separately from
the firepower, then afterward they merged together and became closely interlaced.
Firepower not only prepares for the thrust, playing a supporting role with respect
to 'the latter, but remains active throughout the course of the who!, offensive.
Thus battle gradually obtained the character of fire combat.
Succes.s of the offensivie was now entirely dependent upon the force and power of defeating an enemy by
firepower.

Increased capability of firepower also caused an increase in the role of
maneuvers, which had as their mission the creation of the most favorable grouping
ef troops and placing them in the best position (with respect to the eneýny) for
oelivering a strike.
Maneuver, like firepower, became an organic, inseparable part
,,f' the attack.
It iq accomplished not only prior to inflicting the blow, but also
continuously during its course.
Besides maneuvering forces and materiel, the
attacker began to use more widelyr the maneuvering of firepower, for the purpose of
concentrating the firing efforts or shifting them from one object to another.
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Ever increasing

maneuverability, as weli as the contlnucuus stru&gle ifor fite superiority, became
thtimportant traits of' offensive combat.
The application in combat of diffe:-ent types of troops and combat means by
whose coordinated efL'urt succ.us was attained led to the flaet thet offensive
The combined-aa.c chbrcater
combat In its character b-.ýcm the combined-er-ms type.
of offensive conbat appeared especially Jistinctly in the Fl'st World Way.
Participation In this war of mult]mtllion-man armies expanded the boundarles
ai. seatle of armed combat as a ,.ole.
The po-dibillty appea.red of an offohsive
In all directions accessible for mcvement, which led to the creation of conTLIauous
front lines extending for several thousand kilometers and entbracing whole cont'flefts.
The formation of such front lines demsidied nurmounting the frontal resistcnc-a of
In order to destroy the
the enemy and realizinC a breakth'ough o? his defense.
enemy and to advance, It bectme necessary Zo create a grmp in his defense.
Without
accorapitshing a breakthrough o,* creatirg a u,,ique "window" in the continuous positlu,
I'ont, it was impossible to ensure favorable ,nr-iticns eor subsequent maneuvering
ac!tio!is fcs the purpose of 6eveloping success i. depth and toward the flanks.
I.n tie First World War, the breakthrough becan. the vcost important an0, at
the same time, r..ost difficult problem of the cffensivc.
The insignifivcant firing
range of basic artillery units and the low marnauverabil'ty of or'nnoe on the Datt?.-field, the sparsity and imnerfeotion of tanks and Ineffective combat capa.bilities
of aviation, along with other factors, led to the fact that breakthrough (In most
cases) was executed by the method of consecutive "gnawing" of positions and defense
perimeters, antý It a tenuated fat one dtpth or another. The depth of ty.roQp advance
was mainly determined by the actual firing range of the artillery, after which it
was necessary to corluct new trtillery preparal.luns anC to irntro,-uce new forýe,%
into battle.

The character of the offensive during the civil war, 1918-1920, w.es different.
Offensive actions of the Red Army were distinguished by great maneuverability and
Tois was explained mainly by the political conditions of 0he fighting
decisiveness.
and the '.niqueness of the operational situation. Under conditions of an absence
of a continuous f cont and the greot rapiulty of develorment of combat eventt, at
the basis of offensive actions there lay the effort to accomaplish great envelnpMents,
to dismember the enemy's grouping and to encircle him, wnich were not observed at
all in the First World War.
Sovliýt military thought in the 30's, estimat•ng the charaqcter of arned combat,
havirg changed in connection with the rapid development of armored techx,ology and
avliation and also with the appearance of mechanized and paratroop force,, 2eveloped
the theory of deep offensive operatior. and deep ccmbet (Fig. 22), in accordance
with which the entire depth of the enemy defensei uas subjectei to its influence.
vna
,bZ- --.-...
The success atteland was oeveloped in depth by mobile t toopL.
of this theory found their implementation in Soviet Army offensive ope.atlona and
battles In the Great Patriotic war (AW II).
Th the coarse of the Great Patriotic war, the theory and practice of the
Soviet
preparation and _onructing of an offensive obtained further davelopment.
"military art succesrfully solved the problem of breakthrough n. '. only of the tactioal
but also of the entire operational depth of the enemy's defense by means of continuous buildup of fire eeforcs and the introduction into batths of the ttnk arnd
zechanized formations fror a depth.
On the opera lonal scale, brnakthrough bejzqn
to be executed, as a rule, simultaneously in a number of dire-tions.
Tranition t
a comparatively brief artillery and aircraf
after
started
usually
offensive
to
the
preparatlon tor attack. Swiftness of breakthrough and . ,r,--dvancc rato Cr
advancing troops were attained ny inflicting sudden blows, in the beginning o0.a
narrow front, with subsequent expansion of the breakthrough towards one or both
flanks, and with development of success in depth.
At the same time, offensive combit •nthe period of this wai was not limtted
only to breakthrough.
In spite of the importance of 'ts value and the complexity
of fulfillment, breakthrougn occupied only a small part of the time in offinive
operations (from one tenth to one seventh of the total duration of the ope:*ttan),
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-ind had. mr,,over, a constant. tendency toward the reduction oi' the time of its
After breakthroujgh, the advancing troops began a decisive pursuit of
Ux00cut.un.

th, enemy, fought violent bat ales with his advanced reserves, crossed various
wmiter barriers, surrounded and destroyed the enemy forces, and conducted other
In the course of these actions the advancing troops executed their
t.-peratlons.
maneuver more widely (than during breakthrough) and swiftly shifted their combat
efforts to the depth of the enemy's defense or to other directions.
In the course of the war a
of advance and depth of combat
seen from the data in Table 2,
ot'fenslve combat of a division
Table 2.

tendency distinctly appeared to increase the rate
problems of the advpncing troops. This can be
characterizing the development of tactics of
during this war.

Average Indices Characterizing the Development of Tactics of Offensive

Combat of Rifle Divislon During the Great Patriotic War

1941
Wid:.n of the offensive zone,
ilt km ........................
Deptlt of the combat mission,
in km:
ýmmno iate ....................
subsequent ...................
miosions of the day ..........
1ensity of forces and resources
on 1 km of the front:
battalion

infantry (rifle

1942

1943

1944

1945

3-5

3-4

2-4

1.5-2

1.5-2

1.5-2.5
3-4

2-3
4-6

2-4
5-7

3-5
5-7

3-5
6-8

--

-

-

10-12

12-18

-

rb) ..........................
artillery (cannons and

1.5-2

2-3

13-4
i

3.5-4.5

3.5-5

mortars) .....................

10-15

20-60
10-15

180-150

i80-200
15-25

200-250

115-20

2.5:1
1.5-2:1

:3:1

3-4:1

3-5:1

!4-6:!

5-8:1

6-i0:i

:2-3:1

3-4:1

4.5-5:1

tanks .........................
Ratio of forces in sections

5-7

20-30

of breakthrough (our
troops:the enemy):

infantry (rb, infantry
battalion - ib) ..............

1.5:1

artillery ....................

1-1.5:1

t ankr ........................

0.6-.1.5:1 1.5:1

However, throughout this war, the influence of firepower nevertheless remained
insuffi-ient to reliably destroy the enemy defense throughout its depth. Attempting
to replt<. sh the insufficient capabilities of firepower, the advancing troops were
:,::ed to concentrate a large amount of firepoer, troops, and combat materiel in
To increase the force of a blow it became necessary to concentrate
rn.j,)w z.r.es.
And despite the fact that the breakthrough
::large, compact troop formations.
ci enemy defenses began to be executed in shorter periods than before and the
action ot troops at this point became more maneuverable, the well-known methodical
The deeply echeloned
And measurred quality of offensive development was maintained.
enemy def. ise was most frequently surmounted by trocps seizing consecutively his
*

positions

Lnd zones,

more or less evenly advancing in a continuous

front.

The arpearance and rapid development of nuclear weaponry and the further
improvement of all other combat resources have caused deep changes in the character
Having powerful
of offensi'e combat and in the forms and methods of its conduct.
means of d~struction, an enemy is now able, in short periods, to inflict decisive
defeat on troop concentrations of his opponent, to destroy any fortifications and
the most well-built defensive constructions, and to sharply and quickly change
the ratio of forces.
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The. main purpose of offensive combat is the complete destruction of a deLending
first of all, by strikes of nuclear weapons and
firýepower.,of other means of destruction, and by the (rowing (in force) swift actions
. 6fthemotorized infantry and tank troops coordinating with aviation and with
During the offensive the enemy combat means are destroyed (in
paratroop drops.
place, his means of nuclear attack), and in a short period great losses
the first
"are inflicted on his troops and defensive constructions, and other important
4•

j.enemy; and.will now be achieved,

objects are destroyed.

The offensive will'now be conducted on an absolutely new material basis, with
other combat means, by qualitatively different troops, and in more complicated
Besides the nuclear weapon, the character of a contemporary
situation conditions.
offensive will also be influenced by a change in the character of the enemy's
defense, the absence'of a continuous front, complete mechanization of the forces,
an iiicrease of their shock force and firepower, and, as a result of this, the
capability to solve pressing problems and to conduct an offensive at a high rate
and on a wider front than previously.
The use of. new, more powerful arid more destructive firepower first of all
The use of nuclear weapons opens
Influences the decisiveness of an offensive.
(in this sense) especially broad possibilities for an attacker: conditions are
created for rapid and reliable defeat of defenses on a wide front and, simultaneously,
at great depth. An attacker is able, in short periods, to achieve destruction of
large troop concentrations of his opponent, even in the absence of a numerical
stperiority over the latter.
The use of' new combat means unconditionally increases the capabilities of
However, we mu3t not forget that the defending side will also use
an attacker..
The offensive will now be resisted by a qualitatively different
nuclear weapons.
Advancing
defense, based on the force of contemporary firepower and broad maneuver.
All
ti. 'ps will be under the constant threat of nuclear attack by the enemy.
There are reasons to
1.hB; oreate6 extraordinarily complicated combat conditions.
,'!fV've that now, even more than before, the intensity of combat will be increased.
ehe dynamic character of contemporary combat, the rapid transfer of combat
forces to the depth of a hostile defense, the swift and high rate of troop advance
using the results of a blow by firepower, cause a further increase in the spatial
This signifies that the tendency, distinctly appearing
oepof
an offensive.
past wars), toward a growth in the rate of the off-nzl've and depth of troop
To this will be added an
combat missions will now take on further development.
increase in the width of the lines of advancing troops.
One of the important tendencies in the development of offensive combat in the
*
The continuous
past was the continuously increasing role of firepower nn battle.
and persistent struggle for conquest and retention cf firepower superiority over
the enemy was the most important and indispensable conrition of achieving'success
Now
In an offensive both in the First, and especially thý Second, World Wars.
the force of firepower has increased immeasurably, and its power and range has been
Under these conditions the stru,7gle for firepower superiority
repeatedly increased.
over an enemy becomes even more important, and, at the same time, the content o6"
this struggle is changed.
Of central importance in the course of conducting combat
operations will be the destruction of the means of nuclear attack and maximum
weakening of the nuclear power of the defending side, realized by preventing the
In connection with this, in order
enemy from inflicting nuclear or other blows.
to keep the initiative and be able to influence the development of events in a
desirable eirection, it is constantly necessary to hold the defender under continuous
fire t "oughout the entire depth of his,; combat formation.
The use of new combat means, full troop motorization, and the absence of
a continuous front impart to contemporary offensive combat a hi hlv maneuverable
In the past, possibilities for maneuvering operations in an offensive
nature.
In the beginning the -Jvancing troops were forced
were not revealed immediately.
to break through the enemy defenses, and only after iznat did they obtain f'avoDrable
Because of this, the whole
possibilities for conducting maneuvering operations.
process of an offensive was subdivided into two phases - breakthrough and troop
action in depth - and in each of them the nature and conditions of conducting
combat operations were different.
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For maneuver the widest
The use of nuclear wenp-.i:pw. riass these distinctions.
The contemporary
of the whole offensive.
opaoe is now opened in the tur;e
kA'L'ensive can no longer be im:jr]ne1 as a .onsecutive, methodical battle of troops
P. takes on an exclusively maneuvering
V'or defensive boundnries, and positlons.

and dynamic character;
-ind at

different

it

will be conducted simultaneously in a number of direction:;

depths and

will

consist of the most highly varied and

rapidly

changing forms and methods; of combat operations.
In contrast to the past, when an offensive was conducted on a continuous
front with direct close contact not only of subunits and units, but also of [larger]
formations, the offensive in a contemporary war will be conducted on a wide front
in separate directions.
We must note that the rudiments of such an offensive
However, at that time an offensive in various
appeared even during the last war.
directions was conducted only during action in the depth of the enemy defenses.
Now actions in various directions can be executed throughout the entire offensive,
Such a character
both during breakthrough and in the course of its development.
of the offensive arises first
of' all,
from the use of nuclear weapons.
Operations
with dense, compact troop groupings have now become not only dangerous but also
unnecessary.
Advancing troops can now, by inflicting nuclear strikes, make a
breach in the defenses on a wide front and can surmount them simultaneously in
a number of directions with subunitr and units which possess combat independence.
Operations in various directions give the troops a number of advantages.
These actions enable the troops to change rapidly the direction of the strikes,
to carry out flexible and bold maneuvers, inflicting sudden thrusts from different
directions, to bypass unsuppressed resistance centers, areas of destruction and
contamination, and barriers, and to transfer forces rapidly deep into enemy
territory.
Directions for the offensive are selected so that they lead out to the
most vulnerable places of the enemy's defense and ensure close troop fire
coordination.
Operations in various directions do not mean, of course, that now
the whole process of an offensive will be broken up into unconnected operations
*hich are isolated and separated in a tactical sense.
On the contrary, the absence
of direct close contact between advancing subunits requires of the commanders the
mocuL thorough coordination of their combat efforts and an especially flexible
-ontrol over the troops during combat.
A new factor having great influence on the nature of an offensive under
conditions of the application of nuclear weapons will be the radioactive
contamination of the arca and air.
In the course of an offensive, leading now into
great depths, the troops will nave to surmount not only separate areas of
contamination, but in a number of cases will for a long time have to conduct combat
operations on terrain contaminated by radioactive and poisonous substances.
This
will complicate the offensive and will make it necessary to take special measures
to protect subunits from radioactive and poisonous substances.
In connection with
this, under conditions of contemporary combat it is impossible to make a single
correct decision without considering the radiation situation.
The nature of contemporary offensive combat is influenced also by changes in
the tactics of defensive combat.
While in past wars an offensive was conducted
against a defense dominated by linear-position forms directed towards repelling
an enemy offensive, contemporary defense is no longer limited to passive, waiting
measures, but pursues decisive goals - to disrupt the enemy offensive, to inflict
on him a defeat which would force him to retreat from his offensive.
The chief
role in achieving this goal is assigned to nuclear weapons.
In the armies of the aggressive NATO block, considerable attention is given
to the so-called defensive-offensive concepts.
In accordance with this concept,
the defender attempts to achieve his own goals not by persistent troop resistance
at the positions, but by inflicting nuclear and other strikes in previously prepared
regions, by broad and flexible troop maneuvers, and by carrying out heavy counterattacks in depth to complete the destruction of the enemy.
The high mobility of
troop actions, combined with a skillful use of tactically useful site boundaries
and deception of the enemy by the defender, should neutralize the advantage of the
advancing side, which has the initiative of operations.
in the most imjortant directions there is assumed creation of a defense in
depth conrAsting oV a number of defensive lines located at different distances
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Usually sutch a defens;e does not have clearly expressed rectilinear
L'rom one another.
positions and zones but consists mainly of support points and separate units of
resistance, intercepting the nnst important directions of' a possible enemy offensive.
One of the basic forms of defense enjoying wide use in foreign armies In
Its essence is that the defender attempts,
postwar time is the mobile defense.
with relatively small forces, to immobilize the main grouping of advancing troops,
to force them to fall into unfavoi'able conditions, to draw them into the fire
pocket, and to inflict defeiat on them by nuclear strikes and firepower, and then
In ,.onformity with this a
to complete the destruction by heavy counterattacks.
system of engineering structures is constructed, and firepower and maneuvering in
By the entire system of these measures, conditions are created
defense are planned.
for an enemy which will force him to concentrate large forces in narrow areas.
In certain directions it is considered possible to use position defense
Its purpose is to durably hold the boundaries occupied,
(defense of a region).
Theoreticians of the West German
not allowing the advance of enemy troops.
Bundeswehr prefer position defense, consisting of deeply echeloned positions and
zones, but here they stress the necessity of wide dispersion of battle formations
of subunits and the full use of firepower when conducting defensive combat.
With a wide range of views on the theory of defensive combat, it is possible
In
to reveal certain general characteristic traits of contemporary defense.
connection with increased firepower, the decisiveness of defense goals increases,
Battle formations of troops
and the role of maneuvering and activity is increased.
are even more dispersed along the front and in depth.
The presence of a large quantity
The basis of' any defense is nuclear strikes.
ý:ngineering materiel with the defender permits him in a short time to create
Therefore, if in the
,:urable defense, even or creviously unprepared boundaries.
past it made sense to depjend upon the preparedness of an enemy's defense and
especially on the degree of his engineering equipment to differentiate the methods
of an offensive on a prepared and on a hastily occupied defense, then under conThe offensive must, in
temporary conditi6ns such a division loses its meaning.
Units and subunits must always rely or. the
all cases, be thoroughly prepared.
fact that they will have to overcome a powerful defense, even if tho onemy has
time for his preparation.
very little
Under conditions when the front of combat actions is not continuous, the
defense is of a local character and has great intervals; as a result of inflicting
powerful nuclear strikes on it, inevitably enormous breaches and gaps are formed,
and it can be expected that the offensive, from the very beginning, will be in the
form of a swift advance of troops on a wide front and to a great depth. The basis
of offensive combat will constitute maneuvering actions in all their diversity
Swift and
as a complex of rapidly changing, different methods of combat actions.
deep envelopments and the bypassing of the defending troops will be combined with
decisive and fleeting enccunters with advanced enemy reserves, and march movements
will be combined with occasional and brief deployment of separate troop groupings
And, as a whole, these will be swift
to destroy surviving centers of resistance.
and dynamic actions, developing on a wide front, in separate directions, and
being conducted at a high rate.
What has been said does not mean that a breakthrough as a form of the
Thi necessity of carrying out the bruakthrough can
offensive will disappear.
appear under the most diverse situation conditions, and especially in those directions
where the enemy can create a deeply ocheloned defense which will not always be
possible to bypass or overcome in the available intervals. Not in all directions
is it possible also to suppress it by firepower to .such a degree that it would be
The use of
possible to start the offensive immediately with maneuvering actions.
even very powerful and destructive firepower does not give reason to calculate an
One should not forget that the enemy has firepower which is just
easy success.
af- effective.
While in
The breakthrough under contemporary cnndrtions has new qualities.
a narrow breach in the enemy
the past the breakthrough consisted of rat]
rO:fense and was carried out by troops anot ng In dense concentrations with adjacent
f'lanks by the method of systematic consoci 1 ype capture: of enem;. defensive positions,

9ý)

then now the new firepower and complete mcchanizaticn of troops are changing the
A breakthrough
accomplishment.
character of the breakthrough and .hc methods of its
ot' defenses is now achieved in short periods by nuclear weapon strikes and by fire
from conventional weapons, which e€nsure,, a swift and rapid advance Of motorized
If the goal of contemporary
infantry and tank subunits in depth uf the defense.
breakthrough as before consists of creating conditions for maneuvering and swift
troop actions in depth, then this absolutely does not mean that the breakthrough
takes the form of rectilinear and frontal troop advances with frontal attacks.
Development of the breakthrough cannot be shown now as a uniform, methodical.
not only frontal blows,
During breakthrough, subunits inflict
advance of troops.
but they also widely use bypasses, envelopments, penetrate to the rear of the
defending enemy, and attack him from various directions, skillfully
combining
combat and approach march formations.
Methods of Troop Transfer to the Offensive
According to the development of combat means, the increase in firepower
:e&J i;.,uieuvering capabilities of troops, and also the change in character of the
onemy defense, methods of troop transfer in an offensive have continuously improved
and bven developed.
In the past, including the last war, a breakthrough of the
,en.my defense was usually carried out after prolonged preparation from a position
The esscace of this method was that ahead
o,,rupied in direcL contact with him.
k,f t~im( (usually for three or four nights) the troops secretly occupied an initial
iiJ,),
replacing units which had previously defended here, and then after powerful
a,, ;]lev and aviation bombardment, the troops attacked.
The entire preparation
of he
If~nsive was usually ccn*ucted in direct proximity to the first
line of
enemy defunse: the commanders ani staff, in organizing the battle, conducted
rocnnaissance, assigned combat problems to the troops on the spot and organized
th:,
coordination; formations and smaller units, in ;he guise of strengthening
defense, joi.ntly with the defending troops prepared attack positions, stored
,,:erial supplies, and prepared the way for the maneuver.
The necessity for such a method of the offensive was predetermined by a number
of objective factors, first
of all, by the insufficiently great firepower of the
combat means existing at that time.
Only by concentrating huge masses of destructive
resources (up to 200-250 cannons and 20-30 tanks on I km of front at sections of
the breakthrough) could the advancing troops achieve reliable destruction of defenses
and ensure a successful attack.
Another cause waz low troop mobility.
Moving
basically on foot, rifle
troops could not be advanced in good time frow the rear
and begin the attack on the run, directly after a fire attack.
They were forced
beforehand to concentrate and uccupy an initial
position for the offensive.
This tactic also require.i defrnse suppression by firepower.
No matter how
great the fire of the concentrated artillery
was, it nevertheless appear 'ito be
insufficient for a complete defeat of defense objects, even on the main •±ne of
resistance.
The bringing in of the firepower of the advancing infantry - antitank
guns, mortars, r.-'chlne guns, and even small arms - increased and strengthened this
attack and also ensured the continuity of firepower's influence on the enemy,
especially with the beginning of the launch of the assault.
•

*

A relatively safe concentration of large masses of troops in limited (by
dimensions) sectors of the front and their rather prolonged stay in direct proximity
to the enemy were possible because the defending side did not have a sufficiently
effective means of reconnaissance.
In those cases when preparation of the offensive
became for the enemy an evident fact, the counterpreparation which he conducted
did not lead to a loss of combat readiness of the assault force and especially to a
breakdown of the offensive.
This did not signify, however, that the advancing side
could painlessly disregard surprise and solve the problem of breakthrough only by
increasing the striking means.
On the contrary, combat experience showed that the
success of an offensive was directly dependent on the secrecy of its preparation
and the achievement of surprise.
In 1915-1917, the French and English, turning their main attention to concentratirn a large number of troops and firepower on areas of a breakthrough, disregarded
surprise and olanned to destroy hostile defenses by artillery
fire and strikes of
the infantry.
in connection with this, all
the preparations for *he offensive were
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conducted openly, the artillery
preparation lasted for a few days, and they equipped
bridgeheads for location of the infantry before the attack without any
initial
As a resitlt, the Germans, having discuvered the place of
measures of secrecy.
breakthrough, rapidly took corresponding counteraction measures, and the superiority
croated by the enemy of forcc: and means was unrealized.
experience of the great value of surprise,
Hlaving been convinced by their bitter
the English and French in 1918 extensively began using camouflage of all
forms,
reduced the duration of artillery
bombardment to 4 or 5 hours, and in certain
relying only on infantry support by
operations began their attack even without it,
tanks and artillery
fire during the fight.
The role of surprise increased even more in the Second World War.
The
defenders, having large forces of artillery
and aviation, were able to inflict
heavy fire blows on the enemy even before his turn to the offensive.
In connection
with this, the measures undertaken to. prevent a breakdown of the offensive and
achieving surprise took on even greater importance.
During the Great Patriotic war, troops of the Soviet Army very often started
their offensive by surprise.
This was achieved by maximum reduction of preparation
periods for the offensive and by the use of different methods to mislead the enemy.
Much attention, in particular, was allotted to combatting enemy intelligence and to
secret preparation of attack position.
In spite of this the advancing troops did
not always achieve complete tactical surprise..
For various reasons the enemy often
discovered the preparation for the offensive and took measures to strengthen his
defenses and break down the attack.
Therefore, during the war, along with measures
taken to strengthen camouflage, various methods of concentrating main attack forces
were persistently searched for which would allow reducing to a minimum the time of
the troops' stay at the attack position.
Under conditions of using nuclear weapons a prolonged stay of troops at a short
distance from the forward edge of the enemy defense has become extremely risky,
especially as the means of intelligence are better than before.
As a result of searching for the solution to this important problem, in many
armies of the world there has appeared a concept regarding the possibility of
transition to the offensive from the march, with the advancement of subunits from
dert (Fig. 23).
In principle, the idea of transition to the offensive from the march is not new.
In the Soviet Army regulations, the possibility of such a method of transition to
the offensive was indicated even in the 30 1 s, and during the Great Patriotic war
attack from the march found rather wide use, especially in tank and mechanized units.
But such an attack was carried out only when overcoming the defense the enemy
occupied hastily in the course of combat actions, who had a weakly developed firing
system and insufficiently complete engineering equipment, when the advancing troops
were not required to concentrate all
their artillery
firepower for its
suppression.
In contemporary conditions the transition to the offensive from the march
becomes possible with a breakthrough of defensive positions not only occupied by
defending troops in the course of conducting combat actions, but also previously
prepared, and well equipped in an engineering sense.
In both cases the inflicting
of powerful nuclear and conventional blows enables one to achieve a breach in the
defense, to undermine its
stability
ilL a brief period, and to create favorable
conditions for a swift attack.
Consequently, the sharply increasing firepower of
troops, first
of all,
the use of nuclear weapons, is Ghe main factor which ensures
the possibility of using this new method of transition to the offensive.
The second
most important prerequisite for an offensive from the march is the complete
mechanization of the troops.
By moving in high-speed armored vehicles of great
passability, motorized rifle
subunits can now execute rapid movements and swift
maneuvers, using the results to defeat the enemy by firepower.
The presence of these
qualitative changes in the material basis of combat results in the fact that an
offensi're from the march will become, in r-ll probability, a predominant method in
a nuc~car war.
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The transition to an offensive from the march, as Ts noted in the foreign press,
affords maximum security to troops during the period of* preparation tor the
offensive, permits excluding their prolonged stay in the sphere of influence of the
most numerous and dangerous grouping of enemy firepower, and, at the same time,
permits creating favorable conditions for achieving surprise.
For this the advancing
side calculates how to locate the main attack forces before transition to the
offensive in order that they be in the roar as far as possible away from the chosen
routes of operations, be located in a dispersed manner in concealments and at a
distance from the main line of resistance which would ensure their safety from the
thrusts of the first wave of tactical enemy nuclear weapons, and which would ensure
that the advancement of subunits would require a minimum of time. The defenders
in this case would find it difficult.to conduct reconnaissance and to reveal the
direction of the intended strikes.
Inasmuch as when advancing from the depth there is no need for time-consuming
and very complicated preparation of the attack positions for direct contact with
the enemy, it is possible to reduce (to a maximum degree) the preparation period
of Lhe offensive. This in turn promotes the achievement of secrecy in conducting
preparatory measures.
A great advantage of an offensive from the march is also the
possibility of the rapid transfer of combat forces to new directions, if the situation
t
a the portion of. the front intended for attack becomes suddenly complb,:ated.
At the same time, realization of such an offensive will entail considerable
difficulties.
Physical and moral tension of the personnel increases, the consumption of fuel and other supplJes when advancing the troops to the forward edge of
the enemy defense is increased, and the difficulties in replenishing the supplies
are increased.
Moreover, the advancement of subunits can occur in a situation of
mass destruction, in fire areas, and in radioactive area contamination.
We do not
exclude 'he fact that as a result of nuclear strikes, separate elements of the
combat- ''•rmat-ion of the advancing troops will be put out of action even prior to
the beginning of the attack.
To ensure continuous advancement and simultaneous
transition to the offensive, subunits under these conditions must have high mobilLty,
the ability to suppress rapidly the consequences o' nuclear attack, to overcome or
to bypass swiftly areas of destruction and contaminated zones, to accomplish marches
at tht, highest speed, to be rapidly deployed in battle (approach march) formation,
aij
to begin the attack without delay. All this requires careful organization of
ýhk: offensive, reliable suppression of the defense by firepower, timely destruction
,.blinding of the technical means of the enemy's reconnaissance, and the execution
%,I'
a whole complex of measures undertaken to ensure the secrecy of advancement and
deluding of the enemy.
It is most advantageous to advance the subunit at night or
under conditions of limited visibility.
An offensive from the march with advance from depth can be successfully
carried out in the presence of a sufficiently well-'3eveloped network of roads or on
accessible terrain, ensuring rapid advance o)t the subunits or the possibility
of executing a flexible maneuver for the purpose of bypassing destroyed sites or
replacing subunits which have sustained considerable losses from enemy fire.
It
is more complicated to organize such an offensive on terrain difficult to cross
(in mountains, in a wooded-lake area) and also in winter.
Under these conditions
the offensive from the march can be conducted chiefly in the most accessible
directions.
In order to ensure organization of advance and the achievement of simultaneity
of attack, the subunits are usually shown routes of movement, the starting point,
phnuse and deployment lines, the boundary of safe oistance, and the assault position.
Boundaries of subunit deployment in approach march formation are calculated to
decrease the probability of their destruction by nuclear weapons of the enemy, and
at the same time to ensure a high rate of movement and simultaneity of attack on
the forward edge of defense.
With the arrival of subunits into the firing range
of the main group of artillery fire, the probability of their de;3truction is sharply
increased.
Before this moment, this group must be reliably suppressed.
The basic criterion of determining the deployment boundary of a battalion into
company columns should be the firing range of nuclear cannons of the "Davy Crockett"
type, antitank guided missiles, cannons and tanks, firing by direct laying, and
mortars.
On the average this is from 3 to 5 km.
Consequently, with the arrival
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from
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destruction by tho:h own nuolear strikes.
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boundary Ca.. bo r.oit'cedi somewhat further
fromn ý,h,: front,
appr,,ximatuty at.
a distance of 800 to 1000 m.
With an attack on loot tho assault p1):;]tl on snutuld
be brought as close as possiblt
so that the at-. ackng suoburnits are uidier enefmy
fire
as little
as possible, but in such a mannei:-r that the motorized r11i,j
subunitu;
art dismcunted and deployed in a line buhind the closest natural shelt,:r (behind
slopes of elevations, shrubs, etc.).
In last case this boundary tIi] often coincide
with the forward edge of t.he dufend]ng troops. or tank subunits the attack boundJry
must be deaignated on a tank--cc- sible site.
tis

The speed of deployment of subunits

In battle

(approcch march)

formation and

the swiftness of tnelr transfer into an attack in many respects depend on the
fcrmation accepted for advancement.
For this purpose the means of reirni'orcement

are expediently transferred with their subunits, and the tanks sthould be kept at
the head of the column In order to execute deployment of motorized rifle
Sk units
under their cover and to ensure a simultaneous attack on the enemy.
Along with the transfer of thoops to the offensive from the march,

-emains the possibility in contermporary conditions of a transfer from a there
position
ot.ulied in direct con~tact
th the enem (Fig. 24).
Such a metho--an
used,
orr instance, in turnint
t
-fenstve ffter conductin! a defense, with
e---3f-iruufficient means of sup•rresion and also with "TwfFjvortlo terrain conditions.
Witn this method of turning ktranslticn) to an o'enrive, it is possible to study
better the defenses of' an enemy and the terrain, to organize coordination more
clearly,

and to ensure thc simultaneity

of attack.

However, the preparation of such an offensive under contemporary conditions
is a difficult matter. A grouping of troops, concentrated for the offensive, will
constantly be under the threat of an enemy nuclear attack, including that of his
short range weapons.
This requires skillful dispersion of troops, very short stay
periods of subunits at the attack position, and its thorough preparation, a. well
as the execution of a whole complex of measures undertaken to delude the enemy
and to achieve surprise.
The transfer of forces to the offensive from a defcnsive position can represent
a arti.l
regrouping, for example, for the purpose of drawing certain subunits
from the rear, narrowing of zornes, exploitation of the .uccess of n neighboring
unit, and so forth. Sometimet; forces will be transferred to the offensive by
combined means, i.e , on the nair area - from the march, on a secondary areq from a position of direct proximity with the enemy.
As a whole, the means of
transfei to the offensive will be much more varied than earlier.
TL,,op Combat Missions
the
Determining combat misrions, and, ir accordance with this, the creation of
thneccs;,ary group•ing of forces and rEsource.
I,iooe of the im-ortant prob ems

Inj organizinS offensivo combat.
The corbat mission is the initial basis which
regulates
combat operations;
it
as the basis of the oryanizati(cn of coordination
and e•,arantce of a. firm, zontinuoLC
control over tile t'_,Cps.
Execution of the

co'mbat mission is the main crit'src,-a in evaluating the actions of troops.
Therefore,
a correct determinatin;, of the conent of the missions is of great importance.
When determining the content of co ibat missions

each time in

the concrete

conditions of a situation, various factors are considered, e-ecially the presence
of nuclear weapons and the methods of their use, the nature of the enemy's defense,
a ' the methods applicable to it of conducting a battle, the composition of one's
own forces and means, and the combat aculity of advancing subunits, terrain
conditions, weather condiLions, miad others.
The basic content of troop combat missions in an offensive battle is the
destruccion of the enemy in the indicated zone or In toe direction of operations
and the capture of a certain boundary (area) or object.
the ereipy, his personnel,
firepower, combat materiel, and especially his means of nuclear attack are first
priority objects of actions of the advancing troops.
Only with the destruction
(or capture) of personnel, or the capture or destruction of his combat means, are
conditions created for the achiv.vement of ;ietory. But the enemy must be in
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Xvery enemy trooop grouping Is located at a certain location; therefore,

In tho ,'•o•r'oe of destroying the enemy, advancing troops simultaneously seize areas
otr 1.ho .oyrrtory. Destruction of' the enemy and capture of his territory compose
:: single, Interconnected process which cannot be divided.

Con1d1llons of the terrain afl'e,:t the content of combat missions differently.
*sh|,,y
,.an facilitate or, on the contrary, they can complicate their execution. An
especially important role is played by the capture of such tactically important,

key objects and areas of a locality as road crossings, commanding heights, and
mountain passes. With their loss the defending side is deprived of many advantages:
maneuvers are sharply hindered, and more difficult conditions are created for
organizing a firing plan, for carrying out counterattacks, and for supporting
various coordination actions. Therefore, in determining the con1bat problem, the
subunits must consider which objects of enemy territory must first be taken in
order to disrupt the stability of the enemy's defense.
The execution of a combat mission is

regulated by a definite time.

It is

"postible to destroy complete.y an enemy troop grouping and capture the boundaries

-•utl.ltd, and yet not fulfill the combat mission, if it is done in an untimely
The execution time of any mission is calculated each time
manner with a delay.
the degree of
,roo,1.lng from concrete conditions of the tactical situation:
o.,xp, .td enemy resistance, especially his capability to use nuclear weapons and
tminkiv,'rs, the combat readiness of advancing troops and the expected rate of
In all cases it is important
advance, and the nature of the terrain and weather.
Io ans•ure that destruction of the enemy is executed in the shortect time possible.
'TIhi enemy must not be able to rally from blows inflicted on him, It is necessary

to attempt, by all means, to keep him from accomplishing a countermaneuver, from
str•nfcnhening his defenses, and from withdrawing his troops from under the nuclear
strikes. Only under this condition will the advancing troops succeed rapidly
and with minimum losses in executing their combat mission.
The Importance of the time factor in contemporary conditions is

ever increasing.

This is connected with the power and high-speed operation of existing combat
means, the high level of technical equipment available to troops, and their
ability to accomplish a rapid maneuver. Proceeding from this, in contemporary
combat, gaining time means winning the battle.
Calculation of the time necessary to fulfill a mission must be (as far as
poosible) exact, and at the same time, practical. Accuracy of the calculation is
ncLcessary for clearly posing combat missions and organizing coordinated action.
The mere accurate the calculation, the fewer will be the corrective actions needed
for organization of the battle. The reality of the time calculation is based on
a profound and thorough appraisal of the combat capabilities of one's own troops
and those of the enemy and on accurate knowledge of the technical norms of the
combat application of firepower.
Thus, determining a combat mission in an offensive means to establish what
enemy troop grouping should be destroyed and in what sequence, and what boundary
or area to seize and in what time period.
Historical experience shows that the substance of combat missions of troops
in an offensive is directly dependent on their combat capabilities, mcrale, quantity
and quality of available technical combat means, the nature of the enemy defense,
In proportion to the increase in quantity and
ind several other circumstances.
,hn, Improvement of combat means, firepower, maneuverability, and the shock force
vf troops have increased; and in accordance with this the depth of combat missions
of formations and smaller units has increased.
Thus,

for instance, in the battle near Moscow, (December,

i9qiW,

when combat

capabilities of rifle divisions were comparatively limited, the average depth of

their combat missions did not exceed 3-4 km and their execution often required

not one, but two days.

In the offensive operations of 1943,

when in the divisions

the quantity of authorized fire weapons was increased and their quality was
and tanks,
improved, when they began to receive as relnforcement' more artillery
the depth of their combat missions was increased approximately by one and a half
to two times.
But an especially sharp increase in the depth of missions occurred
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proceeded along a line of transition from a shallow, local defense to the creation
of continuous positions consisting of a system of trenches which were. usuallZ'
In accordance with this the depth of combat missions
developed at great depth.
of the advancing troops changed.
Before 1944-1945, the tactical zone of the
enemy defense had a depth of up to 13-18 km and consisted of two defensive zones.
The first
zone, considered the main zone, was the most thoroughly equipped.
It
consisted of two or three positions, each with a depth of 1.5-2 km.
In the
positibns having continuous trenches, on elevations, and in inhabited localities,

strong points and centers of resistance were created, and different barriers were
widely used.
Under these conditions the immediate mission of the division consisted of

a breakthrough of the first enemy defense position and in the most important
directions, in an outlet into the area of the main artillery positions; the

subsequent mission was to achieve a breakthrough in the whole main zone.
Toward
the end of the war, in connection with even greater increased combat-capabilities
of the troops, it was necessary to determine the mission-of the day for rifle.
formations.
For a division the mission of the day was determined (in this period)
usually at a depth of 12-15 km, and sometimes even 16-1$ km, and included capturing
sectors-in the second zone.
The basis for dividing a combat mission into a number-of consecutively
accomplished missions consisted of the following-requirements:

a)

the possibility of destroying a definite unit of the enemy combat

formation;

b)

the possibility of accomplishing each mission in a single strategic

concentration and with one system of the organization of coordinated action;

c) conformity of mission depth to the tactical-technical data of armament
and combat capabilities of formations.
If.we were to compare the evolution of tactics of defensive combat of the
enemy and the change in content of combat missions of advancing troops, then we
can note that they were developed in a close interrelationship. In the course of
combat actions a unique competition was observed between the force of-the defense,
its ability' to resist the growing force of attack of the advancing troops, and
the capabilities of the side conducting the offensive in overcoming the deeply
echeloned positions at a high rate. Being approximately equal in the amount of
firepower, the advancing troops tried to solve this problem mainly .by the skillful
massing of forces and means and by creating A quantitative superiori-ty over the
defending enemy at the breakthrough areas.

Requirements of operational skill placed on tactics also influenced.the
substance of combat missions of large units.
Operational skill, proceeding from
the continuous growth of firepower, shock power, and mobility of troops, and
considering the ever increasing depth and force of the defense, tactics was confronted with ever more complicated problems.
To ensure the success of an operation,
the rapid breakthrough of the tactical defense zone became especially important.
This was important to achieve on the first day of the operation; otherwise the
enemy, by using the pause, during the night could accomplish a rapid maneuver and
suppress the established breach.
By not having completed a breakthrough of tacticalceptb, on the second day the advancing troops had to organize the breakchrough.
again. The mission of accomplishing the breakthrough of the tactical defense zone.
was given to the rifle corps.
Their success was developed by a mobile group of
the army or a front which was introduced into the breakthrough, as a rule, on the
second day of the operation. The increased possibilities of tactics and the
S
skillful massing of forces and means at breakthrough areas promoted the realization
of these goals.
However, not in all operations, including even the final stage
of the war, were the troops able to accomplish this mission. As a result there
appeared a definite nonconformity between the requirements of operational skill
and the possibilities of tactics which sometimes led to a premature introduction
into battle of mobile forces and operational reserves.
army.

An especially large break in this link was observed in the German-fascist
By overestimating their own forces and underestimating the enemy forces,
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the operatLional lendership of Hitler's army in a numher of cases placed obviously
impracticable missions bsfore tactics. This led to a rapid exhaustion of troop-a,
and the personnel of divisions and smaller units quickly lost faith in their own
forces, and the authority of the orders was undermined.
As a result, all thih led
to losses of battles,
In contemporary conditions, as a result. of the appearance of qualitatively
new weapons and the great mechenization and motorization of the army, combat and
ný%neuverins capabilities of the thoops, the force of their blowts, and their firepower have all increased immeasurably. Under the influence of new combat mtafls
in the development of the organizational structure of troops there are cspecially
distinct tendencies such as the increase in tactical independence, mobility, and
increase in shock power. As the Minister of Defense of the USSqR noted in his
speech at the XXII Congress of the CPSU, the fire volley of a contemporary
motorized rifle division, even without considering the rocket weapons, has increqaed
more than fc-ur times.
Technical equipment of the troops has also increased.
While before rifle forces did not have tanks authorized in their units, now there
are ao many tanks in a motorized ril!e division as there were in the tank and
machanized corps during the last war.1 Having great maneuverability, great shock
force, and firepower, the troops are able to conduct indcpendent actions at a
considerable depth, not infrequently apart from the main forces, acting in variousa
directions,
But nuclear weapons have an especially great influence on the increase
of troop combat capsatlities.
To supprets a battalion center (f resistan-e it
was rormwrly necessary to expend several thousand artillery ammunition rounds and
to create great densities of artillery; now this problem haa been solved more
successfully and reliably by the use of a single nuclear round rf corresponding
power.
This, the 3mbination of nuclear power and the 4 ncreasing level of troo1
motoriiation and mechanization creates the prerequisite for a sharp increase 1n
the advance rate of troops and an increase in the depth of theIr combat missions,
Contemporary mot.rh.zed rifle troops, moving on armored vehicles, can "...after
nulclear atrikes an offensive is developed at a rate which exceeds two or more times
the rate of the offensive of tank unite, in the last operations of the Great
Patriotic war."2 This means that during a day of battle they can not only accomplish a breakthroL.gh of the tactical zone cf the enam, defense, but also advance
to enemy locationa at a considerably greater depth than was done during the years
of the Great Patriotic war. But in order to break the will of the counteractir.0
enemy, exceptional tenacity will be required of all personnel, as well as maxi.sum
stress of moral and physical forces and the manifestation of initiative and
courage.
The conqueror in a nuclear war will be the one who has the stronger moral
fibre, the better combat training, and complete mastery of the art of conquest.
The main problem of the contemporary cffensive now is Zo ensure the possibility
of the rapid transfer of combat forces to the depths or enemy defenses, in order
to use more fully the power of inflicted nuclear and conventional fire strikes
and at the same time not to let the defenders use effectivQely their own firepower,
primarily nuclear weapons.
The principles distinctly appearing during the last war which expressed the
dependence of the substance of combat missions on the osatcre and power of available
plans of destrmction and the capabilities of a Cefending enemy, preserve completely
tneir meaning under contemporary conditions.
However, stong with this there is
tne need for a principal:y different approach to the solution of certain problems.
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the operationaloleadership of Hitler's army in a number of cases placed.obviously
impracticable missions before tactics. This led to a rapid exhaustion of troops,
and the personnel of divisions and smaller units quickly lost faith in their own
forces, and the authority of the orders was undermined. As a result, all this led
to lossescof battles.
Ihncont6mporary conditions, as a result of the appearance of qualitatively
new weapons and the great mechanization and motorization of the army, combat and
maneuvering napabilities of the troops, the force of their blows, and their firepower have-all increased immeasurably. Under the influence of new combat means,
in the ,development 'of the organizational structure of troops there are especially
distinct tendencies such as the increase in tactical independence, mobility, and
increase in shock power. As the Minister of Defense of the USSR noted in his
speech at';the XXII Congress of the CPSU, the fire volley of a contemporary
motorized rifle division, even without considering the rocket weapons, has increased
more than four times. ,Technical equipment of the troops has also increased.
While before rifle forces did not have tanks authorized in their units, now there
are as many tanks in a motorized rifle division as there were in the tank and
Having great maneuverability, great shock
mechanized corps during the last war.'
force, and firepower, the troops are able to conduct independent actions at a
considerable depth, not infrequently apart from the main forces, acting in various
directions. But nuclear weapons have an especially great influence on the increase
of troop combat capabilities. To suppress a battalion center of resistance it
was formerly necessary to expend several thousand artillery ammunition rounds and
to create great densities of artillery; now this problem has been solved more
successfully and reliably by the use of a single nuclear round of corresponding
power.

Thus, the combination of nuclear power and the increasing level of troop
motorization and mechanization creates the prerequisite for a sharp increase in
the advance rate of troops and an increase in the depth of their combat missions.
Contemporary motorized rifle troops, moving on armored vehicles, can "...after
nuclear strikes an offensive is developed at a rate which exceeds two or more times
the rate of the offensive of tank units in the last operations of the Great
Patriotic war."2 This means that during a day of battle they can not only accomplish a breakthrough of the tactical zone of the enemy defense, but also advance
to enemy locations at a considerably greater depth than was done during the years
of the Great Patriotic war. But in order to break the will of the counteracting
enemy, exceptional tenacity will be required of all personnel, as well as maximum
stress of moral and physical forces and the manifestation of initiative and
courage. The conqueror in a nuclear war will be the one who has the stronger moral
fibre, the better combat training, and complete mastery of the art of conquest.
The main problem of the contemporary offensive now is to ensure the possibility
of the rapid transfer of combat forces to the depths of enemy defenses, in order
to use more fully the power of inflicted nuclear and conventional fire strikes
and at the same time not to let
primarily nuclear weapons.

the defenders use effectively their own firepower,

The principles distinctly appearing during the last war which expressed the
dependence of the substance of combat missions on the nature and power of available
means of destruction and the capabilities of a defending enemy, preserve completely
However, along with this there is
their meaning under contemporary conditions.
the need for a principally different approach to the solution of certain problems.

'See the Speech of Marshal of the Soviet Union R. Ya. Malinovskiy at the XXII
Sovetskogo Soyuza (XXII
XXII s"yezd Kommunisticheskoy partii
Congress of the CPSU.
Moscow,
Congress of Communist Party of the Soviet Union) (stenographic account), II,
2

Yadernyy vek i voyna (Nuclear century and war),

1964,
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While in the past, the basic criterion for accomplishing a combat mlasion was
the destruct.on of some ener.my troop grouping and the seizing of his aef'nsive
positions, the present offetnuIve mission caniot be considered accomplished unluess
there is also destroyed the concentration of the enemy's means of nuclear a.ttack,
the component of thie basic framework of defense.
TMhi does nov. mean, of course,
Ahat capture of other defense objects i3 no lorger of importance.
In order to
move into areas of the location of enemy nuclear cttack meant, it. is necvussar,,y
to overcome his defensive poEitions,
Therefore, the object of immediate actiol.s
of advanriing troops as before will be the resisting lefensive troop grouping located
at the positions.
Tiils is even more Important in tha' with the des'oc( ioon of this
grouping a definite part of t.he tactical means of nuclcar ettack will be descroyod.
But the accomplishment of a combat mission of troopt In an ofiensive should not
be limited to this. On thi contrary, realization of a breakthrough in the d'!fense
will actually meati only the beginning of actions in whose course the neceiysary
prerequisltes r'ust be created to penetrate into the depth of the enc,,y l,,catlon
and to provide conditions for maneuvering actions and swift development of the
offensive at a high rate, which enables us to undermine the stobility of the enemy
defense, axnd, Cinally, to dcyrivc him of the ability to resist.

I,

-

The form of assigning combat micsions also changes.
In the post a combat
mission of large formations and smaJlcr units was subdivided Into a number o%
consucutively accomplsished missio•s because the objects for each mission were
known beforehand and did not, undergo essential changes in the course of the battle.
In a situation of contemporary combat, for which exceptionally great dyianmism Is
characteristic, it becomes all the mere difficult to determine the concrete substance
of combat missions of this or that troop grouoing, .c&pecially durini, act:.tps in a
tactical and operational depth.
Combat actions here can take utl the most un~expected
character.
Therefore, with an offensive at great depth It is possible tQ determine
,'mparatively accurately only objects of the immedlate actions and to oetient subunits
to sub.ieqaent actions.
Since the methods and nature of their actions during this
time can be repeatedly changed, it is more favorable to determIne a mission at
such depth of the enemy defense which will be reconnoitered most completely, and
the situation of which will not undergo essential changes during a battle. By
virtue of this, subunits will find it expedient to determine only the immediate
mission and direction of the furtherest offensive.
Such an assignment of missions
will

facilitate

the organization

of coordinated

action

and control

over subunits

during a battle.
Thus, for instance, the immediate mission of a motorized rifle (tank) battalion
can include the destruction of enemy personnel and firepower at strong points of
a battalion of Ghe first echelon and their capture.
Subsequently a battalion,
advancing in Its indicated direction, destroys the enemy in depth. Similarly we
can assign the combat mission for a motorized rifle (tank) company.
We must stress that at all times the fulfillment of the immediate mission was
given especially great importance, since as its object, as a rule, the strongest
grouping -as selected whose destruction ensured successful accomplishmert of the
combat mission as a whole.
in the depth of the immediate problenm coordinated
action is organized in greatest detail, and the secority of combat actions of
troops is planned.
In close contact with the depth of a combat misaion is the width of zones of
the offensive.
During the last war, the depth of combat missions of advancing
troops had a clearly expressed tendency toward a greater and greater increase, while
the width of zones, on the contrary, continuously narrowed.
Thus, while In the
offensive operations of the first period of the war (19i 1 -1942) the offensive zone
of a rifle division usuafly was 4-5 km, toward the end of the war a division
accomplished breakthrough in a sector of only 1.5-2 km. The main reason for such
a contradictory phenomenon, it would seem. was the continuous improvement of the
enemy defenses.
Maximum narrowing of zones permitted creating not only a decisive
superiority over the enemy and a favorable (for advancing troops) relationship
of forces and means at the beginning of an offensive, but also its support throughout the entire breakthrough, by means of increasing the force of a blow by
introduction into the battle of second echelons and reserves,
However, the piresence of a narrow zone ia.fluenced very negatively the conduct
of offensive 4ombat, nince troop capabilities were sharply limited in accomplishing

17)I
1
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mknOuvera. by attackinrg the enemy on a con.inuouu f runt, units and svbunits wer
forced, ii .za nzmber of cases, to ube a frontal attack, Of course. this would
be especially Jestructive under conditions or the use t"nuclear weapons, not
mentioning the fact that the niccessary protection would not be ensured from
This is why with the accuqtance into arsenals of
weapons of mass destruction.
nuclear weapons in many armies of the world, a clearly expressed tenldency ig
obser-ved toward expanding the zones Cf troop offenslves.

W

When determining the width of zones of axi olfe•nslve under contemporary conldtticns, two interrelated and also contradictory requirements are consldegcd:
on the one hand, the width of a zone should be such to ensure as great as possible
a dispersion of tro,-ps on the battlefield, thereby creating favorable conditions
hand, the Zone Cholld
of mass dsatr--titn; ou, tlie cthe"
fremthat
weapons
for protection
the advancicng troops arc able to Inflict sufficienitly
have
such a width
powerful blows on the enemy and to destroy him in a chosen direction. An escape
from this contradiction has been found by certain military researchers In the
formula "move separately and fight together,h' whch means the highest possible
dispersion of troops before the battle and during the approach to a defense, rapid
concentration for Inflicting the blow, and then dispersion again.
Thus, the zone of an offensive should not be unnecessarily narrow
wide. Both conditions will hamper the execution of a combat missiont
zone the overconcentruticn of troops is inevitable, and the assignment
unnecessarily wide zone will lead to weakening the force of a blow, it
control over troops anid support of coordination action,

or excessively
In a narrow
of an
will tp4)er

The culculated unit for determining the zone width of an offense in a tactical
It usually advances along a fCront with a width of up to
link Is the battalion.
It depends on many variable
1500-2000 m. but this magnitude Is not constant.
factors, in particular, on whether nuclear weapons are used in the direction of
battalion actions, in what composition the battalion acvancej, whiat the character
of eneray defenses are, and what the terrain conditions are.
If the battalion is complete, if it is fortified by different combat means
and a nuclear blow is inflicted in the direction of its offensive, then thi front
of its cffensive will be larger than that of a battalion suffering losses end
To determine the tentative
operating, moreover, without means of fortification.
width of the front of, a battalion offensive we will make a simple arithmetical
Intervais between soldiers in a line are determined as from 6 tc 8 m.
calculation.
A rifle sq .d of 8 to 9 men will be deployed on a front of 8-'72 m; a platoon,
having three squads, will be on a front of 144-216 m; a company will be on a front
of 432-648 m. But this calculation does not consider the disposition in the line
of other firepower (company machine guns, accompanying cannons, self-propelled
Also not considered here were toe intervals
artillery devices, and other.z).
50 m).
between company
platoonsW.ill
(up beto from
seuads alI
(and this,
they; then
can bethealmost
between
Cin and
advancn
front 20of m)
iwecojisId~x-

I

700 to 800 m wide, und of a bEttallon in combat formation (as a rule in one
echelon) will be from 1500 to 2000 m.
As initial data for calculating the Iront of advance of tank subunits between
tanks, we select an interval of 75-i0 m; in accordance with thio the tank company,
composed of i0 tanks, will be deployed on a front of about 700-803 m. Of course,
this magnitude is also no÷ ronstant, and it can change in different directions.
The width of the offensive front is also directly dependent oe.the character
The mere saturated the defense is with finrpower and
of the enemy's defense.
persornnel, the greater the efforts will be required from the advancing troops to
surmount It, and the narrower, consequently, will be the front of tho offensive
If a notoriclc rifle battalion advances against an infantry
of the subunits.
company defending an area of 1500-1800 m along the front, this enables it to
create a two- or three-fold superiority of forces and means over the defenders,
I Mikbhe,

F. 0. Atoirnoye °r-azhiye i armli (Atomic weapons and armies),

lation from English.

Moucow,
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which, as combat experience shows, is fully sufficient for successful execution
of a combat mission under the condition that in the direction of itl actions a
nuclear blow will not be inflicted.
The dimensions of the offensive front of subunits are also changed depending
On an open, even terrain the front can be wider than,
upon the terrain conditions.
for instance, in woods, where it is more difficult to control subunits, and where
On sharply rugged terrain
intervals between soldiers and subunits can be reduced.
and in mountains, the front of a subunit offensive will be expended due to the
poorly accessible areas where an offensive is hampered.
The expansion~of the zones of advancing troops and the presence of great
intervals and breaks in combat orgaMization create a certain danger in the
In this sense one'
scattering of combat' efforts of troops in many directions.
should consider the question of the selection of a direction of the main strike.
Under contemporary conditions the use of nuclear weapons will have the most essential:
Here, apparently, in many
influence on the selecting of directions of strikes.
respects the very principle of selecting the direction o' the main strike will be
From the point of view of achieving the greatest results and inflicting
changed.
of damage on the enemy, nuclear weapons should be used'on his most important
concentrations in order, first of all, to break his main center of resistance.
This will enable us to get to the area of nuclear weapon destruction by the shortest
route, most fully use its results, and, in the end, more rapidly finally destroy
the enemy.
In those cases when a nuclear weapon is not used by advancing troops, or it
is used on a limited scale and chiefly on deep objects, it is advantageous to use
(for penetration to the depths of the enemy's defense) areas and directions with
small density of forces and means and also intervals and breaks in the combat
formation of the defender.
But in this case the final goal of actions of the'
advancing troops is also the destruction of the main enemy concentrations, aiid
only the method of achieving this goal will be different.
Thus,. Soviet military art, in assigning importance to the correct selection
of the direction of concentration of basic troop efforts, assumes that it is
important every time to find the main link in the enemy defenses and his main
concentration, the quick and swift destruction of which will predetermine the
accomplishment of the combat mission as a whole.
Such links in contemporary
defense are means of nuclear attack, mobile reserves and enemy control centers,
and also the most important centers of resistance; the basic efforts of troops and
firepower should be directed here.
Regarding, however, the directions of troop
actions, in some cases the troops will proceed to these objects by the shortest
routes, using the results of nuclear strikes, and in others they will execute
turning maneuvers, moving on the flanks and to the rear of the main enemy concentration.. However, under all circumstances the directions selected should ensure
the maximum use of results of nuclear blows inflicted by our troops, the realization
of a flexible maneuver, and surprise and swiftness of the offensive.
Combat Troop Formation
Creating the necessary grouping of forces and equipment and selecting the
most expedient form of combat troop formation are important and complicated tasks
for the commander who organizes a battle. For the successful solution of combat
problems and the execution of a certain maneuver in a battle, the corresponding
distribution of subunits and firepower is required for the purpose of their best
use to defeat the enemy.
Construction of the combat formation of troops in any situation should
correspond, first of all, to the plan of the forthcoming battle and should ensure
rapid and effective use of the results of nuclear and conventional weapon strikes,
the Inflictlng of a decisive defeat on the enemy in a chosen direction, the
possibility of accomplishing a flexible maneuver, close coordinated action, firm
control over subunits on the battlefield, and a decrease in losses due to enemy
fire.
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The forms of troop combat formation in contemporary offensive combat are the
Before the First World War, troop combat
-result of their prolonged development.
formation in an offensive usually consisted of one combat echelon and a reserve.
the necessity of the
Such a formati-:n was conditioned basically by two reasons:
maximum use of available forces and means when inflicting the initial blow and
However, as defenses
the shallow combat formation of troops of the defending side.
became more echeloned in depth, the shallow combat formation of the advancing
The efforts of one combat
troops ceased to correspond to increasing requirements.
echelon were insufficient to overcome rapidly a defense consisting of several
Therefore, the deep defense formation of
deeply echeloned positions and zones.
The
the advancing troops contrasts the deep frcamation of combat formations.
interdependence here is evident: the stronger the defense became, the more it was
echeloned in depth, and the more powerful and deeper the thrusts of the advancing
The consequence of such regularity in tactics of an offensive
troops had to be.
combat in two world wars has been affirmed and has become one of the leading
principles of deep echeloning of combat formations.
Of course, the use of this principle, like others, requires the calculation
Let us refer to ci~e characteristic example
of a concretely composed situation.
in this sense.
In prewar regulations of the Soviet Army it was recommended to echelon combat
This, by itself, as a correct
formations beginning with the company and higher.
theoretical position was found to be unfit in operations of the initial period of
the war, when the defense of German fascist troops was shallow and consisted of
s-parate strong points not connected together even by communication tr.inches.
Under these conditions the deep echeloning of combat formations of the advancing
A considerable part
troops led to oversaturation of the battlefield by troops.
of the forces and means of the advancing troops (70 to 80% in a division) was
doomed to inaction and suffered unjustified losses even before entering the
In conditions which then existed, the advancing troops had to ensure the
battle,
inflicting of a powerful simultaneous attack on the defense, which to a great degree
corresponded to single echelon troop formation. Taking this into account, large
formations and unitsý of the Soviet Army, beginning with the fall of 1942, began to
construct their combat formation in one echolon.
Having been convinced of the
But about that time the situation changed.
unsuitability of the central defense and suffering a number of serious defeats,
the enemy, from the end of 1942 and especially in 1943, began to use the deep
Combat formations of advancing divisions and regiments also
position defense.
began to be formed more deeply - in two, three, and sometimes even in one echelon
with separation of the reserve (Fig. 26),
It enabled
Most characteristic for that time was the two-echelon formation.
troops to accumulate the force of an attack and successfully repel an enemy
counterattack, and also in good time to accomplish the necessary regrouping of
Here
forces and means and maneuver during the battle in the depth of the defense.
It included, as a rule, the main
the first echelon was developed more powerfully.
part of forces and means of a formation or unit (usually up to 2/3 of the entire
It had an especially difficult mission; to break quickly the
combat strength).
strongest fortified positions of the enemy dc.fense.
The second echelon, in contrast to the reserve, (which had a .ul•Jpzrpoz,
assignment), was designed mainly to develop the success achievud by the fLrst
echelon. The mission was usually given to it simultaneously when formulating the
in the organization of the battle. In the
mission for the first echelon still
The composition of
course of the offensive this mission was made more definite.
the second echelon usually included about one-third of all available forces and
means.
Single echelon formation was most frequently used during an offensive on a
defense consisting of separate strong points or one which was weakly developed
in depth, and when the advancing troops lacked the sufficient amount of necessary
Most often divisions and smaller units were formed in one
means of suppression.
echelon with an offensive in a secondary direction when they were assigned a wider
zone of operations.
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V'tg. 26.
Coroitr tio' of combat formation of a rlCle
dJviion
aCUIC' ng to c.-pericnce gained in the Great
Patriotic wal.
(rc
ri'1e eg1rnent
ir - lnVantzy
regiment; GoAG = 0fl0Li
3urport artillery group;
rd = rSfl
divielori; rc - rile company; AATR - artillery

antlton rcr1irv;
r rue. = r lie divialon reiorve;
MOD
moblif' obetacle detadircnt; RAG - rgirnontal
artilleiy roip, LAO - divio1.or artilXery aro'Ip].
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When I orTflrif, ti COCIL'i. format1.on in okie ccheluyi ,i combined arms roecrve
wau create' in dv1eicne and smaller Unttu. It was nrovded to dve1nn
in tho mnii directiox, and to ropei counterattacks, to covet ClanIa, for combut
with i.solo cud troop g-oupi'-ige of the enemy, to protect cowartunicationsi, arid to
destroy encoy diversionary rovonnaissance groupl.i 4IiThh might penotri.tc to the rcnr,
a.md fc'r coping wlih other prot'lumu which arice suddenly.
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auch a formation usually arose in those ca.es when divisions and smaller units
ndvanced along a narrow section of the front, chiefly during a breakthrough of
Cortified areas and also when it was necessary to be successful towards one or
both flanks.
Shortcomings of such a formation were the excessive overconsolidation
of combat formations, the complexity of organizing coordinated action and -'ipporting
.it during a battle, the difficulty of introduction into battle (especially the
third echelon) in a narrow zone.
The specific element of combat formation of large formations and smaller
units during a breakthrough of fortified areas and during an offensive in a
city were assault units (groups), which had the mission of destroying or blocking
permanent defensive fortifications and creating conditions for successful operations
of the main forces.
Besides echelons and the combined arms reserve, the combat formation of a
rifle
division in an offensive also included such elements as artillery
and tank
groups, an antiaircraft artillery
group, an advance detachment, and artilleryantitank, engineering and sometimes tank reserves as well as a mobile obstacle
detachment.
The need for creating powerful artillery
groups in an offensive was revealed
even in the First World War.
In prewar regulations of the Soviet Army, it was
recommended that in divisions artillery
groups be created to support the infantry,
and in units - long-range artillery
groups and counter battery artillery.
Infantry
support artillery
groups were created from the authorized and attached artillery
of a division according to the number cf regiments of the first
echelon.
They
were designed to solve problems in the interests of the division as a whole.
Requirements of commanders of the support units could be fulfilled by these groups
only when they were not occupied with the accomplishment of missions assigned by
the senior artillery
chief.
During the Great Patriotic war substantial correctives were introduced into
this situation.
The interests of closest troop coordinated action demanded
converging artillery
in problems of its combat use on combat formations of the
attackers.
As a result there appeared the necessity to create regimental and
battalion artillery
groups.
This meant that artillery,
from now on, began to be
at the complete disposal of the corresponding commanders of divisions and smaller
units and acted in the interests of troops from the beginning to the end of a combat
mission.
Such use of artillery
considerably promoted the successful execution of
missions in offensive battles.
Regarding the combat use of tarnks, in the composition of rifle
divisions and
smaller units there were no authorized tanks at that time,
In an offensive in the
most important directions, rifle
divisions usually were-fortified by tanks from
separate tank brigades and regiments.
These tanks were used as direct infantry
support tanks.
Tanks assigned to a division, as a rule, were directly subordinate
to the division commander, composing an independent element of combat formation the tank group.
Although such a principle of centralized tank use in an offensive was maintained
to the end of the war, nonetheless during combat actions changes were made in this
respect which were directed towards ensuring close coordinated action of tanks with
the advancing infantry.
In certain offensive operations tanks were assigned to rifle
regiments and sometimes to battalions, and they were used in close coordinated action
with the advancing infantry, not being separated from it by more than 200-400 m.
Tanks were also widely used by the enemy; therefore, combat with them took
on an even more important meaning during the war.
Destruction of tanks was a
first
priority mission of all elements of a combat formation, the first
and second
echelons, and the combined arms reserves.
For this purpose they were fortified
with necessary antitank means.
But, besides this, for the purpose of rapidly
strengthening threatened directions during combat actions, the need was revealed
for creating a special reserve in the division and the regiment - an artilleryantitank reserve.
Being a flexible, maneuverable means in the commander's hands
for parrying surprises, this reserve played an important role when repelling enemy
tank attacks.
In its composition there usually was the most maneuverable antitank
artillery,
self-propelled artillery
weapons, and sometimes even tanks.
When
executing their mission of destroying enemy tanks by direct fire, the reserves
closely interacted with mobile obstacle detachments, consisting of engineering
subunits with mine-laying equipment.
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The widest use in tile execution of offensive actions during the last war was
gained by advanceud detAehl,,elsto of dlffcrcnt composition and assignment.
Tieing
more mobile and maneuverable than tie main forces, ouch detachments played at
Important role in incresing the rate of' advance and increasing the depth of the

thrust.

War experience

of troops were in

boweud that the more decisive and maneuverable the actions

Pui offensive,

the more imiptrative became thu necessity for their

wider Lsts.Forward letac!ments were separated from rifle divIsions in the composition of a regim, t or battalion. They had the mission of capturing the most
important objects a% Uiable to the enemy (road junctien-LO; command heiebts, inhabited
locallties, ero;.-;ning , and so forth) nnd holdii9i them until
th•,rivaL
r
of the main
forces.

In connection with the appearance of' nuclear weapons in troop combat formations in an cf'fonsivc, new requiremens began to appt:ar,
Combat formation of the
advanciAg troops should ensure, first cf all, xror effective use of nuclear and
conventionyfl Atrikes inflicted by our troops.
This is the main lua which is
established when so-Aing the problem of how to construct a combat formation.
Practically, this means that thŽ crested groupirz Crf fVcrces and means snould ensule
a swift and continuous
offensive a[ a high rate a-' at.great depth, and should be
able without .essex' -.n5 with minimum exposure of personnel to overcome zones of
radioactIve contaminatl on and areas of" fires and destruction and also cc liquidate
rapidly the consequences of nuclaor enemy attack.

Thu other most important requirement of combat formation I , the ensuring of
the stability of the entire offensive grouping as a whole and each of its
elements
separately witb respect to onemy iucl-ar itrikeu.
Eien greater requirements are
placed on the maneuverability of all
the elements cf the combat formation, (he ease

o•f movemert,

and the ensuring of the closest coordinated achlion of troops In battle,

A new requiremenrt is

also the necessity of the most complete ure of terrain

prepertles for protectlon from weapons of mass destruction.
In connection witlh the sharp change In the hatcre of combr.t a tions and a
number of nc's requo)rementr placed on the combat formation, nOw tencaencies appear
in its furthtir dcv,elopment.
Striking, defense, with nuclear weaponE ereates
favorable conditieons for a more rapid achievement of goals tn an offensive than
there were befo.e.
One /ould think that under these condltuons the advancing
troops wl'Jr
no longer need st-'ong second eche'ofs end reserl'ec.
However, an
objective analysis of the avaelalle combat means and a comparison )f the capabilities
of' oppo.qingý sides show that now, wi A; the ase of nuclear weapons, it is impossible
to acid evt destruction of a powerful defoedindn nroop grouping by a single-act
effort.
For this, bes6ids the action of nuclee.: weap•ons and conventional firepowtr,
we will reqou:re an; increase in efforts by means of introducing fresh forces from
tr( rear.
Conssequointly, in ord *r to be able to conduct an offensive at a rapid
rate and at great depth, we w•.t. need a deepl¾ eahriýrnad combat formation.
The exp'Ždi rony of deep troop forir;, I (n in an offennv ! ensues also from the
neue-:sity of rapid replacnmer t of troop. !ho havýe suffered great losses from enemy
nuclear strikes, the guarantee of peJiodtc replacement of subunits for operations
iri a contaminated area, an' rapidly Dvercoming of zones of' log obstacles end
dmtx t -ac,
ý.zdoep combat formst'orn wilL ensure swift i.anieuverlihg foi" the purpoz;C
of ,cransferrin6 combat forees in ncaw directions.
Now the compocitlniu
of echelons
and their design would be mono difteent,
the dispersal of a cumbat formation along
the '.:ornt
rvid rear would be in,-.rvsscu• and t.oe ccmposition of fo, ccs and moans in

echel(,ns mty not •Iways bc 'dentiral,

This change was caused by a diversity Vx

the ftc.r.ation of' the Qelenns;,
4't.
w""
often would la-e its main troop grouping
in the rear under cover of a s.,port zone t._- a _orward sefenrse area.

Supi ostrs.

er~tttre the question was diLcussed regarding whether it is
dinre rud receond echetuns and to replace them by resalrves.
of thiLs
pinicri ren,:rred to the change ir nature of tU1 battle ann' to

kthe

echejlon ai concret1

In I'oreignri'

got -'ally .rorthwnrile t.

the impossbility (due to thlc) beforehand,
s.cond

rusjsion,

Since

when organizing the battle, to assign
this

mission duin6

t'he battli-

b,' changed nl1 the ;same, and tne second echelon will have to lie assigned
execution. of n~ew ealusion

;q.ll

the

After studyinoL tn nature of a battle, we. can Conie to the conc'.,scn thuL.
*under uontumprary eonui;9ons the conditions which predetermine the necessity Af

4.

-

... .

creating second echelons have not been eliminated.

Thus,

for instance, during a

breakthrough of a deeply echeloned defense; a concre'te mission for the :;,f!,-nd
echelon can be determined beforehand simultaneously with the formulation of' the

mission for the first echelon.

However,

in not all cases is

it

obligato:y to

For instance, when overcoming a
construct a combat formation of two echelons.
shallow defense occupied by the enemy in the course of combat operations, a

single-echelon formation can be more expedient.
One tendency in the development of combat formations during years of the last
war consisted of imparting the greatest tactical independence to advancing troop
This obliged the commanders who were organizing the battle, in
concentrations.
creating concentrations of forces and means, to see to it that the concentration
had everything necessary for the successful solution of combat problems, that it
could for a prolonged time act apart from the main forces, that it could destroy
resisting troops, and that it could quickly accomplish a maneuver and swiftly
turn its own forces to new directions.
Under contemporary conditions it is especially important in an offensive to
create a strong concentration of firepower, which is capable of ensuring the
combat actions of troops under complicated and changing conditions of a situation,
capable without delay of destioying the means of an enemy nuclear attack and his
reserves (especially tanks), to destroy control centers, and to combat radioelectronic
devices of the defenders.
Combat formations of advancing troops must be reliably covered from the air.
For this protection there must be an antiaircraft unit which is capable of
ensuring thorough cover not only of separate objects, as was done before, but also
of advancing troops as a whole throughout the depth of their formation.
Tanks have now become an organically inseparable part of the elements of
units but also subunits, and they
combat formation not only of motorized rifle
operate jointly with them from the beginning of the battle to the end, accomplishing
This requires especially thorough organization aad
a single combat mission.
Essentially
and tank subunits.
continuous coordinated action of motorized rifle
new in the combat application of tank subunits is the possibility of using them
echelons directed
for independent actions, including in the composition of first
In the last war only large tank forces acted independently
toward the main strike.
in the composition of operational units, constituting a mobile group of an army
or of a front, and they were introduced into battle only after a breakthrough or
Now tank subunits will especially often operate
in the course of its execution.
echelon in those directions where enemy defenses suffer nuclear
in the first
strikes.
In connection with the increasing saturation by tanks both of the advancing
and defending troops, the importance of antitank combat means has increased.
of all,
Combat with tanks will now be conducted by qualitatively new means, first
They are now more and more
with different systems of antitank guided missiles.
Organizationally different
finding use in troop combat formations in many armies.
and
antitank means - antitank guided missiles, self-propelled antitank artillery,
cank subunits - can be joined in antitank reserves.
troops, (both tank as well as motorized rifle)
Despite the fact that now all
have become equally mobile, and combat actions have become more maneuverable, there
Moreover, in a situation of
are no bases to refuse to use forward detachments.
dynamic and mobile operations, exclusively favorable prospects are opened for the
The delivery of nuclear strikes on the most important
use of forward detachments.
defense units, the presence of large intervals and breaks in combat formation of
the defenders, the actions of troops in directions - all these create very favorable
prerequisites for the wider use of such detachments in an offensive than previously.
Forward detachments have become an important means of the realization of nuclear
strikes.
By their swift action they promote the reduction to a minimum of breaks
in time between the moment of delivery of a nuclear strike and the exit of troops
Besides the former missions regarding the capture of
into the destruction area.
separate objects in enemy territory, they can be assigned such complicated missions
as combat with enemy nuclear attack means, destfuction of antiaircraft defense
more active and independent
forces, control centers and communication units, i.e.,

missions.
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Regarding, howuver, the iden-tical mobility of f-orward detachments an,: main
to:'ces, It is doubtful whether thin circurnAtcinve can be a. Linsa veanon. against thle
separation of forward detachui. tits. Experience of th-. last rax showed that-fhfwarca
detachments 'were sep,:rsted not only from rifle formastioni., being4 lesr. mlaneuverab.le,
but, al.o from tank and mechanized troons, whose mobil-ity at thet time was highs,
Th. s wa3 reaused b"r the fact that oil the maim forces we.rc far fr.min boing al4&ý5
eb e to move swiftly forward.
The breaaaway of forward Jcta,ýhmcrnts etk'.ured the
crea~tion of more favorable conditions in the% direetit: of their actions and reliable
suappression of the enemy who disturb their tndvqnce.
'Iýth an entire ayi-,tem of theesantL.
other measures the commander of a foriaa*tion "pushed" th-ý forward detachmncrt.
Dispatchecd detachments, not becoiibxg invo~tve' In rýombat with the enemy, swiftly
by-passed his strong points, mpovedJ to the rear of the defenders, seized i-ipcrtsnt
objects and held them until tane anproach of the mair fo.-ces.
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the postwar period, In -nany armiet, the conoonition o.C c-rabirted airmb
formations frequently began to include a %ew elemient of nhe ~cmbal- formlationtactical airborne forces. The necessity (,f their use has been given (.apecially
considezable attcntion in th-e United Stattes Army. As such forces they intend to
use not specially trained paratroopýers, but o,-di±.ary mutori: ec infanltry battat tona
and conpani-'s. This has b~come possible orith thF appearance 3f a qualitatively
air-cransport, meanxs, the helicopter. Such landing foir~es receive, ain aasignrment,,
uLsing the -results of nuclear strikes. t( paoh',bt P, maneuver of enemy reserves, to
seize tecýtically favorable objectst, crosstnge, rrtud ju-nctiona, and mouitain rmariae,
and therruy assist In raising the tempo of an c'fensi're.
The combat Lonrfaulons of notoriked rllle and tank subunits are niot unchansed.
r hoy will now be more flexible and varied, Beside& oparationsv ;n con-bat forwatilors,
'jubur'its can ofCen operate fIn approdch march formtationis, and when pur.suing the
Cnemy, even in route iormat~tr,ns.
The unie of & certcain
of formnation. deperdte
~~on enemay forces, the nature of hik, ieteiimsr, the deagruýe type
of hip, dvstruction Lby fl-,,
and also terraiin conditions.
Muteri cod ri--le end ten' submints are de-Ic~yei inx combat iornatiuliu ekI~fly
in the period of atskin
those, dirtceticns whe-re enemy defetses haaveý ben
ins;ufi~tcientl,; brokXen.
Vailtrits Of the makeup of' comibat formation of a bsttalicr,
situat'.on, cani bte
(o- a company), depeneing upon concrete conditions of thL.e
ditfforert': in line, echielon 'cc the right. and echelot. tc the left, limd fc.r a
c.ompany, furtherrmore, angle forward or anigle -Sack (Fig. 27). Formation or) a
subunit by angle forward or echeloni to the ragat kto the left) can be usec,, for
innttanoe, in tho-oc cases wh-n It has beeni est'ablished that the banlc forcev of'
the, uefendeor are concentrated in the depth of d defe~nsive area (ý-OrAo the. flanxa,
while On the- forward edge there are only co-Ering subunits.
Very often subuni' s will operatte in sproach amYrh Icrnataons.
App csch march
formation as a form of, troop formaition app-ý`rec r-~
rKFv77FTh'F'T&, in p-itc1 .ce Jar
In tanii troops, In ti' prewar yesxs.
Previously, however, subunits could use I~t
onl'rin
I: en apraci
towiard enoiry defenses, Ii. corntem.'iorary conditions these
ar( posiblitesof wIdely usinig approac;h march !ormatirorm out duing ;.n- ofren' I.e'
especially In those di~rectlons where nuclear atrihkei are :..nflicted, and also Inr
thoecseawhen organizeod enlemy 1ee! stanco is bro~ken.
The approachk matich fo.,nai Ion
Iy-a i I x.ible form of the subunit form '. Inn. It consisca -f dispsýrsed (&1long' t.Lt
fro-Lt and in riepth) compariy or tlatoon coiun.-is with their reinrorcemei.t mealr.
App~roach march comfpositionr Is uned fcor t~t purpose of ensurirnQ iigh rates o1' adventand Jecroautng the vulnerability due to nucrleair strikes, arti.Llery fire, car.. mir
it creates favorable corxdit ionr! for the rapDid cc.,boitctio-n of nu-clotar
stri.taf and a swift maneuver.
A battal~ont (company) or> dvance havtn-g approxch
march formation in a lineU Of comp~ianies, a,.gle forward (tctan~d
'cheýlon to the
(to Tuho. left) (rF'g. 28).

'Istrikesr.
aright

With an offensiale

In

the, tactictil Fan1f oerational deupth

-.-

n !'"!1'iCX

operate in route formations - battalio-1 col wuris. A skillful comnbin.atlon oi
approachi marcth, combat and route formrptic-nis p~rmits advanciog at. Z' hig~h rate,
short itme completing, the destructioni of- uhL enemy.
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Be si-uctlon of' the Enemy by Fire
All of' the most important, cranges in ,he nxýture oft an ofl ens lye occurring
0-111n, t'- 2113t war areý connected mainly with the increase in fire andý the rapid
Lr(A'/h of' ite role In combat.
From a meamm, of eosurl~ng a streke, fire has becojme
tho lri-.si
meýans of' destroying the cnemy, the meani -)f Inflicting a decisive defeat
Up'ua himn.

The need to roliably supesthe enemy by fire appeared especially sharplyL
'lurlng the First World War-, when the defenders bgegn to uae naaused i-Achine guns
ano rapid-firing artillory and the de~fense took on .,positioral character.
Unvthese conditiono-,

rc-quir',d,

frlr'.t cc

ensurilng thqe succeasfu* movement

of advancing troopr

..
11, reliable suppre.acion of the- enemy by fire.

the. Pi rt
World We" Vt-e nece~.sary element, of' an offensive be ses
an,, later the air preparation (bombardment) of sn attack,
Aitho)ds of' cnnductlrg artillery

pr~para~tion in

f r4orld War were not the same,
-

Therefore, In

the a~rtillery,

the varic us operFAtions3 of the;

At flr9t It seemed thac the Loriger the a~tillery

r-Ment, the! greater the effect it. gave.
r.Thus, tot mete erc,
the French
ouring. taoe offensiveý in Cl'ampagne !o September of 1315 condu ted a three.day
elr ,lry bombarmclm,,t, duigwhi
-1i an enormous, amrunr, of'
Bti11r
helln was
or. iwirver, theý Frenc~h fcrc-a coo>'. not achieve a decsiae succefis in the
ci
W'i I cbecý Be enemy soporjiessilon by fire wi-" erei't
cC on L, compairati 'ely
najy-row sector' of' the fýront at, zhallow de2pth and, moreover', i'cr a prolonged tine2,
which el-imiiu'at&, the surprise of' thec offensive,
in the exoer Aenee of a nurfrber of
oj'.rotlr~ns It became clear that c-onducting & -rolonged (from three to sieven and
nore: da~,Kq artillery bomb'a.,'dmenit was not jo~stified,
Success and relirabill'ty of
dy! eat.ing the enemy by fI'l-power e'.rpended not so. riuch on the durattion,, arson the
suidtnireno and intensity o)fthre:f;.,e strike anc' the deasit, o;f djotruetxinn.
Thbiref' it.
do,',ng the Firal. World War a tendency, diatirculy appeared towart
rceotet ion o: tile drcation of' artillery
lom~rbardment f1rom seversl days to several
I' orc.
juzrJng the lust wiar, an, a rule , a comparativet.y short (1.5-2 hours) but
piow--rfui artille!ry aijd avia~to.a Lornoearimen' cl an attack wEej :nrioetced, iahichn
cnsiljed the- advancing troops to a greeiter degree tc achieve s itprice and in a
f-hort peýri od i nfl! 't
gr -et losses on the enemy, destroy his sa~rt err,
of fire .zidl
contiol,,
aind also render4 a 3troiig morel it'luence on the enact,' troops.
isate

Doring tie wir the, qua~l tative ceriternt of arti liery bombirriment was also
'hljengd; of gre~at rf-lativcc sgnl fic~rc-e Sc the tact tha~t It bc came less methodical.
A7, a conisequence- of massed.- fitre and fire BrErrage, .igh de-nsity of detetruc.6ion was
att-tned, enri enemy loa3Qoa inocrased.
While, for. 'natanice.
ir. the offendive
uTo,-zatjonz of the So)viet Army. cL-nducted from 194:1 to 1942, duiring artilleryI
;-npaat wmet)
ic'. file (fire observatIon) occupied the pr~dor.rinaril part ef
tIme, ('[0-6c,%), t~hen toward thr endo of the war its3 proporti on wale lowqered to ?3-34%..
'ff1isý mad(: it putsbl)1e I:, a 3hor't t~u
ito:
achieve. a cojneide,.r.cbl1- greater affcct
th~ar iurir.6 p.'oton~ged artillecry jiroparbtiocn.
We
ex- ii, rta c
oW poacexfol ox, artille-ry or avlnticrupur-troaration wat;
.1
rondc
td,
zpe'itceof
the Fýirst World Way shcw-d tthat the singlie-act lifflue1cceSf
liL thfj defefnse wee ne-verehoele'cs inoeftficient- t,) gtaranl.Ce aoccer C of' tre' offensive.
At.-tachingr troops needed, heel dec chat
a conc'~ant sort ountbnuoua fire acýomjrAniment
*Jut
iuj'ý ttre, wiu'-.o offensLve, from the teginining if the akttack up t-) the executier'
o! the mtl non of' the day.
Cuosta. experi~ence ahuwt d that an unsi~tiuflkctor.- edi.tion
0j; t:Ai
rstimprtant
rilO
problem wart one of moin ca&uves of the fsilures of many
attacks of' the Firs'. World War.
At th~at time, Inniela,
for this tie n-cessary
ImiteLrlal basinr viar laicking.
ne.ither horse 'drawn artillery
nour the! tanks which
ejpiaeord In the course oft the war coul4d Fully entisor cent: nloub accomapanimenT of'
the- Ji Wi'ntry in comnbat.
Tank-- thems-;lvea Cetj
their i~mpz1 fectcic '1rid
the iLntense.
'tiv-nlojtrtnt, c:~ antittank wecoors.A
iceded continuous L~ie a(;-oPozrnanimcnt during
811 t,'t1nIi3
U.
putý even- atý tmt
te
wapys r'K solvinge this uroolem appeared.
there
W1'no Lcco:. enying artillery an well as the abso,.lutely n~ew (for that time). hlg),
e.Ilf ectix e tlethod of artillery ac~cotrnriitalist of tan a~dvancinjg Iniantr4 , the rolling
lin tl-r S~econd World Wet', when, thef- arsenals of' armies included aelf-pr-opelladl
art i`.lery, motorized artIllery and other weapons, the pru-blr~m of troop f'ire
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accompaniment was successfully solved.

Besides direct in'anti'y .;upport

tanks,

inn the• combat formations'of advancing subunits there were constantly accompanying
• [guns.Troops were continuously supported by artillery fire and from the air, by
powerful-.attacks.from assault aircraft.- The offensive, under these conditions,
turned into 'acontinuous combination of fire and motion, where the determining
and leading factor became fire. With a breakthrough of' tightly occupied enemy
defenses, the Offensive of the infantry and tanks was supported by a single or
double!rolling barrage, and during combat in depth, by a consecutive concentration
of fire.
frAs a result of searching for the best forms of continuous combination of
fire strikes and troop actions in an offensive, during the Great Patriotic war in
the Soviet Army a new method appeared of the combat use of artillery and aviation
the artillery and aviation offensive.
Its purpose was to ensure at maximum the

-

continuity of support of infantry and tanks by massed effective artillery fire
and by strikes of aircraft throughout the offensive.
In accordance with this, the
artillery offensive was subdivided into three periods: artillery attack preparation,

attack'support, and protecting the actions of the infantry and tanks in depth.

During the artillery preparation the defense's fire system was destroyed, and
artilleries and mortars of the enemy were knocked out along with his control points
and communications.
Artillery fire was strengthened and supplemented by aircraft
strikes, which concentrated their efforts chiefly on objects located in the depth
of the defense.
A large role in the reliable destruction of targets along the first line of
enemy defense was played by cannons which were detailed for direct laying.
For
this purpose different systems were used, from antitank (45 mm) to heavy (155 mm)
cannons, which were located at firing positions near the first
line of defense.
Artillery preparation usually was completed by a powerful fire barrage along
the forward edge and the immediate depth of the defense.
The transfer of fire in
depth at the beginning of the attack was made with the calculation in mind to
exclude a break between the end of the artillery preparation and the beginning of
artillery support.
To delude the enemy repeated false fire transfers were practiced.
During artillery support fire was conducted with unremitting force.
This did not
enable the defending enemy to restore his firing system and coordinated action.
Depth of artillery support was, on the average, 2-3 km.
The most important mission
of the artillery was the suppression of newly revealed and revived enemy combat
means.
Assault and bomber aircraft continued the destruction of artillery and
mortar batteries of the enemy, his control points and reserves.
During battle in the depth of the enemy defenses, artillery and aircraft
inflicted fire strikes on the separate objects which hindered the advance of
advancing troops.
The basic method of conducting fire in this period was concentrated fire at separate targets, started by a signal from the commanders.
The most
complicated mission given to the artillery during combat in depth was to support
the continuity of fire accompaniment.
This was achieved by a timely shift of the
artillery to new firing positions.
The principle of this shift was as follows:
2/3 of the artillery conducted fire, and 1/3 was in motion, moving to new firing
positions.
The method of artillery and aircraft offensive was entirely justified in the
last war and signified a new stage in the development of military thought in this
field.
In connection with the appearance and rapid development of nuclear weapons,
naturally, the form and methods of destroying a defending enemy by fire have to
be changed.
The delivery of nuclear strikes is the most important Lnd decisive act of
offensive combat.
Nuclear weapons cannot be considered ordinary means of ensuring
a battle, just as it is impossible to isolate the delivery of nuclear strikes from
troop operations.
Only the close combination and skillful application of the
entire manifold complex of contemporary means of destruction and the rapid use of
results of nuclear and conventional fire strikes by troops can lead to decisive
success in a battle.

1 4

One of thl most importan', problems of fire defeat of an enemy under contxaspurary
conditions is combating the means of nuclear attack.
It. should be conducted
con Inuously by all available means at thu disposal of the attacking forces.
The
exposed mea'is of nucler-r attack are to be destroyed by the entire complex of
ava]lable coambat means immediately after their detection, in whatever position they
may be -- on thie march, in location in areas o3' concentration, or at the tiMe of
occupation

of firing

positions

At present, ever. more so than befor9, it is necessary to increase tkhe depth
and giuarantee the simultane -cyof defeat of defending forces by fire because of'
the Increasing eciieloning of the defense and the yreaencn in depth of tfe means
o0 n,-luar attack, mobile rcserveti (constituting the main shock power of the delense).
and control centers,
The tcnuenej to achieve sinultaoielty L' action throughout
the depths of defense was observed earlier; however, th-e advarcirnc troops did not
have avallablc at that time suffiriently reliable equipment to g,3.'e this r:0blem.
The only means of defeating objects at great depths durinc the Secontd WorlA War
was by aircraft.
But by virtue of its limitacions, itýnevertheless could not
render a de-Jesve enough blow on tre defenses to ai.eve their full soppression.
Now the advancing forces' possession of long-range rockets us well as Improved
arcraft f1'c2litates the solution of this coi1plicated problem.
21be importance of
ahisfactor 1s dtfficult to olverrate.
Only by similtaneous defeat of the enemy
throughout, the depth of his combat formation is it possible to undermine decisively
the etabllity ef his defense and to destroy his fire system, control and coordinated
action; this is tho important condition of:ensu:rlng a high rate of offensive and
the acnievement of combat goals.

j

The use of nuclear weapons creates conditions fo- the further' reduction of
duration of" fire preparation oi an offensive.
When using nuclear weapons it is
pesoiblo (in a considerably shorter period than before) to deprive the defending
enemy concentration of its combat capability.
Duration of lire preparation will,
.i,
may respects, depend on the method of troop transfer to the offensive.
If,
is started un the run, then when determining the dur-tlon
icr
instance,
the offensive
of 'iro
preparation
the time will certainly be considered which subunits need to
overck-me the zono of fire of the baiic artillery mass and tactlcel means of shortrange nuclear attark cf the enemy.

During trcnsition to the 'ffensive

position of direct contact with the enemy,

from a

it

will be determined, f'rst
of all,
by the scope of the missions assigned to ordinary means of Cestructi, n, since the
use of
cuclear weapoits in this case is possible only on objects which are located
at & distance.
Il irsaiy respects fire support of an offensýive will be carried out in a rew
fashion uarLer contemporary ennditons.
Having justified themselves in the last
war, metnods or artillery
attack support - the rol.lJng barrage and eonsecutie
concentration of fire - w•l? not always now be usable,
A rolllng barrage, for
instt.nce, under contemporary conditiono can be inexpud ent becau.se th. defense Is
not of a continuous but local cha-acter; it. assumes Iiase
operations of subunits,
to a certain dezree It lorges their manex.rer, which negatlvel"r affcts
the rate
of the ad'vnc-:e; t'cr It's usc it,
s necessary, to concent-rate great densities of
protection
artillery,
'.hich is not always pu5'ib]e regxrding coidtions of' enring
from weapons of s.ass destruct!,cý.
Therefore. in many armie., nefw methods ox liire

accompa,'ment of advancing" t'oops have beorn soughtsometimej
unplanned f.-e,
commanders,
anrd
others.

'Yt,•

most

tipertant

and fire en oep-rate
requirenmeit

pl.-ced

prevlour.ly planned,

and

targets by a signal from the

on fire

support under contemporary

condit,.,-.s is

1i.t
contluity.
Great Fatriotic war, troops oC the
:Fcviet Army succeeded
(mnoýe or Durleg
le58) inthesatisfacto-ily
sulving this p:-ob.em - the
of"f.ensive of "oitts and subunits wan practl 'all.- eo:,tinuouslj accompanied by
artillery
fire arid aircraft strikes.
Nonethl.less, fire accompanlment was often
or ,',n, oc~calun.t-' chara-cter.
Advan'inL. troopD.
r. voaliag ui.3uppresawd targets in
the depth r4f trie dcfense•,
"built" them op for Infliction of a decisive strike at
the r )st favorctble ti-e.
Now surch an "accumulation" of targets has become simply
impoeslble, because many objects, csa
tally
the means of nucjear attack... cannot
be !.eft undostreyed.
TLiis obliges the advancing troops always to have a certain
pars
,
of firupowee
in eonst'Unt r"adinr•s
for
the zolucion of suddenl.y appearing

problems.

The main methou of defeating a &etending force will now be by inflicting
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powerful and sudden massed blows, by all available firepower, simultaneously
throughout the depth of the enemy combat formation.
In the course of the offensive
fire strikes will increase, and they will be strengthen,:d according to the approach
.of advancing troops to the objects of attack.
Such a character of suppreisirn4 the enemy will render influence on methods
of accomplishing a maneuver by fire in an offensive.
Whereas before a maneuver
by fire was conducted most often by means of shifting it from the front to the
rear of an enemy, now such cases will be common when an enemy's defeat will begin
with suppression of the deep, most dangerous targets, with a subsequent increase
in firepower and its approach to the main line of resistance.
The most important method of achieving success in an offensive is now by a
maneuver of nuclear strikes.
It consists of quickly reaiming nuclear strikes from
one object to another, and concentrating a number of blows on the one most important.
The timely and skillful execution of such a maneuver permits (in a short period)
changing the relationship of forces in their favor, rapidly destroying the stability
of defenses, and creating conditions for the swift development of the offensive.
The application of principally new, very powerful means of destruction does
not mean that the former, so-called conventional means of combat - artillery,
tanks, and aircraft - will no longer play a role in combat.
Achieving a reliable
defeat of an enemy is possible only as a result of the skillful complex use of all
available forces and means.
An important place in the suppression of an enemy by fire will be oczupied
by artillery.
its forces will be concentrated basically on defeating objects
which are located in direct proximity from its troops.
At the same time, artillery
is a very effective means of destroying the enemy's mortars and artillery, his
means of nuclear attack, reserves, radio stations, control centers, and other
targets.
Aircraft will be used chiefly to suppress and destroy objects which are
located at great depths, outside the range of artillery fire. Being a highly
maneuverable means, the aircraft can itself detect targets, including mobile and
small-size ones, and rapidly destroy them.
It can, in brief periods, transfer
strikes from one object to another, preventing an enemy transfer to a defense at
advantageous boundaries or its maneuver from the rear.
But the main objects for
aircraft action will be the means of enemy nuclear attack and his reserves.
In recent years, in foreign armies, there has been rapid development of antitank
guided missiles.
They are designed, in the first place, for combating tanks, but
they can also destroy other, chiefly armored, targets.
In the development of
antitank guided missiles there has been observed a tendency to attempt to use
them with low-yield nuclear warheads.
The effectiveness of nuclear and fire strikes and the final outcome of the
struggle to achieve fire superiority over an enemy will, in many respects, depend
on how quickly troops will manage to realize the results of nuclear and fire
strikes. This imposes special responsibilities on the advancing troops.
The
swifter the rate of their advance, the more decisive their actions, and the
greater their initiative, the less possibility will the enemy have 'o inflict a
counterblow on the advancing troops and be able to accomplish a maneuver to fortify
his defenses.
The Attack and Increasing Combat Efforts During an Offensive
The attack is one of the most important and responsible moments of offensive
combat.
Figuratively speaking,
advancing force.
The attack is

this is the destructive, sharp strike of the
called upon to complete the destruction of a

resisting enemy in order to ensure successful development of the offensive in
depth. Therefore, organization and achievement of attack impetus is always of
paramount importance.
According to the development of combi.t neans, a change in
the character of the enemy's defense,

and other conditions,

methols of.attmck were

charged.
The determining factor of these changes was the force of firepower.
Firepower laid the way for attacking subunits, suppressing and destroying the
firepower and personnel of the enemy, destroying the unity of the defense, and
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all the enemy's measuires undertaken for sounteractiomi to ani orffntitC.

The less effective the firepower we;;r on the defense, the greater were the efforts
required fr om toe attacking trot-y)s to ove!rcomie the defezi'-'!ý, and the deeper anld
inist uinre,
an attack.
liu.for
more dense were their combat fraJosdurinig
in the F'irst World War, ontly by the- efforts of several attacking ,gnvcs 01 the
infantry wa-3 It possible to ovurcorte enemy defeinses at a depth %,,'one c"ýtw>,
positions, alter which the attack, at a rule, attenuated. At that time thti V-ttaoklng
in'antfry, moreover, often had to ocimpi'te the de~struction of the enemy by uring
bayonets. This was lndiL;itive of tne Insufficient force of firepower on the

=decis.iveness

,The increasing capabIlittes of firepower, piaIyatmtcwaos
n
the mass participat~ion of tanks in the Second World War gave the attack greater
The
methodo
nf
Its
and depth. The Yates of att&ck were increased,
H1owever, evom in the last war, the Sn.-sufricient
accomplishment became mrsvatted.
tirepower caused a nieed for the- rvther dense formation of attacýking tro-ops, and
limited the depth of advancoe of ziblunit.s during the attack. The atýtack, u-4 before,
was characterized by great smethodical julilty onad linearity of advance.
In connection withi the nppeaý-vncc of nuclear weapons, certain military
theoreticians expressed doubt as to whether an attack, in general, will be conducted
under contemporary conditions, or whether it will yield Ito place to the swift3
actions of subu-nits, novtconing chiolly in a-pproach march and route formations.
on r.
~Those cosdrtosarc -onnLectedl ,ith the changed chairacter of fir-epower
defending force, It.is thought that as a rei~uit o!' inflicting nuclear strikes on
a defending concentration, such danaze will be inflicted that the enemy will
praticllybe
ep~re ofh~scosa;ability: the inteirtlationship between
elements of defense will. be iestroyed, as well as the fire system and coordinp.ted
action, arid commun icat ions and) conteci0 will be paralyzed. The loss of defesee
stabilil y can be so great that the off ensive will pour in, in a swift and nonrstop
advance of troops in march colunns;.

*

Actually, It is hardly ne~cessary to doubt that in thuse direct.ions whiere the
auvancing force, as a result of mnassed application of nuclear wv-.Apons, can achieve
a relia~lei cooti nuous defeat ol" the defenzce on a wi~de front andj -t greet depth,
Troops can, advance L.-; such directions
the necesisity for attack will cease to eit
in march formation praci ically at march sp-eed.
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Ho-wever, th~s will not always be possible, and teattacking. force shoaid
consider that contemperary defense possesses great vlablf'tyi thec defenler Is abla
ettaci'c doe toja wide nsaneuver
to rapidly liquidate the conseqLenc~Ss Of a.-Inoca arý.
by reserves end ttlso by forcos and mF2Z15~ froir c-,tta--kcd and secr~nt,.ry dlr.Acttoner.
it is not al~iays possible to si.re; fe-' an unhxr.indered advance cf tronpa
rie1:ALr we4rapons will aseure!
An offenLs I:e whin uses muf
overcomeý the sceeistancee of aLdefer.dng
In o5.-c
tense ano persistent character,
enem 0, the advancing foce-c will3 ncor ts foc-,ced rc~psateclly to attack- hiie poisi;i-ons
The~refore,

through enemiry defenses.
benidepnluod
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:oeognizing the sýapa~b'li>_, a-.-d necerssity for sn et~tacca under contemporary
thoi easentie'(.,caur~gcrv Ii Mts character taid methods
conditions, one shoufld corns'der
4
(ifachievement.
"n diet acM an freos tlie past, w'zn at aittack could be conducted
misne,_-, now mot~rtzed
wtia¶th obligatory dle.ploy-ment a&- ii
only boy mien'aj ;ry on f
1!ithout
equcitnita_ un,.(r fave'Mole conidiitions; ce', utýack s.n c-.ien' oýn L-rtoted cairf1(rier,
its akpplication
inesethod of attac-k,
Thls is a
d~omcuintlng from ýtoe vehicles.
is- conditioned by the increassing ce~pstaiiti'ts of an attack3iog !orze. to Cer-rvoY a
whesre nuclear wtapons- are used or,'i
defense. P. is;met e"ffective Iii hrei
wherr: ene-,v deifenrces, especlally antitankrt dotocnsee are ireliably siippresiec., tflU
re
arivantageti Of 5UCaL aP attac~k %re
the te-rrain perm~its Moving oni vc-hzclles,
-vlit.o.tA ncchjxniyRed a~i.iek eniAle--Is one ss.4-ftlv. )VLis g no time, to move Into
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areas whichi have beeni subjected to a f'ire btrike, hecpiflg the enieij from) rekll~ytg.
sich an at took is net always rosseibie.
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a number of attacks, alternati-np with operations of subunits in approach march
fi'frmations.- The depth of the :ttack will be determined by the depth of the object
-attacked - a strong point or a position; with the capLure of such an object the
subunits are deployed in approach march formation and advance resolutely forward.
But this does not mean that the subsequent actions of subunits are unhindered.
Advancing subunits can be under enemy lire not only during the attack, but also
when they do not, have attackable objects directly .before them. This situation
complicates the offensive and makes it more tense and unyielding.
If, previously,
the attack were characterized by a known methodical quality and linearity of advance,
tzinn the attack will now differ by great irregularity of development and great
maneuverability.: This is one of the distinctive peculiaritips of attack under
contemporary conditions.. The absence of a continuous front, the different degree
of enemy-.defeat by nuclear and fire blows, the presence of intervals and breaks
in his combat formation - all these lead to an uneven development of the attack.
This is promoted by the presence of zones of radioactive contamination destruction,
obstructions,-the destruction of the combat formation of attacking subunits upon
infliction by the enemy of nuclear blows, and the execution of counterattacks.
The irregularity of an advance creates profitable conditions for extensive use of
wide envelopments, turning movements in the course of the attack, and inflicting
blbws-on.the enemy from various directions.
Previously such conditions were usually
created only after the attack, during development of the battle in depth.
In connection with the irregularity of attack development, the question
arises whether it is now necessary to attempt to achieve simultaneity of the attack
of first line .of defense; this was of exceptional importance in the past.
Let us imagine such a picture of the battle.
On one sector of the front,
attacking subunits, acting in coordination with their adjacent units, managed to
be rapidly, deployed in combat formation on the attack line and move swiftly and
simultaneously into the offensive.
In another sector the attack is executed at
different times, according to approach of the subunits from the rear. Obviously,
other things being equal, the advancing side will appear to enjoy more advantageous
ccnditions in the first case, because the enemy finds it more complicated to repel
a unified,:simultaneous attack on a wide. front, more difficult to execute a maneuver
by fire and by reserves in the immediate depth.. A simultaneous attack stre:gthens
the initial blow and ensures rapid and complete destruction of the enemy and
effective use of the results of nuclear strikes.
Furthermore, it promotes the
support of continuity of troop control, and it increases the stability of coordinated
action of motorized rifle and tank subunits with artillery and aircraft.
Proceeding
from this, we can conclude that simultaneity of the attack preserves its importance
even now, especially at the beginning of the offensive.
Combat experience shows that in those cases when the infantry and tanks
simultaneously and swiftly attacked the first line of enemy defense, a breakthrough
in his defense was usually accomplished without a stop and at a high rate.
Thus,
in the Uassko-Kishinev offensive operation (August, 1944) formations of' the 35th
guards rifle corps simultaneously attacked the first line of defense, rapidly
broke the enemy resistance, and in less than three hours of combat completed the
breakthrough of the m in zone of defense.
However, regarding combat in depth, here the situation can shape up differently.
During a successfully developed offensive it is especially important to gai.n time
and to mqintain a high rate of advance, not enabling the defending enemy to create
a firm defense at intermediate boundaries.
In this case an immediate attack by
even separate units, which arrived at the defensive boundary of the enemy, can
produce a much greater effect than an attack by larger forces but executed after
the enemy has managed to gain time and to organize his defenses.
Consequently,
the quest.ion of simultaneity of attack should be decided each time, taking into
account the conditions which make up a situation.
The leading forces of an attack, as in the past, are tanks.
With their firepower they open the way for motorized rifle subunits.
The close and continuous
coordinated action of tanks and motorized rifle subunits throughout the tOattle is
the most important and indispensable condition of successful destruction of the
enemy.
Now their c-ý%rdinated action is first of all directed at the rap.d and
complete use of results of nuclear strikes inflicted on tho enemy and cor3ists of
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continuous mutual support and joint actions'of subunits in destroying objects
of the attack.
Tanks, having great shock power tnd maneuverability, can arrive
quicker at the area of nuclear and fire strikes and, by destroying the survIving
enemy firepower, they can ensure the advance of motorized rifle
subuinits... The
latter,
in~turn,.do not act'separately, but in close coordination with the; tanks,
destroying by their-fire targets which hinder-the advance of tanks, especially,
.antitank guided .missiles, and, by:persistently. following the tanks,.help them to
overcome;d fferent<obstacles'and barriers.
In a timely manner they show the
tanks those targets which must be destroyed.
An important role in ensuring the successful actions of tanks and motorized
rifle
subunits is played by artillery.
By its fire it suppresses targets which
directly hinder their advance, and also destroys the means of the enemy's nuclear
attack, his artillery,
and his reserves.
Tanks and motorized rifle
subunits,
using the results of artillery
fire, move swiftly forward, ensuring the possibility
of a timely shift of the artillery
to new firing positions.
The close coordinated action of tanks and motorized rifle
subunits with
engineering subunits promotes rapidly overcoming encountered barriers and obstacles
and achieving a high rate of advance under conditions of mass destructions and
obstruction.
During a battle in the depths of the defense motorized rifle
and tank subunits
support coordination with the subunits which are operating in their direction in
the composition of advanced detachments and tactical airborne landing forces..
Tactical airborne landing forces and advanced detachments, seizing road junctions,
crossings, and bridges, promote the successful advance of attacking troops.
According to their nearness to airborne landing forces and advanced detachments,
the attacking subunits support thei.r operations by long-range artillery
fire,
and then by a joint attack from various directions they destroy the most important
enemy objects.
Success achieved during the offensiveý,must certainly be gained i.n good time
in order to transfer combat efforts quickly to the depth of operations.
After
a breakthrough of the forward edge of defense, as combat experience shows, the
enemy strengthens his resistance to the limit, throws all
his forces and means
into battle from the immediate depth and also brings reserves and a part of his
forces from unattacked sectors to the area of breakthrough, especially tanks,
artillery,
and infantry subunits, and he inflicts
strikes with aircraft.
Under
contemporary conditions the defending side, furthermore, in the most important
directions will inflict
nuclear strikes, creating zones of radioactive contamAin'Ation
along the advance route of the attacking forces, as well as all
kinds of destriiction
and flooding.
Therefore, the attacking troops, in the development of the offensive,
will be forced not only to overcome resistance of the defending enemy at pcsi'ions
which he occupies, but also to repel counterattacks of his tanks and infan'cr:i,
continuously to combat his means of nuclear attack, artillery
and reservery, and
also to overcome zones cf radioactive contamination and to fight separated c.-oncentrations of enemy troops.
The most important condition of ensuring high rates of advance condur;ted
at great depth is the continuous increase of combat efforts.
During the last war,
an increase in efforts was executed mainly by means of introducing into combat
fresh forces from the depth.
Thus even when fighting for the first
position of
the enemy defense, usually not only a battalion but regimental reserves as well
were introduced, and for completion of breakthrough of the main zone of defense,
second echelons of divisions and corps.
On the whole, when fighting for a tactical
defense zone, both tactical as well as, not infrequently, operational reserves
of the attacking forces were used.
Only such a consecutive and methodical increase
in forces could then lead to a "grinding" of the defending forces, the creation of
decisive superiority over them, and a successful breakthrough of the defense.
A timely increase of efforts during an offensive under conditions of contemporary combat will have an even greater importance than in thE past, since the
defending side is now able to react operationally to an appearing danger, executing
a rapid maneuver by forces and means along the front and from the rear.
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The basic means of increasing combat efforts is now thu ','At Lear weapon, as
well as firepower of other mians of destruction.
Second echelons will be used tL_
,,develop ,the success of subunits and units of the first echelon and for a rapid
u
r
itlS'O•!•r
ear ad fire srikes "in themost important directions.
In
connection with the great irregularity and dynamic quality of development of the
offensive, wider possibilities are created for the intreduction of' subunits acting
in reserve or in the second echelon into intervals ur rrom "he flanks of subunits
of the first echelon.
Using breaks in the combat formation of the enemy, they
swiftly penetrate to thE depth of the enemy territory and strike suddenly on the
flank and in the rear of his troop concentrations.
The selection of directions and calculation of the time of introduction into
combat of second echelon subunits must be made in such a manner that they could
fully and timely-make use of the results of inflicted nuclear strikes.
Besides
them being effective in the most important direction, second echelons and reserve
subunits during an offensive can be used to replace troops of the first echelon,
to transfer forces to other directions, and to solve other problems.
But here
a scattering of efforts of the second echelon and the diverting of its forces to
solve secoititoy, insignificant problems cannot be allowed.
Combat with defending reserves will now be conducted in a new manner.
In
the past combat with enemy reserves during an offensive was usually in the form
of repellng coanterattacks.
The attacking forces were, as a rule, unsuccessful
in destr,•ying the reserves (especially large reserves) and in breaking their
count,'rattack because of the insufficient strength and range of th< r firepo'w'er.
Furthermore, due to the limitations of reconnaissance, the attacking forces could
not opportunely discover the location of the reserves and their movements for
counterattacks.
Now the advancing side, having nuclear weapons, will attemp6 to inflict the
greatest possible defeat on the enemy reserves according to their exposure in areas
of concentration before moving to a counterattack.
Under certain conditions enemy
reserves wv.ll suffer a partial defeat, or their advancement will lag to useful
depioyment points for counterattacks.
Aircraft can be used very effectively for
this purpose; they can strike troop columns during their passage through gorges,
over river crossings, bridges, and road junctions.
With the approach of reserves
to the points of deployment, fire is increased to a maximum. At this instant, 'he;
the enemy is deployed in approach march and conba; formation, the nost favorable
conditions are created for his destruction.
If destroying the enemy's reserves and disrupting his advancement is, nevertheless, impossible, subunits will be forced to repel the counterattack.
And here
the troops will also act in a new fashion.
During the last war, the basic method
of repelling a counterattack was by an early transfer of part of the advancing
forces to the defense.
Such a method can be applied even now, especially when
repelling a counterattack of suoerior enemy forces which have not been hit by
nuclear weapons, by firing from previously captured lines in order to inflict
losses on the enemy, to weaken him, and to create conditions for a subsequent
strike.
But the most effective method of combating a counterattacking force is
now by hitting it with a surprise counterblow, using advancing subunits.
This
will make it possible not only to destroy successfully the counterattacking reserves,
but alsc to ensure rapid development of the offensive at a high rate.
Of course,
we will ase such a method when the enemy has received a sufficiently powerful
fire strike and we have sufficient forces for his destruction in a meeting engagement.
Commonplace in contemporary conditions will be the so-called combined
method of repelling counterattacks, i.e., a part of tne forces will forge a
coun'. mrattacking grouping from the front, while the mair. forces will attack the
flar,. and rear.
An important condition of the successfft
develcompnt of an offensive and
achievement of i high rate of aivance is thf continuityr of its execution.
The
continuous development of an offensive is achieved by carrying out a number of
measures:
reliable fire suppression of the defense at all depths, constant support
of superiority in forces and means over the enemy in the most important directions,
pers isteont pursuit of 'c
enemy, and conduting active combat ac tions at nig-ht.

iq•

Peculiarities of a Night Offensive
Night offensive actions attained an especially wide scope during the Great
Patriotic war.
In contrast to the First World War, in the last war such antions
(with a decisive purpose) were conducted not only by separate units and subunits,
but also by large groupings of troops.
Active night actions ensured the troops
a number of advantages.
They promoted more complete achievement of surprise of
an attack, ensured rapid capture of the initiative and destruction of a defending
enemy in a shorter period and with smaller losses.
Many of these advantages retain their importance even under contemporary
conditions.
Therefore, night combat actions in many armies of the world ha'xe now
been given considerable attention.
The intense development of lighting engineering
and infrared technology has also promoted night actions.
Night, however, creates considerable difficulties for udvancing troops.
Darkness hampers orientation and observati.on of the battlefield.
At night it is
more difficult t3 support coordination an:i to control subunits- it is more complicated to surmount barriers and obstacles.
Furthermore? at night the blinding
action of a nuclear explosion is intensified.
By virtue of this, success of a
night offensive will bu in direct dependence on the thoroughness of its orrLanlzation, secrecy of preparation, skillf-ul as of instruments of night vision, and
organization of a light security.
A night offensive can be a continuation of the development of the day's combat
actions,
At night, a breakthrough in the defense can also be started.
Preparations
for the offensive must be made before nightfall.
During this preparation it is
important to outline the ground features which are visible at night for subunits,
calculate the azimuths of directions of the offensive, and determine the order of
illumination of the terrain ai.6 objects of attack and methods of setting the light
markers to designate the direction of the offensive.
Besides this, all
personnel
are given signals of mutual identification, target designation, and coordination.
An especially important matter is terrain 1llumination, which is organized
for the purpose of ensuring a high rate of advance of the advancing troops and,
at the same time, to hamper the operations of the enemy.
The use of illumination
should not complicate the use of night vision instruments.
This complication is
avoided by compiling a chart-calculation by which we determine which objects
during the attack will be illuminated and at what time terrain illumination takes
place.
The depth and content of combat problems of subunits during a night offensive
depend on the degree of suppression of defenses by fire, the time of the start
of he offensive, duration of the night, and nature of terrain illumination.
The
more reliable the suppression of defenses, the better trained the troops for night
actions, and the greatar the intensity of terrain illumination, the higher will
be the rate of troop advance, and., consequently, the deeper their combat mission
can be.
As experience of the last war shows, well trained troops can execute
at night a mission of the same depth as well as they can by day.
The combat formation of troops is so constructed that In the course of mission
accomplishment at night they will avoid complicated reforma'ions and the subuni•s
will be ensured greater independence.
For this purpose both battalions =nd
companies are reinforced by tanks, artillery,
and combat engineers.
Under night
conditions it is more complicated to organize coordinated action with forward
detachments and tactical airborne landing forces placed in the enemy's reir
area.
With the advance of subunits in directions of the use of airborne landing forces,
it is necessary to anticipate clear mutual identification and target designation
signals.
Simplicity o! maneuver is an important condition for the successful actions
of subunits in night combat.
The direction of actions of subunits is selected on
accessible terrain hav.:'ng natural landmarks which are easily visible at night.
It is important that the subunits be able to move to the outlined cbjects of at?.ack
over the shortest route.
Intelligence, even before the beginning of a night attack,
should reveal the presence at enemy positions of night vision instruments; it
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must find the system of illumination as well as changes which the enemy can make
in his defense with the approach of darkness.
Duirini the offensivye 1asic: Afforts
of' P-telligerice are directed towards finding unsuppr',.ýcoi fire means, anrd means of
nucl.'.tr attack, barriers, and zones ei' radioactivw e n,.am•. , "tion.
Night attack is usually conducted after fire preparation or a powerful but
short fire barrage.
In order to achieve surprise in the attack, the dJuratliJ'
(."
the fire preparation is as short as possible.
During its course, along, with the
suppression and destruction of strong points and enemy firepower, attention •s
given to the destruction of night vision instruments, means of illumination, and
enemy intelligence.
Under fire cover openings are made in the barriers, which
are then marked by signs which are visible in darkness.
A forward edge attack is sometimes profitably executed without illumination,
by using night vision instruments, and also without fire preparation.
This will
make it possible to conceal from the enemy the beginning of' the offensive.
With
limited use of means of illumination and instruments of night vision, the defending
forces find it more difficult
to reveal combat formations of atta~kin, subunits.
Illumination in this case can begin during combat in depth.
It will "Oeach Lts
greatest intensity when capturing the most important defense strong point:s.
In
.all
cases the attack is supported by continuous artillery
fire.
Subunits swiftly
develop the offensive in the directions indicated to them.
These direction. should
be periodically designated by placing light markers.
Tanks, using night vision
instruments and light markers, usually advance ahead of the combat formation of
motorized rifle
subunits at a distance which ensures their signal communication
and when surmounting barriers, directly in their combat formations.
The close
coordination of tanks and motorized rifle
subunits will allow successfully
combating the enemy firepower.
Here the subunits attempt to hold exactly the~r
indicated directions and opportunely designate their position by light signals.
During a night offensive, Just as in a day offensive, the efforts o' subunits
are directed to the rapid use of results of nuclear strikes for a swift advance
into the depth of the enemy territory.
For this purpose areas of nuclear strikes
should be designated by light markers, since the terrain after an explosion will
be sharply changed, and natural landmarks can be destroyed.
Under conditions of night operations, the active and daring actions of the
personnel can be of special importance.
A disguised gaining of even small groups
of the flanks and rear of the enemy renders a great moral influence on him and
furthers his rapid destruction.
The following example in this sense is characteristic.
On the northwestern front, our advancing units (370th Ri:le Division)
in March of 1942 encountered a strong center of enemy resistance in the region of
Kurlyandskoye.
Attacking this unit from the front was futile.
Then the commander
of the 1232nd Rifle Regiment decided with the approach of darkness to send a
company of submachine gunners to the enemy's rear.
This company, under the corvnand
of Lieutenant V. Zelenev, secretly, along a deep ravine, penetrated to the depths
of defense and at night attacked the center of resistance.
The strike was not
expected by the enemy, and he was forced in haste, suffering heavy loswtes, to
leave advantageous positions.
During a transition from night to day operations it is important not to allow
a reauction in the rate of the advance.
With this geal, combat missf.cns can be
definitized for subunits.
Often it will be necessary to organize additional
reconnaissance, and the most advantageous boundaries of an area can be secured by
part of the forces.
Furthermore, it is important to tighten up firepower and also
take necessary measures to disperse and camouflage combat formations.
Combat with Separated and Byoassed Enemy Subunits
The presence of intervals and considerable breaks between advancing troop
groupings is an inevitable phenomenon in ccntomporary combat.
Such intervals can
be created on purpose in the interests of ensutinig protection from weapons of mass
destruction; they can appear in the course ý.f c(,mbat operaticnri
as the result of
the breakdcwn of' separate units by enemy nuclear strikes, or due to the irregularity
of advance of combat formations under diffeo'ent degrees of ee emy resistance along
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separate strong points and centers of the enemy:5 r' ds'o ,ace, I s cClr'. c x pints,
An important iole in eomrating cunitoterand al3o his means of nuclear attack.
attacking tanks will be played by antitank guided missiles, ca=nons; and tanks
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ur'ti i,""y
t *-kc ,
Thus. nuclear blows. atrcr'9 A. 04l(1
eondueLlng dlroct laying.
i'struction
8,uti,
lire will create conditions for a rapid d, struction ol the en.,any.
will not alw.ays be completed by inflieti n; nuclear and conventional I r t : rikes';
in a number of cases this will require using motori:,ed rYle and tank subunIts.
The methods of" operation of these subunits regardlnt,, dec;truction ()I cutoli and
bypassed enemy groupings can be most diverse:

they can ini3.ict simultareous,

coordinated blows on the enemy from various directions,
suburits or temporarily

neutralize

sometimes comb over the area.

reliably block :'I

them by sending uut cr)vering

detaehm:nl.,

and

The greatest effect can be achieved by inflicting a number cf simultaneous
thrusts from the flanks, rear, and front on cutoffl enemy units.
In such a case:
it is not necessary to create a decisive superiority ocor the enemy in forces end
means.
It is important that such thrusts be sudden and swift and that they b,!
inflicted after nuclear and conventional fire strikes.
Attack from dil rerent
directions has the advantage that it promotes confusion ot the enemy, rapid disper'sin
of his combat formation into parts, and does not enable him purposelully to use
his own reserves.
The negative side of this method of operation is the lact that
for inflicting such blows it nevertheless will be necessary to use ,-considerable
quantity of forces and means, and this is not always possible according to conditions of the situation. Therefore, in a number of cases the attacking forces
will have to be limited to less decisive measures - temporary neutralization or
the blocking of bypassed enemy groups with their subsequent destruction.
The essence of this methcd is that attacking forces separate a certain par'.
of their forces to intercept the most important routes of maneuvers, preventing
the exit of bypassed subunits to the flanks or rear oj.' the advancing troops.
B11
blocking under contemporary conditions can only be reliable when it receives air
support, i.e., when the enemy is deprived of the ability to strengthen his grouping
by a transfer of subunits or materiel by air. Of course, even the most durable
and reliable blocking does not lead, nevertheless, to a decisive defeat ot the
enemy.
It is a temporary measure, and its importance is that it ensures the
attar.king forces the necessary time gain.
If cutoff enemy subunits do not conduct active operations and the necessary
forces and means cannot be a-*signed for their destruction, then advancing units
can be limited to such a mcavure as sending out separate covering detachments in
the threatened directions.
Covering detachments, in their methods of' action, can
be both mobile and stationary.
Stationary covering detachments should be sent
out to prevent an enemy exit to road junctions, crossings, and rear objects.
Subunits which are detailed as covering detachments can operate as stationary flank
guards.
The widest dispersal can be enjoyed by mobile covering detachments which,
being mobile, can control a more extensive nrea. Their composition should certainly
include motorized rifle subunits, equipped with transport of high passability
capable of operating under the impassibility of roads.
During the Great Patriotic war a method of combating cutoff and reconnaissance-diversionary enemy groups was used which applied combing over certain areas
of a site.
It was usually applied to clean up a territory of remainders of
different, cutoff enemy groups.
Such a method can sometimes be applied under
contemporary conditions, for instance, to clean the enemy out of placement areas
or control points and out of the rear.
In order to prevent a surprise enemy attack on threatened flanks, patrols
can be organized in separate directions.
This can be exeouted both in the air, on
helicopters, and by separate mobile groups.
For patrolling, in a number of cases,
it is useful to assign tank subunits, which have the greatest mobility.
The constant threat of operations against the flanks and rears of advancing
troops by separated enemy groups remaining in the rear requires especially
thorough organization of direct protection in all units.
In subunits which advanre
on open flanks echelon formation of combc.t formations can be used, and observation
and reconnaissance is stepped up.
S
In all cases it is important to ensure the
necozsary independence of subunits which advance apart 1rm the main f'orces and
thf-Ir ability tc, accomplish a flexible and bold maneuver In threatened directions
tor the purpose o01 combating a bypasL..,

S1

,nemy.
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It should be
Of special Importance under these conditions is reconnaissance.
the
on
also
but
front
the
of
ahead
only
not
:;ubunifts
advanc~ing
by
conducted
The basic mission of reconndissance is
flanks, and sometimes even in the rear.
a timely discovery of' the intuntioens o! the enemy and the nature of' his actions
Furthermore, reconnaisto ern.ble timely measures to be taken for counteraction.
sance, especially aeri~l reconnaissance, should reveal measures taken uy main
forces of enemy t:cops for the purpose of assisting cutoff groupings.
Overcuming Zones of Radioactive Contamination
Radioactive area contamination in an offensive battle can occur as a result
of' enemy iuclear strikes with ground explosions both directly against advancing
troops as well as especially for the purpose of creating zones of contamination
It is interded to create such barriers, according to the
("nuclear barriers").
views of the NATO Command, mainly on almost insurmountable natural boundaries:
rivers, mountain ranges, and defiles, where the rate of advance of the attacking
forces is slowed and wherp the buildup of troops is possible.
Area contamination bj radioactive substances can also occur as a result of
Radioactive substances will often
inflicting nuclear strikes with a low airburst.
be put into the offensive zone from nevghboring sectors.
Very powerful radioactive cc,ntamination can also occur during the explosion
of nuclear land mines, the wide application of which is particularly insisted
upon by the West German revanchists.
Subunits, executing an offensive nirssion, often must operate in zones of
radioactive contamination where they must accomplish not only swift marches, but
also conduct persistent, tense battleL.
In order not to allow the d':jttrtction of personnel by radioactive radiation
or at least to weaken the results of its influence, ensuring thereby a high rate
of advance of troops and successful fulfillment of the combat mission, it follows
first of all to organize thoroughly radiation reconnaissance and inform the subunits
It is also very important to provide personnel beforeabout radioactive danger.
hand with the necessary means of prcetection, which should be skillfully used in
The degree of irradiation of personnel will, in many
the course of battle.
respects, depend on the method of overcoming the contamination zone and on the
timeliness of carrying out special analysis and other measures to lower the
influence of radioactive contaminati.n.
Radiation reconnaissance in the course of an offensive is given the task of
revealing beforehand the presence of radioactive contamination of the area and the
air, determining the nature of the zone of contamination, its dimensions, levels
of radiation in it, and also finding ways to bypass dangerous places and marking
them.
It is conducted by chemical observation posts and chemicerl reconnaissance
patrols.
Subunits, furthermore, additionally set out observcrs (observation
posts) or dispatch patrols composed of specially prepared squads (crews, teams).
Warning the personnel of radioactive contamination is accomplished by technical
communication means and with the help of sound and visual signasl-.
The subunit commander, having obtained data of the presence (in the direction
of subunit operations) of the contaminated zone, estimates the radiation situation
Here he calculates what
ana makes the decision regarding surmounting the zone.
doses of radiation personnel can obtain when surmounting the zone, and he determines
what protective measures must be taken.
In the decisin to surmount the zone there are usually anticipated missions
of radiation reconnaissance, methods of surmounting, the zone, direction of actions
of the subunits, formation of t'orces and means when surmounting tne zone, the
order of use of protection equipment, and also measurer, undertakEn to execute
speclal treatment of pers;onnel.
Methodc of surmount 1ng a .one of radioactive conlinminatior. used by subunits
':rin (diI'fer, dependingl upon the character of the zonM., 1 ovCl; 01 radiation in it,
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advancing troops and gain time or rorganlze resistance during our exit from the zon',..
Depending upon conditions oi, thu situation, surmounting on the run can be carried
out along previously assigned or new routes and directions, ensuring the lowesft
To
exposure of personnel to radlation and achieving Impetus of" the offensive.
dlecrease doses oi' radiation, surmounting areas with high radiation levels is
possible at first by tank subunits, sinc7e tanks possess the highest protective
Before
properties, and then by-subunits on armored carriers and motor vehicles.
the approach of the latter to the zone of contamination, levels of' radiation in
the zones will already be lowered, and this will ensure less exposure to radiation
by the personnel.
The rate of surmounting a zone and the doses of' radiation received by personnel
will, in many respects, depend on the passability of the route and speed of'
We must expect that, as a result
reconstruction of damaged sections of the route.
of' nuclear and conventional fire strikes, a considerable part of the roads will
jcv(:ment of the subunits, great
Furthermore, in directions of
be destroyed.
If rebuilding
destruction, floods, and the appearance of local fires are possible.
the roads and obstacle clearing require a considerable expenditure of time, forces,
and equipment, then the advance of the subunits must be organized along the most
accessible areas of the terrain, bypassing the areas of destruction.
During movement in a contaminated area, especially in dry weather, tanks and
vehicles should be driven at an increased distance from one another in order to
Protective means are used
eliminate (or lower) the spread of dust behind them.
by personnel, depending upon the means of movement, nature of contamination, state
of the terrain and weather conditions.
Under conditions of dust formation,
personnel who are in open motor vehicles, will surmount the contamin-.ted areas
,n gao masks and skin protective equipment, and tank crews and personnel in machines
with closed bodies will only wear gas masks.
In damp weather and after a rain,
when dust formatijn is absent, subunits in open vehicles can use only protective
raincoats (cloaks), and tank crews can operate without protective means.
After leaving the zone of contamination at the first opportunity one should
perform a partial special treatment of subunits and determine the dose of radioactive radiation received by personnel and also the degree of radioactive contamination of armament and equipmert in the subunits.
A partial medical treatment of
personnel and the degassing an( contamination of combat materiel are usually
conducted directly in the subunits by using table and hand equipment.
The
execution of a combat mission need not stop here.
Surmounting a contaminated zone can be delayed until after a drop in r:.disation
levels under two conditions: when personnel from the march can receive large
doses of radiation, which will lead to their mass withdrawal from the formatlon,
and when the wait for a drop in the radiation level will not lead to failure of
execution of the assigned combat missions.
Most often this method can be used by
subunits which operate in the second echelons or in reserve, when according to
conditions of the situation their immediate introduction into battle is not
rpquired.
It is important to consider that during a forced stop subunits can
become favorable objects for nuclear strikes of the enemy.
Therefore they must
be dispersed and thoroughly camouflaged, skillfully using the protective properties
of the terrain. When possible they use the simplest shelter.
It is inexpedient
to halt subunits to wait in gorges, defiles, and on crossings where a considerable
accumulation of troops is possible, as this could hamper a maneuver.
In the waiting period for a drop in high radiation levels it is necessary to
perform reconnaissance of the enemy. With this goal certain reconnaissance groups
or patrols can be moved through the contamination zone on helicopters.
Surmounting
the zones after a drop in radiation levels should be executed without considerable
changes in the formation of subunits in order to ensure swiftness of their actions.
Protection of personnel during prolonged actions in contaminated areas is
attained by the rapid withdrawal of subunits from areas of dangerous contamination.
If such areas are in the directions of troop operations they must be bypassed.
It is very important in this case to use fully individual and collective means of
protection (ar'mored carriers and other combat materiel), engineering constructions,
and protective properties of the terrain, periodically alternating rest and action
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of the troops and at the first opportunity conducting partial or comilete special
treatment of personnel.
In certain cases a stay in zones of radioactive area contamination will be
By creating destruction,
connected with the surmounting of enemy resistance.
obstructions, and different barriers, the enemy will attempt with small detachments
to delay the advancing troops and rorce them to retreat and remain for a long time
The most convenient exits from the zone can be
in the zones of contamination.
The problem of' advancing subunits in this case consists
protected by larger forces.
of how to ensure a swift and uninterrupted advance in a contaminated area and a
rapid exit from it.

When it

is

necessary

to destroy separate centers of' the enemy's

resistance and also his rear guard, subunits should execute the attack using security
Achievement
elements on armored carriers without dismounting from the vehicles.
of a high rate of advance, furthermore, is promoted by skil>'Uilly using breaks
',>c sive wedging into
and intervals in the combat formation of defending troops.
the enemy position and constant support of direct contact with him deprive him of
the possibility of complicating the radiation situation, inflicting nuclear :3trikes
on the advancing troops, and breaking away from them.
Regarding surmounting areas of aerial nuclear explosions, it is possible
Here tank subunits and subunits which
several minutes after the explosion.
operate on armored carriers can advance directly through the epicenter, but
personnel moving on motor vehicles and on foot must pass at a distance of 300-400 m
In both cases it is necessary to use individual protective equipment.
from it.
The area of the epicenter of low air bursts should be avoided.
During -n offensive such conditions can appear when the radioactive cloud
In such a situation, avoiding high
will spread toward the advancing subunits.
is only possible by executing (in short periods) a maneuver in safe
irradit )ion
dii'- tl, s in .rd-r to bypass the zone of contamination or rapidly emerge from it.
?,ut uuch a maneuver is only possible in the presence of reliable data regarding
the radiation situation and under conditions of a well-developed network of roads.
When liquidating the consequences of nuclear attack, commanders el subunits,
in the first place, take measures to restore the destroyed coutrol, combat. formation,
When necessary, a part of the forces and
and combat capability of the subunits.
Simultaneously radiation reconnaismeans is detailed to perform rescue operations.
sance and control over the radioactive contamination of personnel, armament, and
Important tasks when conducting measures undertaken
combat materiel are organized.
for the liquidation of consequences of a nuclear attack are the organization of
aid to affected personnel, clearing of obstructions in the routes of movement,
and also performing special treatment.
Assault Crossing of Water Barriers
During successful d3velopment of an offensive or pursuit, troops in any
theater of military operations inevitably will have to surmount various water
Often in the course of executing a mission it will be necessary to
barriers.
Thus, in many
crocs not one, but several different (in character) water barriers.
cases successful execution of rombat missions will now depend on how quickly
advancing troops can surmount water barriers, depriving the defending troops of
the capability of using them to create firm defensive lines.
Even in the period of the Great Patriotic war,

attacking forces with all

acuteness had to deal with the problem of as swift an assault crossing of water
In
barriers as possible without a sharp decrease in the general rate of advance.
the solution of this important problem Soviet, troops achieved considerable success.
"I
hus. t'rYr the march in an unparalleled short period such great water barriers
Dniester, Neman, Bug, Visla, Oder and others. were crossed.
as the L le'er,
However, th-' complete solving of the problem oi uninterrupf d assault crossing
The
of rivers in the las6; war was, nevertheless, imnpossible for the troops.
imperfection of crossing equipment and tLc- limited quality of possibilities for

defeating by firl! the enemy defending th,e river lines were influences.
result a considerable number of rivers, :,rmetimes small in dimensions,
prolonged troop delay.

As a
caused

Undur conditions (1 nuclar war, in spite of the presence of puwer'f'ij rneario,
ot destruction and greatly im[n-roveJ and varied crossing equipment, water" barr](.rs
In foreign armies mi]":h
have not lost their signilficance as natural obstacles.
It i,:
attention is allotted to the organization of defenses on river lines.
especially widely assumed to use water obstacles to create nuclear barrJiers and
The defense of
floods and also as favorable natural boundaries for defense.
water barriers, as experience of teachingc in foreign armies shows, is malnly
constructed on the strong retention of advantageous positions which can directly
control the water.

But sometimes the forward edge moves to the rear,

for instance,

in those cases when an area in a river valley does not favor the organization of
The system
a fire system. Most often subunits occupy defenses on a wide front.
of fire and barriers is constructed with the calculation to facilitate striking the
advancing trooos on their approaches to the river, delaying them as much as possible
before the river, forcing them to concentrate and causing an accumulation of'
In the case of successful assault
troops, and inflicting nuclear blows on them.
crossing of a river, we anticipate by fire and decisive counterattacks to destroy
immediately the crossing subunits, not enabling them to be reinforced on the
opposite :shore and develop success in depth.

is

The main requirement for crossing water barriers under contemporary conditions

to carry it

This mission
crossings of
delayed, and
tense nature

out in all cases at the same high rate as the advance is conducted.

In the last war even during successful
is undoubtedly, complicated.
rivers from the march, the rate of troop advance was considerably
during battle on the opposite shore combat was of an exceptionally
and often led to a gradual, systematic expansion of bridgeheads in

depth and t ,.,rd the flanks.

During the war,

in spite of all efforts,

troops were not able to get away from methodism,
battle to expand bridgeheads.

advancing

especially when conducting a

Under contemporary conditions, the [possibllity of crossing water barriers
trom th,' ni-i'nh at a high rate has been considerably increased.
By inflicting
nuclear arO L'ire strikes, attackir)n
forces can destroy enemy groupings even before
their exit tV, the river line and even when the ctcmy is occupied by defense.
Under
these conditions, assault crossing from the march is the basic, most nften used
method of operations of troops.
The presence o±' new combat means in many respects
changes the nature of" troop operations when crossing from the march (Fig. 30).
Advancing troops will now move to the water barrier in dispersed formations on a
wld-r front than they did before.
Capturing favorable crossings, besides advanced
detachments, can also be executed by tactical airborne landing forces.
All this
crteates the possibility without any stop, according to the approach of subunits
and using the results of nuclear blows, to surmount water barriers and thus swiftly
aiyvr
without stopping to develop the offensive on the opposite shore.
The assault
ctvssing of river lines from the march to the greatest degree ensures a time gain,
promotes the protection of troops Itrm weapons of mass destruction, and crreates
conditions for the rapid transfer of' combat efforts to the opposite shore.
Furthermore, the h1Kh rate of assault crossing of water barriers and the uninterrupted
development of an oifensive after crossing the water barrier lower the probability
of an appearance of protracted battles at limited bridgeheads, which usually
occurred in the pt-t.
Especially lavorable conditions for crossing from the march are created
during pursuit whe, (he retreating enemy suffers nuclear and conventional fire
strikes.
Under tesr
conditions advancing troops attempt to prevent a breakaway
of the enemy, prvcnt his exit to a water barrier, destroy his main grouping on
its approach to The dater barrier, and swiftly, on the shoulders of the retreating
enemy, penetrate to the opposite shore, using the success of advanced detachments

and tactical airbor--e landing forces.
The decision ..u 2ross should be made as early as possible, at distant
approaches Lo th, river, and thus it is fravuable ahead of time to give assignments
to subunits and to organize coordination.
This makes it possible, not stopping
the novement, to create the necessary grouping of forces and means.
With the
approach to the water barrier data are definitized regarding approaches to it,
i.e.,
its width, depth, the presence of fords, velocity of' current, nature of the bottom
and th,- shores, and sections arc also revealed which are best for crossing.
,,!muit:an(h usiy
ontintous reconnaissance of the enemy is conducted.
Here it is
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important to reveal the direction of hio departure beyond the water barrier, his
rystem of defense and grouping of troops on the opposite shore,
the location of his means of nuclear attack.

and especially

The content of subunits combat missions when crossing water barriers can be
diverse.
It depends each time on the conditions of the situation and, first
ol
all,
on the naturu tof the enemyts defense, tt the river line, the degree ot' the
defense's suppression by nuclear weapons, the presence of one's own forces and
means and also the width of the water barrier and nature of terrain adjacent to it.
The line which is to be captured by subunits on the opposite nhore should be
determined as such that it would ensure first
priority capture beyond the river
of such objects whose capture would create advantageous conditions for laying on
bridges and equipment of other crossings, and would also exclude the possibility
of the enemy conducting mortar and artillery
fire, observed from ground observation
posts, on the crossings; at the same time it is necessary that advancing troops
be able to subsequently develop
their success in depth.
In accordance with the combat mission the necessary grouping of forces and
means is created.
The basic complexity of creating such a grouping is that it
must ensure not only rapid surmounting of the water barrier but al,- an uninterrupted
development of the offensive on the opposite shore at a high rate and at great depth.
This is achieved by reliable suppression of the enemy's defenses on the opposite
shore, the necessary echeloning of troops, creation of strong reserves, and
expedient distribution of transport equipment.
A large role when crossing water barriers will be played by tactical airborne
landing forces and advanced detachments.
Tactical airborne landing forces have
the following missions:
using the results of a nuclear blow, seize crossings and
nreas which are convenient for assault crossings, cut off enemy reserves retreating
beyond the water barrier, or not allow their approach from the rear, and ensure
successful crossing of a water barrier by one's own main forces.
The advantage
of pci'stroop operations is that thpy 7an appear, faster than the other troops,
at the water barrier and more quickly use the results of nuclear strikes.
They
can accomplish their own mission by means of capturing and strongly holding croCssings
and bridgeheads and by carrying out raids on the enemy's rear, executing brief
nud sudden strikes on his troop groupings.
Subunits, acting in the composition of advanced detachments, attempt to move
as fast as possible to water barriers, bypassing the enemy which may be encountered
along the route of movement.
They engage the enemy in combat only when necessary.
Their main mission is tho most rapid siezure of available crossings or moving to
the opposite shore and seizing a favorable line, the capture of which ensures
successful crossing.
Subunits in the composition of vanguards act differently.
Their responsibility
is to clear the road for the main forces; therefore by decisive actions, they
attempt tc destroy the enemy who covers the approaches to a water barrier and his
rea grisrd s'hbunits.
Witb an exit to the water boundary, the vanguards, using the
success of advanced detachments and paratroop forces, not lagging behind, cross
the water barrier from the march on their resources and develop the offensive
in depth.
Suppressing the enemy by fire when crossing from the march is executed during
the advance of sub~nits to the river.
Nuclear blows are i.nflicted on the most
important defense units on the opposite shore, or on enemy means of nuclear attack.
It is most expedient to suppress objects which are located on the f4ontline and
in the near rear which hinder crossing.
In ensuring a crossing, an important role
can be played by the tanks and accompanying weapons of advancing troops, which,
with a pullout to the water barrier will occupy firing sites-on their own shore
and will destroy enemy firepower, located on the frontline, which controls the
water.
Motorized rifle
subunits, under the fire cover of their own troops, from the
march (according to their pullout to the river) on floating armorcd carriers and
other means of transport and over captured bridges cross the water barrier, destroying
the enemy by all
available means.
Tank aihunit-. can now cross simultaneously wit,.
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the first echelon, using solt'-propelled Forrics.
only avallable fords, captured bridges, 'erries,

Previously they crossed using
and bridges which they constructeo.

Under contemporary conditlons, the widest use also will be enjoyed by tank
crossings across the btu-.tom oJ' a river, under watpr.
This has become possible as
a result of equipping the tank subunlts with spe!cial organic equipment, ensuring,
rapidly hermetically sealing the tanks.
Areas; h
hermetically sealing tanks are
designated at, a point from the river which e.nsures thu secrecy of their location
and which requires little
time to reach the river.
Such a method of' crossing
ensures the surprise of crossing and rapid growth of' the force of the thrust on
the opposite shore.
Most profitable for assault crossings are areas with accessible shores arnd
a valley, having hidden approaches and ensuring good camouflage.
During the
Great Patriotic war, for river crossings we first of' all made use of its sharp
bends which pointed toward friendly troops.
As combat experience shows, the
greatest success when crossing from the march was achieved by those troops who
were mist fully capable of ensuring surprise if the crossi-,m, and also who could
continuously increase their efforts after arriving on the )pPosite shore.
These
factors - surprise of crossing, continuity of offensive de lopment, and speed (I
capturing territory on the opposite shore - are still
of importance in contemporary
combat.
Surprise in crossing is achieved by a number of measures, including swift
pullout to the river on a wide front, the use of darkness, deluding the enemy
with respect to the place and time of crossing, previous destruction of enemy
reconnaissanue forces, especially radiotechnical, and others.
Of special value is crossing continuity.
Once begun, a crossing must be
carried out uninterruptedly by all available forces and means.
When crossing,
subunits must be able to maneuver widely and to disperse their combat formations
in order to ensure protection from weapons of mass 6estruction.
We believe that battles on the opposite shore in a number of cases will be
persistent and intense.
Once the crossing has begun, the defending side will
attempt to strengthen its resistance wherever possible.
Nuclear blows will be
inflicted on the most important forces.
Simultaneously the enemy, by fire and
counterattacks, will attempt to destroy the crossing subunits.
Combat at this
time will take on the character of a unique contest of sides in firepower, speed
of' ianeuver accomplishment, and increasing combat efforts.
Continuity of troop fire accompaniment in this situation is one of the• important
conditions for achieving success.
With this goal, artillery and other firesawer
shculJ be sent across in such a manr~er that continuity of offensive support by
fire or) the opposite shore was ensured.
Simultaneously with the first eehtion,
part of' the antiaircraft equipment crosses in order to defend from aircraft strikes
subunits crossing to the opposite shore.
If assault crossing of a water barrier is not successfully ceveloped in one
directions, subunits must maneuver to other areas or to a neighboring area of
operations where the offensive has been developed successfully.
In all cases the
-'rossing should be conducted actively, energetically, and persistenzly.
The possibility is not excluded, under contemporary conditions, of assault
crossing of water" barriers with deliberate preparation (Fig. 31).
But now, of
course, such an assault crossing will have little
in common with similar methods
of crossing water ibarriers in past wars.
Means and methods of defeating the enemy
on the opposite shore will be different, as well as ensuring thn-crossing of
forec< across a river; the density of created troop concentrtLions will be lessened,
but the front of an assiult crossing will become wider.
Preparation time of an
assault crossing will be considerably reduced.
Daring an assault crossing with d->Iiberate prcpy'ration an especially reliable
.;upprr-sslon of enemy defense will be required, inasmuch as it will be stronger
than when crossing from the march. When determining the duration of borbardment,
besides; other factors, we consider the time requi red by -,bunits to advance frem
their initial areas to the water barrier and for cro sing
the opp'site "hore.
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Loading personnel on transport-landing equipment occur. in covered area:; durlni,
the bombardment.
Advancement of subunits is carried out under f'i
(.cv:r in such
a manner that they might simultaneously, at a fixed time ("M"), be,.r! tl.
,ault
,,crossing along the entire front.
Under contemporary conditions it 4s especially important not to allow an
accumulation of troops at crossings, and to anticipate measures to ensure the
safety of crossing.
Cover. for subunits from the air must, be especially rreliabl[.
Pursuit
Pursuit is an inalienable part of the offensivw.
Essentially it is a complex
of the' most highly-varied methods of combat operations, where the predominant
placc .i. occupied by swift troop movements, combined with a short deployment of
a pari of the forces to inflict short but powerful blows on a retreating enemy
and 1jT:; rear guards.
-1-

historical experience shows that according to how the spatial ecope of
-'ive operations and their resoluteness and maneuverability increased, the
significance of pursuit in an offensive increased even more.
Thus, in
e.et
Army offensive operations, conducted in 1944-1945, approximately half of
time was spent in pursuit of the retreating enemy.

Conditions of the appearance of pursuit, the form and methods of conducting
it at different stages of development of the military art, have been unequal.
In the First World War, pursuit was carried out in a narrow zone, at shallow depth,
at a low rate,' and by its character did not usually exceed the tactical
framework.
In the Second World War, when advancing troops began to be placed in macs quantities
by long range and highly mobile means, ensuring inflicting a deep and powerful
blow on the enemy, pursuit took on a more decisive and varied character.
It was
conducted at considerably greater depth; pursuit zones were sharply expanded,
and its duration increased.
During pursuit, troops often were able to move deeply
into the flanks and rear of the enemy, which created profitable conditions for
his encirclement.
Along with frontal pursuit, usually not leading to decisive results, an even
greater place began to be occupied by parallel pursuit.
Pursuing troops were
highly capable of inflicting flanking blows and disturbing deliberate enemy troop
withdrawals, disrupting his retreating maneuver, and destroying the retreating
group by elements.
At the same time, the possibilities increased for the retreating
side as to active counteraction against the advancing troops and a quick withdrawal
of their own forces.
Under these conditions, pursuit has taken on a more intense
and dynamic character.
Its success began to depend entirely on the time gain and
the rate of advancing forces.
An important role is played in pursuit by tank and mechanized forces.
Possessing greater mobility and shock force than rifle formations and units, they
could accomplish swift thrusts, preventing the enemy fron retreating to imp.ortant
objects in his rear; they blocked his departure route and with flank strikes
smashed his retreating columns, oreventing him from disengagins. and moving to new
areas and to prepared sites in his rear.
Support aircraft have inflicted assault and bombing strikes on. retreating
enemy columns and on his reserves (moving from the rear). it has prevented the
enemy from occupying defense positions, it has disorganizec traffic on roads,
creating stoppages, and has thereby helped friendly grouni foi..es to overtake and
destroy the retreating enemy.
The widest use in purs.auit has beon enju(yed by advance d,-taciments, dispatched
from tank and rifle forinatcns and un~ts.
Poldly and audaclc.-jsly penetrating
enemy positions, they destroyed his rear r-,:.ard subun.it[;, enveloped his routes
of retreat, and seized importan" rhjects and areas in hi,. r:ýar, thereby ensuring
the successful advance uf primar,,y forces.
F'.rthcrmore, th: c.nture anJ 1-olding
of defiles, crossings and passes by ,advance detachments on enemry retreat. routes
have led to the forced accumulation o0 retrratinr, forces, lowered the rate of
retreat, and promoted their disorgani:;ation and defeat.
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It in the post. pursu¶t ajte•.,a td only when an offensive was uOis ri developmerut,
chliofly during ckmbat at. an operational de eisa depth, then now, as a result of
inflicting powerful nuclear and conventional fire strikes on enemy defense2, its;
breakthrough can be a,.iieved much faster; camnsequenltl&,
favorable conditions ia r
pursuit can sometimes it; cre'ted at tho very begintning of an offensive.
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Nuclear weapons end tine mo.htanizatlon of forces increase the capabli.ties cl
tihe pursuing side, as we!l as prorcate the realization of evcni more, decisive goals
in past wars, and In shorter perlods.
This, if in past wars as a result of
pursc t profitable pr('requJsites were uo'al ly created for dcfeat5.ng the enemy,
destroying the retreating forces was very difficult and required much time; now,
,wen pursuing an enemy, such losses can to Inflicted that he will bt deprivcd

completely ot h-s combat capability.
However, it wc.'uld be erroneous fo believe, under contemporary conditions,
that success would be easily achieved, assuming that pc,'.sult will occur in a nonstop,
swift march.
We must realize that the retreating side is quite capable of witnorawing forces from unier an attack.
It can inflict
nuclear strlkes on pursuing
forces, create nuclear barrters along their routes, and create all
manners of
obstacles.
All this will complicate the pursuit, and will increase its intensity.
Under contemporary conitions, when actions by the opposing -,ides turn into
a unique contest of mobility, of paramount importance are the time gain and the
S•uarnntee of maximum pur-3uit tempo- Only then will pursuing troops be successful
in defeating retreating forces, if t..ie2, can ke-ep the enemy from maneuvering, wreck
his plans regarding lihe guarantee of a systernatic retreat, and hamper his use of
nuclear weapons.
Otherwise, the retreating side will be free to act, and the
rheP greater the rate of pursu;t, the greater the
pursuit will be unsucces-tul.
possibilities will be available to friendly forces to ruin the enemy plan for a
maneuver, to breaR up his troop groupings, and destroy them; also, it will be
more diffic'ult for the retr-eatlng forces to use their nuclear weaponi3 efieCtively.

i-

To guarantee a high rate of pursuit, It is importaýnt to foresee ahead of time
the possibility of an enemry retreat, and not to allow his breakaway from advancing
forces; it is elso important to move rapidly in the pursuit, and by swift actions
to keep the retreating forces from moving to useful points; pursuit must be conducted with the full efforts of forceer involved, allowing no short pauses or stops.
The basic efforts of reconunai5ss-ance are 6d.rected toward revealing the beginning
of a retreat, the composition of a retrvating Sorer, and the direction of its
movment
h r
Pursuit is

begun immediately upon the initiative

who discover the retreat.

of' the subunit commanderi;
By their dcclsiv,ý. actions they
eliminate subunits of

enemy cover and, making use of breaks and intervals in his combat formation, move
swiftly to the flanks and to the rear, attempting to prevent the enemy from
capturing important road juncticno,
cemronding heights, ani crossings.
What is
most important is not to give the enemy any respite, to block all
h't attempts
to withdraw hi! troops from under attack, and to prevent him from srs,.ematlca!iv
retreating or occupyin, defenses at useful -sites. Strikes on separated group' rre
inflicted, as a rule, in sirlde and in short order.
For this only a part of the
Primacy forces, usually the most mobile and combatpursuing forces ts deployed.
.4d,,
+tc.
the routes which are nara]lel to the retreat routes of primart
ene.my
forces; they will sever these routes, isolate then, separate them into parts, and
thereby create profitable conditions for their subsequent destruction.
Such
a modus operandi will become most characteristic in

a nuclear war.

Under contemporary conditions we dri
not exclude the possibility of frontal
purauit, especially when d-ie to prevailing conditions it is not immediately
But frontal pursuit need not lead to
possible to mcavt to the enemy's flank,
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It is best conducted on a wid, front, in c:ombination
rectilinear frontal strikes.
with pursuit along parallel routes; here attempts should be made to hinder the
enemy and to strike suddenly on his flanks. A wide fl r' maneuver and the use of
forces and materiel are necessary to attempt. to cut of' and to deo'fat enemy forces;
these measures should be taken in interaction with forc-s which ar(: engaged in
Under contemporary conditions, when the advancing fTorces have
parallel pursuit.
nuclear wcapons, frontal pursuit can quickly turn into oarallel pursuit.
An important role in ensuring a.decisive and swift pursuit is presently
The efforts of advance
played by advance detachments and tactical airborne forces.
detachments are directed toward preventing the enemy from capturing useful objects
along his retreat route - road junctions, crossings, and defiles - to disorganize
his movement, to lower the rate of retreat, and to force the enemy to concentrate
his forces, thereby ensuring profitable conditions for nuclear strikes on him.
But if the mission of advance detachments is to capture the most important objects
in the immediate rear of the retreating forces, then the depth of airborne landing
The basic goal of airborne landings is to
operations can be more considerable.
the advancement of reserves,
disorgeni;e any systematic enemy retreat, to delay
They must facilita t e their own forces' rapid
and to block their maneuvers.
Maintaining close
surmounting of natural obstacles and defensive boundaries.
interaction with advance detachments, airborne units will render essential aid tc
forces pursuing the enemy from the front and the flanks, and will promote the
Located in the operational depth of
enemy's quick cispersal and ultimate defeat.
the enemy's defense, they (in a number of cases) can successfully solve -uch
important problems as destroying the means of enemy nc:clear attack, his means of
Besides calpturing and holding varicus
antiaircraft defense, and his control points.
objects, airborne units can carry out surprise raids on rear ireas of the enemy,

his retreating columns and control points, causing panic amunG, enemy forces.
Continuity plays an important role in successful pursuit.

Decisive and

persistent pursuit, carried out at a high rate. and at great depth, demora!Uzes

The experience gzrined
retreating forces and leads to their more rapid defeat.
In such operations as
in the Great Patriotic war is instructive in this scns5.
the Byvlorussian, Yn~skc-Kishinev, East Prussian, Visio-Oder and certain others,
Fursuit continuity -,;as
pursuit was continuously (.,,ducted for several days.
achieved by different methii. : by periodically alternating pursuing forces, by
using second echelons and riserves, by the wide use of' advance detachments, the
Under
p.)erations.
.;e of' dark, and by utili7ing special detachments for nii~ht.
":ontemoorary conditions, pursuit continuity will be achieved ma:inly by increasing
efforts, by continuously providing forces with air support, and also by
fire
introducing fresh forces from the rear to destroy advance enemy reserves, to destroy
his ;:eparated forces, or to replace subunits of the first echelon which have
suffered heavy losses and have lost their combat capability.

CI. A P T E R

VIII

DEFENSE
The Essence of Defense
Dffense as a form of combat action appeared simultaneously with offense.
Usually the weaker side, or the one that (considers it LLlprofitable to inflict the
first blow, resorts to defenso.
The purpose of' defenrive actions iS to repel the attack of superior enemy
forces, to inflict considerablte losses on the enemy, to hold occupied positions
and to create conditions for transition to tha offensive - derived from the factor
of inequality of forces.
The defenders try to make up for a laclc of forces and
means by selecting tactically suitable terrain and fortifying it.
The importance of defense in diffe:ent wart, and even In different stages of
the same war, has not been equal, but has been determrl.uea mainly by the state of
forces and means of armed combat.
Thus, after a very short mareuverinS period,
the First World War took on a protracted positional character.
M. V. Frunze defines the reason for the appearance of positional forms of
war thusly: "Position warfare developed through the inability of the combatants
to find a solution through a direct mass attack.

On the other hand,

objective

conditiorAs in face of the limited territory and the latest technique allowed each
side to rejict a rapid solution and to defend stationary positions.
The result of
thesn factors wap position tactics with its characteristic immobility and scability
of fronG lines."'
Many bourgeois military theoretlcirnia

tried to

the offensive
4-f.
crisia

duriu
the First World Wn& on th1c fact that such combat means as machine guns,
rapid fire cannons, and tanks are considerably more powerful in defense than '.
offanse, and therefore they affirmed that in the future all war would be positx..ial.
However, when the poorly preparej and ttchnically weak a%-L-es of bourgeois
Poland, France and other capitalist a-ates, dirt oted by corrvpt governments, in
the very beginning of the Second Worlc War did not resist the powerful forces of
Fqecist Germany, then certain bourgeoin mtlitary theoreticians fell to the other
ext':eme.
They began to affirm that d'.fevq!, as a form o' combat actions, had lost
Its importance, that contemporary meanZ of cuppression permits an attacker to
Inflict striker of such force that no defe: se can withstand them.
1M. V. Frunze.
Voyen'zdat, 1950, p.

Izbrannye prcizvedeniya.
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At the zam. time, the last wmr showed that defnce Is a tonted and temp)orary
Only a doecisive )ffen:i've can achieve
It cannot be an cad in Jtself.
phenomenon.
Nuclear weapons, rockels of different ranges, great
victory over the enem~y.
saturation of troops with tanks and other combat vehicles shrrpŽ.y Increased the
In contemporary war the opp, sing sides will
of troops.
offensive possibilities
Ilnwever, even in these
try to attain their objectives by a decisive offense.
conditions troops will be forced to resort t, mrorarily to the defense in a number

of cases.

W

Transition to the defenai'.e can occur in thocn airs n wher-e offense is impossiblc
or inexpedient and also when econ:niy of forces and means Int sorn_ areas is
necessary to ensure an offensive In anotý.•r. morc importani and advantageous
In
Tnis means that the defense will be used chiefly in secondary areas.
area.

" r-isin cases it can also be uced in the most important areas, where offensive
a( Lions will be conducted, for instance, in an unsuccessful outcome of a meeting
eng;agement or when repellinE attacks, of superior enemy forces.

JE

of
Some units can pass to the defense to support the flanks rnnd rer
advancing groupings, to reinforce captared lines (objectives), Rnd on th, s3eacoast

Srepel amphibious landings and naval and airborne attacks of the enemy (Fig. 32).
The application of defence on a tactical scale Ji based on the fact that it

a number of strong aspects which have not lost their importance
-•
c ondit•ions.

in

has

contemporary

Thus, the defender can prelimisiarily select the site for the defense,
effectively use its advantages, equip the occupied positons in the engineering
sense, protect his forces and means from the nuclear strikes and fire of the
In defense troops
attacker, and create favorable conditions for conddcting battle.
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defender can resist the attack of a stronger attacking group.
More often than not contemporary defense must ib uubordi;eted to the interests
Defending troops are called on to
of 'he offense and m'ust serve Its purposes.
hold definite regions of terrain for an attack in other direQtions or a forthcoming offensive, to gain time for the concentration of addlitional forces and
transittion to a decisive offensive
for enetmy.
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active defense on a qualitatively new basis, wide maneuvering of forces and means,
and the conducting of owerful, counterattacks.
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strikes, air s-trikes, artillery fire: an-rd &!so Jr, tanlk and motorized
As
infantry attac.tu Intended to divn-pý• the planned organizsion of t;he dellense.
a result, rimultanleously witq the creation of the neeessary g',rouplng of fo.rces
• A~nd Uý-e Organization of fire system and with engineoir equipment of .•
and means
positions, In ce.rtai-n areas tie defender mu~t repel the attack; of the enem7! wid
the con--sequences of a nuclear attack. It will often be
---- • -:kete reduce
ta
me.aiure_
necesbary to fiýýI:t te improve the occupied positl,)n and remove centers of enemyi
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-'ftao- ofr dxý,eritse will bý.- c3.:" remely ilmited , W-heraas
N{ow clIlt U611-- fQ1" thUtetu
befoaye no less than 3-4 Oc•s was required for an ertemy groupin6• t--. app•roazh thle
defense or foot over a dist--•ce of 100-120 km, nlow on34, 4-5 hours is neeudn (or
about C-7 .hours, ta•.ing into acciount deployment Into combat foritation). With
transition tc the defensive as a result of an unsuccessful encoiumte," the tim for
it~s organization will be even less.
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Turning the forces to the defensive with no enemy contart in limially carried
out in. secondary areas and on the-seacoast.
Second echelons and reserves also
pass to the defensive with no enemy contact.
In passing to the defensl've with nQenemy contact, as I rult:, the troops havo
more time to develop the defense and also have the best conditions for'a
thorough
study of the terrain both in depth and on'approaches to;the first
line of defense,
for the selection of the most favorable defensive lines, construction' of the
combat formation, organization.of fire.system
nd maneuver, and for operatlon of
engineer facilities
in fortification of the positions.
However, at present we must consider that the attacker has the means.to deliver
a nuclear weapon at any distance.
Therefore, even in the organization of defense
with no enemy contact the"troops must be in constant readiness for quick
liquidation of consequences of nuclear attack.
Along with these basic conditions troops will pass to the defensive when the
activity of the enemy, the ratio of forces and means, the conditions of the
terrain, the radiation situation, the season, climatic and meteorological
conditions, and the time for organization of the defense will be the most "'Averse.
The influence of these conditions is always considered and is reflected in the
decision of commander for the defense and in the determination of the order of its
organization and conductihg.
Nature of Contemporary Defense
With the appearance and development of nuclear weapons and other new means
of combat, and also with the consequent increase in forces and depth, the strike
of a defense underwent considerable changes.
The use by an attacker of nuclear weapons, rockets, large numbers of tanks,
armored carriers and other means of combat increases the requirements for defense.
At the same time a:defender, sharing these means, can inflict
a deci~ive defeat
on the main grouping of the attacker and create conditions for rapid 'ýurning
to the offensive.
Nuclear weapons render the greatest influence on the nature
rcf the defense and methods of conducting it.
They have not only changed the
outline of the defense, but they have also required the development of new
methods for conducting it.
Cuch changes are quite regular.
In the past, when the main force of advancing
troops was infantry, the defense had mainly an anti-infantry character.
With
the appearance on the battlefield of massed quantities of tanks, aircraft,
artillery,
and poisonous gases the defense began to create antitank, antiaircraft,
antiartillery,
and antigas defenses.
The application of these means considerably
increased the possibilities of creating a firm defense.
Contemporary defense will be conducted in conditions of wide use by the
advancing enemy of nuclear and chemical weapons, great forces of tanks, aviation,
pilotleps means of attack, and airborne landing forces.
Therefore, the most
important requirements for defense now are that it be stable and active, capable
of antinuclear and antitank action, able first
of all
actively to counter an enemy
nuclear attack, to resist strikes by means of mass destruction, to repell massed
tank attacks, and, in the case of breakthrough of enemy tanks in depth, to destroy
them.
At the same time contemporary defense should be antiaircraft, antimissile,
antiartillery
and Rntiairborne landing.
Stability is the broadest requirement for defense.
By stability we mean the
ability of the defense to resist powerful strikes of the enemy by all types of
attack, to repell the offensive of superior forces, not to allow drops and actions
of airborne landing forces, to hold important areas of the site, and to destroy
groupinGs of the enemy when ne nmakes a vredge in the defense.
Defensive activity consists Gf constantly striking the enerLy with all
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and lines with maneu%;ýring actions of troops.
An imnortant feature at' conitemporiry defense i,: the- fu~rther dispersion of
troops along the front and also :in iU'Pt~h.
ncf' o~picriaSprsiofl wni one of
.the first methods of solving the problem ()f'
PtiV
O•'15(1,
Or
') nI
increasing the stability of defense in condition: . n ý1.>
ta
r
S:
nur-loor
weapons.
There is the opinion that as smaller nuclear wah
adsatpnear thrc- rc
of dispersion of troops on the battlefield will incr-ar'as.
At firnt, whenrlf~(
minimum power of nuclear warheads was limi.te.d to 20 kt, dispersion war
cndlucted
down to the battalions level, with intervals createdJ between battalionr;.
*<

-,

With the appearance of nuclear warheads of le
than 20 kt (d]own 'Vo 1 1kt),
t
further dispersion of defending troops was required aind !.nterval.s were eýrcaited
between companies. Creation of nuclear warheads of ls;than I kt caise dioCria
of subunits down to the platoon' (Fig. V)
Thus, contemnorary defense in the s-cale of units,; is orpgo-nized on a
discontinuous front.
However, dispersion c~innot brz. infinit'-.
it ,.hould. not disturb the integrity
of the defenise or hamper coorditnation of fire em the coordination or control of
subunits. With emecessive dispersion of first echelcn troops we cannot compel the
advancing foe to concentrate his. cobt formations~ so rhOt the.-y present P oo
tari7et for a nucý..ear strike. Th-_ oresencr of large inte-L71ols can facilitaite ",he
enemy In surmounting the defense.
Therr-fore.. vihin Prmlyinrg disrýersion, ý.re murst
;always con:;idaEr the possibility of succ' f,,ful fitif£ llment a combat
iin.
Dispersion of defending troops 91=7, th

'rr'cnt. hn'i,

a

i

about orn ý-x: -i.nsion

cfithe defensive front.
This has also b: n pro~rotr~d
h'increased cma
eanahilities of troops in connection wi-th thier beii!
n0 cuipped eiith ':nOc
sm-oosconsiderab-le tank concentrations, nra;ast
ar
weapo)cns, 3rnc other sew
means of combat.

The process of dis3persion of defending troops in depthl occlarred sirmultatneousl7y
with dispersion along the front.
This was cauvsed by an afttem~pt tF'o decreaseoý troop
losses from nuclear strikes, to hamper the exposure of the defenise sys,-em andl
ýonnequent~ly destniction of defending troop.s by a nucleaýr ,leapon, anc, to crearte Cc
increansing counteractiýon against the advancincr enemy;.
3Dt:-ncrsion of defenlingT troops nlonC the f'ront arnd in dlepth, the presfnice of
coniderable Intervals betwcen sýubunits and unitsý, an,] nlso the increased IbiJl:c
a~ttacker to inflict
:-udden thrusts *rom different di recticonc; anC, to s
Ise1n:lnd Inirs- hlar produeiced a: ci ot
,n
hr
1F-~eh
.k
neoh

~Malrai;,T.
,Vx~irL
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loano Ir dtogrec 'aToiupnrnian of troops in
*Fig~.
dofernfe with dcvclopmtrat o: nuclcaz: Wtapoas.
10w It has no cicaily lexpreosed front or Aoar.
iits
c11irular chAractejr it-, all It ut.
Tho front will be wii'ro tic7 erivmy attaCku.
Th;n aiivrmoun firot-owor of the enemy nowi doer riot allow the defendecr to
1-rut
11P. m-An Vcrcr; and meman In tU- areas upon whose
rireln'lnr~v crra
During the years; of
1"ixk daporidn tho ntilibility anid ruliabiuity of the dafenue.
rrtmtu
the Second Wanld War thii wan poefibir,ý sincm tho power and the range of fire
Otaeni
Urn 1 the enomy, havir'l established the bies,
ryieshef wnie cornniderably ornallmnr.
onl them
tim mfl'ln fvticrh and macni of tVic defendert are voncentia~ted, Ca~n JInlict,
dgcifityc nluclear Arnd firv. strikes.a

I

Thereforo, dlsps. vl,;m, wide maneuvers by nucleir weapoils, by tire of
Andlby second echelons and reacervotn on decisly', directions,
tL'fentLI(ioftl 'nuahek,
vi.d countcnt.ttack art) ro'i the basic methods of combat for holdtr'a9 areun upon which
of
the
defirsý depenids.
Un-- stability

*

'i'to problem of p~rotteting troupr from weapons of mans destruction in all
armu.: Ir aolvqdtl rst onily thruoughl thvr 31mj'ersiv-1 of troorps and their mant-,ver
fill tin tcttlefolid', but alsou througha W.211 app;lication or r~haflse of mechanirottior&
to fo lfry pouitlung, quick ruinirav of tnglraccring constructions1 and ski)llful use
cit tir j~rutect~ve properties of the terrain. An a ronuit contonmoxuzry dclZearise In
by R roci..ctin or the tiwo for rortiryi:li terrain cund, conrequently,
chsnt-rctclite
(A haighur tempio of its creation.
To achieve ota-bility of defense concealing the locatioti of troupe and uuin&,
If time costy cin be
notw that. before.
ca'nocflage take ox. even greater tricanLngt
bifi to
fouled As to U10 true conotruetlolo uef the duil'e'sse, the defender Call Co111y10
drj'Thy .imnttxrc~ly arid to tinflIct niuclear strikonc or. empty arose. To Caeucin the
cOovo arid falre dafetnse arid conduct entinuclcsir
enumr~y on10 Lfftf cr-sAtO tuniflof
manouVorus.

-

Arntinuclear m:aneuvers consist of rtw-6ing troop deployment,

regions of deftrm6e,

and positionu in order to prtvent the a"--nry froi inflicting accurate nuclear
attik•as, lower the effectiveness of his fire effect, and thc.eet" increase the
combat abilily of the troops.
The decisiveness of objectives fought for by both the attacker and the
6csendor and the application of nuclear weapon& by both sideq in the basic areas
will load to fierceness and intensity of defensive actions, rapkbi and sharp charges
of the situation, and dee[ mutual bteak-ins.
Combat actions will be conducted
ais-Altaneously at different depths.
Deep break-in by the enemy after nucJear strikes alonf wtt an approach to
the flanks and in the rear of the defending trcops, air drops in depth of the
*defense, the posaibility at cutting off certain units and subunits and their
iselrltilo will demand from eotmmnders and staffs broa.d initiative at all .tevelb.
The a'fsence of orders or ,nstnuctions from the senioi co mander shoulo not causs
a delay in the decisive actions af subordinate commanders in a favorably complex
T1 s enormous power of contemp Y-&ry means o0'destruction and "Lhe corplux
character of defensive actions require of all personnel the manifestatton of high
morale and combat characteristJcs to an ever greater degree.
High politic&l
consciourness, organization and discipline, boldness, resourcetalness, fira
stability, and the willtgness to expeFA one's own forces and lives to accomplish
the mission at hand are extremely important factors for the achievement o0 lucceiS
indefense.
The baneL of high stabllity and ectivity of defense are ensured in its
construction.
By construction uf defense we usually mean the creation of a combat
formation (battle order), the engineering organization of defensive positions,
and also the organizatlon of the fire system.
Combat Foruation of Troops
For the defenbe of troops we apply the appropriete comba? formation.. The
requirements of the combat formation, the cQmposition of its elements, their
pur.oso --n'. cn the order of the disposition on the terrain h y-echanged continuoups.y.
Thia was determtneO ma!.nly by the deve2.opmrnt of MaCno of cotbat, the level of
preparatlon and morale qualities of the pereornel, and also by the methods of
offense applied at different stages in the devc).opment of militarj art. Especially
great changes in construction of combat formation of troops in defense occurred in
tho course of the First World War and the Great Patriotic War.
In the First World War in connection vith the increase in fire power anM
attack
of theanppijqd
attaui.ei
the combat
troops inh defence,
contrastforce
tro tnon
earlier
(ctmbatformntion
unit and of'we've),disptra•s'in into
echelons. They w;ere disposed ons, after the other in order to eonsiderably lower the
effeotivenesof 01 eneny artillery U:-c and to create growýng counteraction during his
advance in depth (Fig. )4).
A division formed a combat formation in one or two echelons with separation
of the general reserve, while a regiment most frequently formed in three echelone.
Second echelons (reserves) of divisions prepared and occupied positions at such
a distance that the attacker could not 3imultaneously conduct artillery preparation
tn regiments of the first and second ec telons, and to attack the positions of
regiments of the second echelon (reaerv,) he was forced to regroup his forces and
transfer the artillery to a new firing site. The depth of combat formation of
the division was 5-6 Km, and in a number of cases, oven mwore.
initially tVa
a-econd eihelone (reserves) were used to replenish losses of the first echelons anMI
subsequently tj inflict counterattacks, although the latter did not obtain wide
applicatton.
The intreased quantity of artillery required definite forms o its use in
combat.
Artillery groups started to be organized and, as in the offensive, were
designated according to the nature of the missions accomplisLed by tharn: general.
At the end of the war
purpose, counterbattory, firing on long-range tsrg-3-tu.
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there were cases of hnlding back aitilicry units and using then as an antitank
reserve.

*

After the F..rst W-'rld War dispersal of the combat formation of divisions
and units into echelons wai finally fixed. Artillery groups (infantry support and
long rango) were also developri. Viens on the creation of reserves were shaped
Alcng with the general reserve, artillery-antJtank r,:d tank
more clearly,
reserves started to be formed.
In the Grent Patriotlc War the development of combat formation of t-oops in
defense followed the Jt-ne of their even greater enheloning in depth, an Increase
la the quantity cf clements of the combat formation, and a change in their
qualitative composition.

*

In the defensive battles of 1941, due to a deficiency in forces and means,
Soviet troops acted on 01ide fronts. T;ht-refore, combat formxtic-ns of divisions
and regiments were constructed in one echelon along with comibined-arms reserves.
Artillery
Artillery was used only by &rtll.ery gioups tn sq.pport of infartry.
antitank reserves usually were not t'ermed in vi-,zA of she low quenaity u, antitank
artillery, With this construction of combat formation the enemy blr-ke through the
bsttle fovmation of ofviaions rather rapidly uith tank groups, emerged on Vie flanks
enid in the rear of our th-oops, and c,-,mpelled them to withdraw.
combat capabilities of'
i942 in the defense of Stalingrad the increased
ard ' inits and also the increased amount of reinforcements given them,
eF•c€ntitcnk, all]owat combat tormations of divisions defending in the maIn
0
.
1I", tw. e.zhelQýa, to create more powerful a-.tillery F•roups az.v to
ae( ..
Furthermore, in certain civ isions
anti'ank and tink reserves.
assig.ti;t]er.
as an elecraent of the corbit formation a for..tified antitank area was crt:.atzd with
the assigned antitank artillery. It was p.!.L.ced in the most critictl avenue of tank
approach in the depth, usually between the first and second echelons of a divisicr.
in

4c.matlvi

In subsequent periods of the war similar organi.ation of combat formnations
Rectoration of the corps
was not only secured but obtained further development.
unit An 1943 created conditions for cons.derable increase in the depth of combat
The presence of three divisiuns in a corps permitted pitting one
formations,
division in the second echelon of the corpn.
The first echeJons of regiments, divisions and corps played, as a rule, the
main role in repelling enamy attack and holding occupied positiona end zones.
Second echelons delayed the idvance of the enemy by fire from piepared positions in
the rear or, under favorable circumstances, sfr.gccd a counterattack to dest-oy t-o
enemy wedge in the defense and reotoiG the position.
To support closer coordination of the artillery with the infantry and tanks,
Instead of Infantry support ano luog ra.nge groups, regimental, battalion and
corps artill'~ry grounr were formed with direct ,ubordination to their respective
attle -Por of notit onklfeservieos ad mobile
codMeacdens. Anwrtelek fortsfedtreas,
but also or
only forteatons
order of
battle groups
Antiars cf thl
detachmenits
in the combat formation
-erenotcreated
artillery
sualler units. Antiaircraft
ne war the depth of the combat
Toward the end of ..
of the division and corps.
formation of a diviA:iua was 6-8 km and of a corL , 1i,-20 kin.
In the course of defensive battles the rol,e of bat lalJons was increased
considtrtA2.y. A battalion area occu-pied 2-3 km along the front an( 1.5-2 km in
To increasu thejI
depth and was the bario of th( defen'se of every posit2on.
stability In an antt.tans c:"enue battlion antitank nodes or powerful antitami
stiong points were created in battalion areas.
Upon the equipping of a.rumbnbr or armies with nuclear weapons the requirements
for construction of combat formations increased considerably.
Thn combut foicuation of troope in the defense should ensure the following: the
most ef 'ective aTvplication of nuclear ano conventicnal fire means to destroy the
enemy on appioaches to the defer-e, In front of the FEBA and with break-in into the
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defense, and at the same Lime the least vuncrabl.itt
of the defender to nuclear
rtriKx.. and fire of the atcscker; maximum uor of favorable conditions of the
terrain and its engineering orgqization; poseibility of accomplishing wide
maneuvers by forces and means in the course of battit, .!ft-•cti•g a growing
counteraction, and also a repid destruction of an enemy that has penetrated into
the depth of the defense;
effective 7ombqt with the air enemy a-,,, airborne
innding forces; convenience of cont-ul of the defend-ng troops Rn! possibility o,'
suppoiting, continuous coordinated action.
~
I,, conditions of contemporary comoat a deoper and more -eceloned strucoure of
the combat formation is necessmnry, on tne oie -,and, to, decrease the vulnerability
of troops to enemy nuclear and fire strikes and, on the other haLd, to ensure
condittons for vide mereuve.'r,
end the.ueb•, not allowing the enemy to use resukts of
nuclear strikes, to render growing counteraction, to force him to concentrate and
create favorable targets for nmclear strikes, and to ccmpiete his destruction 'hy
coi'.terattackls of' second echelons from the depth.
Decisive destruction Js now inflicted on an advancing enemy mainly by nuclear
strikes, Lire of all. forms c" weapons, and also by forces aud means in the rear
defense.
*

The mission of tnte first echelon Is
mvterial ot the enemy, "co hold important
enemy and to create favorable conditions
and counterattacks of the tccond echelon

to inflict losses on the active force and
regions, to delay! the advance of the
for his destruction by nuclear weapons
(reserve).

I

Tie main purpose of the second ech-elon (reserve) is to complete the destr.uction
of an enemy breal -in In a previously selected region by using results of nuclear
strikes.
Consequently, tne mission which previously was of secondary importance for
the second echelon (reserve) now becomes a mission of partmount importance,
Of course, In conditions of the application of nuclear weapons ccunterattack
is not always possible.
Therefore when there are no favorable conditions for
counterattncks, the second echelon (2eserve) wfl: solve the problem of destruction
of the attacker b- fire from a halt, from positions occupied previously or in
the course of the fight.
Az a result of nuclear str'ikes by the attacker considerable breaches can
be formed in com at formations of the first echelon, and the troops in its composition
sufferconditions
su'h losses
not be
able to
fulfill can
their
mission. will
In these
the that
use they
of thewill
second
echelon
(,reserve)
be
required to provide part of its forces either to close the gsp' in the first
ohp7ln

n•

I

rn•-.

~

sulunlts.

or).

The wide possibilities for the attacker to ise airborne landing forces after
nuclear strikes to capture important objects of the defense can necessitate
using subunits

from the rear

to

destroy or block them.

Thus second echelons (reserves) in contemporery defense obtain multipurpose
as:;ignments,
carrying out counterattacksj reinforcement or replacement of
trDops of the first echelon to close breaches forried by enemy nuclexr strikes;
holding positions in depth of the d-fsnse- and carrying cut otl.er missions.
So that second echelons (reserves) can carry out such important and diverse
m!inusons, they are now given lbrger forces and means than be~ore.
A similar
tendency is noted in a number of 'oreign armies.
In. some armies the basis of
determining the composition of second echelons (reserves) is their ability to
In particular, in the
Inflict powerful counterattacks after nuclear strikes.
United States

Army for

a mobile

defense

in

a mechanized division

of ten

battalions

they recommnend using five to six battalions in the second echelon (reserve)

In other armies (for Instance, the FRG) it Is considered necessary that the
second echelon (reserve) be capable -t creating a second line of defense which
is no less strong than that of the fnrst echelon.
Therefore in its compositi,?n
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they recommend hvirn

about 17O% of ell forc-ec and means.'

When defending secondary lines, when there is a deficiency of forces and
means or gieat losses in

the course of precedine, battles,

and also when

troops can ,l5o
occupying positions in depth, the combat formation of defending
In this ch~se ticnnc ý;f the first, echelon, in
have a single echelon formaticn.

combination with other fire means,
attacker.

will play a decisive rc-le in defeatinp, the

Armored troons are preferred in the compositlon: of second echelons (rese:ves).
This will ensure the possibility of carrying out vprieo missions quickly.
Echelons are disposed in depth in such a manner that an explosion of one
nuclear warhead of 9 certain power will not immedirtely destroy tij echelons.
time their interval should ensure the possibility of closing the
the same
At
Lbreeches
formed

as a result of enemy nuclear strikes or of reinforcing troops

of the first echelon with forces and means of the second echelon t-force the -.nemy
mt7nages to surmount the defense of the first echelon across areas uf nuclear szrikes.
Dtspersior
Silmllar requirements are also placed on the deployment of the reserveE,
In depth and the increase in mobility of the trocps means tnat the second echelons
For instance, with a roblle
(reserves) can now be dispersed in greater depth.
Cefense, in the view accepted in the United States Army, the depth of location
of second echelons (reserves) is 20-25 km, aid the whole deptlh of ine combat
formation of & division is 30 km.
However, that which is charact•ristic for construction of a combat fonmstion
of defending troops as a whole (great depth, high maneuverability) is not
Even In conditions of the
completely applicable to combat format.ions of subunits.
application of nuclear weapons a battalion conducts combat actions cliefly by
Therefore, the construction of its combat formation should
conventional weapons.
On the
ensure creation of high fire power along the front anJ on the flanks.
other hand, measures undertaken for the protection of subunits from we&pons of
mass destruction take on great fmpcrtanue. All this is better attained with a
aingle-echelon construction of thý

combat •ormation

of subunits,

which permits

attack. This
enemy -ýonoentration
fire form•vtion,
mears to repel
greatest
use of the
simultaneous
a greater
combat
dc.pth amournt
of tn•e of
In the
produces a decreave
of it along the front and, consequently, less vulner-ability to nuclear strikes
of the enemy,
In a battalion area of defense a different -isposition of companies is
possible (Fig. 35): one of the companies can be set out for-.;ard or bac,
forming a fire pocket, and on an open flenk they can be disposed in echelons.
Platoons are disposed similarly in the company ýupport point.
With construction of the combat formation Df a bt.ttalion in one echelon a
reserve is separated, as a rule, in the compocition of a reinforced motorized

r-fle

or t:nK platoon.

Two- 3chelon construction of the battalion combat formation is not excluded.
I-.this case the front of defense of the battalion will decrease from 5 km to 3-4
km, and the depth of the battalion area will be increased somewhat, which will
make it more stable in repelling unemy attacks. Ltut it is necessary to consider
that the battalion area in two-echelon construction of the combat formation is
similar in form to a circle and therefore becomes a mort- profitable cbJect for
T2herefore, it is erpedient to construct the combat formation
a nuclear strike.
of a battalion in to echelons only when it is necessary to increase the depth
o.' defense, for instance, in the defense of an important area on the forward edge
of a defile cutoff from main forces of the regiment.
Hu
Middl'dorf, F. Rukovodstvo po taktike (Ma'iual on tactics).
House ol.' freign Liter-ature, 190U, p. 3511.
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Vriants of cIostruction of the combat forma-j mol or:1.-o(d

r~f1-

1,aftnllorn

in

defense.

LF;END
R

niot. pl. = maortar platoon
/uc = iiotrized rifle
cj--mpany

1,|rc wio pl = moto~rj] ,od rifl,, comj)ný,k
irpl = iit
Pj1
(1r1 .
j
The combat

less a platoon

orin.zsd rofle platoon
rfreso
motorlzed rifle
blttaldon
[ot tonfrrmed -c Trans. Ed.y

wormai•n 1f v t)-

edttalion is

lispersed
along the front and in

depth

in such
manner that one nuijlear warhead will not, strike more than one company.
The int, riQls betveen ecompjnies
hoald ensure preservation of fire communication
between th, sutbunits, prilt,.ri]y antitank fre
Tlese r,.ýquirements correspori to
ir,.tervals between ci,,m: iini o along the front and in denth In a range of 1-1.5 km,
A decreazc in iI)1ertl:; wI]l ir,'reac- the nielae ,bitlitiy of the subunits to
nuclear meansw,
and a lui'ther Jiirease in them will lead to disturbance of fire
communIcathon 'between tie
Fu.
miLl.:..
The dfenrse will lose fire continuity, and
the enemy will be able t,) destrc. the sube,nits In detatil.
Expansion of .n(emy capabillties to use nuclear weapons requires further
dispersion of the combat formation of a company so that one nuclear explosion will
not strike more than one platoon.
TakinC this into account, in the company strong
point the platoons are now disp-,re'
with intervals up to 300 m, which •re covered
by fire of not only ani ittinli c'ino but also small arms of all
forms.
Dispersion of subiunlts incremues their role and independence L, holding the
designated Ationg pI4ntL and in covr-.-ing by fire
ti-- intervats wilth aamceJnen unit-.
This also requires a circular foritilon of the defense of subunits up to a
platoon inclusively.
It is necessary I o consider that the smeller the subunit, the fewer ac!e the
advantages given by dispq•rsion and construction of combat formations 'nto a line.
Thus, I-or instance, th.t uld eon and the strong points it forms occugty -). the
site so rma).l a sectto-n (300 m along the front and 200 at in depth) that the
resis1;tance of the platoon a
tres nut depend on the force of the nuclear
dmoet
wacheads used or on the struclura of the combat formation (Fig. 36).
Therefore,
it it. inexpedient to disper:se tie
platoon and attempt to put its
position in
a str
ttt
ltn e.

*

In iJs combat c;ja).
il tic
(.l" )oipan is able to defend a strong point up
to 1, km along the front. -Afn] OC, m iin .hplh.
If It Is concidered that one tank
or cannes: in the lefeur*' -rýn knoel: outt at least two attacking tanks.
A motorized
company, re~inforetiA with ai p2 iloon of tanks and a platoon of other anti-'
rifle
tank maenna (takiointi,.o a,count hand antitank gienade launchers), van also knock
out up to 20 tanks; of the enermy.
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Degree of destruction of defensive objects

Kndcircular
having

linear configuratol.

b3 nuclear

strikes of various y1elds (with identical -- osition of
the epicenter of the nuc.ear explosions).
On the front of the company defense end its flankc (C.5-2 km) one and A half
Inflicting 50% or m:ire losses in
or two tank companies of the enemy can attack.
tanks on the enemy, the defending company in coordination sith adjacent units
will be able to repel the attack of thts number of enemy tankr comr,ies.
Taking into account combot possibilities of companies and intervals between
strong points (up to i-1.5 km), with a single echelon formition a battalion can
defend a region of up to 5 km. and with construction of the combat formation in
On tank-accessible terraiv a motorized
two eche7.ons, 3-4 lkm along the front.
le battalion can repel the attack of up to one tan'; battalion, and a tank
.Itf
b3t .alion, that of one and a half tank battalions, acting independentQy or Jointly
The densztj of small irms fire with
witVi motorized infantry on a front of 4-5 km.
a 5 km front cf defense of a motorized rifle battalion rirliaren repelling an attack
The depth of defense of a battalion w.,'.' botah wo-echelondarid
rf enemy infl-•try.
rig.
.
(1 ý C5).
i!ngle ec, ionl for-mation of coiauot furmation Ca- be Up to
Battalions constituting thj second echelons (r,.serveE) ret up combat
They also
fori.akiona on occupied positions accorditg to these princlple.
prspaxre to carry out counterattacks _n prescribed direction auec fu.ll'ill misicfons
For this purt'o'9 a battalion is
in covering of areas r'zb.lect to nuclear blows.
Furthermore, battalions can b., esignate• to destroy
firing lines.
one or two
given
forces.
landi-ig
airborne
enemy
Development of nudlea, weap is and meant 'f their de:.-very caused the
appearance of a qualitatively new element of combat formation of oeferuing forces;
In toe United 3tates ArcV such groupings
groupinjs that con apnly nuclear weapons.
t
In
.c...e
reat e
C
ALt tILIVblWit tllar therm are
af• honest JOhn Oa•a.lUns.
formations powerfal groupings of conventional fire meano., including permanent and
attached artillery and also antiaircraft artillery groups. which are used to cover
the 'ost important otjects from enemy air attacks.
Th-y hate become
The Importancs of special reserves has increased sharply.
highly mobile and are desigeied to cover breaches from nuclear attacks, reinforce
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anti to protect open flanks and intervals.

Thus the combat formation of defending troops at present usually includes
one or two echelons, the means of application of nuclear weapons, artillery,
antiaircraft artillery, and different reserves.
The width of the front end the
depth of combat formations of forces in defense have increased as compared to
those of the Second World War.
Further improvement of the means of combat, especially nuclear weapons, tankl;,
armored carriers and other means, and also helicopters, will lead to increases in
firo power and troop mobility on the field of battle and, consequently, to further
changes in strategic concentration, and to the strengthening of the role of small
but highly mobile subunits with high fire power.
In combat formations, as has
been noted in the foreign press, aircraft groupings can appear, as can units moved
by air or fighting with use of helicopters, aircraft and other flying means.
Defensive Positions and Their Engineering Organization
As weaponry and combat technology have developed and as troops have been
equipped with more weapons, the fire power and shock power of an attacking force
have increased, as have the role of engineer organization of terrain and the use
of the protective properties of the terrain.
Before the appearance of firearms engineer organization of a position
consisted mainly in the creation of a camp encircled by a ditch in which troops
were disposed prior to battle and could be protected after an unsuccessful battle.
Along with this fortress towns and castles were built.
The application by troops of firearms required erecting of redoubts,
lunettes and fleches, which made possible the effective use of fire means and
ensured cover for the troops from the rifle and artillery fire or the advancing
foe. Due to their great vulnerability to artillery fire, fortresses were moated
and their defense was combined with field fortifications.
With the further increase in fire power it turned out that redoubts and
lunettes were rapidly destroyed and the infantry in them had poor protection.
The best protection from fire of an attacker was ensured by entrenchments.
They
also permitted dense rifle fire to repel an enemy attack, since soldiers could
stand shoulder to shoulder in the entrenchments.
During the Crimean, RussoTurkish, and especially the Russo-Japanese Wars, during engineer organization
of terrain entrenchments obtained wide application.
To have the possibility of
stopping an enemy who had seized the first line of entrenchments, Russian troops
in the course the Russo-Japanese War made another two or three lines of
entrenchments.
Their total depth attained 2-3 km. Wire and high explosive
barriers were placed in frcnt of the first line of entrenchments.
Thus a
defensive position equipped with several lines of entrenchments and ensuring the
disposition of the combat formation of a division appeared.
In the First World War we observed a further increase in artillery and
machine gun fire power.
Therefore, when troops passed to the defensive under the
influence of heavy artillery and machine gun fire, soldiers spontaneously, without
orders from officers, organized entrenchments and developed them into-trenches.
A position of 2-4 trenches, united by communication trenches, was developed.
With
the increase in depth of echeloning of the combat formation the number of positions
increased.
Zones of defense appeared, each of which consisted of several
positions made up of a system of strong points connected by trenches (Fig. 37).
Toward the end of the wa" :In the defense three zones were created:
advanced
(covering), combat (main), and rear. The strength of the created positions and
constructions was increased.
During organization of positions favorable
conditions of the terrain were widely used; the reverse slopes of hills, making
observation more difficult, were used as well as camouflage.
Based on the experience of the First World War, Soviet military theory in
considering postwar development of means of combat and methods of attack, on the
eve of the Second World War anticipated the creation of a deep, multizone and
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densities of forces and means.
Toward the end of the wor a rifle division in
decisive areas successfully defended a zone 8-12 km wide and 6-8 km deep, and a rifl;e
corps, a zone 15-30 km wide and 15-20 km deep.
The three posi.tions in
hrhe
rrin
zone of defense were constructed in a continuous manner.
Thh
basis of e~Ih
position was battalion areas of defense equipped with two or three trenrchrŽ8 and
communications trenches.
The battalion region of defense in the most important
areas usually occupied 2-3 km along the front and 1.5-2 km in der.th.
Equipping zones and positions with a system of trenches
communication
trenches considerably increased the stability of the defense, and
since concealed
and safe maneuvering by rifle subunits in the course of battle was ensured alongr
front and from the rear, the control of forces and means and their coordination
were improved, and conditions were created for a fuller use of the capabilities
of the fire means of the infantry.
Furthermore, trenches more reliably screened
the active force and fire means from tanks, artillery fire, and air strikes of the
enemy and considerably facilitated combat with his tanks by the fire meanc, of the
infantry.
When troops were armed with nuclear weapons the question arose of finding
methods to increase the stability of the defense.
Along
the dispersion of
.roops, their maneuvering on the field of battle, and the with
use of protective
properties of the terrain, the engineering organization of the locality took on
even greater meaning.
At present the principles of construction of defensive
zones and positions take into account both the experience of the last war and
also the change in character of defense.
In contemporary conditions the defense area usually includes company
platoon strong points prepared for circular defense: firing positions of and
artiller-" mortars, tanks and antitank rocket.<, which are in the reserve of the
battalic)mmander, prepared sites for control centers; and also all
of
obstacle ýŽeas. The battalion defense area can also have firing lines,forms
lines
fcr deployment of reserves of senior commanders, and artillery firing positions.
The basis of battalion defense (Fig. 38)

is

company strong points.

Company strong points are disposed so that their fire intercepts the i•ost
probable directions of enemy attack.
They prepare for a circular defense and,
"irst of all, for combat with tanks of the attacking force.
The main requirement during organizations of strong points is not to create
targets suitable for nuclear strikes.
It is not suitable to organize strong
points on individual hills and other sharply pronounced areas of the terrain where
they can be quickly detected and destroyed by nuclear strikes.
Here it is
expedient to set up false defensive structures covered by fire.
Along with defensive positions in defense zones even greater
t'iis
to elements designated to support troop maneuvers in the course of application
battle.
A.:
before, firing positions for artillery, mortars and antiaircraft artillery are
created and sites for control centers are also prepared.
Furthermore, it has
become necessary to equip fire (launch) positions with nuclear weapons.
Methods of engineering organization of strong points, deployment lines, fli
lines, fire positions, and positions for nuclear means depend on the time avail 1';
to the defending troops.
During tran;-ition to the defensive in conditions of
direct contact with the enemy defending troops usually do not have sufficient
time to establish engineering organization of terrain.
Therefore, foxholes and
section -ritrenchments are made first, and then the basic firing sites for
tanks, armored carriers, cannons, mortais and antiaircraft artillery are created.
To protect personnel from the effects of nuclear weapons and artillery
fragments, firing positions in depth of the defense are equipped with slit
trenches and also with entrenchments for fire means and materiel.
Such simple constructions decrease injury to personnel by nuclear

weapons
n, 1.5-, times as compared to oren locations.
Engineering organization of
entrenchments and firing positions is produced usually after reco.: rissance.
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of places :or fire riLans, and the organiantion of the fir(, :y,-:.lurM
of battalLmn:;, comrn anies, end platoons.

When troops remaJn In strong points of motorized rifle
companies, trench,'s;,
anld more reliable shelters for personnel aBe created
(covered slit
trenMt e
for every section, platoon duJgouts and one reinforced
dugout with special equipnent per compa.ny).
Also the basic and reserve
firing positions an., reinforced against tanks, armored carriers, cannons, and
other fire means.

"communication trenches,

Trenehes are not dug it strong points of tank compantes.
Entrench-eents
are first ;;.Fde for tanks and attached motorized rifle
subunits, and then
entreneherinta at reserve firing positions and shelters for personnel of the
motorled iife
subunrt are developed.
Various excacators are used t
carry out the large volume of engineering
work ane the cons-r-ucton of shelters and protective constructionr.!; in ýnort time
period-.
As a result thie time required for engineering for coirpany strongj points.;
is sharply reduced.
Thus, for irstance, with one 1bulldozer in a tank compt-Y
the work to set up basic entrenchments for tanks can be carriad out In 5 hours.
The covering of all
entrensheients (basic and reserve) for tanks with the help of
three bulldozers takes no more than 10 hour-.

U

Of the combined standard shelters of the ]right type the most accessible are
considerel the shelter with franes of corrugcted steel.
ri-ey can be erected as
foundation pits and also the ground type.
ýn titUne the sheaters are equipped with
ventilation systems and hermetic door curt A.s.
Great attention in creation of combined structures in foreign armies is
allotted to the applicatlon of plastics.
It is believed that if the application
of combined metallic elements for protective structures reduces the time of
erecting them by four times, then the Introduction of plastic eiej,,ents will
enable reducing this- by eight times.
Also the total
weight of all
structural
elements recesosry for engineering oirganizatiorn of the strong point of Ln
infantry compDny il.l not exceed 2.5 t.
One of the mosat important measures undertaken to Increase the stobi lity of
defentce in conditions of considerable disprerrion of troops is the application of
a system of barriers, including antitank, anti -Infl ntry mine fields and different
land mlneo In front of the forward edge, In intervals between strong points, arý
In the course of battle barriers are established In regions of nuclear
on flanks.

trilkes and also on the most critical tank-epproach directicns by meanr of
ma.nceuver of engineer forces and means.
selection of' o) sects for nuclear strikes and
OSd 1y troops .i,. i cort•',
mstcria!,
Sto
caumuflage, meauu rtas to dupe the enemy arid varlcty in the pattern of constructlonr
For this. purpose it 5s Ide
of defensive zon',s %)d positions &rc impoirtant.
proctice to create false reserve strong points, defensive positions, and firing
iIn order to hamper the enemy's

vorce Lim; to iniflict thfe on places not o"ruli

poititione and lines.
forward position can be equipped to duc tho. enemy about
a
of the
first line of defense, to protect uubunits of first echclon from a surprise attack
In an engin' sr.ng
by •nc enem", and to repel his combat reconnaisirice advance.
SecLial attention is ,]lotted to
sense it is prepared justt as other positions.
atreapgLiening it by engir.eer barriers,
In areas where an adv8nced position LO
not credted, posltionls of comba't security can be organtr|Led.

S'The,

Englnceering organization of subunit positions is accomplished in sequence,
ensurlng their constant comtat readinets arid piotectioni from ',,- pons of mess
P.s carried out by subunrt
Direct supervislon of engineeru works
destruction.
commanders,* Works are conducted secretly, and caaouflaging of engineer con•tructiuns
ib carridu out il tile couurs of fulfillrrent of the work,
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Fire System
By fire system we mn:an tLe organized deployment arnd application of rihe
means to destroy the enemy on approaches, to the defense, in front of the forward
edge, on flanks, end who.- he wedges salients ýuh the defense.
Before the First World War the basis of fire in defense was rifle fire.
Artillery was used mainly for combat with enemy artlilery. With mass ap-plication
of machine guns in the First World War the basis of the fire system in difenue
became machine-guin fire, supplemented by mortAr and artillery iire.
With the
enpearance of Lti z antitank firs was begun.
In connection with the explosive development of armored troops after rhe
First World War tne "dl( of antitank fire in the general file system in defe-nse
was continuously Increased.
In the First World War only individual cannons of
field artillery, advanced to conduct fir( by direct laying were used for crabeat
with tanks; subsequiently special antitank artillery was created.
In the cor'bat
foxnatlon of troops there appeared artillery antitank reserves and ontitank
areas, and to repel en attack of tanks in front of the forward edge all
military artillery was used and various antitank barriers were widely applied.
Defense began to take on tn antitank character,
During the Great Ptrlot1c War antitank fire played a decisive role in
defense.
Means of combat .lt.h tanks became more diverse.
Soviet troops used
for direct laying fire, on rnks not only antitank cannons, but also 122 mm and
even 15Z mm howitzers and cannons, antiaircraft artillery and also tanks and selfpropelled artillery units. Fire of cannon and tanks by direct laying en approaches
to the forward edge was supplemented by fire of antitank guns, artillery from
concealed firing psl.tiJnz, and on the most important areas by nir assaults.
Antitank areas wo]re creaued in the depth of defense in crit'cal tank approach
directions.
Antitank barriers, established both before gnd during the battle by
means of mobile obstacle detachments, assumed mneven greater role in combatting
tanks.
The density of anti-leek fire in threatened directions in the course of battle
was increased due tc n1anouvering of antitank artillery and tank reserves and
artillery from the depth of the defense and from unattakc'ed areas.
As a result of
all
the density
of
ti•itank means over I km of the front of defense on the
most this
critical
tank approaci,
ay.es in the tactical zone of defense reached on the
average 20-P5 cannons, tanks and self-propelled artillery units.
Sueh a quantity,
of antitanK means ensured a denalty of antitank fire of up tr 200-300 rounds
por minute on I km of front, which, as experience has shown, was sufficient to
repel mrssed attacks of tanks:.
Txt application of different means for the ent ire depth of tactical zone of
the defense for eoribatting tanks, the necessity
of suaranteeina their close
coordinated action. the ourtt:ez-,b•i•,o
of b--a, 4
efonrts e.n critical tank approach
were
directions and the wide raneuver of the tanks in the course of battle all
factors responibll for the creation of a systera of antitank defense, which, as it
developed, became the basnis of defense of formations and smaller units. Beginning
in 19413 elerients of' antitank defense were organical.y joined in battalion and
compan.y areas of defense, within limits of which antitank strong points and
antitank groups were crouted.
The system of ertitank defense included company antitank strong
in battalion antItank groups, antitank areas of regiments, d`-'siona
the
regimental,
-)attalJen
ond corps
(arid
number
of eases tank
reeyrves),
and artillery
also mobileantitank
obataclerecOrves
detacuhments

points united
and corps,
in h
(Fig. 39).

antitank defense sycntes in the course of the war, the importance of artillery
fire increased.
Crfbinlnng antitank and anti-jnfantry fire, and also fire to
suppress and destroy artillery, mortars and other objects of the enemy, artillery
fire was the basis of the fire system in the defense.
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Organization

of fire

i *

sYte'm arid antitank defense of a rifle

sion fron experience of Great Patriotic War.

divi-

LEGEND
ATSP ........
TBASP ........
ATFA ........
RA 0.........
DAG .........
AATR ........
MOD rd ......
T res rd ....
rb ..........
rr ..........

antitank strong poinL
battalion antitank strong point
antitank fortlfied area
regimental artillery
group
Division artillery
group
.Artillery antitank reserve
Mobile Obstacle Detachment rifle
T reserve rifle
division
rifle
battalion
rifle
CewOIArC
t

rd ..........

rifle division

division

The o:'ga/nization of artillery fire allowed conducting remote fire attacks,
mobile and motionless barrages and concentrated and massed fire in the entire
depth of c3nstruction of the defense.
In ccnnection with the increase in the role of artillery fire in the general
fire systfcm in defense and the increase in the auanti-;y of cannons and mortars in
the forca3, the density of artillery
increased.
While in beginning of the war

the density of artillery in defense of r division (without taking into account 50
mm moritars and antitank artillery) was about 5 cannon3 per I km of front of defense,
aound
T
p-=
I~ kim
in
.IIL
cuj~I-e
of'
lu~iC1vc
oruinbat
the ini't.aly created density of artillery,
according to xhe inainifstatiotn of the
main bloo of the enemy, was increased by mancu/eriig 3rtiilley" and its
fire.
The

cr'e~tior of artillery group.-i in regiments, divisions, and corps hchieved centralized
fire cortrol of artillery and its close coordinated action with the infantry and
tanks.

A Component of the general fire system in defense

was small arms fire,

It

was

"-

4
used basically as in anti-intantry fire to cut off the infantry from tanks snd
Tn front, of the forward edge of every position, zones of continuous
destroy it.
Flank, oblique and cross
fire of small arnms wer. crenjted to a depth of 400 m.
units with automatic weapons
fire were widely applied. The saturation of rifle
permitted having a density of small arms fire of up to 9-11 rounds per minute per
meter of front in individual areas of the defense.
Fire from all kinds of weapons was combined with antitank and anti-infantry
barriers.
Barriers, as a rule, helped the defender to stop or delay enemy tanks
and infantry and thereby create the blst conditions for their destruction by fire.
Therefore, regions of the defense of subunits, flanks and firing sites of artillery
To prevent the attacking enemy from surmounting
were covered with barriers.
approaches to the barriers were covered by cannon fire
them with impunity, all
by direct laying), small arms fire, and also fire of
(set up for conducting fire
artillery
and mortars from concealed firing positions.
The increase in
construction
of all
forms was greatly influenced by skillful
effectiveness of fire
of the combat formation of troops and the use of favorable conditions of the
terrain and its
engineering organization.
The experience accumulated by our troops during the years of the Great
PaLriotic War in organizing fire systems received further development in the
postwar years.
The arming of troops with nuclear weapons did not decrease the importance of
skillful
organization of the fire system of conventional means in defense, since
it is impossible to solve all
combat problems with nuclear webapons alone.
The quantity of objects for destruction in the combat formation of an attacking
enemy has now sharply increased.
It suffices to say that in the last
three or
four years the number of tanks in the NATO armies has increased by approximately one
and a half times.
Contemporary motorized infantry of foreign armies, armed with
automatic. personal and group weapons, can fight in armored carriers and other
vehicles.
In formations and smaller units there is a considerable quantity of
means of nuclear attack and electronic equipment.
Artillery is becoming more
nuclear.
Therefore the volume of problems solvable by defending fire not only
has not.decreased but has increased.
Consequently the requirements for fire
systems have increased as well as the need for skillful
use of all
fire
means of
subunits, units, and formations in close coordination for fire
superiority over
the enemy.
Nuclear strikes are not included in the usual concept of fire.
They are
decisive means of destruction of the enemy, a new element for construction of the
defense, and should be applied primarily for the destruction of enemy means of
nuclear attack, destruction of major groupings of his troops, and the solution of
other most important problems.
Therefore, nuclear strikes fall
outside the
framework of a fire system.
At present, the ,ire system constitutes organized fire of conventional means,
i.e.,
artillery,
antilank, and small-arms fire.
It is constructed on the
combination of thee.. forms of fire and includes fire on the enemy on the approaches
to the defense, zons of continuous fire of all
forms in front of the forward
edge, on flanks, qnd in the depth of the defense, and also maneuvering of fire
for
rapid concentration on any threatened axis or sector.
Also the qpplia.ltior of nuclear weapons, thre further development of
conventional fire mrn.n•,, increased concentration of tanks and armored carriers, and
nlao increased fit ";mer
rnd shock power of formations and smaller units of the

attacker present
its

,.w refluirements to the fire system and introduce changes into

orlignlzatton.

rmne of the most important requirements of a fire system is that it now must
1,e cteated with account taken of planned nuclear strikes, and it should supplement
them..
This requirement primarily pertains to the organization of artillery
fire,
which should delay tho enemy on the lines or in regions where we can inflict
destruction on the enemy by nuclear strikes; it should r'orce him to concentrate
his combat formations and thereby create favorable objectives for our nuclear

strikes.
At the same time artillery fire should i,-, conducted In nn:: where
nuclear strikes cannot be made for some other reason.
Another requirement of a fire system is that it ensires the poss.ii,ility of
effective combat with the nuclear means of the enemy, including t.hose if ;rmall
n.se.
Destruction of small-size nuclear means should be nttained not only by
artillery fire from concealed firing posItions but also by fir of carnnnn:: f'iring
1,y direct laying, tanks and antitank guided missiles.
The basic forms of fire applied by artillery to accomplish fire miussons are:
massed, concentrated, and barrage fire and also fire on individual tarrget:;.
At present requirements for antitank stability of defense are further
the, majIor
imperialistic states with tanks and armored carriers and the considerable
improvement of combat characteristics of the tanks.
An increase Jn antitank
stability of the defense in the principal armies of the world is attained
primarily by an increase in the effectiveness of antitank means. The most
promising of there are antitank guided missiles, which ensure high accuracy.
Their
chapi charge, as the foreign military press reports, permits piercing armor 4006u0 mmn thick at a distance of 3-4 km.
Furthermore it is indicated that rccoilless
guns and bazookas will receive even greater development.

Increased because of the sharply increased saturation of armles of

At the same time maneuvers of fire, tanks and antitank means has tnken on an
even greater importance in increasing the effectiveness end power of antitank
fire since the attacker can now, with his own nuclear and fire atnacku, ni;t only
weaken the firepower of the defender but also instantly destroy elements of the
defense, strong points, and gr-ups of fire means.
As a result the integrity of
the defense and the fire system will be disturbed. In these crses the fire system
can be restored primarily by maneuver cf forces and means.
An increase in antitank stability of the defense is also attained by improving
the whole system of antitank defense, which includes: company strong points with
",ntitank means located in them; tank traps; firing lines prepared for occupation
tank troops and antitank reserves; tanks of second echelons and reserves; antitank
ceserves; artillery located on critical tank approach directions; and antitank
barriers.
The dispersion of defending troops down to the company and platoon level
decreases their vulnerability to nuclear strikes.
At the same time it increases
the requirement for independence of companies in battle in holding strong points
and, consequently, also the demand for fire power of company strong points in an
antitank sense.
With the increased concentration of tanks the possibility of using tank
traps has increased in importance.
Small tank subunits suddenly opening fire from
camouflaged positions can inflict considerable losses on enemy tanks that have
broken through breaches in the defense formed by nuclear strikes or throurh gaps
between strong noints.
This defensive technique Plso hampers the destruclion of
tank ambushes by the nuclear weapons and fire of the attacker.
In this connection
the importance oF maneuvering of tanks of second echelons and reserves is increased.
In contemporary conditions the system of antitank defense has organically
merged with the general system of defense and has become the basis for it, Now
all elements of the combat formation and subunits of all kinds of forces ere
, le to battle effectively with enemy tanks with whatever means of combat are at
their disposal.
The firepower of small arms is

now based on the fire of automatic weapsos.

The effectiveness of small arms fire has also increased owing to the application

of armored carriers equipped with laraee-caliber machine guns.

To ichieve stabllity of defense in conditions of tho applicotion of nuclear
weapons by the enemy and his increising fire and snock power it is necessary to
inflict decisive destruction on the enemy while he is still
on distant approaches
to the defense, by uzeo both nuclear wespons and fire of all means.
Tfherefore in

the fire Lystem of the contempoiary defense the importance of activity hns increarsed.
The empchasis has shli'ted to approaches.; to the defense and to tile
rear of the enemy.
At the c,ame time zones of contin'ous fire of all forms have
not lo&t their signilicfnnN., I.e., zones of oxi.anzed artillery, antitank, and
small arms fire of hich density directi• i front of the forward edge and of
battalion defense arpas In t'tc depth of dnfense.
With dispersed locativn of
subunits on povitions the creation of roneo of continuous flie gives fOrc
solidarity to the' defense.
In this corrYecCion the experience of providing fire
along flank- has great
Importanee eve'± now.
From weak plt.,es in the defecrse the intervals between
subunits should be taned into the most powerful ni eans of organization of
flaking fire and crosofire of tanks, antitank weans, eno small arms ano also
for preparaton of concentireted and barrage fire of artillery.

In a contemporar'y defense the fire system should be combined with natural
obstacles and a system of barriers.
The role of explosive mine barriers will
increase.
Foreign armies look for the possitility of using nechanized means to
establish t:em, e.g., mine distributors, mine layers and helAcopters.
The
possibility of using special nuclear land mines with enormous destructive force
and the capability of creating a radioactive zone is also considered.
The fire system, must be coordinated with air otrikes. However, one shold
note that the sharp Increase in alircraft speed;s has brought about an increase in
distances ove. which safty of the defending troops in bombing is ensured.
The growth in the role of fire and further development of Tire means present
higher requirements for the organization of the fire system on the part of commtanders
at aUl levels.
Organization of the fire systemi is a first-priority obligation of
the commander from the moment he gets a defensive combat mission.
Tht ýeadinoas
of defense to repel an attack of the enemy is determined bj creation of a fire
system.
Periods for organization of defense at present will Ue short, since the high
mobility of enemy troops and great range of means of nuclear attack make it
possible rapidly to create shock groups and inflict nuclear, fire, and troop attacks
on the defender.
Repelling the EnemN Offensive
For a isuecessful defense great irmportance has always been placed on the skill
of the defender in maximally hinderJng the enemy In his preparation of the
offensive, weakening the force of his initial blow, decreasing his ability to
augment his. forces in the course of battle, and under favorable conditions breaking
up the offensiie even before his troops turn tc the attack.
This tendency was
conditioned by the ever-increasing

force of the attack and the fire

cwer of th4e

attacker ancd by the fact that the defender, having long-range and p-werful fire
meang could inflict powerful fire strikes at great depth.
A defender inflicts the most perceptible blows by aviation and masc,-d fire
of artillery, especially long-range.
Even in the First World War we obsezvea the
efforts of defending troops to thwart or considerebly weaken an enemy offensive
by carrying out counterpreparation,
In the First World War there were repeated attempts to conduct krtillery
countarpreparation.
However,in due
the h1 •)tedSuch
capabilities
artillery
it by
did not lead to a breakdown
the to
offensive.
a goal was ofattained
only
On the night of July V3, 1917z to hi-eak 'in an
applicetion of chemical weapons.
Anglo-French offensive of Ypres expected in the morning, the Germans conducted
As a result the
counterpreparation with the use 50 thousand mustard-gas shells.
Anzlo-French troops sustained heavy losses and their offensive w-;es
thwarted.
On the basis of experience of the First World War, the regulations of the
majority of armies envisage ..he breakdown or weakening of the attack of a
prepared offensive by carrying out counterpreparation and inf'icting strikes in
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freesthor the first nne or drense.
T'luli'W,~

One

the"

lnetheo

Secov)d World

of irs

Wnr counterpreporation

:ineo
ent
fd':eb

found

of attnckiing

wide A[PPJcILI-0|]

p:1

forues,

Soviet troops conduclod counterpreparallon in the defensive ba-It,
ork thn
19t.h, find 2OtLb Ar~iler- of thl! Westcrn

Moscow lint, in September or 191i1 (1,6th,
Pront);

hemas

StalingErad in

September -

October 1942

(62nd ana 64th Armies);

rind n.t

Kursk In July 1943 (troops of Central and Voronezh Fronts).
Not only .r 1.llery!
but also aviation participated In the o2ounterpreparation.
Thefe wraýs a cor.:;tant
increase in the scope of counterpreparation and in the quantity of force-r; om-id to
carry
ren~ral

It

out.
While in
the defensive battle
of Kursk In the 13th Army of the
Front and in the 6th Guards Army of the Vnronozh Pront, count erpropnration

was conducted with an average artillery density of 30, and on mal8i dlrec:tlons,
60-1ýO -annona and mortar per km, during the defense by troops of the 69th Army of
the Pulawy base of operations on the Vistula river in

September -f

19104 a deansity

of 100 cannons and mortars and even more was used for couatierpreparutlon of I km
of front.
As a resu'_t of counterpreparatior. hostile troops, concentroting for the
offensive,

lost

people

and combat equipVm•nt,

which deterrad

the beginning"

,f

the

enemy Offen•ive and considerably reduced the force of his initial blow.
In
separate cases successfully conducted counterpreparation compelled the enemy to
give up the offensive in the given area. Thus, on June j, 1944 the enemy offensive
against th- 34th Rifle Corps, 46th Armty of the )rd Ukrainian Front, which occupied
a bridgehsari on the western shore of thne Dnestr river, was stopped.
An applIcation considerab'y smaller than countcrpreparation involved an
attack by the d-fending troops in front of the forwerd edge of the defense to
dertrny the offensive group'gng of -.he enemty.
Par such a blow U t te
arc usualLy
not. enc'ugh forces; therefore, ra a ile, it did not attain its objective and
sometimes led to greater weakening of the defending troops.
The appearance of nuclear weapons considerably chanted this position.
A real
was created for achieving disruption of a prepared eneriLy offensive.
Therefore in all the large avmies of the world greater attention began to be
allotted to developing measures to break up or weaken the offensive ever before
Its beginning.
Among the besl
rra.,asures Are nounterpreparEotlon and the(infliction
cf a co-nterblow (coniterat'cact) on a grouping that is preparing for an offensive.
-possibility

I

Counterpreparation consists of inflicting of powerful fire strikes on the
main grouping of the enemy during his approach and deployment for the offensive.
Strikes on piofitable targets and objects of the enemy (ecpeclally on his means ot"
nuclear attack) can be inflicted Immediately after they appear.
It is considered more advantageous to conduct counterpreparat.;on in the for.L
of a brief massed strike by nuclear weapons, as well as by ccr;venticoal means, on
an enemy prepared for offensive in depth or when he cannot occupy the inltial
position for the attack.
It is important that the counterpreparpi ion anticipate
the enemy'd nuclear, artillery, and aviation preparation.
Along with measures to break up an enemy offensive,. defendirg troops use
different methods of weaki-ning his fire strike and tiring and weakening the
vdvancing troops before the approaches to the first

line of defense.

Concealrmnvi

of the forward edge by skillful use of terrain and by use of various eqmouflage
mnotsaurts wvere among those techniques widely applied to achieve this oEal in
warn.
To dktpe nhe enemy an tothe
ti-e
outline of the forwerC edge Rnd to
weaken the effectiveness of artillery fire in front of the miln defene .tt,
advanceod positions a"d poaitions of combat securiy-. were created.
u.- J -x; L
looses from artillery fire and air strikes in the zone stose susce-tib•e tc fire,
frequently only a minimum number of forces and means was loft, there u--I2 derloLdliv.
ch•.nges in the grouping of defending troops snd locatlon of control c•e-e•rs
were carried out.
In Lertain operations in separate at An troops were i moved
from the forward edge befcre the enemy artillery preparation.
BesIde* these
measures, In a number of armies before the Second World War a security zone was
forsed ir front of the main zone o1 defense.
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in the Great Patr:lotic ý'ar, with the transition of our troops to the defenf3ive
Acting in
in the absence of contact with the enemy a security zone was created.
forward detrachmentu ii:,,nllly de.]Lyed the offensive of the enemy, inflicted
it,
losses on him, compolled him to pr,-maturely deploy main forces o0 infantry,
and simultaneously gained time for strengthening the defense
tanks, aneý artillery,
and reconnoiterinlg the enemy's formations and his intention.
These measures for weakening the attack of the enemy and 'iLring
him or. the
approaches to the defense not only remain important, but they also gain greater
significance in conditions of the application of nuclear weapons.
Thus in the presence of a security zone advanced detachments, skillfully
maneuvering by fire, and subunits using barriers and destruction can delay the
enemy in areas where nuclear strikes are planned, force him to deploy and advance
in an unprofitable direction and also to reveal the direction of actions of his
main forces.

In the presence of an q'd',anced position created ahead of time or of troop
withdrawal from the forward edge to the rear, it is possible also to giin a
number of advantages - for instance, to corapel the Pttacker to expend part of his
nuclear means on sparsely -ccupied or vacant nreas, force him to deploy for an
attack on th.s position and thereby weake!n the nuclt,:hr strike on the main
deftnding forces, and to galn time for strtengthening the defense on threatened
directions and liquidation of consequences of nuclear strikes of the enemy.

¶

While taking measurcns to break up an offen.ýive or weaken an attack of the
enemy and wear him out on app•-oaches to the defense, the defending troops
simultaneously undertake to strengthen the defense on the detected directions of
the enemy offensive.
Wlf, ti,
goal problems can be definitizod down to subunits,
the density of barriers' -an ýý. increased, and naneuvering of forces and means and
further engineering org.nn.''-iion of positions can be carried out.

The defender has alwvvys tried to repel qn enemy attack in front of the forwad
edge of the defense.
When the basic attacking force was infantry this requirement
meant repelling its
att.cik. hut in contemporary conditions it pertains primarily
to repelling the nttne!: -f ,iiemy tanks.
Repelling an attack in front of the first
line of defense in many respects
predetermines success of tL e defense and the possibility of breaking up the
offensive of the enemy, in..smuch as by expending a considerable part of accumulated
ammunition and susta'ani-, definite losses the attacker finds it difficnlt to create
high densities of fil'e indt of attacking troops for a repeated blow.
One should
also consider that tho mortle of advancing troops in these conditions decreases
and that of the defpnder, conversely, increases.
Therefore, in most -ses the battle in front of the first
line of defense
during the years of the q reat Patriotic War acquired an exceptionally fierce and
persistent character.
In the course of this battle repeated attacks of the
enemy were repelled, heavy losses were inflicted on him, and not infrequently
he broke off from the offensive.
During the! battle, in order to hold the forward
edge commanders of units and formations definitized the grouping and direction of
the enemy attack. took measures to itrengthen the defense, and carried out
mtaneuvers with forces and means on the threatened areas.

In contemporary conditions the fight to bold strong points on the first
line of defense is of no less importance.
An enemy stopped directly in front of
the strong points cannot inflict
effective nuclear strikes on company strong
poirnts located on the forwrd edge (of the main line of resistance).
The combat
formation of inits
of thof contmy's first
echelon Inevitably woll be overcondensed
and will be inithe zone of continuous fire of all
means of thv defending troops.
In turn thftc situation w.ill enable the defender more effectively to inflict

Snuclear strikes on the :tracking force.

Successful repelling of enemy attacks in

front of the forward edre will also allow time for liquidation of consequences of
iiis nuclear strikes rind for maneuvering; of forces and means, and thus, on the
to Jncri-0ned stability of the defending troops.
whole, will .1-d

,,

I

Transition of the-- enery to the saA~ck is usuplly ipreceded by nuclear arid fVise
Therefore it. Is very !afuportant in good time to coniceal pe-.rsonnel of
preparation.
defending forces in dufgouts,, shelIters, trenche~s, tanks4 and other sbelsr-rý In ord-r'
to decrease their logs from the nuclear and fire strikes of the attaclwr.r
dfeneaing- :1ulon I I.
After the enemy rjuele:tr arid fire preparation (lifts],
ens :Pj nttnek-).
should be able quickly to ucoupy their places for repelling thei
For this purpose subunits miust have obser~ers who ,remain in their places and

___

o rierve the enemy, using pcriscopos and other meansc, and who Pan, signnl1 the: troop;:
to take their positions whcm the e-nemy start-s his attack.
rrats,
After riucleer strikes of t1 2 - enamy and with the beginnling ef' lire
commandersý of suburAts also arc Cbligod to con.1ict observation of uneasy FActions,
end of their units' positions and to do--te-ct when the enemy turns to th' attack.
and tanks, battalion eo'wr.aradersr musnt
of bupportingý artillery
With fire
any detected enemy tactical me~ans of nuclear atta~k (especially thsse;

I

pdes3troy
Fset

~

I

of'

ard also tAnks, armored carrJ-i-.,;, arid infartiry
whic are advanuing or are prepared for the attnck. Simultaneously they taKe
Measures to establish comsuni cat iorac with subuaifts and superior cssratridsrti, to
up a system of antitark fire, &arito liquidats- the :onL1'Žquenccs -f ecnsly
small size), his artillery subunits,

nuclear strikes.
enemy nuclear stiikr 5, as atrule, with their own forces and meansyunider the
leadership of' commanders.

4

I

Without ceasing to accomplish the immediate mission,

the sýite and theIr evtacuation to mecdical po trt, partial specilal. treatmetril
larn
perso-nnel, weaponry, maiteriJel, and oc~cupied enrgineer structures, the
avalanche-i that preve-nt exit of ;-icople anoQ withdrawal of' supplies frordetroe

Icarried
Iani

of'
of

shelters, and the qur.-cting of fires.
in s~ubunits of' a battalicni unfit for combýat the; liquidationi of coiusc`,qiaeraeeo!

Is;

eair-ns of iirudical, engineering and chemiical subunits,
regCiment
also by subunit~s of' tank mainten-nce ,;ervile as desjign~ated by the,out by forces arul

commander.

ITo

cover arm:ýs subjected to nuclear strikres cninor corimanders; can tnaovr
forces and neano. from the reserves and second echelons;, with which the. battalion

Icommanders,
lband

With tran~uition of the enemy ti the attack, slubunits, on sig7nal of ti -ir
Fr
Y
thei
rapidly mbrEndon shclters, occupy positions, and opers fire;
suceer iful repelling of ana en.;ny attack, organized firs of all risanus, the stabiJlity
pc--iistence of subunits 1,oth eni the defenling, foiward cog' andl also thresei
movtpn_ into areas of ernemy nuoel' or strikos are o' dcisivt: imiuoitaraer.
the approach of the enemy to the f -rwnrd edgeo the. ftre, Oi aa uCly,,
The basic maise of
tanks, and antitank means, builds; up to ita highjeit p~oint.
a concentrated on the destruction of en,,fluy teanks, and armore-d carriersl.

IWith

I

-

flire

dt~y disgruptring th-Ir
des~troys ene-my tak
th': artillery
Py barrage tire
formation creates 1profitable condiciono for their sub~oquernt destructionw
by tantitanK weapons.

icombat

6Antitank
I

weatpons
des-troctior:

and tanks usually opera fire from it distance, linr] !vti rill
As the enemy approaches
on r.enmy taiks and arinure()d carriersb.
had antiinctir! incn:liC
the iel,.ndor nopris ft rr wvi .lafiae
rt I)
4ln~C:,ine
the firsýt
the- enemy in1fatr11jy atdvanese1 on1
epoi.If
autormatic
tank gre;nade launichers and from
tanksu arnd desjtrocy It by Tire. Ttanksr and armnored
foot, subunits cut if off

~effective

located irathese areas..

IWhen

ad 'Par':
tfloris010U the flirst clack011
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Repelling an enemy offensive by a motorized

rfebattalionartillery
(a variant).
[rnrc =motorized
rifle =
battalion;
At res and MOD
Antitank reserve and Mobile Obstacle Detachment].
Under favorable conditions they conduct counterattacks
the penetrating enemy.

on the flank and rear of

After repelling the enemy attack the first
echelon subunits take meadures
to rapidly restore the distrubed system of fire, first
of all
of antitank fire,
replace ammunition, restore destroyed defensive constructions and barriers, and
*Aevacuate the injured.
At the same time they should be ready to repel repeated
enemy attacks.
The Counterattack in

Defense

The experience of two world wars showed that an attacking force can pierce
the defense in spite of the deep echeloning of forces and means and the creation
of a number of positions and zones that are well orgnnized in an engineering
sense.
Possessing the initiative, the attacker created in the chosen area a
considor~.bil
5uperiority of forces and means and carried out powerful •rti•-r
and aviation preparation, and then overran the defense by massed application of
tanks and infantry with support of other means.
In these conditions exhaustion of the attacking forces and infliction of
great losses were attained by fierce fighting for every position and zone by
active operations of the defending troops.
The defense attained its
objective
only when in the course of battle wide maneuvers and the timely concentration
of sufficient forces and means on the threatened axis for carrying out heavy
counterattacks and for persistent holding of occupied positions.
As a method of defensive operations the ccunterattack began to be used with
the appearance of position defense.
Thus during the Russo-Japanese War, in order to repel attacks of the enemy
that had reached Russian entrenchments, the defenders moved iO-n5 steps backward
and inflicted a bayonet attack when the Japanese infantry overran the Russian
entrenchments.
To repel bayonet charges of the enemy, Russian troops also
practiced getting out of their trenches ant moving forward.
To inflict
a
counterattack, Jointly with defenders of entrenchments there were used reserves
located in sheltered places behind the entrenchments of the main line of defense.
After successfully repellit
thc he ttc they directed rifle,
machine-gun, and
artillery

fire at the retreating enemy.
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In the course of F~rst World War the most important condition for :'uc.:essful
defense was speed in beinging the concentration of defending troops up tLr the
density of the combat formation of the attacking troops in the contestcd area.
Therefore, mobility of reserves,.by marching and by railroad and motor trln:;port
was of great;importance.,
Initially
the problem of concentrating the front was
solved in the form of continuous reinforcing of troops of the first
echelon.
Beginning in 1916, when the depth of echeloning troops and positions increased,
counterattacks and counterblows began to be applied to eliminate enemy breakthroughs.
Counterattacks were conducted by forces of battalion, regimental and
division second echelons (reserves), and counterblows by larger forces, mainly
reserves from other sectors of the front or from the rear.
Along with the destruction of the enemy that had penetrated in depth of the defense, one of the missions
of counterattacks and counterblows was the restoration of continuity of the
position front.
During the years of the Great Patriotic War counterattacks found wide
application in defense.
Experience showed that counterattacks by second echelons
of battalions and regiments against powerful tank groupings of enemy in many cases
had little
effect, since the attacker usually had considerable superiority of
forces and means.
Therefore more frequently counterattacks were conducted on the
division and corps scale.
For this purpose divisions usually had a rifle
regiment of the second echelon and units of forces of regiments of first
echelon,
and a rifle
corps would have a division of the second echelon and units of forces
of the divisions of the first
echelon.
Counterattacks were supported by
attached tanks and the fire
of large artillery
units.
If counterattacks were
well organized and conducted by sufficient forces, they were successful.
Counterattacks by the second echelon not only of a division but also of' a
corps were conducted in the fight for the main zone of defense, since its
retention was the basic mission of troops defending the tactical
zone of' defense.
In individual cases, for instance, in the battle of Kursk and the Balaton defensive
operation, operational reserves were also used to fight for the main zone.
If,
however, the enemy pierced the main zone of defense, then all
forces concentrated
on retention of the second zone for the purpose of denying the enemy penetration
into the operational rear.
The application by defending troops of a nuclear weapon to destroy enemy
groupings wedged into the defense and the use of suitable reserves permit
changing the unfavorable ratio of forces and means considerably faster and thereby
increasing the effectiveness of counterattacks.
In connection with this in
contemporary conditions the goal of counterattack cannot be limited to the
restoration of a lost position, as was the case in the past.
A more decisive goal
can also be the pursuit counterattack, iLe., the destruction of an enemy wedge and
seizure of lines suitable for subsequent actions.
According to the view acceptod
in the U. S. Army, such an objective can be ottained by carrying out counterattacks
with a mobile defense.
At the same time, even with a mobile defense one of the conditions for the
successful carrying out of counterattacks is the necessity of rigid retention of
definite lines where the attacker will be stopped and forced to introduce
additional forces and means for development of an offensive.
Moreover, the area
of a wedge has the densest grouping of troops and combat equipment, which is
favorable for destruction uy a nuclear weapon.
The mission of the firm holding of
profitable lines and objects bordering the region of an enemy wedge is usually
asslgnpd to units of the first
echelon, assigning to it mainly fire resistance.
Counterattacks again:st an enemy who has not been scattered by fire and still
had superiority of forces and means were usually not successful in the last
war.
Therefore, an obligatory condition of success of the counterattack is infliction
on the wedged enemy of fire by all means, air strikes and also nuclear strikes,
which can sharply weaken a penetrating grouping of the enemy and upset his combat
formation.
In the view if t;he American conm~aad, the basic part of nucle'Ir
ammunition released to a division in mobile defense is designed for vise to destroy
the enemy in the depth of defense.
It also provides for cutting off the approaching

reserves.
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Earlier, an obligatory condition for successful counterattack was the
In
creation of initial superiority of forces and means in the chosen direction.
weapons
nuclsar
by
achieved
be
should
superiority
such
conditions
contemporary
and other means of destruction. This excludes the necessity of complicated
regrouping of forces in the direction of counterattack and permits conducting it
from the march from various directions.
It is also considered possible to carry
out not only flanking but also frontal counterattacks and their combination.
It is most profitable to conduct counterattacks at the moment When the enemy
offensive into the depth of defense is stopped, and he has not been able to
secure the lines he has reached and to bring up reserves for the attack (Fig. 11i).
A counterattack against enemy troops that are continuing the offensive can take
on the character of a meeting engagement, which is less profitable for the
defender since the enemy not only operates in deployed combat formations but also
preserves his shock power.
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Fig. 41.
Counterattack by tank battalion to destroy
an enemy wedge in the defense (a variant). [n-rc =
motorized rifle company; tb = tank battalion; AT res.
= Antitank reserve; MOD = mobile obstacle detachment;
ab = artillery battalion].
When conditions are suitable for a counterattack, it is organized in a short
period.
The basis of a counterattacking grouping is usually tanks.
Nuclear strikes
are inflicted so as not to contaminate the defending troops or hold down their
maneuvering by area contamination.
During movement and deployment of counterattacking subunits, before their transition to the attack, fire onslaughts of
artillery and mortars are usually conducted.
Having received an order for a counterattack, the battalion commander
definitizes combat missions to subunits and fire means.
Undercovering fire of
artillery the battalion rapidly advances in its area and resolutely counterattacks
the enemy.
Motorized rifle subunits counterattack the enemy in armored carriers
or on foot behind the tanks.
The counterattack is conducted until complete destruction of the wedged-in
enemy is accomplished or up to the approach to a designated line.
Subunits of the first echelon support the counterattack of a battalion of
the second echelon by fire, or, on order of the superior commander, they are
joined with counterattacking subunits for joint destruction of che wedged-in enemy.
With advancement to the deployment line and during counterattack, the
counterattscking subunits are covered from enemy air strikes by antiaircraft
artillery fPirr•.
Under conditions of the application of nuclear weapons count ernttacks will
not always Le possible.
When the attacker has overwhelming superiority of forces
and means, and the second echelons (reserves) of the defender come under enemy
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nuclear strikes, coantrittack wiil not be successful.
Under the::e condi'
ant.
defender should take nwz.hures to hold the positions, block the enersn, and
create eonditions for carrying out counterattacks by the resources of thec
superior commandeo.
battalion of the •,tcond echelon can be assigned to destroy an enemy parachute
drop in the d(pth of th. d,'4ense.
In this case the attack is conducted while the
drop is in progress to Ir, ont the paratroops from assembling after lnndlngj and
securing the site, and also to capture important objects in the drop area.
The
attack can be infliced from several directions (Fig. 42).
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Destruction•

by reinforced motorizea rifle

OranI e n•e " Air drop In depth of defense (n
vNrJ nrt.) . [r, rc - MOt•,rized ri~le compbriy; mrb (lesr;
Pir, ) with 4C - motorized rifle bactalion (less mrc)
wit'. tank comptrny; btrý. - battery; Cr|V = combat
reconnaijusnce patrol; Id eb - drop detachment of enemy
batilnilon].
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ls,ý,ial Features of C~nducting Defense at 14ight
Contemporary dufense should be :re~ted so that defendlng troops can .:;ist
attacks of ar1 advancing enemy not only b) day but also at night.
A defensive balttl at night can be a couttinuation of a bettle started in the
diy and also during repului',n of an enemy tight offensive.
In a i.umber of cases
treopa are forced to turn to t.- defensive at night.
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defender gains contId,1rFble advantages over the ,\ttacker, since to a great
measore he recuon the negative influence of darkr.±ss.
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"panie, draw part of the forces, and thereby delay the rate of the advance.
At night the defending troops c&- asecretly conduct eng~iecIng operations
and instjll beorriers to strengthen tht

defe'ase or threatened directions.

DarkneSS

takes it possible to withdraw a subunit :from threatened areas before the
b.gtnn11g if the enemy offensive and the:-rby not to only preserve the forces,
but alec to force the enemy to inflict
nuclear strikes on empty pl'ces.
Finilly,
at night it is possible to secretly replace reserves of material meons, evacuate
the injt'red, and conduct restoring w-,rkr.
However-, Lt night defending troopp also exps,'lence a number of d.fflculties,
for instance, in orientation and maintainiin abbignet directions.
The
organ".zation of defense is more dlfficult at .'Jght due to confusion of the
situation on the field of battle.
In spite of 'suc-esses ach.;ev-Jc
in cicvelopment of technical means of observation
and re'ýcnnaisence, limited visib.3ity at night facilitates
an enerv's concealed
anproach to the defense and audd3.i transi-ion to the attack.
Night conditions
hamper the effective application ,f nucle.r weapons, air strikes, and sighxine of
artillery,
antitank, ana small-.arms fire.
Poor observstion conditions complicate
th_! control of troops, the support of comminications In the cours-_. (f battle, an(;
the c•'rying
u•t of measure,-. undertaken fe- liquidaticn of consequences of a
nuclear attack, in consequence of which th. importince of initiahve
of attle,

Independence of commanders and all personnel is increased.

and

At night personnel fatigue is grebater, people become more Impressionable And
sensitivw to any surprlnes and more subject to fear and panic.
Therefore, c-rnctrn
troops in a night battle, self-contril, endi.':anýv,
for supporting the stability'of
firmnes*. in the control of troops, and pzrsonal example during enemy attacks ere
required of all
connandes.
To lassen the influence of negative fact~jr& of night conditicns on acttons of
t!e defending troops, a nunb r of measures must be taken both befo:e and during
the tattle.
Thus, to pra/ent a surprise attao•k by the jnemy and tc, de•tect In
good time his approk,-h to the forward edge anc' transition to the att-ack, It Is
necessary at night tc intensify reconnaissance of all
forms, security, and
observation of the enemy with use of radar and instruments of night vision, and
to organize monltorinkg.
To create favorable conditions for observation of the
enemy and application cf fire means when repel].ing hi attack it is nvcceisary to
systematicaly illuminate the ter.°aln by skillfully using means of artificial
illumination and available materials. The fact that the enemy acts in tht open and
the defanding troops are in shelters permits th•. latter
to conceal tbei-ý combat
formation and fire means to some degree from obi'ervatiow of the enemy evrn arIng
illuminatlon of terrain.
Therefore, illuminaticn of the field by the attaker
is more favorable for the defender'the defendin troop
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It is also necessary to combat the illuminat.ing meats and J.nstrumentF of
night vision of the enemy.
This permits decreasing the effectivcness of fire o0'
Means of illumination and
the attrcker and hampering his control of the trcop,.
instruments of night vision are destroyed by fire
of artillery,
mrrtars, and
emall arms and by air strikes.
Smoke io used to 1)lind observers wlho are using
inutruments of nielit vision.
To increase the effectiveness of fir--, prelicinary ciyl.ight preparerton of
fire means for aimed 7ire with anpllcs'ti'on of instruments of night vision and
improvised materials il important.
Because at night the enemy will most frequeutly
start
an offensive along roads, fire
etins must fitst
of all
be used on these
the principal attention to intenaifying the
probablt directions,
One should allct
system of antitank firs.
For this ýIurpose the numb,ir of manned untitank fire
mean@ is increased, and at dusk same cannons and tanks are advanced to firing
positiems nearer to first
li.;e of defense.
The quantity of advanced tire means
@2.1. theatr 1lý..tion for night actions are determined by commanders of subunits.
One of thi important measures undertaken for pn-paration ci' a defensmve
battle at night is the guarantee of unfaili.g operation of different signal
devices in the system of barriers in front of the firnt line defense.
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To improve orlentat.,itii ,rid fire control it. is necessary to designale
When
reference points whl0h :,r, visible not only by day but also at night.
Recognition signs for
necessary,ý illumination of reference points is organi7ed.
friendly troops are also established.
Under conditions of' night battle the enemy will inflict nuclear strikes on
troops and objects at a oonsiderable distance from the first line of defense.
But, in spite of this, It i necessary to provide measures to guarantee thr
safety of subunits from light radiation.
Maneuvers conducted at night should be planned to be simple and should exclude
complicated regroupings.
They are organized to avoid crossing of lines of subunits
and their intermixing, and also to prevent the accumulation of troops on roads.
Maneuver routes are designated by indicators which are illuminated or easily, at
night visible.
When possible, routes and lines of deployment are studied before
nightfall by comranders of all subunits included in the maneuver.
The speed of maneuver of forces and means at night is considerably less than
that by day. Therefore, to reduce the time for limited advance for covering
areas of nuclear strikes or to deployment lines for counterattacks, second echelons
and reserves are placed nearer to the areas of assumed use.
-

Although
conditions it
account taken
areas covered
at night as it

darkness camouflages the troops, nevertheless
is also necessary to utilise camouflage.
It
of the distance from the enemy and his means
by radar and infrared instruments camouflage
is by day.

under nocturnal
is producnd wifth
Tn
of observation.
should be as thorough

To repel an enemy attack from the beginning of his movement, the defending
troops are rapidly put into combat readiness.
Specially assigned artillery and
mortars illuminate the terrain, using illuminating shells and creating centers of
fire in the enemy disposition. The maJn attention is turned to illumination of the
first attacking echelon and also the areas of the starting and firing positions
of the enemy and his approaching reserves.
Using results of illumination of the terrain, artillery and mortars de::troy
the enemy's tactical means of nuclear attack and his artillery, tanks, and
armored carriers.
The enemy attack is repelled by sudden opening of fire.
To
destroy the enemy's tanks 'nd infantry, fire means having instruments of nŽ*ht
vision and also antitank grenade launchers and grenades are widely used.
Repelling the offensive in front of the forward edge at night has en even
greater importance than it does by day, since the wedging into the defense of
even small enemy forces disturbs the fire system, which is difficult to restore in
conditions of darkness.
Therefore subunits defending the forward edge should
take all measures to repel enemy tank and infantry attacks and hold tne forward
edge.
Their actions are supported by artillery fire from the rear and other means
of superior commanders.
In all cases, qfter repelling an enemy tank and infantry attack the defending
troops are prepared tn repel repeated attacks.
Combat with a salient of superior enemy forces at night is prof'itably (meonducted
by destroying them by means of fire of all forms from occupied positions.
At the
same time sudden counterattacks at night permit attaining more substantial changes
of the situation in favor of defending troops than they do by day.
Therefore they
can be conducted even by small forces at any time of the night, as long as they
are completed before dawn.
During counterattacks special attention is allotted to ensuring the arrzval
of counterattacking subunits on deployment lines.
For this, besides the designation
of attack routes, guides can be assigned.
Reconnaissance and local security is
Counterattacks should be simple in plan and ars usually
also strengthened.
When the
conducted on an open terrain, having clearly visible reference ;ao:irnts.
counterattacking subiunits roach the deployment lines illumination of tle etnemy and
of the terrain ahead is produced.
Actions of subunits must be airldn -n- quick.
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daw pert of the forces,

ant thereby dolay the rate of the advance.

At aight the defending troops can secretly conduct engineering operations
and install
barriers to strengthen toe 6tre,•e on threatened directions.
Darkness
m,,akes it possible to withdraw a subunit from threatened areas before the
býtglnning of the enemy offensive and thereby not to only preserve the forces,
but also to force the enemy tc inflict
nuclear str-Xes on empty places.
Finally,
at night it is possible tc secretly replace reserves of material means, evwfnuato
the injured, and ccnduct restoring works.
However, at nizht defending) troops also experience a number of diffictlties,
for instance, in orientation and maintaining assigned directions.
The
organization of defense is more difficult at night due to confusior 'f the
situation on the ftrld
of battle.

In spite of successes achieved in development of technical means of ibservation
and reconnaisance, limited visibility
at night facilitat-Er an enemy's concealed
approach to the defense and sudden traasition to the attack.
Night conditions
strikes, and sighting of
hamper the effective applicaticn of nuclear .eapons, air

artillery, antitank,

Poor observation conditions complicate

and small-arms fire.

•

the course of battle, and
the carrying out of measures unuertaken for liquidation of consequences of &
xuclear attack, in consequence of which the Importance of initiative
of action and
independence of commanders and all
personnel is increased.
the control of troops,

the support of communica- tons in

At night personneil fatigue is greater, people become more impressionable and
sensitive to any surprises and more subject to fear and panic.
Therefore, concern
for supporting the stability of troops in a night battle, self-control, endurance,
fsrmness in the control of troops, and personal examp2e during enemy attacks are
required of all
commaniers.
To lessen the influence of negative factor,; of night conditions on actions of
the defendir- troops, a numb1 r of measures mt;r be taken both before and during
the battle.
Thus, to prevent a surprise attack by the enemy and to detect in
good time his approach to the forward edge and transition to the attack, It is
necessary at night to intensify reconnaiasai.ce of all
forms, security, and
observation of the enemy with use of radar and instruments of night vision, and
Tn create favorable conditions for observation of the
to organize monitoring.
enemy and application of fire means when repelling his attack it is necessary to
systematically illuminate the terrain by skillfully using msers of artificil;
illum!.nation and avallable materials. The fact that the enemy acts in the open and
the defending troops are in shelters permits the latter
to conceal their coa'bat
formation and fire means to some degree from observation of the enemy even atir,-g
illumination of terrain.
Therefore, illumination of the field by the attacker or
the defending troops is more favorable for the defender.
It is also necessary to combat the ill±uwinuztang means an,, Instrumcnts of
night vision of tnc enemy.
This pe:mits decreasing the effectiveness of fir*
of
tho attacker and hampering his control of the troops.
Means of illumination and
Instruments of night vision are destroyed by fire
of artillerr,
mortars, and
small arms and by air strikes.
Smoke is used to blind observ-rs who are -sins
instrumants of night vishln.
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To increase the effectiveness of fire, preliminary daylisjt preparation of
fire .,eans for aimed fire with application of instruments of right vision and
is important.
Because at night the enemy will most frequently
iwpruvised w' tertals
start an offensive along roads, fire
means must first
of all
bi used on these
One should aliot the principal attention to intensifying the
protable directions,
system of antittnk. iTirr. Fut this yurpohu tJ-.
.-=-bzr
m
*n+4+.
fire
means is Increamed, and at dusk some cannons and tanks are Advanced to firing
Tho quentity of advanced fire
means
positions nearer to first
line of defense.
and their location fur night actiotas are d,.teirined by commanders of subunits.
One ot th.i impor.tant measures undertaken for preparation of a defensive
battle at night ie the guarantee of unialling operr.ticn of different signal
deviQes in t½.j system of barriers in front of the firat lint defense.
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To improve orlent:ai,',, :tiid fire control it Js necessary to de.-ignfri.
reference points whIch ,ir,, visible not only by day but al.o rit, night.
Whr.n
necessary, illumination of' r'i.erence points is, cirganJ7ed.
Rr~eognition :ui~n8 frc
friendly troops are also e:tablished.
Under conditions of* niiht battle the enemy will inflict nuclear ,Lrikcz
(n
troops and objects at n otn:-iderable distance,
from the first line of defense.
But, in spite of this, it is necessary to provide mer.;urcs
to guarantee thr
safety of subunits from light radiation.
Maneuvers conducted nt night should be planned

to be simple and should exclude
complicated regroupings.
They are organized to avoid crossing of line- of subunits
and their intermixing, and also to prevent the accumulation of troops on roads.
Maneuver routes are designated by indicators which are illuminated or easily at
night visible.
When possible, routes and lines of deploymbnt are studied before
nightfall by commanders of all subunits included in the maneuver.

The speed of maneuver of forces and means at night is considerably less than
that by day.
Therefore, to reduce the time for limited advance for covering
areas of nuclear strikes or to deployment lines for counterattacks,
second echelons
and reserves are placed nearer to the areas of assumed use.
Although
conditions it
account taken
areas covered
at night as it

darkness camouflages the troops, nevertheless under nocturnal
is also necessary to utilise camouflage.
It is produced with
of the distance from the enemy and his means of observation.
In
by radar and infrared instruments camouflage should be as thorough
is by day.

To repel an enemy attack from the beginning of his movement, the riefending
troops are rapidly put into combat readiness.
Specially assigned artillery and
mortars illuminate the terrain, using illuminating shells and creating
centers of
fire in the enemy dizposition.
The main attention is turned to illumination of the
first
attacking echelon and also the areas of the starting and firing positions
of the enemy and his approaching reserves.
Using resultq of illumination of the terrain, artillery and mortars destroy
the enemy's tactical means of nuclear attack and his artillery,
tanks, and1
armored carriers. The enemy attack is repelled by sudden opening of fire.
To
destroy the enemy's tanks and infantry, fire means having instruments of night
vision and also antitank grenade launchers arid grenades are widely used.
Repelling the offensive in front of the forward edge at night has an even
importance than it
does by day, since the wedging into
the
of
even small enemy forces disturbs the fire system, which is difficultdefense
to restore in
conditions of darkness.
Therefore subunits defending the forward edge should
take all measures to repel enemy tank and infantry attacks and hold 'tc forward
edge.
Their actions are supported by artillery fire from the rear and other means
of superior commanders.
greater

In all cases, after repelling an enemy tank and infantry attack the defending
troops are prepared to repel repeated attacks.
Combat with a salient of superior enemy forces at night is profitably conducted
by destroying them by means of fire of all forms from occupied positions.
the
same time sudden counterattacks at night permit attaining more substantial At
changes
of the situation in favor of defending troops than they do by day.
Therefore they
can be conducted even by szmall forces at any time of the night, as long 9s they
are completed before dawn.
During counterattacks special attention
is allotted
to ensuring thr arrival
of counterattacking subunits on deployment lines.
For this,
besides the designation
of attack
routes, guides can be assigned.
Reconnaissance and local
security
is
also strengthened.
Counterattacks should be simple in plan and nre us-,ually

conducted on an open torrnin, having clearly visible reference tnoints.
the
counterattacking sulounits roach the deployment lines illumination of the When
enemy and
of the terrain ahead is prdiced.
Actions of subunits must be sudden and quick.
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As a rule, at. dawn thi, attaicker shifts to iaorc active operations.
At night
he will try to Unr1< up li
second echelons so that at dawn he can inflict
powerful thrusts In d";iv<, directlont.
Therefore, sometimes it will be.
pro.,iLable for t no d.l'endcr during the nilght to secretly concentrate. his reserves
on. the most important divat,,ion, inflict a decisive blow on the enemy,silient at
dawn,

and

seize

the in

1.1at IV.

in

his

own hands.

In combat wilh parachutr landings at night there is special importance
suddenness cf action, which is atttained by concealed advancing of for-ces and inmc,alis
assigned for their des,truction and by Infliction of swift attac)s in the flank ind
rea-. The site occupied by the paratroops should be intenstvely Illuminated.
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IX

WI THDRAWAL
Wit0r'&awal is & form of combat action applied for the purpose of rit•roupilfl,
occupating more suitable pos.tions, or withdrawing one's ow:n troops from under
possý,ible tttacks of the enemr.
Usually, the necessity of withdrawal appears in tGi
course of defensive &ctions, when only by the temporary leaving of part of the
territory IS it possible to change sharply an unfavorably forming situation, withdraw
one's troops from under its attack of supperior forces of the enemiy, and set them
in more profitable positicn.
The necessity of withdrawal can appear with the
unsuccessful outcome of meeting engagement and to get oiIt of an encirclement.
In all cases withdrawal is carried out only by order of the superior commander
In an organited manner, secretly and rapidly.
The mis'sion of troops durind withdrawal
is to preserve one's forces and in good time and in an orderly manner withdraw to a
designated area in full combat readiness for fulfilling a new combat mission.
Experience of the last. war shows that withdrawal is accomplished, as a rule,
in a complicated situation, under the active influence of the enemy. In contemporary
appl. nuclear and chemical
conditions when the enemy detects withdrawal he till
weapons, air and artillery strikes, and begin attacks by tanks and motorized infantry
troops.
On flanks
and in the rear of the withdrawing troops his
on
the withdrawing
highl•y
mobile fiýanking
groupings,
sabotage
-reconnai s snce groups, and airborne
lanlding forcev uan act. Unider thesec conditions the .ýithdrawlng troops are• required
,hgh organizatlcn, skillful actions, endurance, stabillty and
to have
especia.lly
Oi~~plt~eof
l~lpoisonnel.
D>jri,1i actic
operation of the enemy the withdrawing troops are forced to
countera,;t him wivh part and sometimes all of the forces, conduct persistent battle
on suiti.ble lines to delay the advance of the enemy, inflict losses on him, gain
time, sad eete profitable conditions for goinJg into the desiinated area. Although
active, decisive corohat actions by withdrawin, troops is the basis of such a
withdM.*al, this method is less prufttable.
It is considered more expedient to
aecomplish withdrawal without occups'.ion of intermediate lines and on as many routes
as possible, In order to reduce ths oepth of columns and the time for accomplishing
the withdrawal. The distance between routes should preclude simultaneous destruction
of troops on two) routes by one nuclear explosion.
Organitation of a withdrawal begins only after receipt of an order from the
superior comander.
All measures are conducted secretly, in brief periods, while
maintaining the former regime of activity. Special attention is allotted to ensuring
breaking off of the fight, the organization of" movement control, withdrawal cover,
and the construction of barriers and destructive devices on routes for the enemy.
7%a grouping of forces and means during withdrawal includes subunits' covering
of the main forces' withdrawal from battle, the rear guard, and the main forces.
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With~drawal of e motorized rif Ie battal Ion
Fig. 4•3.
from battle (a Varian ).
[arC -. motor'ized rifle
company, aT-|, ý motorized rifle platoon, ,art btn
artillery battalion]
In the ccm,,,osJtion oi' coveri~ng subunLts from a batz-alion there is utav-•lly used
In. individual
a re~inforced platoon from cA(Ch companyv on the forward v'dre Fi.45).
ins•tances one of the compsuitsiE of the first echelon can be assigned foiý thiAs purpose.
The remainine companie--ý of the, covering -subunits cannot, be detailed.
The rear gulard i-,' o3,,,Q•eid to delay the attacking enemky, to gain the time
'necessary/ for the main foroces to bieak contact, and to, ensure theii unhindered
departure,
It should be able Lo carry out the mission independently, rsot depending
Wq~th the aso: ,nment .in the composition of 'the rear guard
on support uf main forces.
I-.
of a motorized rifle (tank) battalion, it can be strengthened by tank inmotorized
rifle), artillery, and engj-ineer subunits.
In order to prevent a sudden enemy attack on the main forces, rear March
detachments are assigned aid, when necessary, also lateral detaehmentf. (later&).
Their mission is to fire, on the. march a-nd from arabuoh to delay
march data-beents).
By the. order ef the
the advancu of tlhe eniemy until the time set by the commander.
dispatching commander, detachmenwnts can destroy bridges and 6ectio.,s of roads on the
withdrawal route ap-' also Install mine barri'ers.
It ensuresa
The initial stage of withdrlawal in leaving the scene of' battle.
breaking away of withdr'awing troops from the enemy and the, creation of conditions
for the accomplishment ofý wliý-drawal,. howev-er, one should ýýonsider that withdrawing
from the action can be car'riod out not only for the purpose. of wi•thdrawal but also
for turning to the offensive with the transfer of efforts of troops from one direction
to the other end also wlth, the entrance of defensive battle for the accomplishment
of a maneuver and stre<iL, henjng of esr-eci.a.lly dan.gerous areas, the c:losing of breaches

formed in cowbat

.

forra ntionb

after nuclear strikes of the enemy,

and the covering of

in all these casts ae'-Uons of .troops in the withd~rawal. from action
open flanks.
will. be approximately sliailcr•.

Tihe depth of" Y11-h~raaal f'rom aetlon] is deotermined mai~nly l.,y Lhe range CC basic
tactical meansE of comabat.. Vhen basic weapon~s cP troops. vere smoothbore, thi depth
of pullout from battle was ',O0-7500 m, since at suich depth troops were! outside the
Influence of enemyv rllele fire an(], consequentl:li, also ouitsideý the field• of bet.tle,.•
With the appearance and de~velopme;nt of rifled fircarms; the depth of iO~thdrawln~g from
z•ctlcn was increased to ?-*, km.
In the two world war,,, the depth of ,,ithd'.•awaý wus
nea}•v, takin~g into account
determined by the range of' artillery-mortar fire of' tY
removal of fiv°e posl f,lon;• from the forward edf•e.
The depth or withdrawal in the

![
"-_!-i

o,,rir~f:mporary
'Irl
First World War reached 6-8 km and in the Second World War, P-10 km.
the depth of' vili.hdrawal
conditions, when the enemy has long-range nuclear artillery,
The great depth of withdrawal is one of lhe charar:t~rrzti(:S
can be i5 km and more.
of withdrawing in contemporary conditions.
The time and order of withdrawing from action r1'1Y ndu; on the nature of enemy
actions, thought of the commander, pozition and state of his troops, and terraln
conditions.
Withdrawal of subunits from battle under the influence of superior Porce&, of an
attacking enemy is the most complicated in daytime an] on open terrain.
More
favorable condition fcr withdrawing are created in the achievement of' success in
battle or with a reduction 1n eneny activity, at night, and in a concealed area.
Therefore, it is profitable to withdraw from the action suddenly, in the dark and
However, the situation can
(fog, rain, snowfall, smoke).
under limited visibility
in this case it is expedieni to
compel troops to break off battle in the daytime.
In conditions of active
withdraw in a period of reduced activity of combat actions.
-:trikes
and artillery
enemy actions it can be conducted after the infliction of air
and sometimes nuclear weapons on the most dangerous enemy grouping.
Brief
counterattacks can also be conducted after these strikes.
Success in withdrawing by day depends on rapid and concealed troop actions,
skillful
use of natural cover, folds of terrain, engineer barriers, sm-k:e, and the
application of military cunning and deception of the enemy.
Special
must
mttention
be given to the protection against weapons of mass destruction and antiaircraft
defensu.
Withdrawing from action includes the creation on the front line of special cover
for withdrawing subunits, the removal of main forces and getting them into columnfor subsequent withdrawal or maneuver.
From the beginning of withdrawal the covering subunits remain at the occupied
positions and to dupe the enemy intensify their fire and conduct the same combat
actions that preceded withdrawal.
Their actions are supported by specially detailed
artillery
subunits.
A senior commander is designated to control the covering
subunits; he is subordinate to the commander of all withdrawing troops in a given
area and maintains communication with him.
It is expedient to withdraw unengaged subunits first
(second ccheli,:,
reserves)
and then artillery
and subunits of the first
echelon.
From the line of cirect
contact with the enemy subunits are withdrawn all
along the front under the cover
of the reinforced motorized rifle
(tank) subunits left
on the forward c
e.
Using
covered areas of the terrain, by preliminarily chosen routes they depart on foot or
on armored carriers to the initial
point where, not halting, they are joined by
a "mrch column of the main forces and continue the movement.
The covering subunits depart suddenly, as a rule, with all
forces leaving
simultaneously.
Their withdrawal usually starts after the main forces have passed
the line occupied by the rear guard.
If the enemy observes the withdrawal and begins
following, the covering subunits withdraw in leapfrog fashions rendering mutual
support with fire.
Artillery subunits destroy the enemy, especially tanks which are
attacking frontally and on the flanks.
Later the covering subunits join their main
forces.
Withdrawal of the main forces is conducted rapidly under cover of the rear
guard without delay at the intermediate lines.
With an attack by enemy aircraft the
main forces continue movement, antiaircraft artillery
and assigned machine guns fire
on the enemy aircraft on the move.
Subunits pass gorges, bridges and other areas
of possible enemy nuclear strikes without stopping.
Contaminated sections; -re
bypassed; when this is impossible, they are surmounted at maximum speeds in the
shortest direction ensuring the least degree of irradiation (contamination) and with
use of individual protpective gear.
In certain cases by order of the superior
commander the main forces or part of them can deploy to strike at the enemy to
support the rear guard or (lestroy enemy airborne landing forces.
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Before withdrawing at Lhe time set by the senior commander the rear vguard
occupies the line designated by him, which is usually selected behind the subunits
Under any conditions this line
of the first
echelon in the depth of the defense.
is supported for the indicated time or until receipt of the order for departure to
the next line.
Subsequent

lines are assigned at such distances from each other that the energy,
forced to organize an attack of a new boundary and, in
connection with this, change firing positions of tactical means of nuclear attack
and large artillery
units.

seizing one of them, is

Actions of the rear guard in the retention of each line should be decisive
and active.
From one line to another the rear guard withdrawr by leapfrogging,
lb" which part of the forces and means first
goes to the second line, where, by
occupying a position on a wide front it ensures organized withdrawal of other forces
of the rear guard.
The lattr.r, withdrawing from action, forms into a march column
and rapidly departs to organize a defense on the following line or in an area
indicated by the senior commander.
Ambushes and barriers are widely applied during
wtithdrawal to the next lines.
The artillery
operating in the rear guard destroys the advancing cnem, by
conducting fire at maximum range on road Junctions, defiles, and crossings, hampering
the enemy's movement, and it also strikes columns trying to bypass the rear guard.
So that the fire on the enemy is not interrrupted, artillery
subunits withdraw by
leapfrogging jointLy with motorized rifle
(tank) subunits.
If the enemy does not manifest great activity and does not conduct parallel
pursuit, by permission of the senior commander the rear guard forms a march column
and under cover of its march security follows the main forces.
When they arrive at the designated area after completing withdrawal, in
accordance with the plan of action subunits are disposed in groups corresponding to
the character of the new combat mission.
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CHAPTER

DISPOSITION OF TROOPS FOR A HALT AND THEIR SECURITY
Disposition of Troops for a-Halt
During combat actions troops must be rested.
In particular, they carn be rested
before receiving the combat mission upon arrival in composition of an operating army,
during reforming and replacement of personnel, arms, and combat equipment., during
daytime (night) rest and on halts, in the period of liquidation of consequences of
nuclear attack, when they are in the reserves and second echelons, and in assembly
and concentration areas in the rear, when the troops do not occupy the defense.
In every case the troop disposition is unique, depending upon the objective of
subsequent troop ae,,tions and the situation.
However, it should always ensure high
combat readiness of the troops and the best conditions for rest and restoration of
fighting ability.
With the application of contemporary means of destraction, the disposition
of troops and their camouflage from the air
and ground enemy must be organized and
carried out in the deep rear just as it is done in direct proximity to advanced
enemy units.
However, the removal of troops from the front line and also the
character of missions set for them definitely affect the order of troop distribution
in the disposition area, the organization of-security, and which of the mentioned
basic requirements should be allotted paramount attention.
Thus troops located in the deep rear for rest, for organization, for replacement,
or after being unloaded from railroad transport can be subjected mainly to enemy
air
and pilotless aircraft
attack.
An enemy ground attack here is doubtful, although
the possibility of combat actions against airborne troops and sabotage-reconnaissance
groups is not precluded.
Therefore, the order and methods of troop disposition in
such a situation should primarily ensure the creation of the most favorable conditions
for rest, combat training, and restoration of combat ability.
Troops located near the front, especially in assembly and concentration areas
or when serving as reserves and second echelons, can become objects for nuclear
strikes of the enemy or can be subjected to radioactive contamination.
ýJhder these
conditions the probability of conducting combat actions against separate :'onnations
of enemy troops which have penetrated into the depth of our loct.ion and against
airborne landing forces is also increased.
Consequently, the order and methods of
troop disposition in this situation must primarily provide for thu protection of
personnel in case the enemy uses nuclear weapons, for immediate entry into battle,
and also for preparation to fulfill
forthcoming combat 'ii<jjns.
In the development of an offensive, troops in rest areas or,
hbe•atcJ. territory
can be subjected to attacks by withdrawing formations and siai 1, , iinit.-: E,11 also by
separate groups escaping from encirclement.
Areas designated ic' rest I-ositions can
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have undetected mine fieli a, delayed action and nuclo-ar land mines, -ctoro, of
radioactivc and chevical contamination, and coni-twirtated or poinsoned water sour~en.
Of special tmnport, rice in such a situation IF pralivirlary reconinaissance oL' tIe reint
area and the orgaia~zation of' reliable security of reating troops and their conctant
combist-readin' bs.
Up to th Becund Wojr:ld W~ar it waa recoraamneed that troopil be disposed in
inhabited loct ifies (in ibi1½ts.), outsic~e inhabited loca'4.ties (bivouac), Ai.J LY a
arid hlvc~uucj. It wi~e alro beltevcd that disposition In .habL ,It
tl
mixed met'.od
localities was .ore Convenient for troops to rest and ensured the best con"2tiotkv
for camouflp.Ee from enemy air, reconnaissance and cinveniencu for organization of
defenoc iq ccune of sudduti ener'y gro~nnd attack.
Miass a(iplication of aviation during the yeers of Second World War to inflict,
powerful blown on popuJlatrd ai-asi, road jl'nctionL.. control cenlti 's, and r'ear oý,r.-ausareas. The moot suitable rn.dnol
Mrade it Inxrie'pdient to billut troour- Ira 1r-,a'utbIt
out to be loca6tirg thulf OUtOide Inhabited localities in wrioded aror.'., bru5'a,

--Iturrned

Thcey are
Uf cotirse, In these conditiuno thle troopP have tewei conveniencer.
forced to npend -onsiocrable timu ail-d grrcat effoert In the construction )f' cheltueri,
However, the locationi of troops outside inhabited poirntc,
arid tronchon.
11UPOULIj
larige &Ai thick. woodo, creatos the beet conditions fur their d-ls'ortfion
eneiiy5
and concealmarnt arid for eujiýo. Ing~ strict order anid d soip] Ine, comnstant hifh coullat
reoadineas, and r~encrvirtiorx o . mtil,ýary nocracy; It alno ellininatce info-.tionl Of
troopsu by contaglcour dloseart.-o from thc local population. Thic cxoatcou arn even
1UTreater advantagre In coni'Ltiori of nuclear wair.
Lil diupoditior, of Uhoops irn populeteeU
t-nq
Of coukFrR' In c..veiJ'Ar
1A "
Th0ius In conditioxiii of savu~u winrter, dL!-inp low toifl1 eraturc-,
arcna, In ru~t excluded.
orjrolvrnccd bad, wea~hor, If' thoro ir, no trime to ArrangEa 7- ters outs~de it-hrabited
Ac i ...i same ti'me orvm.
Ir, inhjI0i ted locL&itI.00.
localities§ miubunitil CiAl LO d110Ispose
Hhould conmni~ar thEat the-y maiy bo vbj-ct- u. enemy nuclear attacka.
Inn a email :Linhobited loc~allty Iii wviich It in imrpoeetrabl- to ~lc a subullit,
1hCULtrA 10oatiorie tire uued firs1t, Of, all fr~l tlucioal jVojtB and also for V11trminVn
o,~.
It, the latter cane, w.- will havu a miuxed location, both uutFldfe thle
for, ernonnal.
11011 1-1ted araft anmI withinl It,

Troopc
rule, It,dvtý-rnrmied by the senior conw~ndor.
reIr' by *k-ttalIons to prevent nirnuitaneou'3 dontruct~on
nvclour warhouad. With~n it~s area a bAtta-lion i.
btlin
aoiodil
Fort)(rutotinfa

ao eeua
Tharol
aredifPonal111 d/j~.1r1,J
of

jlvdo-ra
fo

]

-

t

yone

lurijr)I-bataitiu

yrmaln

Uncu diarmgtiuiofZ

taroa

or rIelbaalol

A bnattali on (compr'm'y) rout. aria uhiou Ad c"ir;urv Uispnrslion and c')nrcealm-Vnt, of
of th.21.I1
11-~iollty of rapid ap~inerrvl
.arn.',;
arin per .umr~tas]
Combal~t eo . nr~pr~et
au~tulioz; (Lcml-ftily) oin alert an.'i urivanmue in, tnh nancion alr~ctlOne5; convniiienco 0,
dinjor-I tion f~nrI reri rij-, ot pernmunniol aiet favorsblo connd~ lioni in the- msiecie.1 urid
epidelilc sci~kie; Atd It should havo appi oach road"j for trinrlj-ortat.on.
I t iu murbt expedient V) place nubunito Ir reot %roar. alor'Z M~rch roAUte, uerain
protactl- "aand carnout'la~in , h,110IntIC0 Of thne terrain (different ravinev, ditchos.
Trite prC~ctict' aniviriti
1,bx, ditches, craters, roitre.- ulo'pui of hills,. and hollows).
fOJ:tiTI
or rapid rinsembly of subunits arid coriatructi.~r, of- a
more favorable
lincer lucatio.-m of subunarits proLoteri their mnore eftrctiva
Furth1'v-Ynmn~,
nwrch column.
I~f0rCtectn froori nuclear, 6trLicu.

Du:, .c. 10in?. locaut Innmriz: ri f- anid &tteolosd tanV
axi p~laced no thatL they ear, be leploved Pril cornduc~t conibin' d

illoy. na,,inw't.'i
coutb..t actio% rai;Adlly.
are diapof ed at th., hoad or the battAl on or o
in' *r thi e purpose tank euhjni:ui '
cy-itireal tank ai'p-ouc l n'euctiinra, wtille artillery uniits are vtt &r-rteoxin~t-;lY it,

t 10 culltor of trmle baVtiolioi

&nd art
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In a disposition area for personnel near machines,

slit

trenchez are dug and

(time permitting) dugouts and shelters with special equipment are constructed.
For
armored carriers, tanks and other combat materiel entronchments are dug.
If effort.,
for the shelter of personnel :,., limited only to making covered trenches, without
building dugouts, if means of mechanization of time-consuming work are available
the rest area of a motorized rifle
(tank) battalion can be set up in one working
day.
To provide a layout of dugouts with the application of mechanization mratans

will require 1.5 to 2 workdays.

When inhabited localities are used for the disposilion or warming or personnel,

motorized rifle subunits are expediently disposed over toe entire inhabited locality,
while tank subunits are placed nearer to its outskirts, tmrned toward the enemy.
Tanks are placed in courtyards, in gardens, and at crossroads in shelters.
Artillery
and mortar subunits are assigned a place ensuring the condu.7ting of fire in any
direction.
For protection of personnel from nuclear and air
strikes basements,
structures of stone houses, and trenches excavated in yards are used.

Before entry into the area assigned by the senior conrrander,

underground

recornnaissance

is

organized.
For this purpose reconnoitering groups are created.
The composition of
a battalion reconnaiZaance group includes an officer from the battalion control and
officers or sergeants from subunits, as well as combat engineers and chemical scouts.
The group is subordinate to the senior billet
commander of the unit.
The reconnoitering group studies the designated area,

of subunits and means of fortification and,

determines the disposition

approach routes to them, designates the

observed mine fields and organizes their guarding, displays signs for mined objects
and contaminated sections of terrains and also determines the fitness of the water.

Areas with residual radiation and also areas mined by the enemy are as a rile
not occupied.
As they approach the area, battalion subunits are met by officers (sergeants)
who have conducted reconnaissance and are assigned designated places.
Halts of
columns of subunits on roads while waiting orders as to the place and order of
disposition are not allowed.
Upon arrival in the area movement is limited, strict
is established, and observation of the enemy, radiation,
intelligence and local security are organized.
Engineering of the area is

observance of camouflage
chemical, and bacteriological

begun immediately upon the arrival of subunits.

Troops in the area should be in constant readiness to repel enemy ground and
air
attack and destroy his airborne landings and sabotage-reconnaissance groups.
Antiaircraft artillery
and machine guns are used for the destruction of low-flying
aircraft
and helicopters.
Furthermore, all
personnel prepare for the liquidation
of consequences of a possible enemy nuclear attack.
When the enemy inflicts
nuclear strikes, subunits which have not lost their
combat effectiveness usually eliminate the aftereffects by their own efforts and
means under leadership of the commanders.
In disabled subunits elimination of the
aftereffects is accomplished by the forces and means of medical, engineer and chemical
subunits and also subunits of' the tank-technical service, as designated by the
higher commander.
With a nuclear enemy attack on the rest area or upon its
radioactive
contamination, the disposition area can be changed by the decision of the senior
commander.
Medical treatment of personnel and decontamination of combat equipment
are conducted, as a rule, outside the new areas of the disposition of troops.
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of' Troops Disposed for a Halt

rI
When disposed for a halt troops are guarded by local security and with a t-unt
of attack of ground troops of tihe enemy, by bivouac security.
senc,.ry
For local security taie b'.ttalion commander in the thre-atened area plaeon
posts and organizes patrolling. A squal can be assigned to a sentry post.
can be at a.
The sentz- post usually occupies and organizes a position which
comcu!lsged.
thoroughly
is
position
The
subunit.
guarded
the
Yin
,
lWIQ-JIL
uplj
dJ
distance
fire.
of
condit•ting
the
and
observation
circular
en.surý
should
site
The position
sentry
Observatio:i is conducted continuously, both day and night. Pepiaccmen:t of tht
post is iýsually made every twenty-four hours.
to the
The rentry post captures or ki.lis single enemy soldierý. and reprts this
During an enemy offensive the sentry post defends the occupied po',itiri
conmsnder.
and does not withdraw without an order of tth- comnsnder.
is

security

of the coucnander

up by ordrr

set

of

in

the unit

des!gra•-&r

:sivouac
and
zonres (sectors) pith the follcwing mission: to reveal the enemy in good tim,.ebi.ttle.
to warn the Stiarded troop~s about hi.i and ensure their assembly and entry lino
determined by
Tne number" and composition of subunits of' bivouac sacurity are
the tine ihecefsary
the distance from the enemy, the importance of the guarded area,
of
for deploying the guarded troops, the nature of the terrain, and conditions
observation.
ts, sentry pDsts, patro2.3,
security constut.3 cf sentry detat'hdc
llstotirg ,posts and observutin.ý po'r s (Fig. 4i).

IBivouac

PaNB-I.JPMort

If

.

-

nt a . . e r t
, * To

\'rottod

ataIo

-aoF

(

troops

te

a

r4on~s{n
1omb.

aiat.[I-

,

Patrolr -

i

Fig. J1)J4 Organization of security by a sentry detac-hrsenL compoiaed of a reinlorce( I motorized- rifle
cowb, t reconmaisle
[oCM,
battalljn (a varianit).
patrol; Pirc - motorized rifle ccwanzy, eirp -moiorizrod
mrc ]ra
rifle platoon; mob

iiz

•'II
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giiard(Ž'i rl2QJ')t.
Bivouac security intercepts all main roads and approaches to thecomposed
of n
sentry detachment
On the most important areas there is dispatched a some
cases, a reinforced battalion;
(tank) company and in
reinforced motorized rifle
on secondary areas sentry outposts are composed of reinforced platoons.
Motorized rifle subunits assigned for security can be reinforced with tanks
and artillery. Artillery subunits are assigned for combat support of sentry
detachments.
A sentry detachment is given a zone of protection, a line for defense, and a
A protection zone for a reinforced
line up to which it should conduct reconnaissance.
km, and for a sentry outpost
10
to
up
battalion,
a
for
km,
5
to
up
be
can
company
composed of a reinforced platoon, 2 km.
Distance of bivcuac security from the guarded troops should be such that it Is
possible to warn troops in time of the appearance of the enemy and ensure deployment
From experience of the last war
of troops and their organized entry into battle.
In contemporary conditions, when troops have high
this distance was 4-6 km.
mobility, the distance can be greater, since the greater the distance the more time
At the same time the
the troops will have for deployment and entry into battle.
distance should not be excessive, so that the coordinated action of bivouac security
and the guarded troops in repelling the enemy ground attack is not disturbed.
In the designated protection zone, on directions of possible enemy actions,
sentrny detachment deploys sentry outposts composed of a reinforced platoon ane
organizes observation and roeonnaissance.

the

For the disposition of sentry posts a line is selected which is convenient for
defense, covered as much as possible by antitank obstacles, and ensures a -ood field
In the protection zone every outpost prepares a
of view in the direction o!' enemy.
basic position and, time permitting, a reserve position from which the zone is
Interval between positions of sentry posts are cover.ed )y fire.
covered by fire.
For timely detection of the enemy observation is organized at the ;osition of"
each squad (tank).

The subunit, on order of the sentry commander, is dtsvosed in devth vcat to

maneuver on the threatened .3ectors.

Firing positions of artillery attached to the sentry detachment are selected on
critical avenues of tank ajl-roaches.
To inspect the terrain in the intervals between sentry outpost:-, er!ipcially at
night and in conditions of limited visibility, by order of the sentr detachment
commander, mounted or foot patrols art, periodically sent from the sentry p(ost, and
they secretly follow the indicated route and thoroughly inspect the terrain.
Fatrols
capture or kill individuel soldiers.
Upon detection of groups of the enenmy, the
patrol vehicle commander (senior member of the patrol) immediately reports to the
outpost commander and continues observation of actions of the enemy.
For timely detection of the enemy, the outpost commander sets up listening
Posts composed of two or three soldiers in front of the sentry outpost or in the
intervals between adjacent outposts if there are concealed approaches.
A listening
post is set up for a definite time, is concealed at the place indicated, and should
be in full combat readiness without revealing itself. If the enemy appears, the
listening post observes the enemy and notifies the comm=ander as instructed.
When
single enemy soldiers approach it, !t captures them or kills them.
After fulfillment of the mission the listening post returns to the outpost
position without awaiting orders to do so.
To conluct reconnaissance to the front and on th. flanks of the sentry outpost
comiander sets up observation posts and, when necessary, dispatches cor-bt
reconnaissance patrols or patrol vehicles.
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-iI
When a relnforced bt ttalion Is ai.ssigned as a ,entry Ie.tac)rmert un important
areas, on tihe frost Lirobable di-rections of' the enemy apj;roach, the battalion commander
sets up watch outposts; of' a company and on othurs, a I InLooti.
The reraining subunits
Collmpose the.c

servo.

To Identify security arid reconnalss;ance pnrsonnl passwords and replies are
established evory twentj-four hours.
The password is the designation of a weapon or combat cquinm•erit and the reply,
the name of an inhabited locality with the same first letter as the password.
For
Instance, the password: "IHstol," the rply:
p"oltava."
1Toepassword is reported orally to all the personrel of b2vouac security and
reconnaissance aiid the raply, to conminanners of these subunits aid also to persons
adizpatched for trensmisuLon of orders to them.
The password is asked of persons passtng throughj the line of protecetion and
travellin 0 over the disposition arna and the reply is requested fi-on persons
transmitting an r0rder of the commander.
L

Passvtords, and replies are pronounced quletay.
All those who do not kn'LOW toe
pafsword or thtoze who arrive with an order and do not know the reply Ire held.
The
commncier of the sentry detachment questions them personally and, dep-tnding upon
circumstances, permits theri to go on or directs them under guard to the, commander.

I

At niglht and in conditions of limited visibility personnel of a sentrj post
should maniintain fall (combat readiness und manifest 11gb vigi.lance.
After nri,
nu data about the appearance of the enemy, the sentry detanhment
The appearance
(sentry outpost) intensýIfies the observation and pro ares for brittle.
of the enemy in the security zone is reported by the sentzy dae•:hment (sentry
outpost) commander immediately to the co)mm.ander, who sends protection and notlf:ies
adjacent sentry detaci-ments (outposts,.
The outpost caltures or kills small groups
ol the enemy. During, an attack by considerable ensey forces the sentry outpost
persistently holds the occupied liae ensuring the deployment and entry into battle
of the guarled troops. In the case of an airborne laniing drop in the security
zone the sentry coirmander reports this to his comrLander and tab-es measures to destroy
the force.

I

I

CONCLUSION
Fx~amination of basic principles of contemporary taectics shows that they differ
1fen tactics of past wars, including tactics of" the period of the Great Patriotl_ý
In the developmelit of tactics, just as in operational art and strategy, thc-'e
War.
has indeed occurred a revolution which was caused by the wide application of nii('.e+a;
weapons and meins of their delivery and alno by the uns• of other of the '-.ate,"t
achievements in scieneu and technology in military affairs.
The princi~pal means of destroying an enemy in contemport~ry combined-artrs combat
The om.hotled-a,-nis unit comm•ander hac, aý,ailnble a varl.nty of'
are nuclear weapons.
nuclear amwmunLtion which can be used for striking dif.1'erent objectives in thýe entire
depth of the

T

~is

uiit

comrat formation,

2ý12

The ability of iactical nuclear wennons to solve 1ndeper,d-_-ntly the ino~t
Now
important combat p~rcblems changes -,he ve-ys Euubstance of combincd-arrS Lombat.
this is not simply" combat of motorized infantry, tanks, artiller'y, otha:r kin~ds- ofit
forces, and aviation, which are prominent in the solution of tactical p•rob].oýms;
above all nuclear strikes and highly mobile actions of comibined-arms .Imall,
medium, and large units, which arc coordinated withs respect to target, place,, and of
An enemy is dec'troyed by nuclear 5t~rkes and powerful fire of oitheir tyVpes
time.
Rlapid maneuver, combined with nuclear strikes, fire strikeýý, and zwift
weapons.
at~tacks, penetrates the entire content. of cmnte-npoiary combined-arms combat.
Skil!l~ful,] j-p!•_c-Atin of nuiclear weapons, in vombat permits, rapidly chanrglnr the
hr
e•m,] hiowlud__u
the profound
anid deotroying
bentefilt
to ,one'•oI,
must have
focesanq
unit co~mnander
the combined-arms
a result,meanL
As
deliv.,,ry
of combat means and the capabilitle-F of nuclear weapoi;s and meaný, of thelr0w,
most
to +the targets; the skill[ to analyze t"he situation r-apidly and deuermlrn2
e%•itab,.e targ-ts for. nuclear ctri.•zes; atnd the ability to perform personall.-- ý4nd pens
rapidly all necessary oalcu~latlont3 connected with the apt-,ication of nucleIar- wae,
and the exploitation of thei1r results.
..!, atis+ of
The presence of the enemy's nuclear we~apons, which are ,ý)e pria•eips
a r --,I for
destructiou and the basis of' the combat power of ML; truop5, Luauses
constantly combattinp means, of nuclear attack: by all available means an,|l methods
In eontempor,ýr.V eonditiono the ouitcome of 1battle depend•s
4n A_avpn Aituation.
Therefore, reuoannrissance of the elnemTy's
on a successful solution of this problev.
nuclear mean* of attack and their im-,-wd1,.te destruction constitute th,,. wain mission
of troops In combut.
New• means of fighting have shorplJ- iner-ared the comb-o rer.,nurceef; of' both
sides and have given, previou~s)y undue,-, derisiveness, mnaneuverabi Lity, perfortwinee,
and large dir.ensional scale to combin t--arms comlbat.
ratoo
pcaiod.

lam

Wide appli catl on of' nuclear weapoun•

by l,oth nIdes wi 11 lead to the format, on£

of" extensive zones of conitamination and aras, of destruction; troops will bhi forced

to cross or ives:; them isnl 1.o coniduct combalt actions in them byr applying various
mneans and methols of protection.

In modern combat the value of the timn factor of achieving s1:r:
; 'I sharply
increased.
Now it ic no lonlrer days and hours, but •.Wnutes and even socorids that
can decide the outcome of' a battle.
Thin requires tihu commander to bc exceptionally
quick in reacting to a situation, prompt in making decisions and getting combat
mlssICr
to the t ooC, * as well as -1'ecd in the fulftllment of those ci.;s
,.
Iep)eclaily rapid, literally Instantancou,, and absolutely Independent reaztlon is
reqjuired of the commander upon receiving Information on nuclear means of the enemty.
Thi exceptional deci siveness of ohJectives, which both sides :'ill pursue in
armed combat, and the increasing possibilitles of their attainment by the offensive
actioný in contemporary conditions sharjl,
increase the role of the meeting
engagement, vA ,) will be a more frequoet. |,henomenoa than before and apparently will
sometimes
ipr ominate over other form, ou" ,coui-bat actions.
The basic principles in
conducting a meeting engagement are thie mti•epation of the enemy in inflicting
n±,olear and fire strikes and in the deployment of troops in combat formation together,
with the carrying out of swift attacks on t.,c flanks and In the rear of t aAei
dispositions of the enemy and their- destructloer by units in bilef periods.
The nature of attack on a defending enemy has changed radically.
It i-, conducted
in directions, at a high tempo, to grent oeo-th, with wide application of various
types of maneuver.
Concentration of efi'oý,ts on the main direction W1l1 be attained
first of all by inflietl••. nuclear stiike.,
Troops on the battlefield wJll operate
in dilsersed order.
breaKthrough1 of the enemy's defense will be accomplished differently, i.e., not
by means of 'nitbling away" as in past wars, but by inflicting nuclear strikes and
surmounting it from the march with tanks and motorized Infantry troops.
One of the
methods of turning troop.s to the offen:sive will be:come the attack from the march.
To prevent the er,,y from inflicting mu,-l]ear and fire strikes, dr'ployment for battle
and preparation for the nttack will be carried out without any halt on the assoult
j'osttion.
While deatroyinj- 5ut vivng centers of the enemy's resistance, motorived Infantry
units will operate together with tanks, usuaLlly without dismounting from the armored
carriers.
Attack in a dismounted rormatlon will be a rare phenomenon.
Infantry
tactics, based on actions of riflemen in exteiled fire positions will give way to
new tactics of motovi:;ed infantry troops rn armorei carriers.
A, plication of nuclear weapons creates favorr.b]c conditions for a swift forward
advance of troops.
They should be able to rapidly use results of nuclear strikes,
to .. n. ta-ts boldly hrou3h breaks and lntervals in the enemy's combat formation,
to avoid frontal attacks of' strong, points and straight-line advance, to accomplish
flexible maneuvers, and to inflict decisive strikes to the flank and rear of the
enemy.
The defense has also undergofoe significant chenges.
'urning to the defensive
as a temporary and forced measure wilt occur most often under the influence of the
enemy in the ceurse of intense combat.
Defense in these conditions will be organized
inia very shert time.
It will be bared on the application of nuclear weapon:, fire
of conventional means, and. barriers and cn wide maneuver and counterattacks. combined
with firm retentici
of the most important areas and
of attack
of the enemy.

objects

in

the basic directions

The availability of' nuclear weaponc for the defending forces permits them not
only to repel the attz k of sluperlor enemy fornas, but also to completely disrupt
the offensive and to switch from the defensives to the offensive in a brief period.
Problems of troop ronjtrol are iolved in a new way in modern combat.
The volum,
h.-s increased con:;id•'roi l and the conteot of data on the situation which are
ntoessary for the command,:r to make a decision has; chanj,.ed qualitatively.
There is

23f

increased value -in foreoight, which is inconceivable without the commande:r" .-.
of the firm dialectic method of analysis of the situation and wil.hoult wl-or.anize
lioi(,.u!
intelligence, profound knowledge of the nature of modern combat andli
of the organization and tactics of his own troops and the enemy.

;s•fl

rid

In contempcrary conditions the period for making decizion;• and ;:,';'Inlnr -rtntr.t
missions to troops has been sharply reduced.
Making a battle dleci•.iori an- .ie:
organization of coordinated action of forces now, as never before, ar(ý coinnecltld viitih
the production of many and precise tactical calculations.
The actual :;uul.tance of'
coordinated action of troops in combat has changed.
Coordinated application of*
conventional means of destruction with nuclear strikes and the rapId use of their
results by large and small combined-arms units is dominant in it.
The maintenance
of uninterrupted communication and continuous coordination of troops In the course
of battle has become complicated.
The wide introduction of electronic computers is of great importance t'or the
increase in quality of troop control.
They have assumed many functions:
computation,
systematization, analysis of necessary data, and calculations of the ratio of forces,
optimum variants of the distribution of forces and means, strategic concentration,
and others, thereby considerably reducing the time-consuming calculation worck of
the staff.
With help of the latest
technology the commander, while perfecting
variants of decision, can always at least approximately imagine what scales of
destruction can be expected of the enemy, what will be his losses and expenditure
of supplies, how much time will be required for the fulfillment, of some mlssion, arid
so on.
In contemporary conditions the security of combat has changed and it, capacity
has expanded.
Besides the earlier executed missions, which ,,;ere highly ceomplicated,
new missions have developed for military intelligence.
Now intelligence
rm.s2t
establish the location and movement of the enemy's means of mass destruction, rcveal
objectives for nuclear strikes and conduct constant monitoring of them, and obtain
data on the radiation, chemical, and bacteriological situation.
Requirement s have
increased for timeliness, reliability,,
accuracy and continuity of collecti' : of
intelligence data.
There appeared a new type of r.ecurity for combat operations - protection from
weapons of mass destruction, including an entire complex of special and tactical
measures.
Missions of antiaircraft defense of forces were expanded and principiles
'of its conduct have been changod.
The importance of camouflage and the combatting
of enemy electronic means havýe increased sharply.
Modern combined-arms combat will require a large quantity of different. riaterial
resources, especially fuel and ammunition, rapid return to duty of damasked •combat
materiel, and timely medical aid to the injured and sick.
It will be necessary to
solve all
questions o.onnected with this in extremely complicated conditions and in
limited periods.
Therefore, rear protection of troops has changed and become
considerably comp'icated.
The division and regiment service areas have changed; it
has become mobile, highly technically equipped, and capable of carrying out rear
protection from brief halts and often simply from the tp'arch.
The complicated nature of modern combat imposes new and higher reinirements on
the moral and psychological preparation, education, training, discipline, and
physical conditioning of Soviet soldiers.
The main strength in combat always has
been and still
is the man.
The outcome of battle in the end will be decided by men
who excellently master combat technique, deeply realize the Justice of the purposes
of war, are sincerely loyal to their fatherland, and are ready, to perform their
military duty without regard to their lives.
Therefore, in contemporary conditions
the value of party-political work sharply increases*; it iz called on to strengthen
the moral spirit
of the soldiers, to cultivate their hig[h combat characteristics,
and to support constantly the offensive drive and iron milita-y discipline.
In a future world war, if the imperialists
It,
i,1c•r'
the initial
leriod will
acquire decisive importance.
The imperialists count on the surprise of unleashing
war, are feverishly arming theinselves, and maintain in constant readiness L:rrge
nuclear forces and concentrations of ground, air,
and naval forces equipped with
powerful modern weapons and combat materiel.
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The enormous disastcrn of' the past war,. which brought or., urny sacrifices andl so
much suffering, arc still1rcrh in the mnemory of all th-3 Covie-t people.
Miscalculal ions in nuclear war can inflict great lossea on all our ocople, orn thuof Communi.sm, a~nd to LOfate
of humnanityý.

*cauie

-Therefore,

-.

the Farty requJires developmeznt of high) vigilance

schemeF. of the imperializtIJc militarists and maintenance of the
constant combat readinevs.

i th respect to tthe
afLItte forces inI

-im~provement

To this basic mission -provision ef the highesat combat readinesF of srsU~,
medium, and laric uinits - is devoted all our instvuction ar:! training, of' trccps
of their orgnnlr7ation, equipnent of' toe latest technology and me~nn of
com)Tbat, and all the mnaii'old activitie;s of corarmenders., political workers, tachlItcal
spe-ciallsts, and l'arty and KoRom-ouol orgriulsations,I

-'out

Tactical ti!,rA
oi:- of comnaiiaud pe~ sonnel is entirely devoted to maintaining hi gni
combat readiness and the ability,;, itn case of neceýssity, to Isnuediatcely start earryirg
combat. nidsclone.111,
Its wal
task is moastery of' skill, in organizi.ng anid conductinr
of' Mdern combt.&!
T~xns book isý devoted to, promo.ting this in all possible ways and
to expandniraý
opraioan.acc!
competeýnýce of officers,.
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